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• : ABSTRACT

• From November 1959 through December 1960 at the Kharkov Polytechuicz_l
Institute series of radar measurements 0[" radiants and velocities of individual
meteors were carried out. The pulse-difi'ractiou method was used to meas,,rc
velocities; the method o[ triangular reception o[ radio-waves re[leered l,e::_
forming meteor trail was used for measuring radiant position. The orbits c,._
12500 meteor bodies were obtained, l\leasuremcnis o[" meteor rates, meteor

.trail dri[ts, initial radius o[" ionized meteor trails were also carried out accor.-
ding to the program oI' the IGY--IGC.

In Chapter I the physical theory o[ radiometeors is discussed. The ioniza-
tion curves for meteors being borne by meteor bodies of various masses arc
obtained. In Chapter II the selectivity of observations in relation to dec!i-

nation o[" radiants and meteor velocities is discussed. Formulas for receivi_a
density ot" meteor stream from measured meteor rates are obtained. In Chapter
III the equipment and technique for measuring velocities and radiators of
meteors are described. Errors o[' measurements are analysed. As the re._r_l'_
of the statistfcal analysis oi the orbit catalogue 195 meteor streams and _,_-
sociations are found. The obtained distribution of orbits of meteor bodir:s

is conlpared with the results of" photographic observations.
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METEORIC PHENOMENA IN THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

PREFACE

A thorough study of the upper layers of the atmosphere and also of the

interplanetary and near-Earth cosmic space Ibd to the development of new trends

in research, developing at the confluence of several sciences. One of them is

the study of meteors and the related phenomena in the Earth's atmosphere by the

radar method. The radar observations permit one to obtain information concern-

ing the meteor bodies, concerning their movement in interplanetary space, and

concerning the ionization produced by them in the atmosphere. In distinction

from the optical observations (visual and photographic), the radio observations

can be conducted at any time of day and under any weather conditions, which is

particularly valuable during a study of the diurnal and seasonal variations of

the populatlon of meteors, and also in a study of the diurnal meteor streams and

of the streams acting during very brief time intervals. The radar observations

of meteors permit us to study the diurnal and seasonal variations of the atmos-

pheric density in the meteor zone. The measurements of the drifts of the ionized

meteor trails proved to be an irreplaceable means for a detailed study of the

circulation of the atmosphere. By the program of the International Quiet Sun

Year (IQSY), the conduct of such measurements was provided for in many countries.

In spite of a number of advantages, the radar method can not completely

replace the other methods of studying meteors. A thorough study of the meteoric

material in the solar system and the phenomena, related with meteors, in the

Earth's atmosphere, requires the use of various methods, of which the most val-

uable are the radar and photographic observations of meteors, and also of the

direct measurements on artificial Earth satellites and space rockets.

The studies of the meteor phenomena by the radar method conducted in the

Kharkov Polytechnical Institute (KPI) from 1957 - 1963 include practically all

of the basic trends. The extensive statistical material accumulated during these

years permit us to derive a number of conclusions concerning the structure of the

aggregation of the meteor bodies in the environs of the Earth orbit, concerning

the physical processes in the ionized meteor trails, and concerning their effect

upon the notlceabillty of meteors during _he radio observations. We studied the

regular andlrregular movements of the atmosphere in the meteor zone. We compiled

the largest catalog in the world, containing 12,500 individual orbits of meteor

bodies.

b_

The present report sunm_arlzes the studies of the meteors and the related

phenomena based on various radar measurements of meteors more brilliant that

approximately +7mp conducted in the KPI. In wrltlng the monograph, the authors

utilized the material published previously both by themselves and by other
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co-workers at the Institute. Chapters 1 and 2 were written by V. N. Lebedinets,
chapter 3 by B. L. Kashcheyev, chapter 4, jointly by B. L. Kashcheyev, V. N.
Lebedinets and M. F. Lagutln.

i

The authors express appreclation to the group at the Department of the

Fundamentals of Engineering at the KPI for thelr aid in preparing the manuscript

and the catalog of orbits for printing. The authors consider it necessary to

remark that the successful development of the studies on the meteors was largely

promoted by the member of the Interdepartmental Geophysical Committee under the

Presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Professor V. V. Fedynskiy, for which

the authors express deep gratitude to him.
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CHAPTER 1

PHYSICAL THEORY OF METEORS

In the radar observations on the waves k_8 m, basically there are regis-

tered the meteors weaker than +5 stellar magnitude, forming the ionized trails

wlth a linear electron density _<I0 p_ electrons/cm. In the present report, the

physical theory of meteors is regarded with reference to the radar method of in-

vestigations, therefore the basic attentlon _s diverted to the evaporation of

small meteor bodies and to the processes of the formation and destruction of the

ionized meteor trails. The physical theory of optical meteors will interest us

only in those cases when the results of the optical observations are necessary

for verifying the basic initial precepts of the physical theory of radio meteors.

For the sake of brevity, we will call the radio meteors simpl_ meteors, being

registered by the radio engineering means.

The fundamentals of the modern physical theory of meteors was laid in

the reports of Gaede LI], Opik _2, 32, Spira_ _43, Fisher _5_, and others.

Subsequently, the physical theory of meteors was developed in the writings of

a large number of Soviet and foreign astronomers and physicists.

SIMPLEST PHYSICAL THEORY OF _TEORS

In its movement in the atmosphere, a meteor body experiences collisions

with the air molecules_ as a result of which a braking occurs, heeding an evapor-

ation of the body. The problem of the motion in the atmosphere can be reversed

considering the meteor body stationary, while the air molecules are considered

to be moving towards it wlth the velocity v of the body. During the time dt, the

meteor body encounters the mass of air

dM_ = Spvdt, (1.1)

where S equals the area of the frontal section of a meteor body, P equals density

of the atmosphere. This alr mass has the kinetic energy relative to the motion

dE a and the quantity of motion dPa

v_ t Spv3dt ' (1.2)dE_ _ dM. _- =

dp_ = dMav = Sp_,_dt (1.3)

From the law of the conservation of a quantity of motion, we find the braking

of a meteor body:
b

du
M _7 = -- FSpv_', (1.4)

where N equals mass of meteor body, F equals reslsta_ce factor (portion of the

quantlty of I_tlon o_ _he Impinging molecules of air, being transmitted to the body).
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The area of the frontal section of a meteor body is expressed by its mass and

density D •

S = AM'h6 -'h,
(1.5)

where A equals the coefficient of the form. , For a spherical body

A = f 9._lv,
k-TO-/ = 1.21.

(1.6)

From (l.&) and (1.5), the equation for the braking of a meteor body will

be written as follows:

dv PA M-'/'6-'I'pv 2, ( 1.7 )d-F=--

in the derivation of the braking equation, we did not take into account the

Earth's attraction, since during the movement of a meteor body in the atmosphere

at the cosmic velocity, it is much less than the force of the air resistance.

Assuming that the energy transmltted to a meteor body by the air molecules

is expended in its evaporation, from (1.2) and (1.5), we deri_e the equation of

the evaporation of a meteor body

dM A AA ._,hb-%pv s ' (1.8)d--Y---- 2Q SPY3= -- 2-_-
¢

where h equals the heat transfer factor (portion of kinetic energy of the im-

pinging air molecules, transmitted to the meteor body), Q equals the force of

evaporation of one gram of meteor substance.

The atoms and molecules evaporatlng from the surface of a meteor body

have the initial velocity of motion relative to the ambient atmosphere, close

to the velocity of the meteor body. In case of their collisions with the molecules

of the atmosphere, there occur the processes of resilient scattering, dissocia-

tion, excitation and ionization.

The light force of the meteor I is usually expressed by the kinetic

energy of the evaporating meteor substance. Then the equation of the luminescence

of the meteor can be written as follows:

[ =----8-_\'dT/_ (dM IV 2 __ t6_QAAr M,/_6_,_pV_ ' (1.9)

where T equals the luminosity factor.

The ionizing capability of meteor atoms is typified by the ionization

factor _ ( _ equals the average number of the free electrons, being generated

by one evaporated meteor atom). The linear electron density of the trail formed

b# a meteor is found from the ionization _ormula

= k) -- M/'6 'Pv_'
_mtlv _ 2Q_mtl

c

where _ equals the average atomic weight of the meteor substance, m H equals the

mass of a hydrogen atom.



Let us estimate the value of the braking of a meteor body in the

process of its evaporation. Dividing (Io8) into (1.7), we obtain

dM --_,c/v. (I. Ii)

where A
==_ • : (1.12)

If the values A) I_ and Q during the process of evaporation remain constant, in-

tegrating (I.II), we obtain

o o o

•, --- (_-_) (1.13)
M --- 1vice 2 u ,

where M o and v o equal the mass and velocityi, respectively, of a meteor body before
the inception of its evaporation.

The value _ can be estimated, assuming A equals F = I. According to

Opik _63, the force of evaporation Q is practically identical for the stone and

iron meteor bodies and comprises on an average Q - 8 " 10 _° ergs/g. At these values

of A, F and Q, we obtain _ - 6 .10-12 sec2/cm2° From (I.13), it is easy to

observe that the decrease in the velocity of a meteor body during the evaporation

process is slight. Plus, at an average velocity of meteors vo - 40 km/sec, the

reduction in the mass of a meteor body as a result of evaporation by I0 times,

is accompanied by a decrease in the initial velocity by only I km/sec in all.

The value for <_can be determined more precisely based on the results of

the basic photographic observations of the meteors equipped with a shutter, if

we conduct the measurements of the velocity, braking and light force of the

meteors. According to (1.11) I dM

_-dT
=-aT' (1.14)

9-

dr

from the luminosity equation (1.9), we find
dM 8_I

d---t"= xv'-" (1.15)

Integrating (1.15) and disregarding the residual mass of the meteor body at the

moment of the meteor's disappearance, let us find the mass of the meteor body at
the moment t:

t_

M = 8zi I dr,x_--q- (1.16)
t

where t2 equals the moment of disappearance of the meteor. From (I.14) . (1.16),
we obtain

/

t_

As we have seen, a decrease in the velocity of a meteor body in the process

of evaporation is slight, therefore v2, and also the luminosity factor depending

on the velocity can be removed from under the integral sign. Then Eq. (1.17) is

simplified: [

oev _"mt (1.18)

t
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The most complete data concerning the determination of the value and

its dependence on velocity according to (1.18) was published by Jacchia _7] in

I958:
i

vo, km/sec.. 15 20

log _ -10.98 -11.08

30 40 5O 60 70

-II.19 -11.24 -11.31 -Ii.34 -11.37

The values for _ decrease slightly with an increase in velocity. At an average
velocity of meteors vo m 40 km/sec, _ - 5.8 .10-1asec2/cm , which is close to
the value previously derived.

The estimate given for the value of the braking of meteor bodies indicates

that in the integration of the evaporation equation, in a first approximation,

the velocity of a meteor body can be considered constant.

Within fairly narrow intervals of helghts, the Earth's atmosphere can be

considered isothermal and the average molecular weight of air %_ can be con-

sidered constant. Then a variation in the atmospheric density w_th height h

occurs according to the law
h-ho

p = p_e u ' (i.19)

where P equals the density of the atmosphere at the height h O. The adduced
height o_ a homogeneous atmosphere h depends on the temperature T and upon the

average molecular weight of the air: °

H -- kr
_mug ' (1.20)

where k equals the Boltzmann constant, g equals the acceleration of gravitational

force, m H equals the mass of a hydrogen atom.

If z equals the zenith distance of a meteor's radiant, it is evident that

dh equals -v cos zdt,

dp " pvcoszclt.
_ (l.21)

From (1.8) and (1.21), we derive

dM AA H/_'1_''_v"
-- -- (1.22)
do 2Q6"' cos z

Integrating (1.22), at constant v, we derive

AAIt_'i_P (1.23)
M_'_ -- M'_ --=606 :'_cosz

Equating to zero the derivative of (1.8)_ we find the density of the atmosphere

_)m at the height of the maximum evaporation Of a meteor body, hm:

Pm _ '_ii_ ' cos z, (1.24)
AAH4

where M m equals mass of meteor body at the point of maximal evaporation. From

(1.23) and (1.24), we find blm|

Mm =:8 Ado. ' (1.25)

.6.



Substituting M m into (1.24), we derive

2Q 3Id_6,'_ cos z
- •

Om = AAHv_ . (1.26)

From (1.23) and (1.26), we obtain

(1.27)

Substituting (1.27) into the equations of luminosity and ionization, we find the

luminous intensity of a meteor and the linear electron density of a meteor trailz

] -- 8,-m P,-7 _- P," • (1.28)

m,,0_o_z t(1 .,p)o-a= _U,Htl- p_ 3 p., ' (1.29)

the luminous intensity and the linear electron density of the trail in the point
of maximal evaporation

3

Im = t "¢.M_%cosz
18.n H ' (1.30)

4 _Mo cosz
a,n- 9 wnnH "' (1.31)

From (1.28) . (1.30), we find the distribution of the luminous intensity of a

meteor and the linear electron density along _:he trail)

a-__ , _. 9 p ( 1 t p__)"-am 1., 4 p,,, 3 " (1.32)

From (1.13) and (1.25), we find the reduction in the velocity of a meteor

to the point of maximal evaporationl

t.22
AUra - OO--Vm_ --,

"*Vo (1.33)

where vm equals the velocity of a meteor in the point of maximum evaporation.

We have listed below the numerical values of A Vm . The values for (% at various

velocities of meteors were taken from the data listed on page

Vo, km/sec.. 15 20 30 40 50 60 70

Vm, km/sec. 0.78 0.72 0.63 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.41

COMPARISON OF THE SIMPLEST PHYSICAL THEORY OF METEORS WITH OBSERVATIONS

Height of Maximum Evaporation

If we overlook the decrease In the velocity of a meteor body In the process

of,itS evaporation, the point of maximum evaporation should coincide wlth the point

of maximum luminous intensity of the meteo_ and wlth the point of maximum linear

electron density of the ionized trall of the meteor. Since the density of the

atmosphere at various heights at the present tlme Is known wlth a sufficient

degree of accuracy according to the data collected by rocket measurements _83,

the height h of maxlmal evaporation of a meteor body can be determined wlth

the ald of E_uatlon (1.26).

-7-
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Fig. I.I. Dependence of the Height of Maximal Luminous Intensity h

Upon Photographic Absolute Stellar Magnltude for Meteors with Velocities

of 25 - 35 km/sec.

In the calculation of Pm' we adopted the following values of the parameters

entering Eq. (1.26)z A = I, Q - 8 • I0 '° ergs/g, H - 6.5 km, the average value cos z -

2/3. For a spherical body, the coefficient of form A - 1.2L. From the experi-

ments with iron and aluminum bodies of varying fragmenting form [9], we found the

average value A - 1.7. Taking into account the gradual smoothing of the form of

a meteor body during the evaporation process, we adopt the mean value A - 1.5.

The luminosity factors at the various velocities of meteors, determining the

scale of masses of meteor bodies were computed by Opik LIO].

a
;00

g0}70I/T/" .. .

50 I ) . i . I ,
/0 10 30 _0 50 6"0 70

100 ._so

o

gO o ./_// /

//
:/ I I [ I I I

7670 . 20 30 _0 70FO

Fig. 1.2. Dependence of Height h m of Maximal Luminous Intensity Upon

Veloc|ty v O for the Meteors a..2m_ b.O m. The solid llne shows the theo-

retical dependence of h m upon v^ at 5 a 2 g/cm 3, and the broken llne

at 5 - 3.4 g/cm 3, Key _o flgur_z a) hm, km) b) Vo, km/sec.
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Until now, there have been published the heights of maximal evaporation

of around a thousand meteor bodies, found according to the basal photographic

observations of meteors. For a comparison with the theory, we utilized the data

obtained for about 500 meteors, presented in Ell, 122 .

Whipple EI2_ presents the hm-values for 144 meteors brighter than approxi-

mately 0m, having been observed with the standard photographic cameras. These

meteors were divided by us into seven groups based on velocity. In each group,

the values of hm for the individual meteors were reduced to the average values

of the velocity and of the zenith distance of the radiant. Then, for each group,

based on the method of least squares, we found the dependence hm upon the stellar

magnitude of meteors, m. In Figure 1.1, we 'have shown such a dependence for the

meteors with velocities 25 -35 km/sec, and also the values form and hm for in-

dividual meteors in the glven group. From the figure it is obvious that at a

variation in the maximal luminous intensity of the meteors by one stellar magni-

tude, h m on an average changes much less than by 2 km, which agrees well with

(1.26).

_7
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FIR. 1.3. Curves of the Luminous Intensity of Three Photographic Meteors

El3] with the Velocltiesl a= 36 km/secl b-_26 km/secl and c- 69 km/sec.]
• Lcap%ion con%inued_ nex% _%6e
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The broken llne indicates the theoretical curves of luminous inten-

sity based on (1.34). Key to figures a) t, sec.

In Figure 1.2a, a for all the groups of the velocities of meteors, we

have shown the average values of h for the meteors - 2 TM, and also the average

deviations of the individual hm.va_ues from the mean. In the figure) we also

show the theoretlc@l dependence of hm upon v O at two values of density of meteor

bodies: 5 - 2 g/cm a and 5- 3.4 g/cm ]. The @verage measured values of h agree

well with the theoretical ones at 6 _ 2 g/cm 3, although at 5 - 3.4 g/cm3T not for

one of the groups of velocities do the divergences exceed the average spread of

values for h m for the individual meteors, l_e spread of the individual hm-values

can be explained by the diversity of the form, density and chemical composition

of the meteoric bodies, by the dependence of the luminosity factor upon the

chemical composition of the meteor body, and by the fluctuations in the density
of the atmosphere.

t

Similar calculations were made by us for 360 meteors brighter than about

+3 m of absolute photographic stellar magnitude (m_), having been observed with

the "Super-Schmidt" cameras ELI3. In Fig. 1.2, b, we have shown the average

measured values of h for the meteors with m _- 0 at various v_locities. We havem

also shown the theoretical dependence of h m upon v O at 5 - 2 g/cm 3 and 5 . 3.4

g/cm 3. The theoretical heights of the maximal evaporation prove to be systemat-

Ically less than those observed! at I . 2km at 5 - 2 g/cm 3 and at 3 - 4 km at

5 - 3.4 g/cm 3. The discrepancies increase f_r the slowest meteors.

Curves of Luminous Intensity

According to (1.32), the form of the luminous intensity curve of a meteor

does not depend on the mass of a meteor body, its density and velocity. For a

comparison with the observations, In (1.32), it is convenlent to transfer from

the luminous intensity to the stellar magnitude. Since the values m and I are

linked by the relationship m - const-2.5 log I, from (1.32), we derive

Anz = nz -- rnm = -- 0.875-- 1.08 h,_ -- h t --77-- (1.3a)
---_--- + 2 In 1--_-e

where m m equals the stellar nmgnltude of a meteor in the maximum of brilliance.

In Fig. 1.3, we have shown the typical luminous intensity curves, obtained

from the observations with standard cameras, of three bright meteors LI3] with

velocities of 36, 25 and 69 km/sec. The first two meteors have standard curves

of luminous intensity, while the third is an anomalous meteor with a flare. From

the figure, it is evident that the standard curves of the luminous intensity of

the bright meteorsj obtained from the observations with the standard cameras agree

satisfactorily with the theoretical curve (1.34), if we overlook the slight fluc-

tuations in the luminosity of the meteor. At the very end of the trail, the

de_rease in the brightness of the meteor a_most always occurs more quickly than

according to (1.34). Sometimes this rapid drop in the brightness is preceded by

a small flare. In the sclntlllatlng meteors, the curve of the luminous intensity

is close to the theoretical one up to the moment of the flare, then for some

reason, the evaporation r_te of the meteor body increases abruptly.

The observations with the Super-Schmldt cameras revealed significant de-

viations of the measured curves of the luminous intensity of the faint photographic

meteors (m# - 0m - +3 m) from the theoretical Ell]. For the curves of the luminbus

intensity of the faint photographic meteors, the following characteristics are typical.

-I0-



I) Near the point of the appearance, the luminous intensity of a meteor

increases much more quickly than according to (1.34), after which there follows

a more gradual increase in the luminous intensity up to the maximum.

2) Below the point of maximum evaporation, the deviations of the observed

curves of the luminous intensity from the theoretical are less significant.

Usually, the luminous intensity of a meteor decreases more quickly than according

to (1.3_).

5) The visible parts of the curves of the luminous intensity of meteors

are shorter than according to (1.34).

These features of the curves of the luminous intensity of meteors, observed

with the Super-Schmidt cameras usually are explained by the fragmenting of the

meteor bodies generating them _II, 14j 15]. For a quantitative description of

the process of fractionatlon, certain authors introduced various parameters of

fragmentation. B. Yu. Levln _16] introduced the fragmentation parameter F,

typi_ylng the relative truncation of the observed part of the curve of luminous

intensity of a meteor in comparison with the theoretical one. If we know the

excess _m of the visible stellar magnitude of the meteor in _he point of the
o

maximum luminous intensity over the threshold of the sensitivity of the photoplate,

based on (1.34) we can find the theoretical difference in the heights of the points

of the appearance and disappearance of the meteor (h " h2) teop' Knowing the
length of the trail of a meteor on the photo,late an_ the zenith distance of the

meteor's radiant, we find the observed difference of the heights of the points

of the appearance and disappearance (h I - h2)_6_ " Then

Hawkins and Southworth Eli] present the values of hl, h 2 and A m for

360 meteors, photographed with the Super-Schmldt cameras. Using these data,

B. Yu. Levln _16] computed the distribution based on the parameter F of the

meteor bodies with varying masses. In Fig. 1.4, we have shown the distribution

for 2 intervals of massesz Mo_ 0.003 g and 0.03<Mo< 0.I g. From the Figure

it is obvious that in the faintest of the photographlc meteors, one most often

finds 0.5< F < 0.6. In the bright meteors, the F-values prove to be less.

In this manner_ if the parameter F characterizes the fragmentation of the

meteo_ bodies, in the bright meteors, it should be expressed more intensively

than in the faint ones. In the following sectlons_ we will return to an ex-

planation of this feature of the varla_ion of the parameter F in the meteors

of varying stellar magnitudes.

From a comparison of the simplest physlcal theory of meteors with the

observations, we can make the following conclusions.

I) Eq. (1.26) describes well the avbrage values of the height of the

maximal luminous intensity of meteors brighter than about 0m and its dependence

upon the velocity and the stellar magnitude of meteors. For the meteors 0TM - + 3 m,

the measured values of h m are systematically higher by I - 3 km than the theoretical

ones, furnished by EQ. (1.26).

2) The visible part of the curves of the luminous intensity of meteors

brighter than about 0m during the observations with the standard cameras agrees
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satisfactorily with the theoretical part_ provided by Eq. (1.32). However_

during the observations with the Super-Schmidt cameras, it has been found that

Eq. (1.32) yields a greater extent of the trail above hm as compared with that

observed.

3) In the case of the meteors fainter than about om9 which ape photo-

graphed only with the Super-Schmldt cameras, the trails prove to be considerably

shorter than according to (1.32). Near the points of the appearance of a

meteor, the luminous intensity increases much more rapidly than according to

(1.32). Below hm, the deviations o: the measured curves of luminosity from (1.32)

are less significant and, as Levln I(] has shown, can usually be explained by

the variation in the form of a meteor body during the evaporation process.

25

O

0 0.5 1.0 /,5

Fig. 1.4. Distribution According to Parameter of Fragmentation of

Meteors, Generated by Meteor Bodies with the Massesz a- Mo< [ 0.003 g;

b- O.03<Mo <0. I g.

The divergences of certain conclusions of the simplest physical theory of

meteors with the results of observations indicate that we need a more detailed

examination of the process of the interaction of a meteor body with the atmosphere.

DEPENDENCE OF THE RATE OF EVAPORATION OF METEOR BODIES UPON TEMPERATURE

In the derivation of the basic formulas of the simplest physical theory

of meteors, it is postulated that in any point of the trajectory of a meteor

body, the intensity of its evaporation is determined only by the rate of the

receipt of energy, transmitted to the meteor body by the molecules of the atmos-

phere, and the dependence of the evaporation intensity on the temperature of the

body's surface was not considered.

%

In evaporation in a vacuum, when the molecule's mean free path is longer

than the dimensions of the body, the particles, having evaporated from the surface

of the body, practically never return; therefore, the evaporation rate should

be the same as under the condltlons of equillbrlum wlth saturated steam (vapor).

In equillbrlum wlth saturated steam, in I sec per 1 cm2 of the body's surface,

i/4 any T of molecules are condensed. Here a equals the condensation factor

(share of the molecules, arriving from the steam onto the surface of the body,
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which (molecules) are condensed on it); n equals the vapor density; v T equals the

thermal velocity of the molecules. The same number of molecules should be evap-

orated. In this manner, If we know the pressure of the saturated steam and the

condensation factor, we can easily find the evaporation rate. Proceeding from

these concepts, Langmulr E173 derived the fo_lDwing formula for the rate of

evaporation in vacuoz

AM = 5.85.10-aap_ y_ s_, (1.36)

where p_ equals pressure of saturated vapor of the given substance of temperature

T, expressed in microns of merc. col.# _ equals the molecular weight of the

vapor. According to Langmuir, for most of t_e metals the condensation factor

a = I. For the other substances, the a-value can be less than I (up to 0.I - 0.01).

The tables of the P]I -values for the metals and a number of inorganic
compounds were compiled by Deshman _183, Kuba'schewski and Evans _193, Stull

E20_ et al. The dependence p_ upon temperature is usually expressed in the forms

/a/p_ = C1 C,, , (1.37)

where CI, C 2 equals the constants for the given substance_ which can differ some-

what for various temperature ranges. From (1.36) and (1.37), we derive the de-

pendence of the evaporation rate on the temperature|

log(AM) = -- 4.23 + Ct /oFa 0.5 c., 0.51o_T. (l.38)

For molten iron, C l - 12.00 and C. - 19_700 ° K.z
we obtain the evaporation rate of molten iron

log(AM) = 8.65 19T700 _ 05 lqT. (i .39)

At the melting temperature Tt] _- 1800 ° K, AM . 3.5 • I0 -& g/cm 2 •sec, i.e.

the evaporation rate is very low. The Intensive evaporation of Iron begins at

the temperature Tfl=2300. 2400 ° K.

Assuming a - l, from (1.38)

The calculation of the evaporation rate of stony meteoric bodies is much

more complex, since we do not even know their exact chemical composition. Oplk

_6] has estimated the evaporation rate of stony meteoric bodies, assuming that

their chemical composition is the same as that of the stony meteorites. During

the heating of the stony meteorites, there occurs a gradual disintegration of

the complex chemical compounds forming their composition. Up to the moment of

the inception of their intensive evaporation, ohly the simplest molecules are

included in their composition. Oplk presents the following mean molecular com-

position of the vapors of stony meteor bodless

Molecules SI02 i,[g0 Ca0 _e S 02 #I1203 l_e_ inder

% by weight 43.5 25-1 2.5 15.4 3.8 3.8 3.2 2.7

The mean molecular weight of vapors - 50, the mean atomic weight - 23.

For molten quartz (SiO2) , the pressure of saturated vaporz

log p_ - 13.83 - 24,400/T.
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The rate of evaporation

log (AM) = 10.49 + log a - 24,400/T.
t

If we assume a = I, the temperature of Inception of intensive evapor@tion

T H = 2300 - 2400 ° K. At a - 0.I, TH= 2600 . 2700o K.

For the average composition of stony meteor bodies,'Oplk _6_ lists the

melting temperature Tn_ = 1800 ° K and the dependence p_ on temperature:

The evaporation rate

log p_ - 10.48 -.I13,500/T.

log ( A M) = 7.10 + log a - 13,500/T - 0.5 log T. (1.40)

At a - I, the temperature of the inception of the intensive evaporation of the

stony meteors bodies TN = 2100 - 22000 K. At a = 0. I_ T N =2500 - 2600 ° K.

INTERACTION OF SMALL METEOR BODIES WITH THE ATMOSPHERE _RIOR

TO THE BEGINNING OF INTENSIVE EVAPORATION

A meteor body, entering the atmosphere from interplanetary space, has an

initial temperature close to the equillbrlum'temperature of an absolutely black

body at a distance of I astronomical unit (a. u.) from the Sun, T = 280 O. If

the dimensions of the body are less than the mean free path of th_ molecules of

the atmosphere at the corresponding height, the interaction of the body with the

the atmosphere occurs as a result of collisions with individual molecules. For

the small meteor bodies of interest to us, this condition is almost always met.

Since the velocity of the meteor body is much greater than the heat velocity of

the molecules, we can consider that to the body, there is incident a parallel

molecular beam of the atmosphere with identical velocities. At velocities of

II - 72 km/sec, the kinetic energies of molecules of N 2 and 02 vary in the limits
from 20 to 860 ev.

The impacts of fast particles with a solid target have been studied many

times experimentally and theoretically in connection with the investigation

of the processes occurring in the electric vacuum devices. This kinetic energy

lost by the molecules during collision with a solid target is spent in heating

the target, in its fragmentation, in radiation, and also in dissociation, the

excitation and ionIzat4on of the reflected and fragmented molecules and atoms.

At forces of tens and hundreds of electron-volts practically all of the energy

lost by the particles is converted to thermal energy of the target.

The nature of the interaction of the fast particle with a solid target

depends on the particles' energy. If the _nergy of a parti_le is much greater

than the binding energy of the atoms in a crystal lattice, the corresponding

equlpotentlal surfaces of the interaction encompass the individual atoms in the

lattice. In this instance, we can consider that the impinging particle experiences

collisions with Indlvldual atoms of tha solid target.

The energy transmitted by the impinging particle to the target atoms depends

on the relationship of the particles' masses. In the case of the stony meteor
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bodies, when the mass of the air molecules is larger than the average mass of the

body's atoms, the impinging particles impart almost entirely to the body their

initial kinetic energy, and fly away from it at velocities close to the heat

velocity, corresponding to the temperature of'the body's surface. In the case

of tl_iron meteor bodies, the mass of air molecules is less than the mass of iron

atoms, and after impact, the molecules can jump away, retaining a part of their

original velocity. In this case, the adaptation factor _ (ratio of the energy

transmitted by the molecules to the body, to their initial kinetic energy) should

be less than unity.

Proceeding from a simplified conslde_tlon of the interaction of the

impinging particles with the surface of a solid, B. Yu. Levin _21] obtained the

following formula for the adaptation factors
(3rt + _a) _a

(_+ _)_ (1.41)

At %1. 56 (iron meteor body) and ]la - 29, we obtain _- 0.79.

At the present time, the value for the adaptation factor can be estimated

more closely, proceeding from the modern concepts concerning the mechanism of the

interaction of fast particles with the surface of a solid. At. average velocities

of the meteors, the effective section of the back scattering for the collisions

of molecules of N2 and 02 with iron atoms is less by about one order of magnitude
than th@ square of the mean distance between the iron ato_ in a crystal lattice

(5.10 -l& cm2), therefore a considerable shar_ of the impinging particles penetrate

within the crystal lattlce for a depth of several Interatomic distances. After

scattering into the lattice, on the return path, the particles can experience

recurrent collisions with the atoms of the lattice, leading to an increase in

the share of the particles' kinetic energy, which is being transmitted to the

body. The value for the adaptation factor can be roughly estimated, assuming that

the particles, having experlenced two or more collisions, have lost practically

all of their kinetic energy to the body. Let us examine a case of a meteor body

with a plane frontal surface.

On the body's face, there fails a normal stream of particles with the

density No. At the depth h, the density of the stream of particles, not having

experienced collisions with the body's atoms,

N = N0_ _hQ_,

Where n equals the density of atoms in the meteor body, qd equals the effective
diffusion section. In a unit of volume with the base area of I cm2 and with

height dh, at the angle O (in a system of coordinates connected with the body),

dN( @, h) particles are scattered,

dN (0, h) := Nnda (0) dh = Non_hQdd_ (0) dh

(d_ (e) - the differential section of scattering at angle O). Among them, the

ones which leave the body, not h_ving undergone repeated collisions,

dN (0, h) enQ_h see o = None-nh (Q_Q_ see o) da (0) dh, (1.42)

where Q' equals the diffusion section after collision.
d

c

The share of the Inltlal kinetic energy, being retained by a particle

after colllsion E22, 23],

e == 1 -- 4_a Sill _ _.
(r_+ _.)_ (1.43)
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where X equals the scattering angle in a system of masses' center.

X and 0 are interrelated by the equations

tan @. I-_sin X ,_
P_aq- _ cos X

The angles

From (l.A2) and (1.43)9 we find the share of the initial kinetic energy,

which is removed by the particles, scattered at the angle e"

de (0) := n 1 -- (p_-i- tLa)_ sin2 Z d_ (0) e-nh (Qa-O'a _.c o) dh =
0

41-tlla sii12
-- 1 (_" + _1_ Oe-- Q) sec 0

Integrating in respect to 0p we find the adaptation factor"

4_tp,= sin _.X ,t_ (o) (1.44)
× : 1 -- I Qt + t%)2 qa ----Q_sec 0

=2

As will be shown below, in the range of the meteor velocities, the de-

pendence of Qd upon energy can be represented in the form Qd -g-'/2 . Then

' Q d

At energies of tens and hundreds of electron-volts, the scattering section

is usually assumed to be Spherically symmetrical [22]. Then [23]

t + _. cos 20

Q_ -- (1.46)d_ (0) = 2 _'_ cos 0 + 2 Sill 0 dO.

From (1.44) - (1.A6), we obtain

I e (_+ _a )2

-- -- _ (1.47)× 1 -_- 2 I_ cos 0 q- 2 -- 4_t_ -'/'sec 0

=,2 1/ i_2 (_ -i- _)'_'

' At an assigned value for Pa/1-_ , the value can be found by numerical

integration. From (1.47) we can obtain the approximate expression

t _a 4_Ita 2 I% + . (1.48)

At ]_a " 29, for the iron meteor bodies, we obtain K-- 0.93.

in the derivation of formulas (1.47) and (I.48), we proceeded from a

model of the pairing interaction of the i_l_plnging particles with the free atoms

of the target and we disregarded the bonding of the atoms in the solid. Such an

approach is applicable only in the case of high energies of particles. At low

energies, it is necessary to take into account the bonding energy, which leads
to an increase in the effective mass of the atoms of the sol_d taking part in the

collision [22]. In this case, in (1.47) and (1.48), It is necessary to replace

_l by %191 [see nex% p_ge for equaZion]
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EoT ! I.L

Ita EoT •

where E N equals depth of potential hole, in which the atom is located in the solid

(En:20 . 30), E0T equals the energy of relative motion of the colliding particles,

and Eo equals the energy of an impinging particle.

From (l.&9), it is obvious that the energy of the bonding of atoms in a

solid can be disregarded at Eo _300 ev (v _45 km/sec). In the case of slow
meteors, the allowance for the effective mass of the atoms leads to a decrease

in the adaptation factor. At Eo _ 60 ev (v_ 20 km/sec), for the iron meteor

bodies from (l.&8) and (1.49), we obtain _0.83).

Prior to the beginning of the intensive evaporation, a reduction in the

mass of the meteor body occurs chiefly as a result of the fragmentation process.
The fragmentation of meteor bodies was reviewed by B. Yu. Levin _24] and Opik

[6].

The effectiveness of the pulverization process is typified by the number

of the target atoms, which are fragmented by one impinging particle. The theory

of this process Is still Inadequately developed at the present time. According

to the results of laboratory measurements E25], at energies E of the particles

of hundreds of electron-volts, the dependence of T upon E can be represented by

the empirical formula

T "" (E- Eo).

For many substances, the value Eo comprises about I00 ev. However, in

a number of experiments, the dependence of y upon E Is derived in the form of

a line passing through the origin of the coordinates (Eo m 0). In the case of

energies of particles of hundreds of electron-volts, the precise knowledge of

the value for E is of little significance. The careful measurements of the

rate of pulveri_ation in the range of energies lO - I00 ev [26] indicates that

at E _ I00 ev, the rate of pulverization Is very low ( y varies from 0 to 0.3).

Since we are interested only in the upper estimation of the rate of pulveriza-

tion, we assume Eo m O.

Massey and Barhop [25] present a summary of the y-values at energies of

500 ev for various combinations of impinging particles and materials of the target.

The average value T " 3 and the spread of individual values for y ranges from

0.3 to 9.5. Assuming the average value T - 3, the dependence of _ upon E will be

written in the following form_
T = 6. lO-3E, (1.50)

where E is expressed in electron-volts.

For the further calculations, it is convenient to characterize the effect-

iveness of the atomization process by the pulverization factor A D, which would
enter the equation of the reductlon of the mass of a meteor body _s a result of

the pulverization in the same manner as the heat transfer factor enters the evap-

oration equation (1.8), at the same value Q for the energy of evaporation. Then

prior to the start of the Intensive evaporation, the variatlon in the mass of the

meteor body will be described by the equation [see nex% p_e]
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dM

dt

ApA
2q _'l:l_6-:/'Pvt (1.51)

Setting the adaptation factor _- I, and dls_egardlng the blocking of the meteor

body by the atomized and emitted particles, from (1.50) and (1.51), we derive

the upper estimation of the pulverization factor A = 0.025.
P

HEATING OF METEOR BODIES

B. Yu. Levln [21, 27] considered the'heatlng of a nonrotating cylindrical

meteor body with a plane frontal surface. If the height of the cylinder is suf-

ficiently great, the trailing side will remain continually at a temperature close

to the initial temperature of the body. In Xhls case, the calculation of the

heating of a meteor body reduces to a solution of the one-dimenslonal problem of

the propagation of heat along a rod bounded on one side, and a prescribed density

of heat flow through the base of the rod cp(t). The temperature is reckoned from

the initial value.

If we disregard the braking and also the loss in energy to the atomization

and the heat radiation of the meteor body,

vt cos z

i Avo3p= 1 Avo_poe. n(t)= 7

The unlvarlate equation of heat conduction

aT -_ d_T b_ L= o, =

where k equals the heat conduction factor, and c equals heat capacity.

The initial and boundary conditions

7" _x, _) = O, -- _. (07"1 =_,Ox )x=o _p(t).

The solution of the heat conduction equation yields the temperature of the

frontal surface

T(O,t)= Ab
V_o-_-" pvo . (1.52)

The solution presented does not take into account that at a certain temp-

erature, there occurs a melting of the surface layer. This assumption is justi-

fied by the following concepts. The values k and b differ but little for the

solid and molten meteor substance. The latent heat of molten meteor substance

Q _is less by about an order of magnitude than the total energy Q_ , necessary

for heatlngfromtemperature T O to T H [6]. _ Since Q,_Is eb6ut equal to the energy

of heating from 0° K to T^, at temperatures above the melting temperature in (1.52),

it is better to read the temperature from 0° K.

=

B. Yu. Levln presents the results of calculating the _eating of a non-

rotating cylindrical meteor body with a flat frontal surface, having the finite

length h: [see nex% page]
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[ 21Th(0, t)--T(0, t) 1+ 2---_v_ ,
e xo --t

o

x , =- 1-- 'e xa

Th (x, l) -- T (0, t) _Xo -/- -!___ ,
¢ x_ --t

Xo : b ]/
H

.

_0 COS Z

(1.53)

The case of a nonrotatlng meteor body with a plane frontal surface leads

to the most rapid heating of the frontal surface. Another extreme case is a

spherical quickly and irregularly rotating body. Here, the average density of

the heat flow through the surface of the body is four times less than for a non-

rotating body with a plane frontal surface. "

The equation of heat conduction in spherical coordinates

OT _ b" ( OU" 2.OT \at _ _-TW-/.= O.

The initial condition T (r,- oc) . 0. The boundary conditions

( L0=0
* Vt COS Z

:=_o _ cp(t) -- -V Vopoe 9

where r o equals the radius of the body.

(l.Sa)

(1.55)

(1.55,)

The solution will be sought tn the form
vt ¢0,_ z

l
T (r, t) =_r_ R (r) e n

Substituting (1.56) Into (l.5h), we derive the equation for R (r)t

d_R I
R = 0, Xo : b ¢

H

dr2" x_ t2oCOS Z "

The general solution of Eq. (1.57)s

• R (r) := C_e_-7+ Cot- _--7. ".

From the boundary conditions, we flnd the constants C I and C2t

Ca = -- C 2 = At'_poro

ill ch Xo ro sh

(1.56)

(1.57)

(1.58)

From (1.56) and (1.58), we find the temperature distribution along the radius of

the meteor bodyl _ ,

Avo_p r__osh __r (1.59)

T (r, p) ----8,% ( _-_ ch re ' 5o ] xo xo
;- xo ro sh Xo/ ..

v

and the surface temperatures [see nex% page]
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Aropv_
T (r,:, 9) --

8% (_r_o cth 're
\xo , _ --ij

(1.60)

BEGINNING OF INTENSIVE EVAPORATION OF METEOR BODIES

By beginning of intensive evaporation, we will connote the moment, starting

from which the basic part of the energy being transmitted by the molecules of the

atmosphere to the meteor body begins to be egpended in its evaporation.

Let us consider the beginning of the intensive evaporation of a rotating

spherical meteor body. From (1.38) and (1.60), we find the rate of evaporation

from a unit of surface of the meteor body as a function of the atmosphere's den-

sity:

8_.Co (__o cth re l)- - _o-- (1.61)
Ioq(Ahl) = ---4.23 q-C1 -t--I_]a + 0.otog_ --0.5 loqT-

. . Aropv_
" 8

To evaporation, the energy Q A M is expended. Equating its energy, being

transmitted to the meteor body by the air molecules, I/2 A Vo$ p , we find the

density p_i_of the atmosphere at the height of the beginning of intensive evapo-
ration:

8Le,(r° cth re __ 1)
PHI = _ XO X0

• , --t 3 ".o

According to (1.39) and (1.40), the rate of evaporation increases abruptly

even at a slight increase In the temperature near the temperature T H of the begin-

ning of intensive evaporation, therefore the value log T H entering (1.62) and

ca_ with a sufficient degree of accuracy, be considered constant.

From (1.38) and (1.53), similarly we find the density of the atmosphere

at the height of the beginning of the intensive radiation of a nonrotatlng cylin-

drical body with a plane frontal surfacel

2XC2

"2 --423+C_+/o_aQ_tV+Ho9_+lo 9 l+ 2,C _--_TH| (1.63)Or,2 Axoo_ I + et, o

Let us consider two extreme cases¿ large and small meteor bodies.

Beginning of Intensive Evaporation bf Large Meteor B6dies

At ho_2X o in the case of a nonrotattng cylindrical body and at r _ Ax_
in the case of a rotating spherical body, according (1.62) and (1.63), th_ helg_t

of the beginning of the Intensive evaporation practically does not depend on the

dimensions of the meteoric body. Such meteoric bodies will be called large.

From (1.62) and (1.63), at h o > 2x o and ro> 4x o, we obtain pat=&p#z • The

pertinent heights of the beginning of intensive evaporation hH1 and hHz differ
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by about 9 km. As the theoretical height h H of the beginning of intensive

evaporation of large meteor bodies, we assume the average of these two valuesz

I

h_ = -yl(h_1 q- hH_). Then 0_ _._... _2_K_.

From (1.62) and (1.63), we flnd the density of the atmosphere' at the

height of the beginning of intensive evaporation of large meteor bodiesz

(1.64)

In Table I.I, we have shown the heights of the beginning of intensive

evaporation (in km) at various velocities f6r the three types of meteoric

bodies: iron, solid stone and unconsolidated (friable) stony ones.

Table I.I

Vo, km/s'ec
Bodies

15 20 30 40 50 60 70

Iron 73 78 84 88 91 94 96

solid stony 87 91 96 100 103 106 109

Unconsolidated stony 92 97 102 106 109 112 115
4

In Table I.I, we have assumed the following values for the parameters

entering (1.64) (Table 1.2)z

Table 1.2

Bodies k, ergs/cm sec degr. b, cm/secl/2 5,g/cm 3

Iron [ 6]

Compact stony [24]

Unconsolidated stony [24]

4 106 0.20 7.g

3 [ 105 0.1 3-5

2 • 104 0.04 1.0

We assume A- I, a - I and the average value cos z - 2/3.

In the calculation of the height h H of the beginning of intensive

evaporation, we dtd not take into account thaC somewhat higher than h H ,

a part of the energy begins to be expended in evaporation, and the heating

of the surface of the meteoric body is slowed down. From (1.61), it can

easily be seen that at the height h, + l_km, less than I0% of the energy

transmitted to the body by the air molecules is spent In evaporation.

Thus, the transition from the conditions of the heating of a meteoric body

to the conditions of Intezqslve evaporation occurs In a narrow range of height

of not more than 1 - 2 kmL '
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Fig. 1.5. Dependence of the Height of Appearance of Meteors Upon

Stellar Magnitude for the Meteors with the Velocities! a- 60 - 72

km/secl b- 35 - 45 km/sec; and c- _2 . 28 km/sec.

The rate of evaporation of large meteoric bodies around the height

h H increases so rapidly that the heights of the appearance of the bright

meteors should be close to hH F if only the sensitivity of the radiation

receiver is adequate for detecting a meteor at the height h H • This con-

clusion can be verified by the results obtained from the photographic ob-

servations of the meteors in LI2, 28], the authors have presented the heights

h fl of appearance of approximately 26, 50 meteors brighter than +4 m. All the

meteors were divided into several groups accordlngto velocity, and for each

group, we obtained the dependence h n upon absolute stellar magnitude of the

meteor in the maximum of brilliance. In Fig. 1.5, we have shown such a de-

pendence for three groups of meteors with velocities 60 - 72, 35 - 45 and

22 - 28 km/sec. We have also indicated the average spread of the individual

h, -values relative to the average. In each group, the individual values of

h_ were reduced according to (1.64) to the midpoint of the range of velocities

and to the average value cos z - 2/3.

From Fig. 1.5, it is evident that the average heights of the appearance

of bright meteors in effect do not depend on their stellar magnltude, which

agrees with (1.64). The average spread of the individual values of h D in

Fi_. 1.5 comprises around 5 km. This spread can be explained as the diversity

of the physical properties and of the physical composition of the individual

meteoric bodies, and by the difference in their form and rotation. It is

sufficient to remark that the value h H differs by about 9 km for a nonrotating

meteoric body with a planQ frontal surface and for a rotating spherical body

even in the case of their identical physical properties and chemical composition.

Similarly, in the transition from the unconsolidated stony meteoric bodies to

the iron ones, the height of the inception of intensive evaporation changes by

18 . 19 kilometers.
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In Fig. 1.69 we have shown the theoretical dependence of the height

of the beginning of intensive evaporation of large solid stony meteoric bodies

upon velocity. The dots indicate the average measured heights of the appearance

of bright meteors based on the data in Fig. _.5. We find a satisfactory agree-

ment of the measured values for h n with the'_heoretlcal values of h _ . If we

consider that the meteoric bodies are iron or unconsolidated stony ones, the

I/0

/05

1o0

2S

YO

65

agreement becomes worse.

O

o

Fig. 1.6. Dependence of Height of Appearance of Bright Meteors

Upon Velocity. Key to figures a) h H , km; and b) re, km/sec.

Beginning of Intensive Evaporation of'Small Meteor Bodies

During movement in the atmosphere, the small meteor bodies succeed in

becoming heated practlcally all the way through. According to (1.59), the

boundary value of the radius of the meteoric bodies thoroughly heated

• F/re _-_ 2Xo = 2b H
Vocos z (1.65)

The boundary value of the mass of meteorlc bodies

, 32a8 b2tt %
Mo •

In Table 1.3, we have shown the values forM' (in grams), for the stony

and iron meteoric bodies with varying velocities. W_ have assumed the average

value cos z - 2/3.

Meteoric bodies

Stony

Iron (ferrous)

, i i, , , i

Vo, km/sec

15120 ...... [30 140

I o o
1.14 10.74 0.40 0,26

Table 1.3

i,0 l,o

0.19 I 0.14 I 0.11

The intensive evaporation of meteoric bodies with masses Me< M' o begins

when the entire body is heated to the temperature T _ . The impinging molecules
of the atmosphere transmit to the meteoric body the energy

dE 1AAM,_6_,_poZ"at = _ (1.67)
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Disregarding the braking of a meteor body and the decrease in its mass

as a result of atomization, from (1.67) we find the density p_ of the at-

mosphere at the height h'y , at which the meteor body completely heated through

is heated to the temperature , , 2QHM .6/,cosz
_H _ "

(1.68)
where Q N equals the energy required f0r heating one gram of meteor substance

to the temperature T H"

In the calculation of the heating of meteor bodies, we did not consider

the energy losses to the heat radiation of the body. For obtaining the upper

estimation of the expenditure of energy to l_eat radiation, we will consider

a meteor body as being an absolutely black body, which is heated uniformly from

all sides as a result of rotation. In this case, the energy radiated by a

meteor body at the temperature T H ,

dE. __ 4_7,_AM,;6_./.' (I. 69)
dt

where ff equals the Stefan-Boltzmann constar[t. From (1.67) and (1.69), we find

the atmospheric density p_' , at which the energy losses to.heat radiation
of a meteor body at the temperature T, equal the receipt of energy as a result

of collisions with molecules of the atmospheres

p"._ Av3 . (1.70)

In Table 1.4, we have shown the heights h_' (in km), at which the

density of the atmosphere equals p_' , for the stony and for the iron
meteoric bodies.

Table 1.4

V, kmls ec

Meteor bodies 15 30 40 50 60 70

Stony
Iron

92

90

96

94

103
i01

108

106

113
111

116

114

120

118

From a comparison of thedata in Tables I.I and 1.4, it is obvious

that the difference in heights h'_ - h H comprises 6 - 12 km for the
stony meteor bodies and 19 - 23 km for the iron ones. Since we took the

upper estimate of the expenditure of energy to heat radiation, a comparison

og the heights h H and h_' indicates that in the case of the large meteor

bodies, the energy losses to heat radiation can be disregarded.

In the case of small meteor bodies completely heated through, the

height h's of the inceptlon of the intensive evaporation increases with a

decrease in the mass, and, at sufficiently small masses, approaches h' _ .
Wo find the critical valuQ of the mass o_ motaor bodies M'' from the con-

o
dltlon h_4 - h''_ . From (1.68) and (1.70), wo obtain

m_,/, = 4AII_T_ (I. 71)
QiiS_/'VoCOSZ "
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In the meteor bodies with the masses Mo_ M _ , the height of the beglnnlng of

intensive evaporation is determined from Eq. (1.70).

With allowance for the energY losses to the heat radiation, we have an

increase In the reduction of the velocity clothe small meteor bodies to the

beginning of their intensive evaporation. Disregarding the decrease in the

mass of a meteor body as a result of atomization (spraying), from (1.7), we

find the velocity of a meteor body with the mass Mo<_.M" ° at the height of the

beginning of its intensive evaporation$

rAHp s r rAn (1.72)

From (1.72), we find the mass My' of a meteor body, the velocity of

which, up to the beginning of intensive evaporation, decreases by 10%s

M_'V, - I021"AH*T_
-- A6%_cosz" (1,73)

In a first approximation, for the meteor bodies with masses M o _> M'_' ,

we can disregard the braking up to the beginning of intensive, evaporation.

According to (1.70), the height of the beginning of intensive evaporation of

small meteor bodies with masses from M_ t to M'_' does not depend on the mass

of the meteor body or on its density, or on the zenith distance of the meteor's

radiant. In Table 1.5, we have shown the values for M'_ and H'_' (in grams)

at different velocities for the stony and iron meteor bodies. We assume A -F=

- 1 and the mean value cos z - 2/3.

Table 1.5

15 20
Meteor bodiee

M o 4.3-10-'11.8.10- I

i47 o-o/35lO--
Iron

t_ I --42.7.10 1.1.10 -4

M, O, 3.0.I0-_ 2.2.10 -r
MO

vrkm/sec

30 40 50

5.4.10-5 2.2.10-:s 1,2.10-s

10,9.10-_ 618.10-: 0.9.10-1o

3,4.10 -5 1.4.10- 7.6.10-_

5.7.10-9 14.3.10-xo 5.7.10-n

6O

6.6.10 -6

1.8- I0 'n

4.2.10-_

1,1- I 0-n

70

4.2.10 -6

4.4.10 -a'-

2.6.10-_

2.8.10 -12

From Eqs. (1.70) and (1.72), we can determine more accurately the height

of the beginning of intensive evaporation of small meteor bodies with the masses

Mo/_M %' , with allowance for braking. Determining v'_ , according to the

glven values v o and Mo, from (1.72), and substituting it in (1.70), we find the

refined value of the height h'_ (v'_ ) of the beginning of intensive evapor-

ation. For the meteor bodies with the masses M n - Mldl , yhe.dlffe[ence in

heights h'_ (v O) - h'_ (v'_ ) = 2 l_m indepenaently of the inielal ve_o_x_j.

With an increase in th_ mass, the difference in heights decreases. At H o - M'_

for meteors with veloclt# v O - 40 km/sec, h'' (v) - h t' (v'' ) ~ 0. I km.S o H 8 ~ .

Thus, for meteor bodies with the masses Mo_ M'_', the allowance for the braking
has practically no Influence on the height of the beginning of Intensive evap-

oration,
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The very small meteor bodies expend on heat radiation a considerable

part of their kinetic energy, and can be slowed down before they become heated

to the temperature of the inception of intensive evaporation. Disregarding the

decrease in the I/lassof the meteor body as a result of atomization, from (1.7),

let us find the variation of velocity with he'i_ht|

FAHp

it 3 2/

U=Voe _o _cosz. (1.74)

From (1.67) and (l.7&), we find the variation, with height, of the energy

imparted to the meteor body by the air molect_lesl
3P A He

dE l M:i_-'I, 3_fo --7_'l'cos " (1.75)
at -- -_ A A o "pvoe ".

From (1.69) and (1.75), we find the temperature variation of the meteor

body with height: _PA,_p

T4 ._ A poe3 zlo'd/'co, z
_ e . (1.76)

The maximal temperature of a meteor body Is reached at the height h'' 'm'
where the atmospheric density equals!

M%'6'/"c°sz (1 77) rA. •

The maximal value of temperature

SPA�! (1.78)

The critical value of the mass of meteor bodies which are never heated

to the temperature T 14' is found from the condition Tm -T H "

Miov,/, - 24P AHe_T_ (1.79)
A6"/"V3oCos z

From (1.73) and (1.79), we obtain

Me'--: 3,6MIo v. (1.80)

In this manner, the interval of the masses of meteor bodies, for which

It is necessary to consider the braking in a calculatlon of the height of the

beginning of intensive evaporation proves to be very narrow. For the critical

value of the mass of meteor bodies being heated in the atmosphere to the

temperature T H , the atmospheric density at the height of the beginning of
their intensive evaporation

- •
" (l.81)

Hence, the maximal decrease in a height of_the inception of 'intensive evapor-

ation with allowance for the braking of meteor bodies equals the indicated

height of a homogeneous atmosphere.

The meteor bodies with the initial masses M < M[ V never attained
• O

the temperature of the beginning of intensive evaporation. Having lost a

part of the mass as a result of atomization, they are slowed down in the

upper layers of the atmosphere and settle to the Earth's surface in the

form of "mlcrometeorltes". The processes of braklng_ heatln_ and atomization
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of the "mlcrometeorites" were reviewed in detail by _plk E29_, Whipple E30]

and V. G. Fesenkov E31].

ATOMIZATION OF METEOR BDDIES

Let us estimate the reduction in the mass of meteor bodies as a result

of atomization up to the beginning of their intensive evaporation. Disregarding

braking, from (1.51), we find the mass of a meteor body at the height of

inception of intensive evaporation

•

•-M"q---fl__ MO __ ApAH%pa
6Q6'" ¢o7_" (1.82)

In the case of large meteor bodies, from (1.74) and (1.82), we derive

MI'I" _: M_'-- 2ApAC2Ltt'II . (1.83)
• ,/ ,,. , 33A Q6,%,os',z +c, +o -

The relative decrease in the mass Increases with a reduction in M o. At

cos z - 2/3, the reduction in the mass of the large meteor bodies (Me> M'o)
up to the beginning of intensive evaporation comprises less than 1%.

In the case of the meteor bodies, heating completely through, with

masses M'_ < Me< M_ , from (1.68) and (1.82), we derive

fS, 1'/,_
\ i_;/ - 1 ApQ. I --2.10-'. (1 84)

3AQ *

The decrease in the mass prior to the beginning of the intensive evaporation

comprises around I%.

In the case of meteor bodies with masses M'_' < M <M'_ , from (1.70)
and (1.82), we obtain o

3AQ6'/'vocosz (1.85)

The relative decrease in the mass increases with a decrease in the initial mass

of a body and with an increase in velocity. At M _ M*_' and v = 70 km/sec,
the decrease in the mass amounts to around 50"/., a_ M_ - M'_' an_ v O = 40 km/sec,

it comprises about 10%. With an increase Me, the reYatlve decrease in the mass

prior to the inception of intensive evaporation decreases quickly.

The cited estimations of the value of atomization indicate that, for

meteor bodies with masses Mo_M' _' , we can disregard the decrease in the mass

prior to the beginning of intensive evaporation.

NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS A AND F

If the dimensions of a meteor body are less than the length of the free

path of an air molecule a_ the corresponding height, during the movement of a

body in the atmosphere, the formation of a shock wave does not take place. In

this case, the heat transfer factor can be represented in the form of the product

of the coefficients of adaptation and blocking E24]| [see nex% page]
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A : ._. (1.86)
The blocking factor _ characterizes the decrease in the share of kinetic energy

(being transmitted to the meteor body) of thg, lmpinglng air molecules as a

result of their collisions with the atoms and molecules, evaporatlng.from the

body's surface, and also with the air molecules escaping after impact with the

body.

The blocking (obstructing) of meteor bodies was studied by B. Yu. Levin

[24, 32]. However, in the calculation of the blocking factor, he overlooked

the dependence of the effective section of _Iffusion upon the Velocity of

the colliding particles. The value of the diffusion section was assumed to

be the same as under gas-kinetlc conditions. In addition, B. Yu. Levln did

not take into account that each evaporating or escaping particle in effect

can protect the face of a meteor body from the impact of only one air mole-

cule. As a result of this, the estimation of the role of blocking obtained

by Levln proves to be exaggerated.

For obtaining the maxlmal estimation of the effect of _locklng of a

meteor body by particles, evaporating from its surface, let us consider the

case of a body having the form of a clrcular cylinder with a plane frontal

surface. The radius of the cylinder equals r. Let us also assume that the

evaporation occurs only in the center of the frontal surface.

The angular distribution of the directions of the heat velocities of

the evaporating particles

dN (0!= 0
( 1. 87 )

where 0 equals the angle with a normal to the frontal sfirface, N equals the

number of particles evaporating from the frontal surface in one sec, d_ equals

an element of the solld angle. The tangential velocity component of a particle

both in a system of coordinates, connected with the meteor body, as well as

In a stationary system of coordinates

Va_ C.va s!n9, ,
(1.88)

where v a equals the heat velocity, corresponding to the surface temperature of

the body. The normal veloclty component of a partlcle relative to the body

; _ = Va COS O,

while in a stationary system of coordinates, it is close to the velocity v of

the body, since v>>Va. The full velocity of the particles in a stationary

system of coordinates is also close to v.

The evaporating partlcles experience the first collision with the air

molecules on an average through the pevlo_ A t after evaporation|

at=v=_, (1.89)

where k equals the mean fPee path of the evaporating particle S in the

atmosphere. During the perlod _ t, the particles separate from the cylinder
axis for the distance

It = VatAt = Ita'n" sin 0 va
QdP v'" (1.90)
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In the blocking, there participate only those particles which experience

the first impact at the distances Zt_--<r from the cylinder axis. From (1.90),

let us find the critical value of e for the p@rticles participating in the

blocking:

sinOo--QdPr v,?

_ta'n"va (1.91)

Hence, from the total number N of the evaporating particles, in the blocking
there participate

2n O_ O_

0 0 0

Each of the N o particles can shield the frontal surface of the body from the

impact of one of the impinging molecules of air.

The number of air molecules impinging on the frontal surface of a

meteor body in 1 sec,

Na -- _rr_-pv

_ta'n. ° ( 1.93 )

From (1.91) - (1.93), we find the blocking factor under conditions of weak

blocking:

No NFtam. N Q_po
1 --_ --_ -- sin"0o --_,:po ._r!_,,,.o] " (1.9tO

As will be indicated below, in the range of meteor velocities, the dependence

of the effective section of diffusion upon velocity can be represented in the
form

Qd " C/v, (1.95)

where C = 1.7 • 10-9 cm3/sec. From (1.94) and (1.95), we obtain

I--_ = C2Np
_[tatnn VVf i (1.96)

In the derivation of (1.96), we did not consider that certain of the

air molecules or evaporating particles, which experience collisions at short

distances from the surface of the body, after colllslon bounce away toward the

meteor body and transmit to it their pulse, by the same token decreasing the

effect of blocking. As was demonstrated by Levln [24], the consideration of

this factor leads to a reduction in the effect of blocking by about 5 times.
Then, Eq. (1.94) and (1.96) can be rewritten in the form

_IL_,,,.v_ ' ( 1.97 )

]--_ -- 0"2C_Np_* (1.98)
, _¿tam. O0 a

During the Intar_Ive evaporation when in e_fect all th0 energy received

by the meteor body Is expended to its evaporation,

N = A_r=Pv8
2Q_m." (1.99)
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From (1.98) and (1.99), we get

1 _ ._ := -0"2t_c_'_U_r_
. o o °

2_tLd_ _ QvT_

We can disregard the blocking, if

(1.100)

1 -_ %<o.1. (1.1el)

From (1.100) and (I.I01), we find the r-values, at which the blocking is

slightt
_t ":[t_Am H ' ",, , Q/'v a

r _,_ A'."Cpv (i. I02)

Substituting the numerical values of the par{tmeters, for the stony meteor bodies,

we get

r _< 10-3
p--£" (1.103)

Let us compare Eq_ (1.103) with the results obtained b_ Levln _2a].

He derived the following condition|

2.I0s

r %_ _T-d--. (1. I04)
• 4

The critical value of r obtained by us for meteor bodies, for which we can

overlook the blocking, at v - 40 km/sec proves to be higher than the value

found by Levln, by 2 orders of magnitude. The appropriate critical values

of the mass of meteor bodies differ by almost 6 orders of magnitude.

Let us estimate the value of blocking at the height of the beginning

of intensive evaporation of the large meteor bodies. From (1.63) and (1.100),

for the stony meteor bodiesp we get

I -- _.__ 1.4.1019 dcosz
- v3 (1. 105)

We can disregard the blocking at

• r_9'10 -l* ..... (I.I06)
COS '/=Z '"

At v - 40 kin/set and cos z m 2/3, we obtain r _ 0.8 cm. It can readily be

seen that the blocking of the escaping air molecules, and also the atomized

meteor atoms and molecules prior to the beglnnlng of the intensive evapora-

tion can be disregarded for the meteor bodies of practically any dimensions.

In the process of evaporation, the blocking increases. We can roughly

estimate the blocking at the height of maximal evaporations taking the density

of the atmosphere at height hm, obtained in the simplest physical theory of

meteors. From (1.24) and (1.TO0), we get

03C_8"/'r_cos_z

l -- _,._ AHBt_a,,,_v_v_ . ' ( 1.107 )

In the derivation of Eqs. (I.I05) - (1.I07), we made a number of assump-

tions, each of which leads to an Increase in the blocking effectt 1) we assume
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that the evaporation occurs only in the center of the frontal surface; 2) the

case of a body with a plane frontal surface leads to the maximal effect of

blocking as comparedwlth other forms of meteor bodies; and 3) we overlooked

the rotation of the meteor body. Evidently, 'the blocking can also be dis-

regarded in the case of r-values, slightly hi_her than the critical values

provided by Eqs. (1.105) - (1.107).

In the case of the large meteor bodies with r considerably higher

than the critical values yielded by Eqso (1.105) - (I.I07), the blocking

can lead to a considerable decrease in the heat conduction factor. In the

present report, we will be interested chlefly with the evaporation of small

meteor bodies, for which the role of the blocking effect is relatively slight.

In an estimation of the value of the resistance factor, in addition to

the impulse transmitted to a meteor body by The air molecules, it is necessary

to consider the reactive pulse of the evaporating atoms and molecules L21].

Escaping from the surface of a body with the heat velocity Va, the evaporating

particle imparts to the body the impulse _m H Vs. The component of the impulse

in a direction opposite to the movement of the body is _m H v a cos @ (where

@ equals the angle between the directions of velocities v an_va). The total

pulse transmitted to the meteor body by the evaporating particles per time unit,

p _ dM Va Idt 4a F(O,_)eosOd(o= kvadM. _, (1.1o8)

where F ( 0 , _) equals the angular distribution of the evaporating particles.

Disregarding the reactive pulse of the escaping air molecules, from

(1.7), (I.8) and (1.108), we derive the approximate expression for the re-

slstance factor under conditions when the blocking of a meteor body is

slightt

U a

F_I + k .-[_O v. (1.109)

For the nonrotatlng spherical body k - 4/9, for a very quickly rotating body,

k = 0. Let us assume the average value k - 2/9. . Then, from (1.109), we get

F__I + 1.3.10-7v, (1.11o)

where v is expressed in cm/sec. The-reactiv_ pulse:of evaporating particles

has the maximal value_for nonrotatlng meteor bodies with a flat frontal

surface. In this case, k - 2/3 and

F_ 1 + 4.10-7v. (1.Ill)

Thus, the value of the resistance factor with allowance for the reactive

pu_se of evaporating particles for various meteors can be changed in the limits

from 1 to 4. The mean value of the reslst_nce factor according to (I.II0) is

a weak function of the meteors' velocity. At constant values for A and _ the

value @ - A/2/" Q should decrease slightly with an increase in v. This

conclusion agrees with the results of the determinations of the _-value from

the observations presented on page 9.

If we disregard the blocking of a meteor body by the evaporating particles,

the numerical values of the factors A and F will remain practically constant in

the evaporation process.
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EVAPORATION OF METEOR BODIES

Let us examine the evaporation of meteor bodies of various dimensions,

assuming that the numerical values of the factors A , F and A in the evap-

oration process will remain constant. In the'case of meteor bodies _ith the

masses Mo_ M_ , for which the losses of energy to heat radiation are slight,
in the integration of the evaporation formula in a first approximation, the

braking can be disregarded.

Evaporation of Large Meteor Bodies

Integrating (I.8), in the case of an isothermal atmosphere, we get

, . AAHv2o
M 'J= Mo"

6Q6 '/' cos z (p -- p")" (1. 112)
e

Equating to 0 the derivative from (1.8), from (1.8) and (1.112), we flnd the

density of the atmosphere at the height of maximal evaporation

3QM,_'6 ' cos.z

P,n-- AAHv_ "

The mass of a meteor body in the point of maximal evaporation

AAII%_P" (1.113 )
9Q6'/, los z

Then
2Qa_'b",cosz t

0,,,.: am_ -+ _p,,. (1.11_)

From (1.9), (I.i0) and (1.112), let us find the curves of the luminous in-

tensity and ionization below the height of the beginning of intensive evap-
orat Ion

AArva° [% AAHb_o ]'_I -- .iG._Otj_..' p Mo -- (p -- p.)_Q6 '/' cos z

a= 21tin.Q6';/9 LM'°'--6Q_:;_osz(O--O")]"

(1.115)

(1,116)

• At M O > M'o, the second term in the right part of Eq. (l.llA) comprises
less than 10% of the firstl hence, dropping it, we introduce an error in the

height of maximal evaporation of less than I km. The relationshlp between

the first and second terms in the right part of Eq. (1.113) Is the same.

Dropping the second terms in the right part of Eqs. (I.I13) and (1.11&), we

obtain Eqs. (1.115) and (1.116) of the simplest physical theory of meteors.

Then, Eqs. (I.115) and (1.116) can roughly be rewritten in the form

_Mocosz p F I / P P._]_ (1.116')

r

Below h N , the curves of the intenslty of light (I.I15') and of

ionization (1.116') are quite close to the curves (I.18) and (I.19), which

were derived in the simplest physical theory of meteors. A signiflcant dif-

ference from the results of the simplest physical theory of meteors is only
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the fact that with allowance for the dependence of the rate of evaporation

from the temperature of the surface of a meteor body, the trail in effect

breaks off at the height h H" Above h H at the range of heights 1 - 2 km,

the evaporation rate decreases by about 2 orders of magnitude. The length

of the trail proves to be appreciably less than was derived in the simplest

physical theory of meteors.

Evaporation of Small Meteor Bodies

The meteor bodies with masses Mo< M'o up to the time of the inception
of intensive evaporation have already been completely liquefied and heated to

a temperature close to T H . Then the energ9 required for evaporating one gram

of their substance, equals (Q - Q/_ ). If in the evaporation process, the

temperature of the body's surface remains close to T H , from (1.67), (1.69)

and (1.70), we derived the equation of the evaporation, with allowance for

• the losses in energy to the heat radiation o_ a meteor body!

dM AAM%' v_

dt-- 2 (Q_ Q,,) 6'/3 (P -- Pill" (1.117)

Disregarding the braking In the evaporation process, in the case of an

isothermal atmosphere, from (I,21) and (l.lI7), we get

AAlto_ I lM"o=M',;'--  Q--QZi  "cos,,o--?.--p;; In , (1.118)

where D_, v_ equals the density of the atmosphere and the velocity of the
meteor at the height of the beginning of intensive evaporation.

From (1.10), (1.117) and (1.118), we find the curve of ionization_

: ' -- p_ In (1. 119)2<Q- Q.),_-,'._,.,_.(P 0_) M_'_- aAm."-6 (O -- O,,) 6 ''_ cos z (9 -- 9,, --

Using Eqs. (1.70) and (1.71), let us rewrite Eq. (1.118) in the form

o_ = Q_,(Q_Q,,)8..v_,!tmncos. z kZ__ l "t-'o'S4 3(Q--Q,,) ?< (1.120)

Similarly, we derive the curve of the luminous intensity

It

(1.121)

Let us consider two extreme cases.

' and t p.,

in (1.118), , - u, we oerxve

M '/' ,=" M'oI" AA Huog "
'-; (o-- o:,).

Assuming

(1.122)
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The density of the atmosphere and of the masses of a meteor body at the height

of maximal evaporation

I'. ,21. t

3 (Q--Q..)M,,;6'cosz

Pln --- AAttv2o "_----' .(I.123)

! --_QH)M;;;-----_2M;'_( +;_QI Q, '. (1.124)

From (1.123) and (1.12&), we derive

2 MO,6q,,) ','",,.
p_,,=

A .4Hv_

COS Z
(1.125)

,From (1.9),

of light and ionizations

I == 8_tt Q_Q,,p;, 1 3 Q=Q_\_ 1

_,,:o:os;_ Q,, p[] _, o_ (p; )]-_.oc= _t,n..H Q-Q.pI, 3- Q-Q. - 1

(I.I0), (1.117) and (1.122), we find the curves of the intensity

(1.126)

" (1.127)

From (1.126) and (1.127), it is evlde_t that the form of the curves of

the intensity of light and ionization of meteors, generated by the meteor bodies,

the masses of which are enclosed in the limits M''__M O <.M' O, does not depend

on Mo, v, 5 and z. The ratio of the densities of t_e atmosphere at the heights

of the beginning and end of the trail

P_ _3Q 2. (1.128)
p_ Q.

For the stony meteor bodies, Q/QH =4; hence, the difference in heights of

the beginning and end of the trail h'. - h' k m 2.3 _; In this manner, the

difference in heights of the points o3 the appearance and disappearance of

the meteors, generated by the meteor bodies heating completely through,

can not be more than about 15 km.

5
fY

(_.-,U,#m

Fig. 1.7. Curves of the Luminous Intensity of Meteors, Generated

by Small Meteor, Bodles with the Massesl

1 -- _o ;= _to"; 2-- BIo"_ 0 1CAto"; _--_fo = O(_SMo": 4-- Alo = 4.10 -_ Mo";

5-- Ato _6_ lO-',Wo"; 6 -- Ato = I0-' Mo"
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b) At Id'' <Mo< M'_'o
(1.121), we obtain

t, and ' '
| v H == v H PH '= P/'f

• From (I.120) and

(I,129)

The curves of the luminous intensity and iomtzation at various values of

Mo/M" ° are presented in Fig. 1.7.

In the derivation of Eqs. (I.I17) - (I.130), we overlooked the decrease

in the velocity of the meteor body during the evaporation process• At M O,

comparable with M'_' or less than M'_' , it is necessary to take the braking
into account. For the obtainment of the upper and lower estimation of the

decrease in the velocity in the process of evaporation _ v m _ - v, let

us integrate (1.7) at constant M-values$

-" Arll (p.--p_)
In J" • (i.131)

u _M'."'6"' cos z "

We obtained the lower estimation of the decrease in velocity Av' from

(1.131), substituting M - Mo; we obtained the upper estimation of A_' by

substituting M from (1.118). For example, for a meteor body with M o w IO-F

grams and v'_ - &O km/sec, at the moment when the mass of the body, as a

result of evaporation, decreases to the value M - 0.2_ M O, we obtain A v' -

- 1.2 and A v" - 2.0 km/sec. The true value for Av lles between _v' and

V #! .

The curves of the intensity of light and ionization with allowance for

braking should be found from the combined solution of Eqs. (1.7) and (I.i17).

Under the condition that _v_ _'_ , it is convenient to find a solution by

the metl%o_ of successive approximations. We conducted a numerical integration

of Eqs. (1.7) and (1.I17) for a series of values _?[ Mo, v_ and cos z.

We found that in the range of values for M O from m-6" to M"o, the variation

in Av with height can roughly be represented in the form

where

tP:kp(0Av

'4.5.10_o.

k ...... _,,...... \_o / '
P.

(1.132)

=:0.40_ i
2,6. if) 5

UO

(1.133)

From (1.117) and (I.132), we derived the equation of the evaporation

of meteor bodies with the masses from M'_' to M" with allowance for the, o
braking in the process ofevaporatlon

,t M A A M ' t,.

a- .... )iO :.- (p - o',;)[l .... (o- --d)l".
(1.134)
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From (I.II) and (1.134), we get

dM __ AAi/v_' [ p--r/,_ 2k(p._p.i)2__ k,p(p __p,.)a]do ' (1 135)
,_.I"_ 2 (Q -- Q,,) 6 .cos z P

t

' 4t
Disregarding in the right hand part (i.135) the terms of the order k2p_'' ,

we obtain

AAttv_ i [ 1 P_ 2k (P -- P"u)2] do=M'I _ = M'o" -- r_(Q -- Q,,) 6v,cosz .. r,

% (I. 136)

[ ( .._AH_,,; _ --_-k (,o ,o'i,? .
2 (Q -- Q_,) 6'%os z

The curve of ionization

AA3v_ "

_;<Q-Q._6:>,,,,, l(p -- p[;,)-- 2ko(,o p];)=] x

:"< [ / ];- p--p_ 1-kin p 2:" [ " ,s(.n_7_O_)g':_o_z ---T/e(p -- ,o'(,)_ .

(1.I37)

In Fig. 1.8, we have shown the curves of the intensity of light and

ionization, found according to (1.137), for the meteor bodies with vo - A0

km/sec and cos 7- - 2/3 at various values Mo/M" o with allowance for braking

prior to the beginning and during the process of intensive evaporation.

From a comparison of Figs. 1.7 and 1.8, it is obvious that the allowance

for the braking has little effect on the form of the curves of the inten-

sity of light and ionization.

0 "
6 /0 /5

tl

(a, I,), ,t.

Fig. 1.8. Curves of Luminous Intensity, Computed with Allowance

for Braking, for the Meteors Generated by Small Meteor Bodies.

The notations are the same as in Fig. 1.7.

In a reduction of the mass of the _eteor bodies from M" o to M'_' _ the
difference in the heights of the beginning and end of the trail decreases from

about 15 to 5 km. Simultaneously, we have some decrease in the height of the

inception of intensive evaporation, so that the height of maximal evaporation

increases at this time by'not more than 4 km. In this manner, the evaporation

of the small meteor bodies with the given initial velocity and masses, varying

in a broad range of values from M'_' to M" O (at v O - AO km/sec, this range

includes the variation of M O by 3 • I0 & times), occurs in a narrow range of
heights practically with a width of not more than l0 - 12 km. With allowance

for the spread of the meteor velocities, this range expands.
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If the distribution of the small meteor bodies by velocities has a

fairly distinct upper limit, in the atmosphere there should exist a fairly

clear upper limit, above which in effect there does not occur the evaporation
!

of meteor bodies (the evaporation of the larger meteor bodies with the

masses M o> M" o begins below h"_ ). If at £_Is time there does not _ccur
a sufficiently effective vertical transport of the evaporated substance during

a period in which its basic part succeeds in condensing, in the atmosphere at

heights of 90 - 115 km, there should exist an area of increased concentration

of atoms of meteoric origin wlth a falrly distinct upper boundary. The

position of this upper boundary is established only by the veloclty and

chemical composition of the meteor bodies a_d does not depend on the distri-

bution of the meteor bodies by masses, their density and structure (stability),

or upon the zenith distance of the meteors' radiants.

Since the potential of the ionization of a considerable part of the

meteor atoms is below the potential of the ionization of the main components

of air at this height, the ionizing aadlatlon passes freely through the

higher layers of the atmosphere, and the ions of meteor origin can make a

conslderable contribution to the formation Of the E-layer of the ionosphere.

The ionization in the meteor trails introduces a certain cont_Ibutlon to the

formation of the night E-layer of the ionosphere. During the meeting of the

Earth with the streams of small meteor bodies, there can occur the most con-

siderable increase in the concentration of the ions of meteor origin in
6

certain ranges of heights in the atmosphere, since all the particles in the

stream have similar values of veloclty, and evaporate in a narrow range of

altitudes.

The rocket measurements of the ionic composition of the atmosphere

E33] reveal such an area of high concentration of ions of meteoric origin

Mg+, Fe+, Si + and Ca+ in the narrow range of altltudes 100 - 110 km, with a

maximum of around 104 km. With the 15 degree altitude of the Sun above the

horizon, the ions of meteoric origin comprise around 4_A of all the ions at

a height of 105 km. We find a distinct upper boundary of the layer, containing

the ions of Mg +, Fe+, Si+ and Ca+, with a width of the order of 2 km at the

height of 108 - 110 km.

DEFORMATION AND FRAGMENTATION OF SMALL METEOR BODIES

Until this time, it was assumed that in the process of evaporation,

the form of a meteor body does not change and the basic type of the ablation

of meteor bodies is evaporation. Let us consider in more detail the process

of the ablation of the small meteor bodies.

Up to the time of the inception of intensive evaporation, the small

meteor bodies with the masses Mo<M_ O are already completely liquefied.
Under the effect of aerodynamic pressure ahd forces of surface attraction,

the molten meteor body acquires an oblate form.

The deformation of a fused meteor body as a result of aerodynamic

pressure on the frontal surface was studied by _plk E6]. Not Indicatlng the

calculation method used by him, he presents only the final results. With

the radius [see next page]
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_G

r_rs=
Ps (1.138)

P

(vhereC; equals the surface attraction factor_ Ps = l_pv2 equals the aerodynamic

pressure) the drop does not experience a noticeable deformation. At" r> rs,

the drop acquires an oblate form, close to an ellipsoid of revolution. The

value of the minor semi-axis of the ellipsoid in this context does not depend

on the drop's radius and equals

3_

Ps (1.139)
=

The dependence which Opik obtained for the extent of the deformation

of a drop upon its radius has a discontinuity (the author himself points this

out) at r- rs, which is physically inexplicable. Since in Opik's report,

•nothing is said concerning the use of the solution method, we are unable to

verify its validity.

Let us estimate the value of the deformation, assuming that the drop

has the form of an ellipsoid of revolution with the minor axi_ in the direction

of motion. The difference in the pressures, being created by the forces of

surface attraction in the planes of the longitudinal and transverse sections

of the drop, p_ is found with the aid of the Laplace formula

p_=o g+ --_,

where a, b equal the major and minor seml-axis of the ellipsoid (spheroid),

Equating pcy to the aerodynamic .pressure at the frontal surface, we get

I _ 2_

Expressing b through a and the radius of the undeformed drop r we get

(a)5 ar rrv_p_. (I .140)

According t:o (1.140), the value of the deformation of a drop at a

variation in r changes continuously. Eq. (I.140) can be rewritten in the

form

,. r_ b'" = rr'/'-oo-p.
b%

In this manner, in distinction from the result obtained by OpiR (1.139), the

minor seml-axls of the ellipsoid depends on the radius of the drop.

According to (1.140), a perceptible deformation of drop occurs at

rr_"-p> I,
. _ , (1.141)

The critical value of the drop's radius

G

r= : _. (1.142)
t

=,

From (1.68) and (1.1'42), we find the crtt:lcal value of the radius of

the meteor bodies, which experience a considerable deformation as early as

at the height of the beginning of intensive "evaporation
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3:AIf
I.'2. _---

_,, 81.8_d. cos z . (1.143)

From (1.118) and (I.142), let us flnd the critical value of the initial radius

of the meteor bodies, for which we can disregard the deformation occurring under

the effect of aerodynamic pressure in the process of the entire evaporations

3_Aft

oo -- 2F6(3Q --5Q.) cost' (1.1/.4)

From (1.65) and (1.163), we get
"o

%" 32Fb26Qi.

r2 -- 3_A_ " (1.i45)

For the molten substance of stony meteorites, at the temperature of the begln-

nlng of intensive evaporation averaging (_= B60 dynes/cm E6], for iron _ =

1200 dynes/cm. From (I.14A), we flnd that In the entire range of the meteor

velocities both for the Iron and for the stony meteor bodies, r' o > rcr H .

With allowance for deformation, let us consider the evaporation of

meteor bodies, the initial radii of which satisfies the condition r&H < rod

< r' o. Disregarding In the l_ft part of Eq. (1.140) the term r/a (which
leads to a certain decrease in the deformation value), we get

I Foo-p\ t'' ,! '

a = _-_-) r .. (1.146)

The equation of the evaporation of a meteor body will have the following form!
• I!

dt 2 (Q -- QH) 2 (Q -- Q_) (I. 147)

For the isothermal atmosphere (1.147), we can rewrite in the form

r"' -- 8(Q- Q,_) 8 cosz p"_dp. (1.148)

Disregarding the braking of a meteor body in the evaporation process,

we get
1¢!

3AH%' "F "I' .... .
[-¢) (p"-p,,).r'/. r_'.- _oCQz:-Q,F_o_, (1.1.9)

From (1.9), (1.10), (1.147) and (1.149), we find the curves of the

intensity of light and ionization,

.rA v, V.,V/' r_'_-- 56 (Q --QH)',5 cos zI -- m (Q -- Q.) (P'" e:'v0 '

(1.15o)

]_A_ I'P_.)"'l'v,.hp, .' 3AH%'" "(p'4 '.-- p'H'h) •- Q ,

At sufficiently intensive deformation, the drop becomes unstable.

"6plk E6] evaluated the stability of a molten meteor body, proceeding from

the observations of the fragmentation of alr bubbles In water, and found the

critical value of the radius of a drop) in which the fragmentation beginst

r_.- ; 7,so (1 151)
P,
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Such a method of the estimation of the critical radius is quite approximate,

since the physical conditions of the fragmentation of air bubbles in water

corresponds but little to the conditions of the motion of a liquid drop at

a velocity of tens of km/sec in a rarefied gas.

Up to the present time, a number of theoretical studies have been made

on the stability of llquld drops in an ultrasonic gas flow, which agree well

with the results of the experiments E34 - 38_. The stability of a drop is

typified by the Weber number

lye : FPr_2
•. (1.152)

For a nonvlscous liquid, the critical value Of the Weber number Wee = 3.2.

For a viscous liquid, We o = 6.5. At We = Wee, the drop fragments.

From (1.68) and (1.152), we find the critical value of the radius of

meteor bodies, which in a molten state are unstable even at the height of

the beginning of intensive evaporation!

r_. _ 3_AH Weo
8r6Q. cos z • (I. 153)

From (l.l&9) and (1.152), we find the critical value of the initial

radius of meteor bodies, which preserves the stability in the process of the
6

entire evaporationz

r_o=__r 2 = 27_A//Weo
g" t28F6Q.cos z " (1.15&)

The initial masses of the meteor bodies with the radii r H and r-

are signified respectively as MK, and Sg o" At v O m 40 km/sec, _or the _gony

meteor bodies, M.o = 2 • I0- 3 grams and Eor the iron meteor bodies, M.o_3 -

-I0 _ grams, whic_ corresponds to the meteors of approxllmately +5 m. _n this

manner, the compact stony and iron meteor bodies generating the meteors

weaker than about +5 m, should not experience fragmentation.

In this
The meteor bodies with a mass of M_M_o should experience fragmentation.

connection, we should differentiate =A cases.

1) At

M_ < Mo_--< Mo (1.155)

the meteor body will fragment even at the altitude of the beginning of intensive

evaporation. For the stony meteor bodies, condition (1.155) can be fulfilled

at Vo_ 30 km/sec, while for the iron ones, it can be fulfilled in the entire

range of meteor velocitles.
%

2) At

M_o _<_ Mo < M_,, ,,Mn < M_ (I. 156)

the fragmentation occurs after the beginning of intensive evaporation, after

the drop's radius has reached the critical value corresponding to the condition

We - Wee. The height hg, at which fragmentation occurs can be found from the
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Eqs. (1.149) and (1.152). Conditions (1.156) both for the stony and for the

iron meteor bodies can be fulfilled at any meteor velocities.

3) At

Hg o_ _o<M and H o _> N'o " (1.157)gN

the fragmentation occurs after the body has been melted through, and the radius

of the drop has reached the critical value corresponding to the condition We -

- We O.

4) At M 0 > Mg H and M > M'o, the fra_mentatlon occurs after the body

has been liquefied completely through.

The fragmentation of a meteor body leads to an increase in the frontal

surface and consequently to an increase in t_e rate of evaporation and braking.

It is easy to demonstrate that at v O _20 km/sec in the calculation of the

curve of the luminous intensity of a fragmented meteor, we can overlook the

braking of the small drops into which the Body will fragment.

Since the very small Particles can expend to heat radiation a consider-

able part of their kinetic energy, in an estimation of the value of the droplets'

braking, it is necessary to take into account the energy losses to heat radia-

tion.

Dividing the equation of evaporation with allowance for the energy

losses to heat radiation (1.117) into the braking equation (1.7), we get

A4 -- 2F(Q -- Q.) " (1.158)

From (1.68), (1.70) and (I.154), it is easy to show that the density

D t of the atmosphere at the height of the beginning of intensive evapora-

tl,o_ of meteor bodies with the radii r O _ rg O always meets the condition '

pH/p _ _ 2. The fragmentation of the molten meteor bodies occurs at a

height close to the height of the beginning of intensive evaporation, or

below, therefore for obtaining the maximal estimation of the velocity loss

by the droplets in the evaporation process, in (I.158), we assume p'_ / p -

- 1/2. Then, integrating (1.158), we get

M-2° --_ e-4"(v°-_') (1 159)
M '

where M o equals the initial mass of a droplet. From (1.59) we find that at

an average velocity of meteors v O - 40 km/sec9 independently of the initial

mass of the droplet, to a reduction in its mass by e.g. 5 times, there

corresponds a reduction in velocity of less than 2%. Since Eq. (1.159)

provides the maximal estimation of the ve_oclty loss, the actual braking

will be even less. The allowance for such a trivial decrease in the velo-

city of the droplets during the evaporation process has practically no

effect on the form of the curve of the meteor's luminous intensity.

b

If we disregard the deceleration (frlctlonal action), the curves of

the luminous intensity of meteors, generated by individual droplets can be

calculated with the aid of Eq. (I.150). The integral curve of the luminous

intensity is obtained as a result of their addition.
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As an example, let us consider the evaporation of a compact stony

meteor body with M O - 0.02 gram, v n - 20 km/sec and cos z = 2/3. The radius

of the body satisfies condition (I_155); hence, the fragmentation should

occur as early as the height of the beglnnlng of intensive evaporation. It

is possible to have different types of fragmentations the drops can frag-

ment immediately into very fine droplets, each of which will remain stable

in the evaporation process, or will experience progressive fragmentation.

For example, if a drop is divided into two equal parts, each of them, having

travelled about 2 km, will become unstable, and in their turn, will sepa-

rate into finer parts. This process, in combination with evaporation, will

continue until the body has been fragmented .into quite fine stable droplets.

It is also posslble to have a combination of both these types of fragmenta-

tion. In Fig. 1.9, the curve I of luminous intensity is computed under the

assumption that the drop will break into a minimal number of droplets, each

of which will remain stable during the evaporation process. For a comparison,

we have presented: 2-curve of lumlnous intemsity calculated according to

(1.150) without a11owance for fragmentation, and 3- the curve of luminous

intensity (1.28), provided by the simplest physical theory of meteors. The

cross-hatched part of curves i and 2 corresponds to the range of heights at

which we have the transition from conditions of the heating of a meteor body

to intensive evaporation. The value of the luminosity factor _s taken from

the data of _plk EIO]. In Fig,_ 1.10, we have presented the analogous curves

of the luminous intensity for a meteor generated by an iron meteor body with

M o - 0.03 gram, v o - 40 km/sec and cos z - 2/3.

The allowance for fragmentation leads to an increase in the maximal

brilliance of the meteor, a truncation of the trail, an increase in the

deceleration and an increase in the he|ght of maximal evaporation. For

instance_ the allowance for fr_Ementatlon leads to an increase in the maxi-

mal luminous intensity of a stony meteor, for which the curve of the luminous

intensity is presented in Fig. 1.9_ by Os m 8 as compared with the value pro-

vided by the simplest physical theory of meteors. The height of the maximal

evaporation increases by 3 kmo At the threshold of sensitivity of the radia-

tion receiver m_ - +4 m introduced by Levin _16], the parameter of fragmen-

tation F, which characterizes the relative truncation of the trail, is

obtained as equalling 0.5. Owing to the fragmentation and the subsequent

deformation of the droplets, the coefficlent of the form of a meteor body

reaches the value 3.6, which leads to an increase in the deceleration of

the meteor by about 3 times as compared with the case of a nonfragmenting

spherical meteor body. For an iron meteor, far which the curve of luminous

intensity is shown in Fig. I.I0, the fragmentation parameter F - 0.3. We

have examined the cases of the fragmentation of a liquefied meteor body into

a minimal number of relatively large droplets. In the case of fragmentation

into very fine droplets, the fragmentation effects examined above can be

manlfested much more intensively.

During the movement in the atmosphere of large meteor bodies not heat-

ing all the way through, there can occur the blowing away from the bod�'s

surface of a film of molten substance by the opposing air flow. This process

was studied by _plk E6]. In the case of stony meteor bodies, the blowing

away is made difficult by the high viscosity of the molten meteor substance.

In the case of iron meteor bodies not entirely heated through with the initial

radii

ro < t.0.107 , cm
fJo
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where v o is expressed in cm/sec), according to Opik, the basic mechanism of

the reduction of the mass is not evaporation but the blowlng away of the

molten film. The upper limit of r o corresponds to the very large meteor

bodies, which when moving in the atmosphere fprm a shock wave.

S I

/ l
1#0 gfh n "

Fig. 1.9. Curves of the Luminous Intensity of a Meteor, Generated

by a Compact Stony Meteor Body with M O - 0.02 g, v O - 20 km/secl

6 . 3.A g/cm 3 and cos z - 2/3. I- wlth allowance for fragmenta-

tion of a molten meteor body; 2- wlth allowance onl_ for the drop's

deformationl 3- the curve provided by the simplest physical theory

of meteors.

277_

//,
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i

100 h. 80 g9 h, km

Fig. I.I0. Curves of the Luminous Intensity of a Meteor, Generated

by an Iron Meteor Body with M o - 0.03 g, v O . 40 km/sec and cos z -

- 2/3. The notations are the same as in Fig. 1.9.

In the case of the blowing away of the molten film, the temperature of

the body's surface will remain continuously close to T n_ and the evaporation

from the surface of the body is slight. The original temperature of the drop-

lets forming during the blowing away, is also close to TN_. Since the mass

of the droplets is much less than the mass of the body (at the separation of

large drops from the body, they immediately shatter into smaller parts),

prlor to the beginning of Intensive evaporatlon , the droplet travels less than

one km, and the path being covered by a aroplet prior to the completion of

of its evaporation is much less than the length of the meteor trail. In

connection with this, in the case of the blowlng away of the melted film, the

rate of evaporation of the meteor substance is close to the rate of the

decrease in the mass of the meteor body, and hence is roughly described by

the formula

dM AAM'!'po '

-_t ........ 2One6,/, , (1.160)
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where QnJ7 equals the energy required to heat and melt I g of meteor

substance. For iron, Qn_W = 1.3 • I0 I° ergs/g.

From (1,9) and (1.160) for the case of an isothermal atmosphere, let

us find the atmospheric density at the altltnade of the maximal evaporation and

the curve of the luminous intensity of the meteors

2Q na MO'_8_'_c°s z t
+-E P.' (I.161)

Pm ':= AAItv_

.AATV_[M,,AAHv_ ]2 (1.162)

The height at which the meltlng of the surface of an iron meteor begins

is I - 2 km higher than the height of the be_Innlng of its intensive evapora-

tlon, found according to (1.62) or (1.63)| hencej the height of the beglnnlng

of Intenslve evaporation of meteor substance is practlcally the same in the

case of both types of ablation of a meteor body (of the evaporation of the

body or the blowing away of the melted film). The height of the maximal evap-

oration proves to be greater by 5 - I0 km than according to (l_ll&), and

somewhat more than for the compact stony body of the same mass. The blowing

away of the molten film leads to an appreciable shortening of the meteor

trail.

By way of an example, let us consider the curve of the luminous In-

tensity of a meteor being generated by an iron meteor body having the following

parametersl M O - 1 g, v O - 40 km/secp cos z - 2/3 and A - 1.21. With the

aid of Eqs. (1.62), (1.63) and (1.162), we computed the curves of the luminous

intensity for two extreme cases| a spherlcal rotating meteor body and a non-

rotating meteor body with a plane frontal surface. In the first instance,

the length of the trail proved to equal 7 - 8 km. The maximal luminous in-

tensity of the meteor is attained immediately after the beginning of the

melting of the body. The visual absolute stellar magnltude of the meteor in

the maximum of brightness - 3m, & (brighter by Im, 6 than according to Eq.

(I.30) of the simplest physical theory of meteors). At a threshold of sensi-

tivity of the radiation receiver +3 m, we obtain the value of the fragmentation

factor F = 0.2. In the second instance, the length of the trail equals about

12 - 13 km. The maximal luminous intensity of the meteor (.2, m 3) Is reached

In 5 - 6 km after the beglnnlng of the liquefaction of the body's surface.

The value for the fragmentation factor F = 0.4.

In this manner, we can differentiate three basic types of the ablation

of the compact meteor bodies| evaporation, blowing away of the molten film

with the subsequent evaporation of the droplets separated from the body; and

the fragmentation of the molten meteor body, the extreme case of blowing away,

when the mass of the parent body Immediately decpeases to zero. The role

of the various types of ablation is dissimilar for the iron and stony meteor

bodies.

Ablatlon of Iron Meteor Bodies

Evaporation Is the basic type of ablation only for the small meteor

bodies (heated right through) wlth the masses MIVo<Mo<Mg o. In this
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connection, in the case of bodies with the masses M_o< Mo< Mg o in the
integration of the equations of the evaporation and deceleration, it is

necessary to take into account the deformation of the molten dropj leading

to a truncation of the trail, to an increase in the maximal brightness of

the meteor and to an increase in the frlctZo_al action.

In the range of masses Mgo <M o < MgH " there occurs initially the
evaporation of the deformed, and then, when the deformation reaches a

cr|tlcal value, the drop fragments. At v o - 40 km/sec, this range of masses

corresponds to the meteors of approximately +5 TM - +3 m.

The meteor bodies with the masses M_H< M o< M' o begin to split up at
the heights close to the height of the beginning of intensive evaporation.

In the process of evaporation, the progressive splitting of the droplets can

take place. In this range of masses of meteor bodies, we can expect the most

intensive indications of the effects of fra_nentation. In the case of masses

close to M'o, a drop will break into a very large number of fragments, which

will lead to an increase in the maximal brightness of the meteor by several

stellar magnitudes as compared with the value yielded by the simplest physical

theory of meteors, and also to an appreciable increase in th_ deceleration of

the meteor. The height of the maximal luminous intensity of the meteor in-

creases. At v O - &O km/sec, this range of masses of meteor bodies corresponds

to meteors of approximately +3 m - -3 m.

6

At M o> M'o, the mass of the meteor body decreases chiefly as a result

of the blowing off of the molten film. This leads to a considerable contraction

of the meteors' trails, to an increase in the maximal brightness and an increase

in the height of the maximal luminous intensity by 5 - I0 kln. The deceleration

of the meteor does not change at this time (with the exception of a section at

the end of the trail, when the body becomes melted right through and fragments).

The fragmentation of the body melted right through at the end of the trail

leads to the bursting of the meteor.

Ablation of Stony Meteor Bodies

According to the assessment by Oplk E6], In the case of the stony

meteor bodies, the blowing away of the molten film does not occur. The

more precise calculations by Cook _208_ demonstrated that the partial blow-

ing away is also possible in the case of the stony meteor bodies. This

question requires further research.

For the small meteor bodies, heating right through, with the masses

MoIV< Mo<_Mgo, evaporation comprises the baslc type of ablation. In this

connection, in the range of masses M_o<Mo<Mgo, it is necessary to take
into account the deformation of the molten drop.

%

The meteor bodies with the masses M o > Mg o can experience fragmentation.

In this context, the meteor bodies with the masses in the range MgH<Mo< M' o
become shattered already at the height of the beginning of Intenslve evaporation

(this range of masses dlffers from zero only at Vo_30 km/sec, and expands

with a decrease in velocity), the others--as early as followln K the onset of In-

tens|re evaporation.
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At Mgo_Mo_10M'o, the fragmentation should occur above the point of
the maximal evaporation. At v o - 40 km/sec, this range of masses of meteor

bodies corresponds tO the meteors of approximately +5 m - 0 m. Since the

fragmentation leads to an abrupt increase in'the rate of the evaporation of

the meteor substance, the moment of the onset of fragmentation can often

coincide with the time of the appearance of the meteor duringthe photographic

observations. At Mo_M' o, the residue of the meteor body will become melted

right through below h m (all the later, the larger the Mo). The drop forming

at this time can experience fragmentation (or even atomization), which leads

to the flaring of the meteor; in the case of a very large meteor body, it

leads to the frequently occurring final flash of a bright meteor _39].

During the photographic observations of the Dracontd meteor stream in

1946 _40], it was revealed that the average height of the appearance of

meteors of the stream (h n - 97.7 km) is greater by 7 - 8 km than in the

sporadic meteors of the same velocity (v o - _3.1 km/sec). The trails of

meteors in the stream prove to be very short. The same anomalously great

heights of the appearance, as in the Draconlds are found in the individual

sporadic meteors of certain other_ streams E24_ 41].
Q

The anomalous heights of the appearance of the Draconlds evidently

can not be explained within the framework of the concepts concerning the

compact stony or iron meteor bodies of the standa1_ chemical composition.

Jacchla, Kopal and Millman _40] connect the dnomalles of the Draconlds with

the unusual composition of the meteor bodies of the stream, which is mani-

fested in the ease of their evaporation. In the reports by Levln L24] and

Oplk E6], these anomalies are connected with the very unconsolidated structure

of the meteor bodies, which leads to their fragmentation. The hypothesis of

Jacchla, Kopal and Millman can be somewhat modified if we consider that the

meteor bodies In the stream of the Draconlds are easily melted and the fusion

(melt) has a low viscosity. In this case, the baslc mechanism of the abla-

tlon will be the blowing away or the spraying of the molten film, which

leads to an increase in the height of evaporation and a contraction of the

trail. In any of these cases, it is necessary to assume that the meteor

bodies in the Draconld stream differ greatly in composition or structure from

the basic mass of meteor bodies, generating the sporadic meteors and the meteors

of most of the streams.

As was already mentionedabove, the photographic observations with the

Super-Schmldt cameras revealed a number of features of the meteors 0m - +4m.

Jacchia El4] indicates three main features of the faint photographic

meteors.

I) A contraction of the trails of meteors as compared with the length

of the trail, provided by the simplest physical theory of meteors; a rapid

Increase in the brightness in the point of_appearance, afte_ which there usually

follows a more gradual increase of the brightness up to the maximum.

2) An anomalously high deceleration of the meteors in the second half

of the vislble part of the trail. If we consider that the form of the body is

unchanged in the process of evaporation, the density of the atmosphere, found

according to the deceleratlon, that the beginning of the trail proves to be

close to the actual one, while at the end of the trail, on an average it proves

to be four times higher than the actual.
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3) In the photographs taken with a shutter, in the second half of the

trail, we often find a blurring of the intervals. The same kind of a blurring

sometimes occurs at the end of the trails of the bright meteors. In the case

of the meteors 0m . +4m, it is found more often and in a larger part of the

trall.

These features of the faint photographic meteors usually explain the

quite unconsolidated structure of the meteor bodies generating them, as a

result of which these bodies experience fragmentation L6, 14 - 16, 423 .

The noted features of meteors 0TM - +4_n as compared with the findings

of the simplest physical theory of meteors and the results of the observa-

tions of meteors brighter than 0TM with the standard photographic cameras

follow from the above-mentioned more precise theory of the evaporation of

the compact stony and iron meteor bodies.
T

I) With allowance for the dependence of the rate of evaporation upon

the temperature of the body's surface, the brightness of a meteor around the

height h of the beginning of intensive evaporation at the range of heights

1 - 2 km increases by about 5 s_ellar magnitudes. Whereupon t_ere usually

follows the more gradual increase _n the brightness to the maximum. In the

case of the iron meteor bodies that are not very large, the brightness maxi-

mum can be reached immediately after the onset of the intensive evaporation

(e.g., in the above-mentioned example of the _blatlon of an iron meteor body).

Such an abrupt increase in the brightness near the height h should also occur

in the bright meteors, however, in effect, it is always the case that the

brilliance of a meteor near the helght h is below the sensitivity threshold

of the standard photographic cameras, therefore prior to the application of

the Super-Schmidt cameras, this distinct increase in the brightness of

meteors could not be detected from the photographic observations. Even

without allowance for the fragmentation and deformation of the molten

meteor body, the length of the meteor's trail weaker than approximately +3 TM

can not be more than 15 km, while In the brighter meteors, the length of the

trail increases by about 2 km per stellar magnitude. This factor alone de-

creases the fragmentation parameter F with the increase in the brightness of

the meteors). The allowance for the deformation and fragmentation leads to

an even greater contraction of the trails.

2) For the meteors 0TM .+4 TM, the deformation and fragmentation of

the molten meteor bodies begins above the height h m of the maximal evapora-

tion. The increase of the frontal surface, connected with the progressive

fragmentation and deformation of the drops, leads to an increase in the

deceleration.

3) The fragmentation of a meteor body above hm and the differing

deceleration of the fragments of varylng mlze will lead to the blurring of

the intervals on a considerable part of the photograph of the meteors. In

the case of meteors brighter than about om, the fragmentation occurs below

h m and the blurring of th@ intervals will occur at the very end of the trail.

In this manner, the features of the faint photographic meteors and the

occurring fragmentation of the bodles produclng them by themselves can not

serve as a criterion for a solution of the question concerning the density and
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structure of the meteor bodies, hence, both the very unconsolidated as well as
the molten dense meteor bodies can becomeshattered. The selection between
these two mechanismsof fragmentation is quite important for a solution of th
question concerning the possibility of the fragmentation of small bodies,
producing meteors fainter than about +5 m, which at the present time can still

not be observed photographically.

The compact stony and iron bodies, producing meteors fainter than about

+5 TM should not experience fragmentation. According to (1.128), the difference

in the heights of the beginning and end of the trail of a meteor, being pro-

duced by a nonfragmentlng body heated right through, should be around 15 km.

The fragmentation would have led to a contraction of the trail. According

to the results obtained from the radar measurements by Greenhow and Neufeld

I_&3], the average length of trails of meteoPs +5 TM - +7 TM, obtained from a

large number of measurements, equals about 15 km. The average curve of ion-

ization is close to (1.127). The deceleration of the radio meteors also

does not indicate the fragmentation of the meteor bodies generating them.

In this manner, most of the small meteor bodies producing the meteors fainter

than +5 TM evidently do not fragment, and to them can be applied the above-

mentioned evaporation theory.

We should point out the considerable difference between the meteors In

the Draconlds stream and the main mass of the faint photographic meteors.

The Draconlds have anomalously high heights of appearance, which (in combin-

ation with the contraction of their trails) also comprises the basic criterion

of the very loose structure or the unusual chemical composition of the meteor

bodies producing them. The same structure (or composition) can be possessed

by the separate sporadic meteor bodies and the meteor bodies of certain

streams. From Figs. 1.5 and 1.6, It is evident that the average heights of

the appearance of 2500 photographic meteors9 both the faint and the bright

ones, agree satisfactorily with the theory of evaporation of compact meteor

bodies. The same can be stated concerning the heights of the maximal force

of the luminosity of meteors brighter than +4 TM.

The concepts presented permit one to make the following conclusions|

the question of the mechanism of the fragmentation of the meteor bodies pro-

ducing meteors brighter than about +5 m, in our op%nlon at the present tlme

apparently still can not be solved unequivocally and requires further ex-

perimental and theoretical study. Since the features which exist in the faint

photographic meteors can be explained within the framework of the fragmentation

mechanism of the compact meteor bodies that have melted right through, at the

present time it does not seem feasible to us to involve, for an explanation

of these features_ the hypothesis concerning the very unconsolidated structure

of most of the small meteor bodies.

COEFFICIENT OF RADIANCE AND SCALE OF MASSES OF OPTICAL METEORS

In the movement of meteor bodies (in the upper atmosphere), the dimen-

slons of which are less than the mean free path of the air molecules at the

corresponding height, a shock wave does not form, and the processes of ex-

citation and ionization occur chiefly during the collisions of particles,

having evaporated from the body's surface, with the individual air molecules.

In the range of meteor velocities, the energy of the electrons is of the
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order of the average heat energy of the air molecules, and Is much less than

the potentials of excitation and ionization of atoms and molecules, therefore

the excitation and ionization in the meteor trails can occur only in case of

the collisions of the heavy partlcles.

The substance of the stony meteor bodies evaporates chiefly in the form

of molecules (refer to page 16). Since the effective sections of dissociation

at the meteor velocities [_] are larger than the sections of diffusion and

much larger than the sections of excitation and ionization, most of the

evaporated molecules manage to become dissociated before they become excited

or ionized. In the spectra of the meteors,.the bands of meteor molecules

actually do not occur. In connection with t_is, in a calculation of the

factors of radiance and ionization from meteors, we can limit ourselves to

a consideration of the collisions of the meteor atoms with the air molecules.

The calculation of the radlance facto@ durin_ the atomic collisions

was conducted in the two reports by _plk E3, I0]. Opik determines the rad-

iance factor T as the portion of the kinetic energy of a meteor body, which

converts to the visible radiation in the range of wave lengths &500 - 5700 A.

In 1933, Oplk E3] for the calculation of T, applied the following

semi-empirical theory. Proceeding from the then existing information con-

cerning the effective sections of elastic scattering and ionization during

the collisions of various pairs of atoms and .ions, Opik demonstrated that

the average number of ions forming during one collision can be represented

by the empirical formula

|/ E (I 163)
9' = 0.026. I / e--_, "

where E i equals the ionization potential, E equals the energy of relative

movement of the colliding particles

2(,z,+,n_.

m I, m 2 equal the masses of partlcles_ V equai s the relative velocity. Eq.

(1.163) is applicable at _' <l and E> El. For the various pairs of col-

liding particles, there was found a spread in the experimental values of

' relative to the values provided by Eq. (1.163), by 1.55 times in one

direction or another.

Opik assumed that the probability of the excitation of the colliding

particles can also be computed with the aid of Eq. (1.163). There were no

experimental data concerning the sections of excltatlon during the slow

collisions of heavy particles, and the validity of this assumption could not

be verified. Taking into account the probablllty of transitions between the

various energy levels of the electrons, _Rik found the value Z for the

collision of a nitrogen atom with the initial velocity v, which is decelerated

in the pairs of atomic iron (T 1.6).

Generalizing the r_sults obtained to the case of the complex composi-

tion of meteor bodies and allowlng for the possibility of collisions between

the evaporated meteor atoms, _plk found the values of T for the bright and

faint meteors, presented in Table 1.6. For the bright meteors In the range
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of velocities of 20 . 60 km/sec_ the _-value can be approximated by the

expression

' (1.164)

where p = 1 and Vo " lO-V sec/cm. At v <20,km/sec, the reduction in Twlth

a decrease in the velocity occurs more rapidly than according to (I.[64).

Proceeding from the spectral sensitivity of the eye and the energy

distribution in the spectrum of meteors found by m, _pik derived the following

relationshiPobetween the energy I', being radiated in the range of wave lengths
4500 . 5700 A, and the visual absolute stellar magnitude of a meteor

m = 24.6--2.5 I _. (1.165)

. T

Coefficient of Radiance _ "103

Table I. 6

v,. km/sec

@

10.4 14.8 20.9 29.6 41.8 59,2 83.6

Fe + N ..... 3.6 4.9 6.5 8.5 10.7 12.8 14.5
Bright meteors 0.53 1.14 1,90 2.90 4,10 5.30 6.42

Paint meteo_. O.90 o.95 o.85 _,75 0.65 0.62 O.55

If we know the coefficient of radiance, the mass of the meteor body

producing the given meteor can be determined by means of measuring the curve

of the luminous intensity and velocity of the meteor. Substituting in the

equation of lumlnescence (1.9) I by I'/4_ and Integrating from the moment

of appearance of the meteor tI to the moment of disappearance t2, we get

t,

I rM = 2 Tv---7,_'dt. (1. 166)

In (1.166), we do not consider the decrease In the mass of the meteor body

prior to the point of appearance of the meteor and the residual mass in the

point of its disappearance. The mass of a meteor body can be estimated roughly

also based on the luminous intensity of the meteor at the maximum of brightness.

From (1.30), we get

M n - 9_HI,n
2Tv_cos z ( 1.167 )

Thls method of determining the masses of the meteor bodies is said to

be '_photometrlc", while the masses found wlth the aid of Eq. (1.166) or (1.167),

are said to be "photometric". From (1.164), (I._5) and (1.167), we derive the

foilowlng scale of the "photometric" masse6 of bright meteors l a meteor bodyp

flying vertically with the veloclty Vo= 40 km/sec, with the mass M - 0.07 g,

produces a meteor of 0m of vlsual absolute stellar magnitude (in th_ point of

maximum light intensity),

In 1955, Opik _I0], re-examined h,s calculations of the radiance coef-

ficient. He obtained values for T somewhat lower than he had in 1933, and in

effect these were the same for the stony and iron meteor bodies (Table 1.7).
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Utilizing more recent determinations of the curve of the spectral sensitivity

of the eye, Opik also obtained a new relationship between I' and the visual

stellar magnitude of a meteor
i

m = 24 3-- 2 510}]_ (z.z68)

Table 1.7

Coefficient of R_diance T-iO 3

_, t_/seo
Meteors " l

10.4 14.8 20.9 29.6 41,8 I 59,2 83.6
I

Bright 0.53
0.71 1.10,00

1.46
0,95

1.67
0.64

2.10 I 2.600,45 0.37
3.11
O,30

For the faint meteors, Opik E45] estimates the dependence of r upon

v by the formula •
2- IOS

u
(1.169)

In the case of the bright meteors, the dependence of T on v turns out to

be weaker than according to (1.164) (p = 0.5).' At v - AO km/sec, T = 2 .I0-J .

From (1.167) and (1.168), we get a new scale of the "photometric" masses of

meteors: a meteor body, flying vertically with the velocity v o - &O km/sec,
with the mass M - 0.12 g produces a meteor 0TM of visual absolute stellar

o
magnitude.

In 1957, the first tests were made on the development of artificial

meteors E46]. At a height of 80 km, we exploded three cartridges of varying

design, which created directed explosions and transmitted a high velocity to

the aluminum fragments which formed during the explosion. The artificial

meteors were photographed by 5 ground stations with the aid of the Super-

Schmidt cameras equipped with a shutter and tracking ballistic cameras with

a rotating shutter. --

Of the three experiments, only one proved successful. According to

the photographs obtained with the Super-Schmidt cameras, we found the

curve of the luminous intensity of the meteor and measured the velocity.

In the maximum of the brightness, the meteor had the photographic absolute

stellar magnitude of ,2 m. The initial velocity v o of the meteor equals 14.&

km/sec; at the moment of disappearance, it equalled around 12.7 km/seco

The average height of the meteor was 79.2 km. From the laboratory studies

it Mas found that the total mass of the fragments formed during the explosion,

M o = O. ll g. Adopting the relationship bet_ween I' and m based on (1.165)

and the index of the color of the meteor as -I TM, 8, based on the curve of

the luminous intensity of the meteor and the velocity, McCrosky found the

value of the factor T O in Eq. (1.164) r o = 9" lO-lOsec/cm (at p - I).

Adopting a more accurate relationship between I' and m (I.168), we

derive that for an aluminum meteor body with the initial veloclty v o - 14.4

km/sec, the radiance factor T - I0 -S . This value practically coincides with
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the T values obtained by Oplk for the average composition of the meteor bodies

in 1933 and 1955.

In 1961, the second test was made wlth'an artificial meteor L47]. To

a steel fragment with the mass M_ - 2.2 g at _ height of 195 km, we i.mparted

the initial velocity vo - 9.8 km_sec. The chemical composition of the steel

was as follo_s: iron -68.5%, chromium - 19.2%, nickel - 10.3%, and manganese -

- 2.0%. The artificial meteor had the zenith distance of the radiant z _ 15 ° .

The height of the appearance of the meteor h_- 69.4 km, and the height of

disappearance h k - 62.6 km. In the maximum of brightness, the meteor had

the photographic absolute stellar magnitude - O, m 4. Assuming p - 1

HcCrosky and Soberman EA7] based on a curve of the luminous intensity of

an artificial meteor found the value of the coefficient n (I 164) T' = 8 • i0-/?
" o

_-_(in a system in which to the meteor of Om photographic magnitude, there

corresponds I t - I). This value for TO was adopted by us for pure iron also.

Assumming that the luminescence of the iron meteors was caused only by the

iron lines, McCrosky and Soberman for the iron meteor bodies, in the composition

of which on an average there enters 93% of iron, obtained _o = 7.4. I0 -l?.

The lower limit of the value of the radiance factor for the stony meteor bodies

can _e obtained if we conslder only the luminescence of the iron atoms entering

their composition. At an average content of the iron in the stony meteorites

of 15%, we obtain T' o - 1.2 "I0 -l?.

The average velocity of an artificial _eteor is around 9 km/sec. Assum-

ming the color index at -im, 3 E7 ] with the aid of Eqs. (1.164) and (1.168),

we can transfer from _o to _. For a steel meteor body, we get T. 0.72 •
•I0-3. For the iron meteor bodies, T = 0.67 • I0 -_ and for the stony ones,

T = 0.18 .I0-3. The last value is obviously depressed, since it disregards

the radiation of the remaining atoms, other than iron, entering the com-

position of the stony meteor bodies. 0plk EIO], at a velocity of 9 km/sec

for the stony and iron meteors, obtained T - 0.26 • I0"_.

m_

0

0,5

/.0

I I I ! I

0 0_ 0,0 O.g a30.g

Fig. I.II. Curve of the Luminous Intensity of an Artificial

_leteor _47]. a) t, sec.

The mechanism of the ablation of an artificial meteor body is of

interest. A steel fragment has the form of a flat disc with a diameter of

12 mm and a thickness of 2.5 mm. The position of the disc was saabillzed by

the rotation around the axls, perpendicular to the plane of the disc. _IcCrosky

and Soberman consider that the height h_ of the appearance of an artificial

meteor equals 69.4 km is too high for the inltial velocity vo - 9.8 km/sec.
From (1.63), for an iron meteor body with a £1at frontal surface, having the
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initial velocity vo = 9.8 km/sec, the zenith distance of the radlant z - 15 °

and the thickness ho = 2.2 mm, we derive the height of the beginning of in-

tensive evaporation, h_a 70 km, which practically coincides with that ob-
tained from the observations of the height of. the meteor's appearance. In

Fig. I.II, we have shown the curve of the luminous intensity of a meteor.

As a result of the rapid rotation prior to th_ moment of the complete

melting of the body, from the edges of the disc, there took place a spraying

of the molten film. The decrease in the brightness before the attainment of

the maximum, having continued for 0.3 sec, is linked by McCrosky and Soberman

with the complete melting of the body. The subsequent flare and rapid dis-

appearance of the meteor is evidently connected with the fragmentation of

the unstable drop having formed during fusion.

The results obtained from the tests with the artificial meteors in-

dicate that the radiance factors found by _pik evidently are not far from

the true ones, although there is possible a spread in the values for T,

associated with the difference in the chemical composition of the individual

meteor bodies.

For the basic photographic observatlons of meteors with a shutter,

the mass of the meteor body can be determined according to the'deceleration

of the meteor. From the deceleration equation (1.7), we get

M'"-- AF .pa2 (1.170)
6=/. /d_ \ "

iv,)

For the transition to the initial mass of a meteor body, it is necessary to

consider the reduction in the mass to a given point, which can be done,

utilizing Eq. (1.13) or the curve of the luminous intensity of the meteor.
The masses of the meteor bodies found with the aid of Eft. (1.170) are said

to be the "dynamic" masses.

For a calculation of the "dynamic" masses of meteor bodies, It Is

necessary to know the value for FA/_2/_. Since the "photometric" scale

of the masses at the present time has been established wlth satisfactory

accuracy, the problem can be reversed9 and, knowing M, from (1.170), we

can find the density of the meteor bodies. Substituting in (1.16) I by

I'/4_ and Tby _o v, we get
t,

M=2! v--7- -_- d L
T o

Excluding from (1.170) and (1.171)M, we obtain

K = _,v'-
t, ' 1/: I 1

I dv : I" dtl
]

where

(1.171)

(1.172)

1 (2&= i'/,--r-j (1.173)
K=-_-\,o J '

,

All the values standing in the right part of (I.172), can be deter-

mined directly from observations. In the integral expression, we replaced

T by T O . Since for each meteor, the velocity changes within narrow limits,
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such a substitution does not lead to appreciable errors, and we Can always

revert to _. Measuring the deceleratlon and the curves of the luminous

intensity of a large number of meteors, Jacchla _48] found the average value

for log K - 6.403 (in a photometric system in' which I' - I for the meteor

0 of visual absolute stellar magnitude). WHipple [42] again processed the

data for 88 meteors, using the results obtained from more recent measurements

of the density of the atmosphere; he derived the average value log K - 6.321.

The average value of the velocity of these 88 meteors v - 29.3 km/sec.

According to Oplk _I0], at v = 29.3 km/sec, • - 1.65. 10 -3 . Assuming

A - 1.5, from (1.182), we get

.o.!1 + (1.174)
With allowance for the reactive impulse of the evaporating molecules, we

obtain 5. 2.2 glcm 3, which Is close to the @verage density of the large

meteor bodies, estimated by us at the beginning of this chapter In respect

to the heights of the maximal luminous intensity of bright meteors.

A discussion of the scale of massesB composed In 1955 by Cook _49] is

In order. In the evening from 8 to 9March 1954, from two pol_ts, photographs

were made of the luminous trail of a fast meteor (vo - 70 km/sec), which re-
vealed a systematic movement of the trail downward wleh a veloclty of 30 m/sec.

Ascribing this motion to the impulse of the evaporated meteor substance, we

were able to estimate the mass of the meteor 'body and the coefficient of

radiance. The value for V prove to be about 200 times less than the value

obtained by Opik In 1933 _3]. Accordlngly_ the "photometric" scale of the

masses of meteors Increased by 200 times. For the matching of the "photometric"

and "dynamic" scales of the masses 9 It was necessary to assume that the meteor

bodies have a quite unique unconsolidated struceure_ and have the average

density _ = 0.05 glcm3.

This scale of masses and the very low density of meteor bodies is

utilized In many reports in the Interpretation of the results of the observa-

tions of meteors. After carrying out the experiments wlth the artificial

meteors [46_ 47], a disagreement was found in the new scale of masses with the

results of measurements, and In 1963, Whipple _42] concluded that it was neces-

sary to reduce the new scale of masses by about 60 times. Currently, the

American researchers have arrived at a scale of masses2 dlffering in all by

2 - 5 times from the "photometric" scale of masses derived by Oplk _42j 47,

50].

COEFFICIENT OF IONIZATION AND THE SCALE OF MASSES OF RADIOMETERS

The kinetic energy of the evaporating meteor atoms decreases during

the elastlc co111sions with the molecules of the atmosphere and is also

spent in the ionization and excitation botch of the atoms themselves and of

the air molecules. The variation in energy E of an atom in a segment of

path ds can be written In the form

dE

where n equals denalty of atmospheric moleculea,_i,-_'ex equals average

values of the potentlals of ionization and excitation, Qi' Qex equal the
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effective sections of ionization and excitation, and Qd equals the effective

diffusion section.

The number of free electrons, generated by an atom in the segment of

path ds, ,,

dMe _ nQids (1.176)

From (1.175) and (I.176), we get

dNe QI ,

d--_ = -- .[ EQ a + EiQi + EexQex " (1. 177)
2

The full number of free electrons, generated by one evaporated meteor atom up

to the loss by it of the cosmic velocity,

E

l QidE , ,
-- I F.Q_---FzQ _ + -E_xQ_,:

(1.178)

where E t equals the minimal value of energy at which the ionization can still

occur. At the meteor velocltles 1/2 EQd is much higher than _iQi +_exQex,

therefore (1.178) can roughly be rewritten as

E
_ Qi dE (1.179)

=

Thus, for the calculation of the ionization factor, it Is necessary to

know the effective section of the diffusion and ionization during the col-

llslons of the meteor atoms with the molecules of N 2 and 02 and their depen-

dence upon velocity.

The first steps in an evaluation of the value of the ionization factor

were made as early as 1933 by'Oplk E3]. Proceeding from the then available

data concerning the sections of elastic scattering and ionization (chiefly

during the collisions of atoms of inert gases with their own ions and with

the Ions of alkali metals), _plk derived the empirical formula (1.163) for

an average number of Ions, forming during one collision. In 1955, Opik LI03

continued this work. Taking into account the Ionization both In the first and

in the subsequent collisions of an atom, he found the number of free electrons

, forming In a meteor trail, in a calculation for one erg of kinetic energy

of the meteor body. In Table 1.8, we have listed the values for y at different

velocities for the stony and iron meteor bodies, and also the _-values corres-

ponding to them.

In the range of velocities of 30 - 70 km/sec, the dependence of _upon

v, based on the data In Table 1.8, can be represented as

=

For the stony meteor bodies, _o " 1.4/..lO-alsec31cm 3.
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Table I

Heteor

bodies

7.IOS

14.8

I
Stony • .I 1.0
Iron ' [ 2 5
Stony I 0,0004

Iron . : 0:0025

20.9

7.1
13.0
O,O06
0.026

v.l_/see

29.6 41.8

18.8 31,6
26.6 39.9

0.031 0,105
0.11 0,32

59.2

45.5
52,5

0.30
0,85

83.6

59.9
65.9
0.80
2.12

The effective section of diffusion ts expressed as follows through the

differential section of elastic scattering I'(E, 0) _25]z

Qd (E) = 2_ 1 (I -- cos 0) [ (E, 0) sin 0d0, (1.180)
0

where 0 equals the scattering angle in a system of center of masses.

In the calculation of the effective section of elastic_catterlng, the

classical theory E25] is applicable. The quantum corrections are significant

only at small angles of deflection. Since the differential sections of scat-

tering at small angles enter into (1.180) owing to the factor (1 - cos @) sin

0 with very low weights, the quantum and cl_sslcal formulas for Qd practlcally
coincide.

The differential section of the scattering is determined by the follow-

ing classical formula E513:

[ (0) doJ =---p dp do,
sin 0 dO

co

I ,d
rO

(l.i8l)

where

r-" r 2 I'/.?(r)= j--l-- _-V(r) .

Here r equals the internuclear distance, p equals the impact parameter, d

equals the element of the solid angle, V (r) equals the potential of inter-

action, and rO equals the maxlmal of the roots of equation _ (r) - O,

If during the collision, there occurs a slight disturbance of the

electrostatic potentials and the distribution of the density of the charges

in the electron shells of the colliding atbms, the interaction potential can

be calculated by a statistical method. From the mlnlmal principle of Lenz

and Gensen E52], we obtained the following expression for the interaction

potential: [see next pgge]
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r ,} L rl r_ j

2 I iV, (r,) ,o(r2) + Ve (r') p (rO] d_ +

-J- 5d/, \8_ / ,,, ,3{[P (r,) + p (ro)l'/'--[9 (r,)] '/'- [P (r=)l '/'} d_-

3 ( 3 \';, e'/' S{[p(r,) p [p (r,)] '/'

(1.182)

Here rl, r 2 equal the distances to the nuclel of the colliding atoms, Ve(rl) ,

Ve(r 2) equal the electrostatic potentials, being developed by the unperturbed

electron clouds of the atoms P (rl), 0 (r 2) equal the respective densities

of the charges of the electron clouds, de equals the element of volume,

e, m equals the charge and mass of the electron, and h equals the Planck con-
r

stant.

Massey and Slda [52] with the aid of Eqs. (1.190) - (1.192) computed

the diffusion section for the collisions of the Ca and Ne atoms. In the cal-

culatlon, it was assumed that the mass of the atom of Ne equal# the mass of

the atom Ca. The densities of the charges in the electron clouds of the atoms

and the electrostatic potentials were obtained from the calculations of the

self-coordlnated fields by D. R. Hartree and W. Hartree _53] for Ca and by

Brown E54] for Ne. We have listed below the.values for of Q_ obtained by them
for four values of energy. Qd is expressed in the units _a o' where a o - 0.529-
• I0- _ cm equals the radius of the first Bohr orbit.

E, ev 75 150 750 1500

qd/_ a2o 4.39 3.20 1.34 0.77

The dependence Qd (E), obtained by them based on the four values of

Qd is approximated by Massey and Sida by the expression

Q_ (E) = Qo (ln E/C) 2, (1. 183)

where qo " O.165 _a2o, C - 12,800 ev. The approximation (1.183) provides an

approximately valid value under the gas-klnetlc conditions also. For the

calculations, it is more convenient to approximate the dependence obtained

by Massey and Sida, Qd(E), by the expression

Q_ (£) = Ci/]/E + C2. (I. 18&)

where Cl, C 2 are constants. The approximation of such a type agrees well with

the Qd-Value both at the meteor velocities and at the heat velocities. In the

case of the meteor velocities _/_ _C 2, the dependence Qd(_) also acquires a

quite simple form" _

CI C

Q_- v ' (1.185)

where C - lO-?cm3/sec.

An atom of Ca is a typical meteor atom.

of atoms with the molecules of the atmosphere N 2 and O 2 by this method is im-

possible, since at the present time, we do not know the self-conslstent fields

t'

The calculation for collisions
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for the molecules. Therefore, Massey and Sida selected Ne_ the ordinal

number of which is close to the ordinal numbers of N and O.

Yu. I. Portnygln _55] computed the Int_ractlon potential of the

typical meteor atoms with the molecules of N2 'and 02 under the following

assumptlonss the total electron energy of the system of interacting atoms

was determined from a model of the atom according to Thomas-Fermi-Dirac,

the molecule was regarded as a rigid system of the dumbbell type (the

probability of the oscillatory and rotational excitations is slight), the

average potential of interaction of the atom-molecule system was obtained

from the orlentatlon-dependent potential of _he atom-molecule by a direct
e

averaging based on all possible orientations, wherein it was assumed that

the potentials of the systems atom-atom provide the additive contributions

to the orientation-dependent potentlal.

For a calculation of the interaction potential of the s_stem atom-

atom, we utilize the expression obtained by Abrahamson L56, 57] from the

average value of the minimal and maximal Hamiltonlan system,

t zlz_e 2

V (r) -- 2 r [_) (z_,r/a) -b _1,(z'_',r/a)] -_- ,

_,,_,{(rb2, r-}-rbl) MH}_(rbl,r-l-r,) (i. 186)

S Sq- _ dr_ rxr2F @I, ro.) dr1,
_ta_c (0, r--rbl ) [ r--r, I

where _/ (zl/3r/a) equals the s creenlng function of Thomas-Fermi-Dlracl a - 0.8853

aol rbl , rb2 equals the boundary radii Of the atoms in the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac

model I F @1, r..) : ×k {[9 (rl) q- p (rz)] '/' -- [9 '/" (ra) -_ 9 '/' (to)]} --

- 2×a {[o(rJ + p (r2)]'"-- [p'/'(a) + p'" (a)]};

_0 4 (3/_)V,e, " _ 0.73e2"×_ = (3n=)'/,e_ao _ 2,9e_ao; ×,,= --,£

Computing the average values of the Hamlltonlan by numerical integra-

tion on a computer and substituting the derived values into the orientational-

dependent potential of the system atom-molecule, Yu. I. Portnyagln obtained

the followlng expression for the average potentlal of the atom-molecule systems

where (I, _ equal constants, d equals half of the Interatom distance in a molecule.

The numerical integration of the expressions (1.181) and (1.180) with

the potential of interaction (1.187) ylelds the value of Qd for the collisions

of an atom with a molecule. The values, obtalned by Por tnyagln of the effective

section of diffusion for the collisions of typical meteor atoms (Fe, Ca, O, Mg,

Si etC.) with molecules of the atmosphere N2 and 02 in the entire range of

meteor velocities are approximated well by,the expression

qd = ely, (1.188)

where C - 1.7 • I0 -? cm3/sec. In this manner, the dependence of Qd upon velocity

proves to be the same as i_the report by Massey and Sida. The difference con-

slsts only in a certain increase in the numerical value of the coefficient, C.

Yu. I. Portnyagin suggests that this divergence is explained by the use, in the

report by Massey and Sida_ of an expression for the interaction potential (1.182)p
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which was obtained from the minimal principle and hence provides only the

lower estimation of the possible interaction. At the present time, we already
have fairly extensive data on tile experimental determinations of effective

section of the ionization during the collisions of various pairs of atoms,
ions and molecules in the range of meteor velocities.

/,/1

. /
/ _

//z-

_ ,. l I

N00 1000
b)<_

Fig. 1.12. Effective Section of Ionization for Collislons of

Atoms and Ions, I- Ar with Ar; 2. An with Ar; 3- Ne with Ne;

4- N_ with Ne _58]. Key to figures a) Qt" lO/b, cm2 and
Jb) E, ev

a)/_'
w,l

,_- 08

0.6

00

02

0 t

20 _0 b_O 80 ,00
b)_ KM/ce_,.

Fig. 1.13. Effective Sections of Ionization for Collisions of

Atoms of Alkali Metals with Molecules of the Atmosphere. I- Na

with N2; 2. K with N2; 3- Na with 02; and 4- K with 02 _63].

Key to figure_ a) Qi' lOib' cm2; and b) v, km/sec.

• Massey and Barhop _25] present a summary of the measurements of Qi'

conducted in the 1930s by1_os%agni _58], _rry_59], Wolf _00], Frlsche _61],

and others, for the collisions of atoms of inert gases of He, Ne, Ar and Kr

with neutral atoms and ions of He, Ne, Ar and Krt with molecules of H2, and
also with ions of K+. In Fig. 1.2_ we have presented the Q,-values for the

collisions of Ne and Ar w_th Ne, Ne+, Ar and A£_+. In E62],*the results are

given of the more recent measurements of Qi for the collisions of K+ with Ne,
Ar, Kr and Xe.



In 1958, Yu. F. Bydln and A. M. Bukhteyev [63] measured the effective

sections of ionization for the collisions of atons of the alkali metals, Na,

K, Rb and Cs with molecules of H2, D2, N 2 and 02 . In Fig. 1.13, we have

presented the values of Qi for the collisions' of atoms of Na and K wlth the

molecules of N 2 and 02 . In 1963, A. M. BukH_eyev and Yu. F. Bydln _943 measured

the Qi-values for the collisions of atoms of Ca wlth molecules of N 2 and 02

in the range of velocities 60 . iO0 km/sec (Fig. l.l&), and also obtained

separate values of Qi for the collisions of other meteor atoms of Fe, Si and

Mg with molecules of N 2 and 02 at the velocities somewhat higher than the
meteor velocities (Table 1.9).

0

Table I. 9

Atom _ml sec!

Fe 80
lO0

Si 120
143

/_g 125
15_

Or lOlG, cm 2

0.25
0.4
0.5
0.85

0.2
0.3

02

0.8
1.3
0.7
1.0
0.2
0.3

_} O,#[

v [_06 '

O,S

,Y.O

03

03 ' J ' _
c0 m m0

.......... 8 _, KM/cex

Fig. 1.14.

1-_Ca wlth 0,3 and 2- Ca with N 2 [6_]0 Key to flgurez a) Qi " lOl_

cm 2 } and b) 3, km/sec.

Effective Sections of the Ionization for the Collisionsl

In 1961, Utterbach and Mlller [65, 66] measured the sections of lonl-

zatlon for the colllslons of the molecules_of N 2 and O 2 wlt_ N 2 and O 2 in the

range of energies (E - E I) from 1 to 1000 ev (Fig. 1.15). The-theoreTical
calculatlon of the effective section of ionization for the colllslons of the

pairs of atoms He - He and Ar - Ar at the energies close to the threshold ones,

was conducted by Rosen [67 i 68]. In Table l.lO, the values obtained for Qi

are compared with the measurement results obtained by Ros%agni [58]. We find

a satisfactory agreement of the theoretical and measured values of ql"
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The theoretical calculation of Qi for the collisions of the Na and O

atoms was conducted by Lazarus and Hawkins E69] (Fig. 1.16). From a compar-

ison of Fig. 1.13 and 1.16, it is evident that the dependence of Qi upon v
obtained by Lazarus and Hawkins agrees well with the measurements made by

Yu. F. Bydtn and A. M. Bukhteyev for the collisions of Na and 02 . In the

30 . I00 km/sec range of velocities, the measured value of Qi for the col-

lisions of Na and 0 2 is about twice as high as the theoretical value for

the collisions of Na and O.

From a comparison of the values for qt for the collisions of various

pairs of atoms, ions and molecules in the range of meteor velocities, we can

make the following conclusions.

1) At v _1_30 km/sec, for various pairs of colliding particles, the

Qi-values differ by less than one quarter of magnitude.

2) At energies above the threshold values, we do not find a specific

relationship between the Ql-values and the ionization potential of the col-

liding particles.

@

3) We find an increase in Qi with an increase in the atomic weight

of the particles, and also during the collisions of the particles with

identical or similar atomic weights.
0

4) The dependence of Qi upon v for all pairs of particles has about

the same natures a rapid increase near the threshold and then a more gradual

change with an increase in the velocity. For K, Rb, Cs in the range of meteor

velocities, the maximum sets in. For the remaining particles, in range of

meteor velocities, we find an increase in Qi with an increase in the velocity.

Utilizing the above-llsted values for Qi' let us estimate the value of the

ionization factor at various velocities of the meteors.

/0-I,5

Z

,g-" '.-".;gs";'--
" ///;S

IJ'_ ill/

zJ'_ -/I - '

/jZL I I j

! 10 /00 /000

.... _ _ D)
Fig. 1.15. Effective Sictlons of ionization for the Collisions of

Moleculesl l- N 2 with N 2_ 2. 02 with 021 3- N 2 with 02 L65,66].

Key to figure! a) Qi' cm" I and b) (E r - Et) , ev.

v
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/

E, e¢

40
50
60
70
80
90

100

He -- He Ar -- Ar

Qi" I01°, c._2

0,0110 0.0057
0.209 0.0095
0.0285 0.0151
0.0342 0.0227
0.0385 0.0312
0.0417 0.0378
0.0437 0.0400

E, eM '

I00
150
250

Qi" 101°, cm2

O. 207 O. 30(3
O,(igG O. 588
'2,23 0,93

Table I.I0

,ao 4s

%_4J

O,g ¸

0,/

__ I I f I, )

20 _0 60 80 700

t., t_m/sec

Fig. 1.16. Theoretical Dependence Upon Veloclty of Effective

Section of Ionization for Colllslons of the Atoms of Na and O

_69]. Key to flguret a) QI" 1016 cm4 (?)

For the co111sions of the atoms of Ca with the molecules N 2 and O2•

the dependence of Qi upon v in the velocity r@nge of 60 - I00 km/sec can

roughly be represented in the form

Qi=Q_(V--Vo)_

For Ca and N2, Qi ° - 0.76 • 10-23cm sec, and v O - 3 * I0 6cm/sec.

02, QO! = 1.4,10-23cm/sec and v O - &, 106 cm/sec. From (1.179)•

(1.189), we derive

i
= -t- _ (v -- Vo) dv = --_-- (v -- Vo)t

_ uo

For the collisions of the molecules of 02 with the molecules of N 2

in the range of velocltles from 20 - 90 km/sec, the dependence of Qi upon
v can roughly be represented in the form

(1.189)

For Ca and

(1.188) and

(1.19o)

l

where QO i . 3.2 • lO-25cmd sec.

i _0 1.3

From(1. 179),

(1.191)

(1,188) and (l.Di), we derive

(8ee nexb page)
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_o,, N, = --C- vl_dv = 2?d-c (v_'a -- v_3)" (1. 192)
t_ o

|

At v - 83.6 km/sec, _pik El0] for th_ _tony meteor bodies, found 8-

= 0.80. In this connection, around 90% of all the ions in the trail, accord-

ing to Oplk, comprise the ions of the molecules of the atmosphere. From

_I.190) for Ca and N2 at v- 83.6 km/sec, we get 8- 0.26; for Ca and O_ 8
0.32, For an atmosphere consisting of 807. N2 and 207. of 02, we get w."

- 0.27. Converting the B-value to the average atomic weight of stony

meteor bodies adopted by us, B . 23, we get,for a meteor body consisting of

Ca at v - 83.6 km/sec, _Ca " 0.16. The effective ionization sections for

the collisions of the atoms of Fe, St and Mgwlth molecules of N 2 and 02
are of the same order of magnitude as for Ca; hence, also the value of Bfor

Fe, Si and Mg wlll be of the same order as f_r Ca. For the collislons of

02 and N2, from (1.192) at v - 83.6 km/sec, in the conversion to the atomic

weight U " 23, we get BO2N2 - 2.0. In the stony meteor bodles, there Is

around 407. of oxygen. Thus, for the stony meteor bodies at v - 83.6 km/sec,

we get 8:0.9, which agrees well with the results obtained by Opik. For the

stony meteor bodies at v - 83.6 km/sec, Opik found 8 - 2.12. _s is evident

from the estimations presented above, thls value is exaggerated.

In the case of meteors with average velocities, the ionization occurs

basically at the first impact of an evaporated meteor atom with the at_spheric

molecules. Since the sectlon of ionization diminishes, while the section of

diffusion increases with a decrease in the velocity of a particle, the chance

of ionization during the second and following collisions Is considerably less

than during the first. After 2 - 3 collisions, the energy of the meteor atoms

proves to be lower than the ionization threshold. Thusl for meteors with average

velocities (and even more wlth the slow velocities), the integration in (1.179)

loses sense. In this case, the lower estimation of the value for 8 can be ob-

tained if we take into account the ionization occurring only at the first
colllslon:

_- _ qt
:_-" Qd l_qi" (I. 193)

At v - 40 km/sec, there are measurements of Qi for the collisions of

Na, K, Rb, Cs, N2 and 02 with the molecules of N 2 and 02, and also for the
collisions of atoms of _nert gases. We have presented below the B -values

found on the basis of (1.193), for various pairs of colliding partlcles which

were converted to the average atomic weight B- 23. N2+O 2 signifies that the
ionization coefficient pertains to the collisions of a given particle with

the molecules of the atmosphere consisting of 807. N2 and 20% 02.

Co_lldlng particles .... K, N 2 + 02

Values for 8.... ..... .. 0.05

Na, Na + 02 Ne, Ne Ar,Ar N2,N 2 _2,N2+02

0.03 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09

Evidently, at v - &O km/sec, we can assume 8- 0.05. Then the 8 -values

for the various pairs of colliding particles presented above will differ from

the assumed value by not more than two times. Oplk EIO] at v - 40 km/sec for

the stony meteor bodies obtained 8- 0.09 and for the iron bodies, he obtained
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8 " 0.3. As is evident from the estimations presented above, the last of

the values for 8 is clearly exaggerated.

At v - 20 km/sec, there are measurements of Qi for the collisions of

the molecules of N 2 and 02 with the molecules'of N 2 and 02, and also the theo-

retlcal calculations by Lazarus and Hawkins E69] for the collisions of Na

with O. For the collisions of 02 with N 2 and 02 we get 802' N2 " 0.0008

and 802, 02 " 0.005. For the collisions of 02 with the molecules of the

atmosphere 802, N2 + 02 - 0.002. For Na an_ O at v - 10 km/sec, Qi "

- 1.2 I0 17cm 2 and Na' O " 0.014. We assume at v - 20 km/se_ 8 - 0.005.

Oplk EIO] at v - 20 km/sec obtained for the stony meteor bodies 8 - 0.005

and for the iron ones 8 - 0°02.

Lazarus and Hawkins E69] from the theoretlcal calculations obtained for

the stony meteor bodies at v - 40 km/sec 8 - 5 10 -% Since this value is

less by two orders than according to our es_Imatlons, let us consider the

study by Lazarus and Hawkins in more detail. As we already mentioned above,

the effective ionization section obtained by them for the collisions of Na

wlth O agrees well with the measurement results obtained by Bydin and Bukhteyev

for the collisions of Na with 02 and evidently are valid. In the calculatlon

of the effective section of diffusion, Lazaru_ and Hawkins utilized the

first Born approximatlon, although in this same study it was Indicated that

the Born approximation Is not applicable In the range of meteor veloclti

a result of th|s assur_ptlon, they obtalned at v - 40 km/sec, Qd " I0 _cm2,"As

which Is even higher than the section of the diffusion of the atmospheric

molecules under the gas-klnetlc conditions from a comparison wlth Eq. (I.188),

it is evident that the value for Qd in the study by Lazarus and Hawkins Is

exaggerated by more than two times, and hence the 8 -value for the collisions

of Na with O is depressed by just as many times.

In an assessment of the 8-value for the other meteor atoms, Lazarus

and Hawkins utilized the formula

n_

_ f--_' (I. 194)

where n - the number of valence electrons in the atom. Eq. (1.194) was not

substantiated by them in any way, and evidently is Invalid. For instance,

from (1.194), for the atoms of Na and Ne_ the masses of which are about the

same, we obtain (even if we consider as valence all of the ten electrons in

Ne and only one in Na) 8Na / 8N e _600. FromFig. 1.13, it Is evident

that at v - 60 km/sec, for the collisions of Na with N2_ Qi _ 3.5 • I0-18cm2,

while for the collisions of Ne with Nej Q! _6 -lO-l_m 2. Since the diffusion

sec'tion for these two pairs of particles d_ffer but little, the ionization

factor for Na proves to be about 17 times less than for Ne. We obtain a

discrepancy with Eq. (1.194) of four orders of magnitude. The same discrep-

ancy occurs if we compare the ionization sections for the collisions of Na

and 02 with the same molecule of N 2. Using Eq. (1.194), Lazarus and Hawkins

found that the value of B for Mg, Sl and Fe is less than about three times

than four Na, while for oxygen, In effect 8. O. From the data presented on
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pages 55 - 57, it is evident that at the average meteor velocities, the 8-value
for Na as a rule is less than for the other atoms and molecules. In this

manner, the value of the ionization coefficient in the report by Lazarus and

Hawkins is depressed by about two orders of magnitude as a result of these two

assumptions. ,,

The data introduced on page 59 indicate that at the average velocity of

meteors v - 40 km/sec, for the six pairs of atoms and molecules and various

electron shells (from the alkali metals to the inert gases), we find a spread

in the values for 8 by less than two times in one direction or other relative

to the value 8 . 0.05. We can expect that _he information available at the

present time concerning the effective sections of the ionization of atoms

and molecules, at average velocities of the meteors, permit us to establish
the value of the ionization factor with an error of not more than two times.

In the case of the fastest and the slowest meteors, somewhat higher errors are

possible.

Assum]ing 8- 0.9 at v - 83.6 km/sec, 8- 0.05 at v - &0 km/sec and

B . 0.005 at v - 20 km/sec, we find that in the broad range of velocities,

we can assume the following dependence of the ionization facto_ on the

meteor's velocitys

where v is expressed in cm/sec.

-----4 10-_'sv3-5, (I. 195)

6

From (1.127) and (1.195), we obtain the following scale of the masses

of the radio meteorsz flying vertically at the velocity vo - 40 km/sec, a

meteor body with the mass M o -8 ° 10-4 g in the point of maximal evaporation

forms an ionized trail with a linear electron density a m - 1012 electrons/cm.

As the parallel visual and radar observations of meteors _70] indicate,

the linear electron density of the trail a - i0 12electrons/cm corresponds

to the meteor of approximately +5 m visual stellar magnitude. By analogy

with the scales of visual and photographic stellar magnitudes of meteors,

it is convenient to introduce a scale of the values of the radio meteors m r
in the following manner

m_ =35.0--2.5_9a , (1.196)

here _ is expressed in cm-I . Since the coefficients of luminosity and

ionization can depend differently upon the velocity of the meteors, the

scales of the stellar magnitudes of the radlo meteors and of the visual

meteors may not coincide at all values of the velocity. The constant in
(1.196) is chosen in such a way that these scales would coincide at v - &0

km/sec. _ ,

INITIAL RADIUS OF AN IONIZED METEOR TRAIL

In the first studies on the physical theory of radio meteors E70,
71], it was assumed that the initial radius of the ionized meteor trails

is very small and about equal to the length of the mean free path of the

atmospheric molecule_ at the corresponding height. In this conne_tlon,
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it was not taken into account that the particles, evaporating from the sur-

face of a meteor body have velocities close to the velocity of the meteor,

v o. Prior to the establishment of heat equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere,

there occurs a rapld initial expansion of the'meteor trail.

, !

The initial expansion of the meteor trails were first consideged by

Manning E72] in 1958. By analogy with the collisions of the elastic

spheres, Manning assumed that the velocity of a meteor atom or ion after

one collision with a molecule of the atmosphere decreases on an average by

1.5 times. The velocity of an atom or ion after k collisions

v = v0e-=k, " (1.197)

where _ varies from 0 to 0.A in dependence on the relationship of the

masses of the coilidlng particles. In the case of equality of masses, _- 0.4.

In the case of the usual concentratlo{_ diffusion, the radius of the

trail after the time t after the passing through of the meteor body

r _ Ir4-DT, (1. 198)

where D equals the diffusion factor. If the effective section, of the diffusion

is constant or can be replaced by a certain average value, the diffusion factor

equals E25_

__ Or

. 3nQ d ' ' (1.199)

where _r equals the mean relative velocity of the colliding particles, n equals

the concentration of the molecules of the atmosphere.

If the velocity of the diffusing particles is much higher than the heat

velocity v a of the molecules of the atmosphere, the mean relative velocity

Vr_V, where v equals the mean value of v for the given time interval. The

length of the free path

_ _ tZQd (1.200)

If Qd does not depend on velocity, from (1.198) -(1.200), we obtain

r = _3- . (1.201)

where n equals the number of free runs, traversed by a particle during the
tlme t.

Under the gas-kinetic conditions, in the case of equality of masses

of colliding particles, the mean relative velocity and the length of the

freepath

........ 1/'2 nQ_ ' (1.202)

where QO d equals the effective section of diffusion under gas-kinetic condi-

tions. _rom (1.200) and (1.202), we obtain A= 2¢rT_o. Then, (1.201) can

be rewritten as

-3 • (1.203)Y
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Equation (1.203) is derived under the assumption that the successive

lengths of the free path are haphazardly oriented in relatlon to each other.

If a fast particle encounters a practlcally stationary molecule of the at-

mosphere, after collislon, the initial direction of motion is partly retained.

Manning indicated that in the case of the co l_Islons of solld elastic spheres

with varying masses, owing to the partlal retalnabillty of the original

direction of veloclty (persistence of velocity), the resulting path being

covered by the fast particle after a large number of runs (increases by

¢_-ptlmes, where p - 5. Then, instead of (1.203) we obtain

_7= ]//_pN _°L : (1.204)

From (1.197), we find the average time, during which a particle traverses

the path between k and (k + l) with the collisions|

U UO

For N free runs, a particle expends the time

N-1

k_O _0,

From this

N=@:ln( a_,d

From (1.204) and (1.205), we get

r : %0 ]/r_-fip In'/,[ avd ). (1.206)

Manning assumes that the initial expansion of the trail is completed

when the rate of the increase in the radius of the trail based on (1.206)

becomes less than the rate of expansion as a result of the amblpolar dif-

fusion. From (1.198) and (1.206), we obtain

8pro "• .
re= ]/_X°InV'_ V_/_) (1.207)

. Under the gas-kinetlc conditions, the length of the free path of the

ions _*° is about five times less than of the neutral particles _73_;

hence, the initial radius of an ionized meteor trail according to (1.207)

Is'about five times less than that of an atom trail. During a variation

in the velocity of the meteors from II to 72 km/sec, the initial radius of

the ionized trail changes from 12.3 l*°to 14.5 _o. On an average, Manning

assumes

r0==-14_i°=2.S_. (1.208)
%

According to the results obtained from the rocket measurements t8],

at a height of 95 km, _= 5 cm! hencep according to Manning, at this height

the initial radius of an'Ionlzed meteor trail should be around If cm.

In Mannlng's study, he did not take into account the dependence of

the effective section of diffusion Qd upon the velocity of the colliding

particles, and in case of the meteor velocltles, he assumed the Qd-Value
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as the same as during the gas-klnetlc conditions. From (I.188)_ we can see

that in case of the meteor velocities, the effective section of diffusion is

less by about an order than during the gas-kinetlc conditions. In this manner,

the value, obtalned by Manning, of the initi_l radius of the trail must be

greatly depressed. , ,

_plk _7&] presents the results of the calculation of ro, conducted

by him, however he does not report anything concerning the calculation

method. The numerical values for r e obtained by him can be represented by

the following formula

9. lO-nv '/"
O,

f 0 ---- .... ,
P

At v - 40 km/sec, at a height of 95 km, we get r O - 1.6 m, which exceeds

by more than an order of magnitude the to-value found by Manning.

In 19619 there were published the studies by Yu. A. Loshchilov _75_,

B. L. Kashcheyev and V. N. Lebedlnets _76], in which the initial radius of

the meteor trails was calculated wlth allowance for the dependence of the

effective section of diffusion upon the velocity of the colliding particles

L52 

For finding the radius of a trail, we will utilize Eq. (1.201). How-

ever, with allowance for the difference of the successive lengths of the

free path of the diffusing particles, let us replace in (1.201)

N-1

k=0

where X k equals length of free path of a fast particle after k collisions.

Then the radius of a trail after N runs of the diffusing particles

N-t

4
r"(N)-- _ E %']- (1.209)

As was indicated above, the dependence of the effective seetlon of

diffusion upon velocity of the colliding particles can be roughly approxi-

mated by an expression of the form

C,

Qa-- v_ C." (1.210)

At'C 1 - 1.8 • I_ 9 cm3/sec, C 2 - 3. 10 5 cm/sec, Eq. (1.210) provides approx-

Imately true values for qd both at the meteor velocities and at the gas-klnetlc

conditions _77].

The difference in the effective sections of diffusion for the collisions

o_ molecules with the atoms qd and wlth the corresponding ions ql is connected
d

chiefly with the effect of the inductive forces, which develop as a result of

the polarization of the molecules in the field of ions [783 . The inductive

forces play a significant part at energies of the colliding particles of not

more than several electron.volts. At _he meteor velocities, they are much

less than the forces of repulslon, orlglnatlng durlng the overlapping of the

electron clouds of colliding particles. As was shown by Massey and Sida _52,

79], at the meteor velocities, the allowance for the effect of the external
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valence electrons of atoms of Ca and K during the collisions with the atoms of

Ne and Ar does not exert a significant influence upon the value for Qd" Thus,
In the range of meteor velocities, the sections of the diffusion for the atoms

and ions should have similar values, while ah the gas-kinetic conditions, for

ions they are about flve times higher than for atoms.

Let us represent the dependence of qi d upon v also by Eq. (1.210_, but
with other values of the constantsz C 1 1.7- 10 -9 cm3/sec, C 2 = 3 • i0_ cm/sec.

Then at the meteor velocities, we will have Qt d _ Qd* while under the gas-

kinetic conditions, Qi d _ 5Qd .

From (1.200) and (1.210), let us find thelength of the free path of
the ions at v >>Va:

vq-C2
)i =-_C__: (1.211)

According to _23_, in the case of a spherically symmetrical dispersion for the

particles with equal masses, the velocity of a fast particle after k collisions

with stationary particles on an average equals

vk -- voe-O._O6_. ( 1.2 12 )

Then the average length of the free run of the ion after k collisions with

the molecules of the atmosphere

nO, "' (1.213)

The successive lengths of the free run decrease very quickly, therefore

the allowance for the persistence of the velocity increases only slightly the

resulting path, being traversed by the Ions after a large number of runs.

From (1.209) and (1.213), we obtain
N-I

= + C_) 2.
.......... l'k=0 _ _

Transferring from the sum to the Integral, we flnd

r 2(N) = 4 _ (voe_O.4o6_
+ ak = (1.21a)

- 3,_ [1.24v2o( 1 -- e-°,8_) - 4.93v_C2 ( I e-O,406N) + C_N].

From (1.212), we ftnd the average number of collisions which are ex-

perienced by the meteor atoms or ions prior to the establishment of heat
equilibrium wtth the atmospherel

No == 2.46 l_a _,__o.
va (I .215)

From (1.214) and (1.215), we find the initial radius of the trail

4 1.24v 1-- v_ __4.93C2vo 1---Go q- 2.46C_In• _ a 9 . *r; onC{
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Dropping the terms of the second order of smallness in relation to Va/Vo and
C2/Vo, we get

(..4Co,, v0 1.64 I-, -- -=-"
'- nc--7 ,, _0)"

For the entire range of meteor velocities 4C2/v o.,GO.I, hence, we can

approximately write

t.3v0 (1.216)
ro -- nCx

From (1.212) and (1.213), we find the range of time between k and

(k +" I) collisions of an ions

C2 _0.40G_

I+_7 o
A_h -_ - nC1

The time spent in N runs,

N

1 i' C2 eO.lo_t_ dk -d_nlN vot (_V) -: ,_ _ l +-y; =
0

The time of the initial expansion of the trail

to---- t(N_) = --n-_,_m va va -}- -_o j • (1.217)

At vo - &O km/sec at a height of 95 km, from (1.216), we get the

initial radius rO - 1 m of the ionized meteor trail, which is seven times
higher than according to Mannlng, and 1.6 times less than according to _pik.

The time of the initial expansion according to (1.217) to - 2 - I0 TM sec.

In the cited calculation of the initial radius of the meteor trail,

the process of the initial expansion was regarded as a diffusion process.

Such an approach is rigorous, if prior to the establishment of heat equilibrium

wlth the atmosphere, the meteor atoms or ions undergo a large number of col-

lislons. From (1.215), it is easy to observe that for the meteors with vary-

ing velocities, the number of collisions No comprlses i0 - 12 in all. With

allowance for the dependence of Qd upon the velocity of the particles, the
successive lengths of the free run of the atoms and ions decrease rapidly;

therefore, the basic contribution to the initial radius of the trail is made

b_ the first several runs. In connection wlth this, for the purpose of veri-

fylng the value for ro obtained by us (1.216), it is feasible to consider the
contribution of the first several paths to the initial radius.

Assume that the v@locity vo of a meteor body is directed along the
axis z (Fig. 1.17, a). Since the particles, evaporating from the surface

of a body fly away from it at velocities _considerably less than vo, they

form weakly diverging beams in respect to the axis z, and in a first approx-

Imation, we can assume that prior to the first collision, the particles have

the velocity Vo, dlrected along the z-axis. Since vo >_a' the molecules of
the atmosphere can be considered stationary. The direction of the motion of

a particle after impact (collision) is characterized by the angle of deviation

0 from the initial direction, and by the azimuth _. The average value for

e depends on the relationship of the masses of the colliding paftlcles. All
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the _-values are equiprobable, therefore after collision, a particle will

move along one of the generatrices of the cone with the opening span 2@ and

with the axis directed along the velocity of the particle prior to the collision.

The value of the generatrix equals the mean free path X, depending on the

particle's velocity. . ,

\

i

b "

z "_z

_J

Fig. 1.17. Calculation of Initial Radius of Meteor Trail.

After the first collision, a particle will separate from the axis

of the trail for the distance z I - k'l " Ii s ln O, after the second and

third--for the distances z2 and z3 respectively. For determining z2 and

z3, let us consider the projections X,I, X'2, X'3 of the generatrlces

of the cones _I, %2, X3, along which a _artlcle has moved after the

first, second and third collisions (Fig. 1.17, h), onto the plane z,

perpendicular to the axis of the trail. The angles a I and a2 are de-
termlned by the azimuths _I and _2.

z

From the triangles abc and cfd, we find [see sex% p_e]
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-- L( -- 2z_L, cos T_;
I

3"i :;; :-t -- _i;

_3 -- z -F L3" -- _z_Z_ cos T-;;

_osr_,--,_-!;-L!;-., ._i._,,,_--,4. ( i. 2_8)

COS CXI -,-, Sill' '_-=_TL2 I. ,

l;. • 4

In order to express the values entering Eq. (1.218) by kl, k 2, k 3,

and 0, let us examine the sections of a cone with the plane, passing through

its axis and perpendicular to the plane L. In Fig. 1.17, c, we have portrayed

such a section for the second cone. Here h 2 equals the height of the cone,

R equals radius of the base, k" 2 equals the projection of k2 onto the plane

of the section, h' 2 equals the projection of h 2 onto the plane L, P'2 equals

the projection of P2 onto the plane L. From Fig. 1.17,b, c, it is easy to

obta |n
• 4 ,

h_ = _,, cos 0 sin O; to.'.,--=& sin Ocos% cosO; l_= h..,-Fp_= k, sin Ocos 0 (1 -k cosqh);
" • 2 ° (1.219)

r., _= L, sinOsin%; Z'_ _ _._sm 0 [sin"-_l + cos_'O (1 + cos_O-l.

Similar constructions can be made for the third cone. Having signified

the appropriate values for the Index 3, we get

lli_ == },ssinOcos_-O(t@cosqh) . p_ __ %3sin O cos tpz (cos'-' O--si'n_Ocosqh) .l
• ]/cos20 i_sin., O cos_ ffl ' ]/cos:: 0 ..i_sin20 cos'-'qh

(1.220)

I ]•r3 = ),,asin 0 sin q>,; 13 = )',.3sin0 cos_0(l -T-COS(p_)-4-cosqhcos"-0.-_sin"0cosqh
_ ]/'c_" 0 -I- sin:: 0 cos _"_1

;k'2 ),,_ sin20 {sin2 q)2- F [c°s_ 0 (1 + c°sq>') + c°stPL'(c°s_0--sin_'0 c°sq_')F " }3 -- cos:::'-0 @ sin _0 cog:: qh " _

From (1,218) -

Conducting the

(1.220), we flnd z221

z 'z,_= 2_ sin20 + %_sin _ 0 [sin '__1 -t- cos 2 O ( 1 q- cos ,:pl)_] +

-F 29',,'&_sin2 0 cos 0 (1 -}- cos %).

averaging In respect to qgl, we get

z_ - o . _ t-- %ism 0 -k 'T %_sin0(1 + 3 cos"0) + 2;:',,_z sin" 0 cosO. (1.221)

Wt'th the aid of Eqs. (1.218) and (1.220), ",it is easy to demonstrate that

{ k• 12 ,
- 2z_x:,cosr2 = 9 t; (z.,..+ _;) + _ -

"rl}_T,,.+_;)--_T, .
,' (1.222)
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Since _'3 " k 3 sin 0 _-in q_2

Let us calculate each of the terms in the right

where

Here

From

m O, averaging (1.222) in respect tO _, we derive

hand part

.... £_ .... %7_c dqh drp2 ×

X Z11,_................................sin"- 0 cos 0 (1 -t- cos rpl)[cos20 (1 -l-cos qh) -f- _:_o_s¢po,_(cos"-0 --- sin"-0 cos m,)l

_._)._sin _-0 cos a0
= (/1 @ 9[. -I- I3),2X

r

cos k-1 q91drpi

]fal cos_ _l q- a_cos 3_1 H- as cos-' _pl i- ai cos _ i- as
sk=i

--n

a:=--sin40; az=2cos2Osin_O;, aa--sin_-O; *

a_ = 2cos40; as = cos20(1 -t- cos20);

li_t_ _ 1 dq_t dq_¢x

)._)_3sin _-0 [cos°-0 (t + cos qh) -{-cos q_ (cos_ 0 -- sin _-0 cos qh) cos°-0 (t ,'-cos qhF-]
X

V'(cos z o -I- sin"-0 cos _qh [sin °"W, ,-q-cos'-'o (t q- cos q)O'q

_--- ;_._sin_ 0 cos_O ([1 + 3I_ + 3I_ + I_);
2a

i i13r_ __ i de_l d_ X

--It --,'m

)_!a siIF- 0 sin= qh [cos= 0 (t q- cos qh) -l- cos q__(cos_0 -- _in"-Oces qh)

1
--= _E- L_ka sin=Ocos=O(Ix + I.,.--I_--1_). _ ........

Substituting (1.224), (1.226) and (1.227) Into (1.223), we get

-- 2z_Z_ cos T_ = 1 _ sin_ 0 coF" 01(_ cos 0 -_- X2cos_ 0 -t- Zo) 11 +

. O . __ ^ o+ (2)q cos 0q3Lo cos- 0q-_) Io (_,_cos 0+3)_cos 0--)_o) lad-(ko, cos _0--X2)/_1.

From (I.220), we find the average value for X'23;

-X7 __ t d_l dq_>_,_sin _-0 ×

cos=0 -P sin_ 0 cos= qh ==

.... l,....
(1.218), (1.221), (i..228), and (1.229), we derive .

(1.223)

of (l.223)'separately|

(1.226)

(1.225)

(1.226)

(1.227)

(1.228)

(1.229)
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t

-_- "-]- _3 cqs20 [(_1 cosO -_- ).2 cos20 + _2)Ii -k (2;_rCOS 0 -f- 3%,a cos 2 O @ _')/2 -k (1.230)

-1- (_,1 cos O -k 3k.. cos 2 @_.i" ;_) I3 q-(_,..'cbs 2 @-- _.) -/'41 -k

:, ,, ,( ,. ) oso)]}"-f- 2_:] @-]-cos O_ ctg20--cos2O-k2-sin20 (l--c .

The integrals I k entering (1.230) were found by numerical integration.

In the case of the equality of the masses of the colliding particles during

spherically-symmetrlcal dispersion, the average value co-----se = 2/3 _23_. At

v >>Va, from (1.213), we get

UO g-Ot406k "
)"_ = "--C-/_n (1.231)

From (1.225), (1.230) and (1.231), we obtain,

--- _)0

z3 =: 0.93 _[_. (1. 232 )

Since the inltlal expansion of the trail also continues after four

free runs of the ions, It Is obvious that the Initial radius _f a trail will

be larger than z 3. The value z 3 can be assumed as a minimal estimation of

the Initial radius, rmi n of the trail. For obtaining the maximal estima-

tion rma x, we add to z 3 sum of the lengths o_ all the remaining paths of
the Ions prior to the establishment of heat equilibrium with the atmosphere.

With the aid of Eqs. (1.213), (1.215) and (1.232), we get rma x - 1.5 vo/C n.

In thls manner, the true value of the Initial radius of a meteor trail is

Included In the limits

VO _ UO
0.93 -_-_w ro<_ 1.5 _. (1.233)

The value of the initial radius which we have obtained (1.216) r o - 1.3

vo/Cln satisfies condition (1.233) and is close to the average of the mini-

mal and maximal estimations of r o"
i

DISRUPTION OF AN IONIZED METEOR TRAIL

After the establishment of the heat equilibrium with the ambient

atmosphere, the further decrease In the electron concentration in the

ionized meteor trail occurs as a result of the dlffuslon-type expansion

of'the trail, and also of the processes of recombination and adhesion of

the electrons. In case of a duration of existence of a trail comprising

more than I0 seconds, a significant role Is acqulred by the expansion of

the trail as a result of turbulent dlffuslon _803. We will be Interested

baslcally in the trails having a reflection duration of less than one second,

therefore we will not take into account the expansion of a trail as a result

of turbulent diffusion.

The theory of dlffusion-type expansion of ionized meteor trails was

studied by Kaiser E713. :Since the longitudinal dimensions of the trail are

much larger than the transverse ones, we can restrict _urselges to a study

of the diffusion in a plane perpendicular to the trallls axls. Let us assume

that the trail is situated In heat equilibrium wlth the atmosphere and we
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will not consider the effect of the magnetic field. The equations of dif-

fusion in cylindrical coordinates for ions and electrons have the following

forms :

o,,. D<o ( 1
"--OT- r dr -Or-J -j- . ,\11--_-e /'

i

(1.23t,.)

(1.236)

D,. (r (eE",1. . -- _ _--)- V ,',,-_,/Ot Or '

where ne, n I equals the density of electrons and ionsl De9 D I equals the
coefficients of diffusion for the electrons/and ions i e, m equal the charge

and mass of an electrons m i equals the mass 'of the ion; re, v i equal the
frequencies of collisions for the electron and ions; E equals the field

strength developing as a result of the high mobility of the electrons as

compared with the ions.

Since in the central part of the trail9 n e = ni_ from (1.23&), we
can exclude E|

One DO(One" i-OF" = 7- 37 r -bT--/' ° (1.235)

where D equals the coefficient of amblpolar diffusion!

tnv e

Oi + tq,.v-_'.D, •

lily e

1 q- mivi

From the kinetic theory of gases

tnVe _i / Tern _ 'I'

Oe _.,fr..,,),/,
D7-=-g t r,.--fTj ,

(1.237)

k e equal the length of the free Path of the ions and electrons;where kl,

Ti, Te equals the temperature of the ion and electron gases. Assuming T i -

- Te, from (1.236) and (1.237), we derive

Te

Integrating (1.235), we find the distribution of the electron density

along the section of the trail

r'

_t 4D (t-to)+r_ ( 1. 239)n, ---- e

where c_ equals the linear electron density of the trail. According to (1.217),

at the heights of 80 - II0 km, the period of t_e Inlt_al expansion of the

ionized meteor trail to is of the order of 10-- - I0-_ sec. Disregarding

in (1.239) the value to, we get ,.

"_ 4Dr ._o=" (1. 240)
n, -- e
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Let us examine the processes of recombination and adhesion (sticking)

of electrons in the meteor trails. With allowance for recombination, we will

write the equation of the electrons' diffusion in the form
!

One D 0 f
Ot r Or \ Or / -- _.ene, , (1. 241)

where a e equals the recombination factor. Assugning that in this case also,
there occurs a Gaussian-type distribution of the electron density along the

section of the trail, and integrating (1.261) along the trail's section,

we get

-di= ,_D(t rto) (I 242)

and

%- .... _; = 7q_b-1,1 to (1.243)

where t'
O is found from the equation

4too. " (1.244)

The time during which adecreases by two times,

r_ 8:D
le = 0 %_,-_ (1.245)

%-b-e

Assummlng for the average height of a meteor zone h equals 95 km, D equals

6m2/sec and rO - Im, we get
1.5-I0 _

[, ='i. lO-2e =e_o (1.246)

In the case of atomic ions, the recombination coefficient with radiation is

of the order of lO-lacm3/sec E25]. From (1.246), it is easy to observe that

the effect of recombination can be disregarded at ao_ I0 rTelectron/cm,

i.e. at practically any values for ao.

In the case of the molecular Sons 2 the coefficient of dissociative
recombination is of the order of i0- cmS/sec [25]. From (1.246), we find

that the dissociative recombination decreases by two times during the
period of less than one sec at u_ _" 5. l0_ electron/cm. As we have seen,

in the trails of fast meteors, a Yarge number of molecular ions is forming.

In this manner, in the calculation of the duration of the reflection of the

radio waves from the trails, being formed by the brilliant fast meteors, it

is necessary to take into account the reductlon in the electron density

in the trail as a result of the dissociative recombination.

With allowance for the adhesion of _lectrons, the equation of the

electron's diffusion can be written as followsl

(1.247)
Ot -- r 07 r Or /

where _e equals the adhesion factor, nm equals the density of the partlcles,
free to form negative ions. Integrating (1.247) along the section of the

trail, and then in respect to time, we obtain [seo no×% D_ge]
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_ _Q¢-_en'nt. (1.248)
B

In the upper part of the meteor zone (h >9_km)_ the adhesion of th_ electrons

occurs mainl_ toward the molecules and atoms of oxygen during the dual collis-
ions _81, 82J. The value B2_IO- 15cm3/sec. At the height h - 90 km,

nm = 2 • 1013 cm-3_ hencep at h > 90 km, the effect of the electrons' ad-
hesion must be taken into account for the meteor trails with a duration of

the radio waves' reflection of more than I0 seconds. The effect of the

adhesion of electrons during the dual and trlple collisions upon the dura-
tion of the radio waves' reflection from the meteor trails is examined in

detail in Refs. _82, 830 .
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CHAPTER 2

RADIOWAVE SCATTERING ON METEOR TRAILS AND NOTICEABILITY OF RADIO-METEORS

In the first studies on the scattering of radlowaves in the ionized

meteor trails, it was assumed that the trail has the form of an infinite

cylinder, the radius of which is much shorter than the wave length. Consider-

ing the scattering in each electron as independent and coherent, Lovell and

Clegg [84] obtained the following expression for the strength of a signal

scattered by a meteor trail, at the input of a receiver:

PtGrOtk_a2 {dL_ 2
P2 -- 32_2R _ \ mc _] . ( 2. I)

where Pt equals the power of the transmitter, Gr, G t equals the coefficients

of the dlrectlvity of the receiving and transmitting antennas (in relation

to an isotroplc emitter), I equals the wave length of the radar set (station)

(RS), _ equals the linear electron density of the trail, R equals the slant

range from the RS to the point of the mirror reflection on the trail, e, m

equals the charge and mass of the electron, and c equals the speed of light.

In a general form, the problem of the scattering of radio waves in

the ionized meteor trails was studied by Herlofson [85] and Kaiser and Gloss

[86].

As Kaiser and Gloss E86] demonstrated, if the initial radius of the

trail ro < I/2 _, one should differentiate the Ionized meteor trails of three

types:

I) Nonsaturated trails. At a<< 2.4 " I_ 2 electron/cm, the incident

wave without significant distortions penetrates into any point of the trail,

and the scattering in each electron can be regarded as independent and coherent.

2) Saturated trails. At a > 2.4 -1012 electron/cm, the reflection of

the radio waves from the trail takes place as if from a metal cylinder with the

radius rc, which is found as the larger of the roots of the equation:

z (rc) (krc) °" = -- 1, (2.2)

where k - 2 n/l , <(r) equals the dielectric permeability for the distance r

from the axis of the trail

× = 1 k_mc-' ' (2.3)
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n e equals the electron density.

3) Trails of intermediate type. At _of the order of i_ 2 electron/cm

and r O < % /2_ , the electron density on the axis of the trail can be higher

than the critical one. In this case, the amplitude of the reflected wave

depends on the orientation of the electrical vector of the incident wave

relative to the trail's axis. For a wave with longitudinal polarization, the

amplitude of the reflected wave will be the same as in the case of the non-

saturated trails. For a wave with a transverse polarization, in the case

of trails of the intermediate type, it is possible to have the phenomenon of

resonance, which leads to an increase in the amplitude of the reflected signal.

In the case of a Gausslan distribution of the electron density along the radius

of the trail, the maximum of resonance occurs at the moment when the dielectric

permeability on the axis of the trail <(0) = 1.4. The maximal increase in

the amplitude of the reflected signal is twofold.

If r o >% /2_ , according to Kaiser and Gloss, the phenomenon of

resonance is impossible. In this case, the critical value for _ between the

saturated trails and the trails of the intermediate type is found from the

condltlon <(0) - O. From (1.240) and (2.3), we find

IHC _ _f_

_c- . (2.4), e _ k2

The trails will be nonsaturated if the electron density in any point of the

trail is appreciably below the critical value.

SCATTERING OF RADIO WAVES IN UNDERDENSE METEOR TRAILS

If the electron concentration in any point of the trail is consider-

ably less than the critical, the scattering in each electron can be regarded

as independent and coherent. The effective section of back scattering for
an electron

( e_12dO '
_ : (e_et) _ mc_l (2.5)

where et, e r e_uals the vectors of the polarization of the incident and

reflected waves, d equals the solld angle in which the reflected wave is

registered. If the plane of the polarization of the incident and receiving

antennas coincide, (ei, er) = I.

At the distance R from the radar station, the density of the flow of

the radiated energy

PtGt

4_R _ " (2.6)

The effective collecting surface of the receiving antenna

CrY3

4----_" (2.7)

From (2.5) . (2.7), we find the strength of the signal scattered by one

electron, at the input of the receiver|

PtOtOr }_"- ( e" _
AP_ -- '16,x"R_ \ ,nc"- I " (2.8)
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Dropping the tlme factor, the voltage in the input of the receiver in case of

scattering in one electron can be written as followsl

2R

AE: -- (2RBxAP:)'/" e2=_-2- (2.9)

where R_ equals the input resistance of the receiver.

An eIement ds of the trail's length contains _Is electrons. In the

case of a linear trail, these electrons scatter in a cophased manner, and

the total signal scattered by the element ds of the trail's length,

dE: (2]?_xAP:)V: 2=i 2R= _e x de. (2.10)

Integrating (2.I0) along the trail, let us find the volfmge at the Input of the

receiver, being created by the signal, scattered in a linear trail"

'_ 2R (2. ii)E: = (2RBxAPr)V. o_e2=i -7- de.
,J

--'30

Here, s ts reckoned from the point of the specular reflection in the trail in

the direction of the meteor's motionl s o typifies the position of the trail's
head.

The main contribution to E r is provided by the sections of the trail

close to the point of the specular reflection, for which s << R and the value

R vary but little, therefore in (2.11), APt is taken from under the sign of

the integral. R can be represented in the form

I s_

R== ]/R_@s_'_R0 _ f-/_. (2.12)

Let us conduct the substitution of the variables

2s 2so'

x- tr _,xo= V'_" (2.13)

In the substitution of (2.12) and (2.13) Into (2.11), In the phase factor,

we drop the constant term "--_4_IRo/X , and we write R In place of Rol

E_ -- I/'R-_" i _ _'2 (2R_xAP:)'/, _e' 2 dx. (2.14)

At x o = _ and constant _, from (2.8) and (2.14), we obtain the Lovell-Clegg

equation.

According to (2.14), at constant _-value, the variation in the ampli-

tude of a signal scattered in the forming meteor trail is described by the

Frenel integral. The positions _found according to (2.14)], of the maximums

and minimums of the diffraction pattern can be utilized for determining the

velocity of meteors _87].

If we compare the radius r c of a trail wlth the wave length, in (2.10),

it is necessary to take Into account the difference In the phases of the waves,

scattered by various electrons of an element ds of the trail's length. In this

case, instead of (2.10), we derive
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2R Co -" r cos O

I I=," ......tiEr(r,.) = 2e_-:"-_'-(2R,,xAP,) ''. ds nc(r)dr e ', dO, (2.15)
0 0

4=i --_--- dO := _Jo, _- , ( 2.16 )
0

where Jo equals the Bessel function. In the case of a Gaussian distribution

of the electrons along the section of the trail, from (1.243), (2.15) and

(2.16), we get

According to E88]

2_ _.=i _R co r'_,,

_ _.-rr "c (2.17 )/---1 e dr.dE, (rc) = --_r¢e ; (2R,xAp,),,'._ ,) j,,\ _. }
o

rl *2.

CO ,l_rc

2 ! (_'_1 4 _,f(r_)=-_- %\ _, /e dr=e- (2.18)

From (2.10), (2.17)

According to

where t equals the tlme having elapsed

meteor body through a given transverse
that

and (2.18), we get

_,,t" c .

dEr(r,) = dE,e-(-_T-) . (2.19)

(I. 240),

F s 2

= ro -k 4Dr, (2.20)

from the moment of the passage of a

section of the trail. It is obvious

So-- s = vt, (2.21)

where v equals the velocity of the meteor. From

From (2.13), (2.18)

where

From (2.10),

o o 4D
r; = rg -k -_- (so-- s).

(2.20), (2.21),

and (2.22), we obtain

f(rc) := e- (_)'e -a _0-_) = f(r.) e-_ _"-G

A =: Sa'_D 1#7_
v_'/_

(2.12), (2.19) and (2.23), we find

dE_ (&) (2R,× AP,) '/_-f (r,,) e-_ (_o-_>e' _ _'-- ds.

we find

(2.22)

Integratlng along the trail, we find

Xa

E, lr#f' (2R,,x APr) ''= t c_f(r,)) e-a i "" _,-- '2 (r"-*)e " dx.
--:30

(2.25)
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The strength of the signal at the input of the receiver

p, EZr
-- 2RB×- (2.26)

From (2.8), (2.25) and (2.26), let us find a general expression for the

strength of a signal scattered by an underdense meteor traill

PtGfir L'_ ( e2 _' i - '
P" =: -5'_;:i:-'_--\-;iT-g') -]?T tae (T) e-_ C_o-X_e: o_"-x:dx .

--$O

Eq. (2.27) converts to the Lovell-Clegg formula at x o - _,

and D- O.

(2.27)

a.. const, r o - 0

The maln contribution to (2.27) at A _I, provides a section of the

trail near the point of the specular reflection with a length of the order of

¢_-)_. At R m 200 kin, and _- 8 m, Rcr_ - z 1.3 kin. In such a small section

of the trail, In a first approximation we can disregard the variation in a

and re; then, (2.27) will be written"

0

Pr PtGfi,_):_j[ e= _'f2 (2.28)
= 32.x..,R 3 \-_ncTj (re) 12,

where

The maximal value I

Xo i":
e z e-A (x.-x)

-oo

{p(A) = /max -- t =e - _'_-_
V_A

The maximal value of the strength of the scattered signal

PtGIGr_,'_2 _ e _ ..,

(P,),,,,x-

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

In a measurement of the velocity of the meteors and of the coefficient

of the amblpolar diffusion, we usually do not consider the expansion of the

trail during tile time of the formation in it of the basic Frenel zones.

Taking e -A(zo-_) fron_ under the integral sign, in (2.29), and considering that

A (x o - x) - 16 _ Dt/ _2 in this case we get

16:'Dr Ixi ..-_.X, dxl.
t _, (2.32)

[ --_e e' =
--:)0

Kaiser E71] reached the erroneous conclusion that the use of the approx-

Imate Eq. (2.32) in place of (2.29) does not alter the position of the successive

maximums (A, C, E, G ...) and of the maximums (B, D, F ...) of the diffraetlon

pattern of a signal, scattered In a forming trail, and, hence, does not intro-

duce errors Into the measurements of the velocity of meteors. In Fig. 2.1,

we have presented the amplltude-temporal characteristics of the signals,

scattered in the underdense trails, at various values for g. The calcula-

tion was conducted based on Eq. (2.29) by numerical integration. It is easy

to observe that with an increase in A, we have a significant displacement of

the first maximum of the diffraction pattern. The position of the remaining

extremums varies much less.
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Fig. 2.1. Amplltude-Time-Dependent Characteristics of the Signals,

Scattered in the Underdense Meteor Trails, at Values of the Parameter

A= 8 _2 D /_ /vX_ I- A= O; 2- A- 0.5; 5- A - I; &- A- 1.2.

a

_5 _e _5
• _

Fig. 2.2. Errors in the Determination of the Velocity of Meteors

with the Aid of the Approxlmatlo_Formula (2.32). I- According

to the AC zone; and 2- According fo the AE zone.
!

In Fig. 2.2, we have presented the errors in the velocity found

according to the zones AC and AE, which are introduced from the use of the

approximation formula (2.32), at various A-values. At A= 0.5, the error

in velocity found in respect to the AC zone comprises 12%, and in respect

to the AE zone it is 9%. At v - AO km/sec, R _ 200 km and %_ 8 m, the

value Am 0.5 corresponds to the height h =i00 km. According to the data

contained in Tables I.I and 1.4, the average heights of the beginning of

the intensive evaporation of the meteor bodies with v m 40 km/sec lie

between I00 and 108 km. Thus) at utilizati_n of Eq. (2.32), the radar

measurements will yield, at the point of appearance of the faint meteors,

the velocity values depressed by several km/sec. This effect was actually

found during the radar observations condhct%d on meteors _89]. Usually, it

is ascribed to the considerable braking of the small meteor bodies.

B. L. Kashcheyev and V. N. Lebedlnets _76_ measured, in respect to a

large number of Frenel zones, the velocities for I0 meteors, forming under-

dense trails with varying A-values. They obtained a good agreement with

Eo. (2.29). The errors ascribable to the use of Eq. (2.32) can be considerably
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reduced if in the determination of the velocity, we do not utilize the

position of the first maximum.

Equation (2.32) is also normally employed in finding the coefficient

of ambipolar diffusion. According to (2.32), the amplitude of a reflected

signal decreases exponentially wlth time. The duration of the reflection

(time of reduction of amplitude by e times)

16._D " (2.33)

According to the more precise formula (2.29), approximately the exponential

decrease in the amplitude of a reflected signal wlth time occurs only at

A < 0.5, when the reflection of the radio waves from the meteor trails has

a specular (mirror) nature.

At h > 2p the expansion of the trail as a result of diffusion occurs

so rapidly that in effect, the reflecting sector of the trail is displaced

after the meteor body. In this case, we find the so-called front (head)

echo. From (2.29) at h > 2, we derive

2 ]/(_Xo)2 i A_" (2.34)

In this manner, at A > 2, the variation in amplitude with time occurs accord-

tng to a parabola. In this case, a diffraction pattern does not occur.

At the values 0.5 < A < 1.5, the reflection initially has a specular

nature, and then (the more quickly, the higher the A), converts to reflection

from the head part of the trSil. This is readily visible from Fig. 2.1. At

A m I, the value of the coefficient of amblpolar diffusion, found according

to the decrease with time of the amplitude of the reflected signal with the

aid of Eq. (2.32), proves to be depressed by about 30%.

A study of the integral (2.29) indicates that the minimal duration of

reflection (i.e. the time of reduction in the signal's amplitude by e times)

for the underdense (unsaturated) trails is obtained at A - 1.2. In this

connection, the duration equals

v (2.35)

At % - 8 m, v = 40 km/sec and R - 200 km, we derive T - - 0.04. In this

manner, at a frequency of pulse repetition of more tha_l_O0 -200 cps, the

noticeability of the faint meteors hardly depends on the repetition frequency.

In the derivation of Eqs. (2.28), (2.29), the following assumptions

were made: I) the linear electron density of the trail does not change per-

ceptibly in the limits of several basic Frenel zones and 2) the electron

concentration in the trail is sufficiently low so that we can overlook the

weakening of the incident wave during passage through the trail. If even

one of these assumptions is not fulfilled_ Eqs. (2.28) - (2.31) become in-

accurate.

Based on the external appearance of the actual amplitude-tlme char-

acteristics of the reflected signals, it is often difficult to separate the

underdense trails with an approximately constant u-value from the trails of

the Inter_ediate type or the trails with quickly changing linear electron
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density. At the same time, it is very important to know how to distinguish
the trails for which Eqs. (2128) . (2.31) are accurate, since only based

on the measurements of such trails can we determine the parameters r o and D

required for the physical theory of radio meteors. In <913, quantitative

criteria were offered for such a selection.

According to (2.29), the ratios of the amplitudes at the moments of

successive maximums of the diffraction pattern, and also the ratios of the

distances between the various extremums depend only on A . The ratio of the

amplitudes at the moments of the first and second maximums (Fig. 2.3) and

the ratio AB/BC of the zones _ lengths (Fig. 2.&) depend particularly greatly

upon A. Thus, for each trail, we can find the A-value by three methods:

A _ . according to Eq. (2.24), measuring the drop in amplitude, velocity

and range; A2 -based on the ratio of the amplitudes at the moments of the

first and second maximums; A 3 based on the ratio AB/BC of the zones' lengths.

A condition of the applicability of Eqs. (2-28) - (2.31) is the equality

A i = A2 A3"

REFLECTION OF RADIO WAVES FROM DENSE (SATURATED) b_TEOR TRAILS

In the case of dense meteor trails, the electron concentration on the

axis of the trail is higher than the critical nek r for the given frequency.

According to (2.3)

n'k, = _e_ " (2.36)

i From (1.243) and (2.36), let us find the distance r e from the axis of thetrail, at which n e - nekr:

.2 (4Dr -F r_) In ak_-e2tc : o (2.37)

•_-,,c'- (4DL -F r_) "

If _c > _/2_ , the incident wave does not penetrate Into the trail and the

reflection of the radio waves occurs from the boundary of the critical density

in the trail. In a first approximation, the trail can be replaced by a

metal cylinder with radius r c. For an infinite metal cylinder with radius

r c >> , the effective reflecting surface

oc =: ztt?,rc. (2.38)

Then the strength of the signal, reflected from the dense meteor trail can

be wri tten

Pr -----PtGtGr%2rc
64a,R3-- • (2.39)

From (2.37), let us find the duration of the reflection as the time of

reduction in the electron concentration on the trail's axis to the critical

value:

_U e _ r_

4a_D mC 2 4D " (2.60)
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Fig. 2.3. Dependence on B of the Ratio of Amplitudes of a Signal

Scattered by an Underdense Meteor Tra{l, at the Moments of the

First and Second Maximums of the Diffraction Pattern.

/C0 _ Z5
A

Fig. 2.&. Dependence on B of the Ratio AB/BC of the Lengths of

the Frenel Zones.

Equating to zero the derivative from (2.37), let us find the time tm,

at which r c reaches Its maximal value:

tm- x a_ e_ r_ (2.41)
2.72 -- lO,9_D mc 2 10.9D.

The maximal value of r c

2 a)$ e 2

(rc)._c= 2.72zz mc_" (2.42)

From (2.39) and (2.42), we find the maximal value of the strength of the

signal reflected from the dense meteor trallz

PtGtGr_3

)%. (2.43)

In the derivation of (2.&3), we did not take into account the refraction

of the radio waves. In the external part of the trail where the electron con-

centration is less than the critical. The allowance for the refraction of the

radio waves can reduce the strength of the reflected signal by several times

<92], however it does not affect the duration of the reflection. We also

assumed that the decrease In the electron concentration in the trail occurs

only as a result of the amblpolar diffusion. As was shown in the preceding

chapter, In the case of the atomic ions, essentially this condition is

fulfilled at T <i0 sec. At T >lO sec, there begins to be reflected the in-

fluence of the overlooked factorsl the adhesion (sticking) of the electrons_

the expansion of the trail as a result of turbulent diffusion, and also the

distortion of the trail by the turbulent motions In the atmosphere. All

these factors have relatively little Influence on the value of the maximum
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amplitude of the reflected signal, however they can reduce by many times
the duration of the reflection from the trails with _ >I0 I_ electron/cm.
Therefore, although according to Eq. (2.40) for the meteors -5m.-6 TM, we

could expect a duration of several hours, in reality, a duration of more

than 200 - 300 see never takes place.

INITIAL RADIUS OF IONIZED METEOR TRAILS

The initial radius of the Ionized meteor trails can be measured directly

from the radar observations. The value ro is found most simply from the simul-
taneous observations of the same underdense trails with two radar stations

(sets) operating on different wave lengthsl %1 and %2" Signifying by the

indexes 1 and 2 all the data pertaining respectively to the first and the

second radar station, from (2.31), we find the ratio of the maximal ampli-

tudes of the signals registered by the two radar stations:

/ p ^a ,;', 4_,,o,(__!V _ _,1.__)
E_t_ _ t_GnG_'nl ] _A) e , , . (2.44)
fr2 t Pt2Ot2Or2Z a ] _-,. (A)

In the utilization of identical antennas, Eq. (2.44) is simplified somewhat.

In this case

[_P'_- E_13_,.. l '/,In --- + In -_- -_- In InPtl _ _ q- g'e (k) -- In rp, (A) (2.45)
fO --=

The relative error Involved In the determination of r o

- ' 4 (6Pn) -, 4-(6Pt2)'-_- L _-7(7_)- ;- 6 Gel / (2.46)
6r,, ---_ (6Erl)'_ -!- (6Er°)-" .z_ -- 2 l_

.8:t_ )'20" _'_ r°

In 1960, measurements were made of r o during parallel observations on

the waves %1 = 8 m and }'2 " 4 m Eg0]. For the reception and transmission

in both radar sets, use was made of identical five-element wave channels.

The identical condition of the directional diagrams of the antenna systems

was established with an error of not more than + 10% from special measurements

of the diagrams and also were checked according to the ratios of the ampli-

tudes for the meteors with a duration of reflection for %1 1 - 5 sec. In
the process of measurements, we recorded continuously the strength of the

transmitters. During each day of measurements, a set of standard calibrated

signals was transmitted several times, based on which the amplitude char-

acterlstlcs of the receivers were constructed. These characteristics were

used for monitoring their llnearlty (which is necessary in the measurement

of the diffusion factor)j and also for the conversion of the measured

amplitudes of the signals to absolute units.

For each meteor, we measured R, D, Ptl , Pt2 , Erl , Er2 , and also the

relative positions of all the extremums of the diffraction patterns and the

ratios of the amplitudes at the moments of the successive maximums respectively

to Erl and Er2. From several hundred meteors that were observed, we selected

39, for which there was fulfilled the condition of the applicability of Eqs.

(2.28) . (2.31): 41 " A2 " &3"
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As a result of the studies of the equipment, we obtained the following
estimations of the accuracy of the measurementsof the various parameters

.(2.47)

6 61

The accuracy of measuring the amplitude of the signal E _ for 12 = 4 m

depends on the value of the amplitude. At higher values_for Er2 [6 "--Er2 I x<

0.I, and also at the least values for Er2, which are still used for the

measurements, I6 Er2 I <_0.3.

From (2.46) and (2.47), we get:

at high values for Er2 6t0_ 0.0_6_64

at low values for Er2 6r. 4 Oil

where R o is expressed in meters.

(2.48)

According to (2.48), at r o _ 0.5 m, 6r o - _25%, while at r o - 1 m,

6r o- _Ii_. At r O < 0.5 m, the errors involved in measuring r_ increase

quickly. At r o > I m, the observations of the underdense traiYs for 12

4 m, become impossible as a result of the intensive decrease in the

amplitude of the reflected signal. In this manner, the measurements of

r o were possible in the narrow range of values 0.5 - 1.0 m. The maximum

reliance can be placed on the values of r O _ 75 cm, for which the measure-

ment errors are not more than +0%.

For 39 selected meteors, we obtained the average value r o - 0.8 m and

the average values of the velocity and coefficient of amhipolar diffusion

v o - 32 km/sec and D - 6.A m2/sec.

Let us compare the results derived with the theory of the initial

expansion of ionized meteor trails. According to (1.216), at v O - 32 km/sec

2.4. t 0 is
to _: -- (2.49)

n

According to the measurements carefully made by B. L. Kashcheyev _93],

D _ 6.4 m2/sec corresponds to the height 93.5 km, while according to the

measurements made by Greenhow and Hall _94, 95_, it corresponds to a height

of 95.5 km. According to _8], the concentration of molecules of the atmosphere

at these heights equals respectively n I = 3.9 . 1013 cm -3 and n 2 = 2.6 • i(_ 3 cm -3 .

Assumming D -n-I and taking the average from the values for n I and n2, we can
represent the empirical dependence of n upon D by the following formulag

2_0_4
n-- O ' (2.50)

where n is expressed in cm "3 and D in m2/sec.

From (2.49) and (2.50) at D - 6.4 m2/sec, we get the theoretical value

r o - 0.77 m, which agrees well with the measurement results. In Fig. 2.5, we

have presented the values for ro/D as a function of velocity for 39 observed

meteors. The solid llne indicates the measured dependence of r O on vO, while
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the broken llne indicates the theoretical relationship. We find a satis-

factory agreement of the theoretical and measured dependences of ro on v o.
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Fig. 2.5. Dependence of Initial Radius of Ionized Meteor Trails

on Velocity of Meteors: solid llne equals measured, broken line

equals theoretical. Key to figure| a) ro/D, sec/m; and b) v,

km/sec.

Similar measurements of the initial radius of the ionized meteor

trails were conducted by Greenhow and Hall _96] for the waves _ - 17 m

and _ w 8.3 m. As was shown above, at such values of _ and _, the

measurements of r o are possible in the range from 1 to 2 m. The maximum

tel ance can be placed on the values of ro, close to 1.5 m. At D = 14 m2/sec,

Greenhow and Hall obtained the mean value rO _ 155 cm, which agrees satis-

factorily with the measurements made by Kashcheyev and Lebedinets, and with

the theory of the initial expansion of meteor trails _97_.

Extending their measurements to a wide range of heights, and not

applying the quantitative criteria for the selectlon of the underdense

trails, Greenhow and Hall obtained a very slight dependence of r o on D and

the absence of a dependence of r O on vO. This result evidently should be

explained by the use for the measurements of a large number of the trails

of the intermediate type, to which Eq. (2.45) is inapplicable. As a

result of the limited state of the sensitivity of the equipment at r o > 2 m,

the observations of the underdense trails for _9 " 8.3 m, were practically

impossible; hence, in the case of the high and fats meteors, only the trails

of the intermediat_ type could be registered. Since the faster meteors are

simultaneously the higher ones, at this time, the dependence of r O on v O

should be distorted with particular intensity.

I. V. Bayrachenko EGO], using a technique suggested by Kashcheyev and

Lebedinets, measured the initial radius of the ionized meteor trails for the

waves _ _ 9.6 m and _2" 6.5 m. For 50 underdense meteor trails, he ob-

tained the following values| - 41 km/sec, D - 8.2 m2/sec and r e - 1.0 m.
According to (1.216), at v o - _ km/sec [see nex% page]
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ro _ 3.t.lO is,_. (2.51)

From (2.50) and (2.51), we obtain the theoretical value r e = 1.27 m, which is

only slightly more than the measured value. The relationship of r o to the

velocity of the meteors (ro ~ v2.79 ) proved to be somewhat weaker than the

theoretical.

NOTICEABILITY OF RADIO METEORS

In the statistical processing of the results obtained from the radar

measurements of meteors, the most complex is the consideration of the selecti-

vity of the observations in relation to various parameters of the meteor bodies.

The noticeabillty of the radio meteors can be represented in the form of the

product of two co-factors: of the geometric factor I/PIt characterizing the

relative noticeabillty of meteors with varying coordinates of the radiants, and

of the physical factor I/P2 which expresses the relative noticeability of the

meteors with varying velocities.

The strength of a radio signal reflected by an ionized meteor trail is

a complex function of the parameters of the meteor body, forming the trail,

the parameters of the radar set and of time. Since most of the observers,

for the calculation of the maximal value of the strength of the signal, re-

flected from an underdense trail, in place of the precise Eq. (2.31) use the

approximate Lovell-Clegg formula, let us introduce the concept of the effective

linear electron density of the trail, e #_. Let us define eg¢_in such a way

that upon the substitution of _9_#In place of in the Lovell-Clegg formula

for the underdense trails, we would obtain Eq. (2.31), while for the dense

trails, we would derive Eq. (2.43). From (2.1) and (2.31), we derive for the

underdense trails:

_._ == _ (A) e-(_)'-- (2.52)

For the dense trails, from (2.1) and (2.43), we get

_I_ -0'I =. (2.53)\ e _ /

The critical effective sensitivity of the radar set will be character-

Ized by the minimal value of the effective linear electron density of the

trails, which can be detected with a given radar set in the direction of
uMHH

maximal radiation, - _ (_m, Am) (where _m, Am equals the angle of
elevation and the azimuth of the direction of maximal radiation). From

(2.1), we get

V j ( )=_ (%,, A,,,) = L _- , (2.54)

where Pr mln equals the minimal strength of the signal being registered by

the recelver; Rm equals the average range of the meteors, being registered

in the direction of maximal radiation; Grm, Gtm equals the coefficients of

the directlvity of the receiving and transmitting antennas for the direction

of maximal radiation.
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For the other directions being typified by the angle of elevation
c9 and the azimuth A, the value a_ (qP , A), generally speaking will differ

M_ (_ m, An)"from a8¢¢

M 11H I

_¢6 (% A)-- A" (% A) z_'.il_: (q),,,' A,,,). (2.55)

According to (2.1) and (2.54)

._/ t, i '

R,_G/-'Gt-' (2.56)
K(% A)- ,,......

R 'G/_,Gt',_

where Gr, G t equal the coefficients of directivity of the antennas for the

given direction (_ , A), R equals the average range of the meteors, being

recorded at the angle of elevation D .

With allowance for the random positiovJof the point of the specular

reflection in the meteor trail, the probability of the detection in the given

direction of a trail formed by a meteor body with the mass Mo, velocity v o

and zenith distance of the radiant z, is proportional to the length I of the

_U_ M#H In the static inves-
trail's sector (Mo, Vo, z, _3_' at which e_ > e_

tigation, the relative noticeability of the meteors with varying values for

v o and z, being recorded in the given direction can be represented as follows|

P_ Iu 3
0

where _o equals a certain average length of meteor trails,
differential distribution of the meteor bodies by masses.

n (M o) Is usually represented in the form

,___
n (Me) = M _ ,

(2.57)

n (M o) equals the

The distriluti°n, 2.58) of

where n o and s are constants. Generally speaking, the values n o and s can vary

somewhat for the various intervals of the masses of meteor bodies. The selec-

tion of ]o is arbitrary and affects only the standardization of P2- We will

be interested mainly in the noticeability of the radio meteors weaker than +3 TM,

in which the difference in the heights of the beginning and end of th_ trail

Is around 15 km, therefore, let us assume _D cos z - 15 km. P2 is a function
of _

e9¢_ , Vo, z, _ and s. For the given radar set in the direction of the max-

imal radiation, P2 depends only on v O, z and s. For the other direc_ons,

P2 also depends on K ( _ , A).

For a calculation of the physical factor, it is necessary to know the

dependence _f the ionization factor on veTocity 8 (v), the dependence of the

initial radius of the trail on velocity and height rO (v, h), and algo the

average heights and distribution of the ionization along the trails _f the

meteors, generated by the meteor bodies with various Mo, v O and z. _he

dependences of 8 (v) and r O (v, h) were examined in detail above. A_ was

indicated in Chapter I, the heights of the beginning of the intensiv_ evap-

oration of meteor bodies and the heights of the maximal evaporation, calcu-

lated with allowance for the heating of the meteor bodies prior to the

inception of intensive evaporation and energy losses to heat radiation,

on the average agree satisfactorily with the observations.
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The distribution of the ionization along the trails of faint meteors

was measured by Greenhow and Newfield E43]. A radar set was used on the

wave _ - 8 m with one transmitter and two receiving points, separated by the

distance d = 20 km. With such a base, the difference in the heights of the

points of reflection in the trail Ah could vary within the limits from 0 to

d/4 = 5 km. The average value _h _ 4 km. For each meteor, they measured

the ratio of the maximal amplitudes of the signals registered in two receiving

points, and then according to the Lovell-Clegg formula, they found the ratio

of the linear electron densities in two points in the trail. They also

measured the difference in the heights of the points of reflection in the

trail, Ah.

For the trails, which were underdense in both reflecting points, by

a statistical method, they obtained the average curve of the distribution of

Ionization along the trail. Greenhow and Newfield found a significant dif-

ference in the ionization curve, obtained by them, from the theoretical curve

(1.32), being provided by the simplest physical theory of meteors: 1) the

measured curve is considerably shorter than (1.32). The average difference

in the heights of the beginning and end of the trail prove to be h - h k = 2.4 H;

2) They found a very rapid change in _ with height above h m. According to

(1.32), above h m at Ah = 4 km e can not vary by more than two times. From

the observations, considerably higher variations in _ were obtained. In

certain cases, at Ah = 4 km, _ varies by 10 times.

The results obtained by Greenhow and Newfield agree well with the

more precise physical theory of meteors, taking into account the heating of

meteor bodies prior to the beginning of their intensive evaporation. There

were basically measured the meteors +5 TM - +7 TM, which are produced by the

meteor bodies heating all the way through. According to (1.128), for such

meteors, the difference of the heights of the beginning and end of the trail

h - h k = 2.3 H, which coincides practically with the measurement results.

For the calculation of the linear electron density, Greenhow and Newfield

used the Lovell-Clegg formula; hence, they measured the distribution, along

the trail, not of e, but of e_ • In Fig. 2.6, the distribution is shown

of _ _ along the trail of the radio meteor +5 TM with v o - 40 km/sec and cos

z - 2/3. The broken line shows the ionization curve (1.32)2 provided by the

simplest physical theory of meteors. In the range of heights 99 - 95 km,

_ increases by 12 times (from 3 "i0 I0 to 3.5 .1011 electron/cm).

Above h m, at Ah - 4 km, e_# varies by not less than 2.5 times. In the

meteors with various Mo, v o and z, the rate of the variation in e_# with

height above hm changes within wide limits. BeIow hm, Greenhow and Newfield

notice a satisfactory agreement of the ionization curve, which they obtained,

with the theoretical curve (1.32). It is easy to observe that the theoretical

curves (1.32) and (1.126) below hm practically coincide.

In a number of cases, in the upper reflecting point, the trails were

underdense, and in all they were lower by 2 3 km, and in the lower reflecting

point they were dense (saturated). Measuring the duration of the reflection,

we were able to estimate that the linear electron density of the trail in this

connection increased by tens of times. As was indicated in Chapter i, near

the point of the inception of intensive evaporation, the rate of evaporation

of a meteor body in the range of heights 2 . 3 km increases by about 2 orders

of magnitude. The results obtained by Greenhow and Newfield for such "anomalous"
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trails confirm that the transition from conditions of the heating of a meteor

body to the conditions of its intensive evaporation occur very rapidly.

_/_m

I05 lgO _
_,km

Fig, 2.6. Distribution of Linear Electron Density _and of Effective

Linear Electron Density _ Along the Trail of a Radio Meteor

+5 TM with the Velocity v o = 40 km/sec.

A good agreement of the observed curves of the luminous intensity of

the meteors brighter than 0TM with the theoretical, and also the agreement

with the theory of the average distribution (obtained by Greenhow and New-

field) of the linear electron density along the trails of meteors fainter

than +5 TM, indicate that during the statistical studies, for the calculation

of the distribution ealong the trails of meteors, we can utilize the physical

theory expounded in Chapter i. The anomalies of the curves of the luminous

intensity and the braking of the faint photographic meteors is evidently

explalned by the features of the evaporation of the meteor bodies producing

them (the formation of an unstable drop of molten meteor substance, which

under the effect of aerodynamic resistance is deformed or broken into parts)

and pertain to a narrow range of stellar magnitudes of the meteors 0TM - +4m.

As was indicated in Chapter I, these features do not affect the average

heights of the appearance of meteors; for several kilometers, the height of

the maximal luminous intensity increases, and leads to a considerable trun-

cation of the meteor's trail.

_ _ s) for
We calculated the physical factor I/P 2 (vO, z, 9_ , ,

a radar set, operatln_ on the wave _- 8 m, at various values of Vo, z and s
_ i0 2for five values 9_ s I0 , "i0 I0 , 5 .I0 I0 , I0 II and 2 "I0 II

electron/cm. In Fig. 2.7, we have shown the curves of P2 (Vo)' calculated

at s = 2 and cos z = 2/3. For all the curves, we have assumed P2 = i at

v o = 40 km/sec. As is evident from the drawing, during the qbservatlons
on the wave _ = 8 m with a high sensitivity radar set ( _m"9_ " i01°
electron/cm), it is best of all to notice the meteors with the velocities

m_H = 2 .I011
25 - 45 km/sec. At a lower sensitivity of the radar set ( _ p_

_- electron/cm), the maximum of the notlceabillty of the radio meteors
displaces in the direction of the higher velocities| 40 - 50 km/sec.

The poor notlceabillty of the slow meteors is connected with the low values

of the ionization factor at low velocities. In the case of the fast meteors,

we have an increase in the initial radii of the ionized meteor trails;

according to (2.31), this leads to a decrease in the amplitudes of the

signals scattered by the underde_e trails. With an increase in the effective

sensitivity of the radar set, we record the meteor bodies that are smaller

and smaller, which evaporate at high altidue, and their trails have large

initial radii. Therefore, with an increase in the effective sensitivity'

of the radar set, we have a deterioration in the relative noticeability of

the fast meteors.
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Fig. 2.7. Physical Factor for a Radar Set Operating on the Wave

Length % m 8 m at Various Values of _ _ a- i0 I0 ; b- 2 -1010 ;
c- 5 "I0 lu ; d- I0 II ; e- 2 "I0 II electron/cm. Key to figure: I) v',

km/sec.

Greenhow _98] in his estimation of the notlceabillty of radio meteors

of various stellar magnitudes assumed that Eq. (1.26) of the simplest physical

theory for the height hm of the maximal evaporation is applicable in case

of any masses of the meteor bodies. For the radio meteors +15 m with vo = 40

km/sec, he derived hm - 128 km. At a height of 128 km, the initial radius

of the trail is so large that even during operation with very powerful radar

sets, the observations of such trails, according to Greenhow, are possible for

only the waves % > 30 m. Since the use of such low frequencies for the

radar investigations of meteors is practically impossible (as a result of

the high level of interference propagating through the ionosphere and also

as a result of the reflection of radio waves from the ionosphere), Greenhow

concluded that the radar studies of very faint meteors are practically im-

possible. This finding is the result of the utilization of the simplest

physical theory of meteors which is not applicable to the weak meteors.

According to (i.137), at vo = 40 km/sec, the height of the maximal ioniza-

tion for the radio meteors +15 m and +20 TM is practically the same and equals

hm = 102 km. During the observations on the waves _> 12 m, the noticeability

of the weak radio meteors with vo - 40 km/sec is limited only by the effective

sensitivity of the radar set. Similarly, for the radio meteor +15 TM with a

velocity vo - 60 km/sec, from (I.137), we find the height hm of maximal

evaporation - II0 km, and not 138 km, as Greenhow suggested.

In the majority of the radio meteors being recorded on the waves 8 - I0 m,

the points of the reflection lie in a narrow range of heights, 85 - 105 km.

Let us assume that the central points of the sectors of the trails (accessible

to observations) of all radio meteors lie at the height ho - 95 km. For the

antenna system of the given radar set on a horizontal surface, drawn at the

height ho, let us draw the llne of equal values for K (_ , A) from 1.0 to a

certain minimal value, Kmi n. In the calculation of the distance to the meteor
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according to the given altitude and the angle of elevation, it is necessary

to consider the curvature of the Earth's surface. At the same time, in the

calculation of the areas of the sectors of the horizontal surface with a

dimension of hundreds of kilometers, we can consider it to be flat.

According to the condition of the specular state of the reflection at

the given position of the radiant of a meteor stream in the celestial

sphere (A, z) s the trails of the meteors in the stream can be reflected

back to the radar set only as radio waves, being radiated in a plane per-

pendicular to the direction to the radiant, i.e. in an echo-plane. The

intersection of the echo-plane with the line K (_ , A) m Kmi n yields two

points, the position of which will be assigned by the coordinates A, _ and

by the horizontal range d - (AI, _I, dl) and (A2, _2, d2). In the obser-

vation of the given meteor stream, there can be recorded only those meteorsd

the trajectories of which intersect the sector of the horizontal surface

drawn at the height ho, which has the form of a trapezoid with a central line

connecting the points (Al, _l, dl) and (A2, _2' d2) and with the height _o

cosec z (where 3o equals the average length of the physical sectors of the

trails of the meteor stream). The area of the trapezoid (the collecting

surface of the radar set for the given position of the stream's radiant in

the celestial sphere)

z(A, z) = locoseczl/d_ _ d_-- dl d2 cos (A2 -- A1), (2.59)

where z equals the zenith distance of the stream's radiant in relation to

the vertical line in the point of the appearance of the meteor (and not in

the point of location of the radar set; the consideration of this circumstance

becomes significant for the radiants close to the zenith).

In various parts of the viewing field of the radar set, the critical

values of the effective linear electron density of the meteor trails

9 _ being registered are dissimilar. Let us introduce the concept of

the effective collecting surface of the radar set_ S 9 _ _ for the given

position of the stream's radiant in the following manner|

( A2, _:, d2)

i ds (2.60)S_+ (A, z, v,) :: lo cosec zP2 (v, z, %,, A.,) P_ [vo, z, K (% A)I '
(_I ,, _, dO

where P2 (Vo, z, _m, Am) equals the physical factor for meteors with given

v o and z_ occurring in a direction of maximal radiation. The integral is

taken along the line connecting the points (AI, _i, dl) and (A2, _2, d2).

For the given radar set, $9# # is a function of the coordinates of the
i

stream s radiant, and also depends on the veloclty of the meteors and on

the parameter s of the distribution of meteor bodies in respect to mass.

If at the given position of the stream's radiant in the celestial

sphere (A, z), in one second, on an average we register N meteors, the

density of the stream of the meteor bodlesp forming the ionized trails

with the effective linear electron density _ @ _ > e _ (_ m' Am)'
equals

N

S_(A, z, vo) cos z" (2.61)
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In this connection, it is assumed that the sectors (available to observations)

of the trails of all the meteors in the stream have the same length, _o. As

a result of the diurnal motion of the radiant in the celestial sphere, the

effective collecting surface of the radar set for the meteors of a given

stream varies continually. During the continuous round-the-clock observations,

the value of the integral

2_ h

(6, v_) -- I S_ (A, z, vo) cos z dt
(2 62 )F

0

for the given meteor stream is a function of the decllniation of the stream's

radiant 6and of the velocity of the meteors. Here t equals the hour angle

of the stream's radiant• The function F ( _ , v o) characterizes the relative

notlceabllity during the round-the-clock observations of the meteor streams

with varying declinations of the radiants, but with the same velocities.

F ( _ , v o) aas a fairly slight dependence on v O. Let us consider the statis-

tical meaning of the physical factor. Let us find the effective critical

mass of the meteor bodies, the trails of which are being registered with the

given radar set in the direction of maximal radiation, Mo* , in the following
manner :

---- _ 0_MH" (,440) dMo. (2.63)• n (Mo) dMo -_o / iMp, Vo, z, _,;, (q_,,_, A,_,)] n

M0 0

d!i.km
sgo

0.1

#o0

300

200

/00

q

2P0 /00 Z7 /00 100

dz , /e,,

Fig. 2.8. Lines of Equal Sensitivity for the Radar Set at the Kharkov

Polytechnical Institute, Drawn for a Horizontal Surface at the Height

of 95 km.

For the given radar set, Mo* constitutes a function of v o and z, and also

depends on the parameter s of the distribution of the meteor bodies in respect
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to mass. From (2.57) and (2.63), we derive
cO

' IP_ (vo, z) - n (M_) dM_.

Mo

J

Z

I

I I I

0-//0 -gO 0 gO 00 #0 #0 #"

(2.64)

///i

JS
0
-_0 "I# #

j__ 1

ZO _# £°

Fig. 2.9. Geometric Factor for Meteors with Varying Velocities

(in km/sec), a- At orientation of the antenna toward the east; and

b- toward the north.

From (2.58) and (2.6&), we find

P2 (vo, z) (s-t)

t

X -- N (Mo), (2.65)
_.s-1

0
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where N (M o) equals the integral distribution of the meteor bodies in respect

to mass.

At the given v o, z and s, the value of the effective critical mass of the

meteor bodies Mo* for the given radar set is determined unequivocally from

(2.63). Let us signify the value Mo* at v o - 40 km/sec and cos z = 2/3 Mnp.

Let us select the constant n o in (2.58) and (2.65) in such a way that for the

given radar set at v o - 40 km/sec and cos z m 2/3 P2 (Vo' z) _ I. If N equals

the number of radio meteors of the stream, registered in the course of the

days during continuous observations, at any coordinates of the stream's radiant

and at any velocity of the meteors, the density of the flow of meteor bodies

with the masses M o >Hnp equals

where

/: (6, _'o)
(2.66)

I

Pt (6, v,) =-- _,--i6_-_7o_-. (2.67)

In the statistical studies of the distribution of the meteor bodies in respect

to various parameters, assigning to the meteors the weights PI ( 6 , v o) P2

(Vo, z), we correct the results of the observations for the selectivity of
the radar method and transfer from the visible distribution of the radio

meteors to the distribution of meteor bodies with the masses H o >H,p.

It is natural that in this connection, we can consider only those meteors,

the radiants of which are usually visible above the horizon at the point

of observation.

We calculated the effective collecting surfaces S_ (A, z, v o) and

the weights PI ( 6 , Vo) for an antenna system, having been applied at the

Kharkov Polytechnlcal Institute during the measurements of the population

of meteors and during the measurements of the coordinates of the radiants

and velocities of the meteors (refer to Chapter 4 for a description of the

equipment). In Fig. 2.8, we have presented the lines of equal values for

K (_ , A) from 1.0 to 0. I on a horizontal surface, passing at the height h o

95 km. On the y-axls, we have plotted the component of the horizontal

range, parallel to the symmetry plane of the directlvity diagram of the

antenna of the system d l# , and on the x-axls, we have shown the transverse

component of the horizontal range d_ . The calculation of Pl ( 6 , Vo)

was conducted at various val_es for 6 p v O and s for two directions of the

orientation of the antenna system, i.e. to the east and to the north. In

Fig. 2.9, we have shown the relationship P1 ( _ ) for two directions of

orientation of the antenna system, calculated at s - 2 and at six different

values of the velocity of the meteors.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STUDY OF WINDS AND CERTAIN PARAMETERS OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

ACCORDING TO THE RADAR METEOR OBSERVATIONS

The meteor observations as a means Tor the study of the atmosphere have

been used for a long time. As early as the nineteenth century, it was estab-

lished that the drift of meteor trails occurs about horizontally with a

velocity of several tens of meters per second. The meteors permitted us to

establish the presence of a minimum of temperature at the height of 80 - i00

km.

Roughly since 1946, for a study of the parameters of the atmosphere, in

the Soviet Union and in the USA, use began to be made of instruments estab-

lished on the geophysical rockets [41], which in a number of cases permitted

us to increase the accuracy of the measurements and to expand abruptly the

boundaries in respect to altitude.

The investigation of winds in the upper atmosphere comprises one of the

most important sections of modern geophysics. Experience has indicated that

any method of observing the meteor trails (radar, photographic, visual) per-

mits us to determine their drift. The area of the atmosphere in which meteor

trails are observed will be called the meteor zone. The basic method of

studying the winds based on the displacement of the meteor trails is the

radio method. Experiments have demonstrated that in fact, no kind of anomalous

processes in the upper atmosphere, including the ionospheric storms and the

high-altitude atomic explosions exert any significant effect upon the radio

observations of meteors [99].

We can expect that the displacement of an ionized meteor trail differs

from the motion of the neutral air masses. The difference can originate

owing to the effect of the Earth's magnetic field. Let us dwell in more

detail on this question, having considerable significance for an analysis

of the observational results.

A solution of the equation of motion of the neutral component of the

weakly ionized gas leads to the following velocity values [85]"

ap oZ_
)., _--i-n Oy (3 i)

U _ ---

Plq + _b
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_,IOp __ af_p
I/ ------ -_ "Q ax (3.2)

p(_ + o2) ,

_lH z _"-HoH z

where h I = r_--c_- ; fl = 2 _ + ---pc_ ; U and V equal the values ov thez

velocity components in the direction of north and east; o I equals the conduc-

tivity of plasma in a direction across the magnetic field; 02 equals the

Hall conductivity; 0 equals the density of the medium; c equals speed of light;

z = mo sinq_equals the vertical component of the Earth's angular velocity

at the latitude cp*; p equals the atmospheric pressure; x, y equals the axes

of the coordinates, directed to the east and north; H o equals the Earth's

magnetic field; H o - 0.5 Hp #I + 3 sin2"q) ; H z = -Hp sin q0 ; Hp equals the

magnetic field strength at the pole. If we substltui:e the values oi, o2,

0 into Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), then as was shown in [I00, I01], up to the

height II0 - 115 km, l.e. to the lower sector of the area E of the ionosphere,

we can use the equations of the geostrophic wind."

U------ I Op_p (3.3)
2p_o z OF '

V-- I ap (3.4)
2oo_z Ox"

A geostrophic wind is the term used for the horizontal rectilinear motion

of the atmosphere under the condition that the frictional forces can be disre-

garded. As is evident from (3.3) and (3.4), in the absence of the frictional

forces, the movement of the air occurs under the effect of the baric gradient

and of Corlolls force. For the northern hemisphere, the low pressure area

during the circulation of the atmosphere will always remain on the left. The

variations in the geostrophlc wind with height are determined by the corres-

ponding variation in the baric gradient; the latter is determined by the

horizontal temperature distribution.

At the height h z$20 km, the deviation of the wind direction from the

isobaric surfaces, i.e. the separation from the geostrophlc wind is approx-

Imately I0 degrees. From the theory, it follows that the motions of the

meteor trails being registered by a radio meteor have a geostrophic nature

and can roughly be analyzed with the use of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).

The expounded theoretical concept to the effect that the velocities of

drift practically coincide with the wind velocity has been confirmed experi-

mentally. Since the magnetic field of the Earth is inclined at a wide angle

to the horizon (for the latitude _ - 50 ° , H u 0.46Gaussianunits, Hy = 0.19
Gauss, H x m 0), it will cause both a horizontal and a vertical velocity com-

ponent. At the same time, it is known that the average velocity in a vertical

direction comprises ~1.5 m/sec, while in a horizontal direction it comprises

tens of meters per second _I02].

The primary reason causing the circulation of the atmosphere (in addition

to the gravitational effect of the Sun), is the absorption and radiation of

energy, being received by oxygen(and possibly nitrogen also) from the Sun.

The experimental results indicate that the winds are subjected to regular

short, and lon_-perlodic perturbations, which more often have a local nature,

and less often, a global nature.
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The velocity of the winds in the meteor zone consists of the constant

component (velocity of transport motion) and of periodic components, i.e.

of diurnal, semldlurnal, 8- and 6-hourly ones. In addition, we find a

quite definite annual pattern in the variation in the direction of the winds.

As yet, we do not have a sufficiently complete analysis of the circu-

lation of the upper atmosphere at different heights. This problem is of

considerable theoretical difficulty, and requires the accummulation of

systematic experimental materials for the various altitudes at a large

number of geographic points. So far, there are a number of theories,

explaining only individually occurring phenomena (see below). Under such

conditions, the role of the results, obtained experimentally for a given

re_ion of the upper atmosphere is increasing, and is of unquestioned

interest.

Up to the present time, the systematic measurements of the drift of

meteor trails have been conducted only at Manchester (53°N, 2°W), Adelaide

(35°S, 139°E) and Kharkov (Ag.&°N, 37OE). In addition, the cycle of radar

observations of the trails was conducted in the Antarctic at Mawson. The

program of the International Year of the Quiet Sun (196& - 1965) envisaged

a considerable expansion of this type of measurements. The study of the

atmosphere is conducted by various methods, including with the aid of

rockets and artificial Earth satellites El03, 10&]. The meteor studies

permit us to determine the height of a homogeneous atmosphere, the diffusion

factor, and permit Ks to calculate the atmospheric density. Comprising a

relatively simple and inexpensive method, the meteor observations evidently

wlll find a certain application for finding the qualities of the atmosphere.

Let us note that in spite of the apparent extensive data obtained with the

ald of rockets, the data concerning the atmosphere at the height of 90 - I00

km, i.e., in the meteor zone to a known degree nevertheless will remain

speculative _see, for example, lO&].

In recent years in Manchester and Kharkov, a study has been made of

the eddy nature of the motion of the atmosphere in the meteor zone LI05].

The turbulent state is typical for a meteor zone at least up to the height

of about I00 km. Initially, this was established experimentally based on

the observations of the diffusion of meteor trails of long duration; the

diffusion occurs with a rate which is several times greater than follows

from the values of the molecular diffusion.

WINDS IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE. METHODS OF INVESTIGATION.

The displacements occurring In the upper layers of the atmosphere can

be studied both by direct and by indirect methods. Most of the methods being

applied for this purpose in the meteor zone pertain to the indirect methods.

Indeed, the first information in general concerning the winds at the height

of several tens of kilometers was obtained based on the observations of the

Noctilucent clouds (h = 82 km) and of the bright meteors.

In the upper atmosphere, a circulation of two types exists; the first,

when the energy source is situated directly in the upper layers; the second,

when the motion occurs owing to the transfer of energy from the lower atmosphere.

The temperature gradients (horizontal and vertical) are the direct cause of the
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development of winds. In this connection, there takes place a transport of

heat from the areas with high to the areas with the decreased temperature.

The Noctilucent clouds can be observed within several hours after

sunset and before sunrise, when the clouds are illuminated by the sun's

rays because of the horizon. In this connection, in most cases, it is dif-

ficult to conduct basic measurements for the finding of the velocity vector

of.the clouds' motion, and therefore only an estimation of the value is

conducted.

The visual and photographic observations of meteors provide broader

possibilities than do the observations of the noctilucent clouds, since

they occur much more often, and the meteor trail has fairly clearly defined

boundaries, permitting one to conduct wind measurements. We are aware of

the excellent observations by Whipple LI06], I. S. Astapovich E39_ and

others, permitting us to determine the wind speed at a height of 80 - II0 km.

Usually, the velocity field is studied on the basis of the photographs of

the bright meteor trails, occurring in minutes. Many measurements (for example,

[I06]) possessed a relatively high accuracy. The wind speed in a direction to

the normal to the trail during the observations for a period of 0.5 sec, was

determined with an accuracy not over I0 m/sec. With the possibility of obtain-

]nZ a _rouD of photographs of the trail at a two second interval, the error

involved in determining the velocity dropped to about 4 - 2 m/sec. The com-

plete determination of the velocity vector of the wind requires the photographing

of the trail from two - three observation stations simultaneously.

The photographic observations of the brilliant meteor trails yield very

valuable information concerning the velocity field of the winds, at the same

time encompassing a layer of the atmosphere up to 30 - 35 km. Let us note

that the observations can be conducted successfully, utilizing fairly simple

cameras [_i07_. Obtaining, based on the bright meteors, data concerning the

motion of the atmosphere, one should take into account that for the meteor

zone, as will be demonstrated below, it is typical to have developed turbulent

motions. The Reynolds number lies in the range 103 . 105 El06]. Naturally,

it is impossible to obtain patterns of the atmospheric circulation based on

individual successful measurements.

In the upper part of the meteor zone ( - I00 . 120 km), the motions of

the atmosphere can be studied based on the measurements of the displacement

of sporadic formations, E cnop or according to the motion of the heterogeneities

of the ionization in the E-region of the ionosphere. In this region, the

motion can be analyzed with the aid of Eq. (3.1) and (3.2).

The appearance of the sporadic layer E c nop' as follows from the name

itself, is random. One of the causes for the tormation of this layer consists

of the fine meteor bodies, evaporating at a height of I00 . Ii0 km LI08, 109J.

The ionization potential of the part of the meteor atoms below the ionization

potential N2, 02 and O, and therefore the photolonizatlon, can lead to an in-

crease in the number of charged particles at the corresponding height. The

presence of a high concentration of ions of Ca + , Mg +, Fe +, Ni+, was confirmed

during the rocket measurements _33_.
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Flg. 3.1. Schematic Diagram of the Formation of the Regions of

Increased Ionization During the Varlously-Dlrected Horizontal

Motions of the Atmosphere. H- direction of magnetic field.

Key to flgurez a) wind; and b) accumulation of charges.

The formation of E c _op is also sometimes associated with the atmospheric

motion. The variation in the wind direction with height, the presence of

fixed, fairly clearly outlined layers in respect to altitude, at the boundaries

of which the wind has opposite directions, can lead to the development of E cnop

_Ii0, III 3. Such a process of the orlglnatlon of a region of increased ion-

izatlon can be explained as follows. Let us assume that we are considering the

upper atmosphere at the magnetic equator (Fig. 3.1, view from the south toward

the equator). The motion of the wind eastward brings the positive ions into

motion in an easterly direction, wherein the interaction is achieved by means

of collisions. The Lorentz forces tend to change the direction of motion.

The head wlnd at a great height brings the Ions Into motion In an opposite

direction. As a result, as this is indicated in Flg. 3.1, between the two

layers under consideration, charges accumulate. The electrons tend to follow

the ions under the effect of the resultant of the electric field. It is

natural that the survey presented is quite approximate. However, the complex

nature of the motion of the atmosphere at a different height, the horizontal

state of thls motion can lead to the accumulation of charges, similar to what

has been described.

Most of the meteor trails at the radar stations are observed at a height

of 93 . 95 km. This Is the zone of eddy motions. In thls zone, the formation

of Ecn op similar to the pattern just described Is evidently of slight proba-
bility. According to the recent reports _III], the height o_ I00 km can be

considered as the upper boundary of developed turbulence. Hines indicates

that this occurs as a result of displacing small-scale internal gravitational

waves and their unstabilizlng effect.

For a study of the motion of heterogeneous ionization in the E-region,

use is made of the method of spaced reception of radio signals, reflected

from the ionosphere. The reflection of the radio waves occurs most often at

the altitude of about II0 - 120 km. An analysis of the system of the electro-

dynamic equations for an incompletely ionized gas indicates that the motion

of the heterogeneltles of the ionization can differ significantly from the

motion of the neutral alr masses.

A study of the motion of the heterogeneltles of the ionization is a

very common technique, which has been applied during the International Quiet

Sun Year (IQSY) (the Dl-method). The method is simple and does not require

any special equipment. However, in addition to the indicated appreciable

disadvantage (the motion of the heterogeneltles wlll not always typify the

wind), there are others as well. Let us consider them.
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The nature of the fluctuation of the signals received at scattered points
can be greatly distorted owing to the polarization feeding of the usual and
unusual components. For the exclusion of this effect, usually at the middle

latitudes, it is recommended that measurements be conducted at a frequency of

2.2 + 0.2 mc, i.e. at a frequency close to the gyromagnetic, when the unusual

component is lacking. If we follow this recommendation, we are required to

use a station (set) with a power of tens of kilowatts in a pulse for obtaining

data concerning the drift during the daytime (near noon, an intensive absorp-

tion takes place).

The measurements of the drift of the ionization heterogeneities in the

E-reglon with the application of a polarlmeter, constructed In Kharkov, per-

mitted us to obtain recommendations on increasing the results' reliability

LII2, I13]. These measurements indicated that at the latitude of Kharkov,

the unusual component is absent during the day up to the frequency of 3 mc,

with the same probability as at a frequency of 2.4 mc.

Basically, the E-region Is typical for the daytime. During the night,

the density of the electrons in thls region decreases sharply, and in effect

prevents us from conducting observations: the diurnal pattern of the drift

can not be obtained. It is also difficult to obtain extensive data for the

daytime, since frequently the reflections from the E-region has a mirror nature;

the method of spaced reception in these cases does not permit us to analyze

the drift.

The method of spaced reception characterizes the motion of all of the

heterogeneities located at the level of radio waves which is lower than that

at which reflection takes place. Strlctly speaking, we can in no way

determine precisely to which height we should relate the measurements. The

observations of the bright meteor trails and of sodium clouds demonstrated

that at h I00 - 120 km, the velocity gradient in respect to height can

reach several tens of m/sec km.

In a processing of the results of the measurements by the D 1 method, a

difficulty develops in the reliable determination of the shifts in respect

to time. In reality, the individual time-dependent displacements undergo

changes within broad limits for a short period, and the points T x - Ty in

the diagram are not located along a straight llne (T x - Ty are time dis-
placements occurring respectively at E - W and N - S directions, in the

recordings of the amplitude-time or phase-tlme registrations). The wide

spread in the points in the diagram basically occurs owing to the variation

in orientation of the llne for the amplitudes' maximum; in addition, the

effect of the chaotic variation in the diffraction curve is quite perceptible.

The winds up to a height of about 95 km can be studied according to the

explosions of grenades_ ejected from rockets _I14, 115]. The presence of a

horizontal wind will be reflected in the propagation of a sound wave caused

by the explosion: there appears an additional horizontal displacement of the

wave during its propagation to the Earth. The modern sound-measurlng techniques

do not permit us to detect simply and reliably the sounds of the explosions

at a great height.
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The wind-related measurementscan be conducted based on the observations
of the motion of artificial clouds madeof vapors of sodium and .esium, being
created with the aid of rockets at a varying altitude LII6 - 1182. The artificial
cloud is simultaneously photographed from the stations, spread over a distance
of several tens or hundreds of kilometers. Studying a cloud from three scattered
points, encompassinga large range of heights, we determine the direction of
the wind, and the value of its velocity. With such observations, at the approp-

riate height we can determine the diffusion factor.

At a height of 60 - II0 km, the wind speed was determined according to

the displacement of the trail forming in the sector of the launching of the

rocket during the operation of the engines EIIg].

Up to a height of 90 km, we conducted an observation of the strips of alum-

inum foil ejected from rockets El20]. The radar sets permit us to determine

the angle of drift and the time required for the descent of the strips to a

certain height. However, in the upper atmosphere where the pressure is low,

while the motion of the atmosphere is basically horizontal, such a method causes

a considerable error. The rate of fall of the strips decreases in inverse

proportion to the pressure of the atmosphere; we find a considerable horizontal

and vertical dispersion of the strips.

The rockets permit us to measure the speed and direction of the wind accord-

ing to the angle of attack _121]. Such measurements were conducted to a height

of 60 km, however the opinion has been expressed that an improvement in equipment

will permit us to obtain actual profiles up to a greater height.

The application of rockets expands the possibilities of studying the winds

at various times of the day, including fairly large sectors in respect to alt-

itude.

The brief survey given of the techniques used in a study of the atmospheric

circulation confirms that the radio observations of meteors are a basic source

of information concerning the motion of the atmosphere in the meteor zone.

Tens and hundreds of values of the velocity, being obtained hourly at any time

of day and year with the aid of one radar complex of equipment, permit us to

reproduce reliably the pattern of the motion of the atmosphere at a height of

90 - I00 km.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE DRIFT OF METEOR TRAILS WITH RADIO METHOD

The measurement of the drift of meteor trails by the radio method in

effect can be conducted only by way of finding the Doppler shift of frequency,

FD:

2V R

Yo =--i--_ ' (3.5)

where V R equals the radial component of the drift speed. The determination

of the drift rate based on the variation in the distance is difficult, since

the reflections of the radio waves from the trails usually occur only for

tenths of a second and at an average drift rate of 30 . 40 m/sec, the change

in the distance will occur for several meters; the distance to the trail R _

:z 200 . 300 km. In the case of the registration of a prolonged reflection
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from a dense trail, owing to the distortion of the trail by the eddy motions,

new reflecting centers can develop, corresponding to the conditions of the

mirror state, or the old reflecting centers will be displaced. The error in

calculating the velocity value in this case is also high.

The separation of the Doppler frequency can be conducted either under

conditions of the generation of continuous oscillations, or under pulse con-

ditions. The first method has been used for many years in Adelaide L122],

while the second has been used in Manchester and Kharkov _123 - 125]. Without

going into an analysis of a comparison of the two common types of radar, let

us only remark that the pulse method does not require the spreading of the

transmitter and receiver; the effect of the moving objects (aircraft, etc.)

does not represent any serious operational interference for them. In the

pulse, more accurately the pulse-coherent, method, considerable difficulties

are represented by the development of the transmitting device (with a master

quartz heterodyne) with an output power of around I00 kw in the pulse. The

development of a transmitter up to tenuous radiation with the same average

power as the pulse type is simple. A simultaneous narrowing of the passband

of the receiver permits us to maintain the number (population) of the meteors

being recorded. For a determination of the distance to a meteor, use is made

of auxiliary equipment (refer to Chapter 4).

A second variant of the pulse system is possible, namely the utilization

of self-excited generator, in which the Doppler oscillations are developed

owing to the capture of the frequency of the low-power reference oscillator

In the recelvlng-recording device. Under careful engineering development,

such a system is promising; it should be more simple in manufacture than

the models of the pulse-coherent systems which have been used until recently

in meteor research.

The finding of the Doppler frequency can be conducted, as is shown in

the present chapter, based on the signal at the output of the phase detector.

The signal reflected from the meteor trail, being displaced by the wind,

rotates relative to a certain initial reference signal at the angular velocity

O D = 2 _F D. If the period of the Doppler oscillations is less than the time

of recording the reflection from the trail, the finding of the radial velocity

component of the wind does not represent any difficulties. In the case of

slight changes of frequency, we can proceed as follows. We determine the position

of the vector (of the signal) at the time moments t I and t2. During the time

(t 2 - tl) , the vector will turn by the angle _- _2-_I " OD (t2 " tl)" The

error involved in determining the radial velocity component will actually be

determined by the error in determining the angles 41 and 42. The angle 4can

be considerably less than 2 _.

Up to the present time, we can by no means consider as solved the question

of the measurement, with sufficient accuracy, of the height of occurrence of

the meteor trail which is being registered. The amplitude method, having been

used during the period of the IGY, of finding the angle of elevation with the

aid of two dipoles yields an error not less than + (3 - 5) km in the working

sector. This error does not permit us to conduct a high-altltude analysis of

the distribution of the winds. The amplltude-phase method suggested at the

Kharkov Polytechnical Institute decreases considerably the measurement error

_126], but it requires a further improvement of the accuracy and simplifica-

tion of processing the results. The phase technique _176, 2097 is promising.
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Pulse.Coherent Method of Radio Observations of the

Movement of Meteor Trails

The operating principle of a radar set, selecting moving targets, is

well kno_nn. Comparing the frequency of highly-stable oscillations (being

emitted) with the frequency of a signal reflected from a meteor trail, based

on Eq. (3.5), we find the radial drift rate. It Is known that the momentary

instability of quartz is a very low value. In the equipment used for a study

of the drift of the trailsp most of the trails occur for not longer than IO0 -

150 mlllisecs (on the wave of about 8 meters). The variation in the reference

frequency, as experience has shown, during this time does not exceed several

hundredths of cps, and usually is not taken into account in calculating the

error in the drift measurement.

The observations of the meteors are most often conducted in the 6 - I0

meter waves <127]. In case of a truncation of the wave, the number of the

meteors being observed decreases, as does the duration of their observation

(Chapter 2); at % >(I0 - 12), m, powerful interferences develop owing to

the reflection from various heterogeneities of the ionization in the ion-

osphere. In addition, in the waves of the meter band, a major part is played

by the cosmic noises, greatly exceeding the internal noise of the receiver.

In the range % = 3 - 12 m, the effective temperature of the antenna, corres-

ponding to the upper level of the cosmic and atmospheric jamming, T a _ A2/3 .

The selection of the working length of a wave and of other parameters of

the equipment is discussed In detail in the literature (for example, L33, 111]).

For practical purposes, for measuring the drift of the meteor trails at pulse

power of the transmitter Pnep -I00 kw, the pulse repetition rate F >200 cps,

the galn factor of the antenna Is about 15 - 20, the sensitivity of the receiving

device P _p ZlO'13watts, it is feasible to utilize _ - 8 13 m.

In a measurement of the drift of meteor trails, It is necessary to conduct

a recording of the range to the trail, of the phase-time and amplitude-time

(for finding the height) characteristics of the received signals. Use is made

of the driven sweep with a duration of 0.15 - 0.3 sec. As soon as the signal

exceeds the level of the noise and is recognized by the system for shielding

against interferencep it should trigger the generator of the saw-tooth pulses

of the indicated duration.

The images from the screens of the cathode-ray tubes are photographed on

film. Ordinarily, use is made of a frame-by-frame system of registration,

with automatic control of the fllm feed. Sometimes use is made of the record-

Ing of the amplitude and phase characteristics of the signals on continually

moving film. In thls case, the consumption of film is decreased by way of

the llne-by-line scanning of the signal across a relatively slowly moving

film. In the equipment intended for the study of wind, use is usually made

of measures for recording only the "mirror" arranged trails (see below),

therefore, the second method is unsuitable.

The presence of a large amount of interference of different kinds requires

the _mndatory application of effective measures for shielding the recorder.

In the frame-by-frame system of recording, these requirements are especially

rigid, since each signal received will lead to a spurious activation of the
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camera. The work experience gained during the IGY indicated the feasibility

of the simultaneous application of several types of shielding (in respect to

code, repetition rate and duration of pulse. Success was achieved in using

a system of shielding, utilizing the difference in the spectral composition

of the pulse of a radar set and of the interference <128J. In addition, the

stations for observing the meteors were located far from the sources of in-

dustrial interference, under fleld conditions. The driven condition of the

operation of the equipment, the fairly wide diversity of the forms, occurring

in practice, of the amplitude and phase characteristics of the received

signals, the attempt to obtain the maximally accessible data led to the sit-

uation that the shielding from interference had to be reliable and flexible.

Considerable difficulties are developed during the summer by the atmospheric

interference during thunderstorms and the passage of carrier frequencies

and the harmonics of radio broadcasting stations owing to the reflection

from the sporadic layer, E c_op. At the high latitudes, the intensive reflec-
tions from the polar aurorae are added.

The coherent equipment for measuring the movement of meteor trails by the

radio method consists of: a) a transmitter, b) an antenna-feeder device, and

c) systems of shielding from interference, of a recelving-recording device,

and of an altimeter. Let us consider the functional systems of the devices,

their technical specifications, having taken as a basis the operating equip-

ment at the Kharkov Polytechnical Institute, intended for measuring the drift

of meteor trails.

Transmlttlng Device

The highly-stable oscillations, necessary under the coherent method,

are developed by the quartz heterodyne (Fig. 3.2). The heterodyne operates

under continuous conditions at the frequency of 6.15 mc (frequency of quartz).

On the one hand, it constitutes a master oscillator of a powerful transmitting

device, and on the other hand it comprises a source of a reference signal fed

to the phase channel of the receiver.

The pulse exciter of the transmlttlng device, for increasing the stability

of operation, is separated in an individual unit. It is carefully shielded and

comprises a fully autonomous system. The exciter develops the radio pulses with

a duration of I0 microsecs with a carrier frequency of 36.9 mc. The exciter

consists of three main types of circuits: a) circuits, operating under contin-

uous conditions, b) forming pulse circuits, and c) terminal pulse amplifier of

the exciter. In the continuous conditions, as already noted, there operate a

master heterodyne, a trlpler and a doubler of the frequency. For increasing

the stability of the frequency of oscillations t all these circuits are placed

under eased (favored) conditions; their oscillatory power is low. To the

receiver, a signal with a frequency of 6.15 mc is fed through an attenuator.

The necessity for the thermostatic control of the quartz in effect is

eliminated owing to the short period of the entire cycles transmission-reflection

from tralls-reception.

In the forming pulse circuit, the transformation of the narrow pulses,

entering from the synchro generator, to pulses wlth a duration of I0 microsecs

takes place. This is achieved with the aid of a ]_ipp-relay, feeding in the

OUtDUt the square pulses of positive polarity. From the _dpp-relay, the pulses
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arrive at the pulse amplifier, and from it, as modulating pulses, they
arrive at the output stage of the power amplifier of the exciter, mounted
on the tube GU-29. The oscillations are tapped from the pulse amplifier
by a symmetric cable of type RD - 16 and are fed to the first stage of the
powerful amplifiers ( _I - 30).

Fig. 3.2. Functional Diagramof the Transmitting Device. F=

quartz heterodyne, _MI, 2 = the mul:ipliers; M_= the pulse
amplifier; KP - the Kipp relay; _T the current amplifier;

Y MI, 2, 3, & _ the power amplifiers; _N1, 2 " the power
supply units; _A_ m the unit for the control automation

devices. Key to figure: a) 500 cps + I00 cps from the synchro-

generators; and b) 6.15 mc, reference signal.

The circuits of the powerful amplifiers consist of three two cycle

stages connected in-parallel. The loads in the stages consist of meshes with

concentrated constants, with frequency trim owing to the variation in the

inductance (the frequency trim is necessary during the changing of the tubes

and in other cases). The normal working position of the tubes is blocked,

for reducing the average power of the supply units (the stages _ MI, 2, 3, 4

are blocked in respect to the control grid).

The necessity of avoiding the stray frequency modulatlon of a radio pulse,

which is quite important in the coherent method, requires the intelligent

selection of the parameters L and C of the meshes. The circuits (meshes)

provide a wide passband of the frequencies, by the same token, the time is

decreased for the transient processes at the beginning and end of each

radio pulse. The equivalent resistance of such circuits is low. In this

case, the phase of a large part of a pulse is connected rigidly with the

phase of the oscillations of the master heterodyne. For the indicated con-

ditions of operation, a selection is made of the type of tubes, providing

the largest possible gain factor in respect to power. For example, in the

first stage, GI- 30, with about a tenfold power gain, in the second GM i -

83, with the same gain, in the third, the G- 481 with a controlled gain

factor up to 4 - 5 (in respect to power). The excitation in the last stage

is fed to the cathode oscillatory system. The power at the output of the

final stage can be controlled by altering the anode voltage and attains

about (i00 - 120) kw in the pulse.

Considerable attention should be diverted to the design of the circuits

of the powerful amplifiers, in order to avoid self-excitation and to maintain

the stability of oscillations.
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The basic specifications of the described transmitting device _129] are
as follows.

I) Power in the pulse up to I00 kw.

2) Pulse duration equals I0 microsecs.

3) Repetition rate of the basic sequence of pulses equals 500 cps.

A) Repetition rate of the coding sequence of the pulses I00 cps.

5) Displacement in time between the basic and coding sequence equals 167

microsecs.

6) The shape of the pulse s_ square, the duration of the leading and

trailing edges is less than one microsec.

7) Stability of the amplitude of the radiated pulses during a period of

the feeding emf (0.02 sec) not worse than 2.5%.

8) Momentary instability of the carrier frequency of oscillations about

1o-8 .

Antenna-Feeder Devices

The measurement of the drift is conducted in sequence in two directions_

N- S- and E.W. This requires either rotating antennas or two antenna systems

oriented in different directions.

The attempt to simplify the equipment for measuring the winds usually

reduces to the situation that the azimuthal position of the meteor trail

being recorded is not determined. In the utilization of sufficiently directed

antennas, it is considered that the azimuth of the target roughly coincides

with the azimuth of the main lobe of the dlrectlvlty pattern.

In the meter band, the maximum use is found by the antennas of the "wave

channel" type. If use is made of the single wave channel, the number of ele-

ments is taken at 3 - 5. Usually, we do not take more than five elements

owing to the large sizes of the antenna and the relatively slight improvement

in the parameters of the antenna with an increase in the directors above three.

The coefficient of directed effect of the single channels that are being used

equals roughly I0 - 15. The major error in determining the value of the zonal

or meridional component of the wind velocity owing to the width of the direc-

tivity diagram (the five-element wave channel in a horizontal plane at the

level of three db has a lobe width of 50 degrees) requires the application

of more highly directed antennas. Usually, this is a system of cophased hori-

zontal wave channels, mounted on a swivelling base.

Let us consider both types of antenna. The single wave channel, from

the design concepts and from the convenience of matching with standard cables,

can advantageously be prepared as follows. The basic active vibrator is a

loop-vibrator designed by A. A. Pistol'kors. The passive directors are sepa-

rated by a distance of 0. I _, and the reflector by a distance of 1.172 _ .

The height of elevating the antenna is selected, proceeding from the principal

distribution of the inclination of the orbit of the meteors to the plane of

the horizon (see Chapter 4). The most suitable is the arrangement of the

maximum of radiation at an angle of 35 - 40 degrees. Therefore, it is advan-

tageous to raise the antenna above the surface of the Earth by h = 0.435

(the horizontal vibrator raised for such a height has a radiation maximum

at the angle of 35 degrees). In addition, we can slant at about the same

angle the axis of the wave channel.
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The input resistance of the antenna is about 33 ohms. As a basic feeder,

we can utilize the RK-3 cable with the wave resistance W - 75 ohms. For

matching the antenna with the main RK-3 cable and for the balancing, use is

made of the U-elbow from the RK-6 cable with W - 50 ohms; its length equals

I. The feeder is connected to 1/4 of the length of the balancing elbow.

In practice, to this same section of the elbow_ we connect a short-circuited

reactive loop, the length of which is established experimentally during the

final matching of the antenna.

Proceeding from the conditions of operation, a relatively powerful

transmitter can feasibly be separated somewhat from the recording equipment.

Therefore, we proceed from the presence of two separate antennas, i.e. the

transmitting and receiving ones; in addition, this is the simplest method of

protecting the receiver from "face". The relatively wide directional diagram

of each of the antennas permits us to apply two separate antennas. Naturally,

the use of one antenna is possible, connected to the output of the transmitter

and the input of the receiver through a switching device (segments of the cable

and the gas dischargers).

At the end of the feeder connected to the transmitter's input, we place

a four-wave transformer and a balancing U-elbow. The input resistance equals

about 300 ohms.

In the measurements of the drift, a significant part is played by the

directivity of the antenna in a horizontal plane, the absence of large lateral

lobes, and of a large trailing lobe. Therefore, we strongly recommend the

conduct of a test verification of the directional diagram. The checking can

be conducted with the aid of a soundlng-balloon, fastened on long lines above

the surface of the Earth. To the soundlng-balloon, there is attached a pulse

quartz-crystal transmitter, havlng the same frequency and spectral data as

the main transmitter. Moving the balloon in different points in space and

establlshing its position by optical instruments, we photograph the direc-

tional diagram of the antennas. We can utllize a slow-moving aircraft or

helicopter _126_. Both methods yield good results under a careful preparation

and conduct of the experiments.

The coaxiallty of the directional diagrams of the transmitting and

receiving antennas in various directions can be verified on the basis of the

maximum of the recorded number of meteor trails of the underdense type.

Broadside Array of Eight Wave Channels

To increase the accuracy of measuring the wind velocity components, it is

feasible to employ antennas having a narrow antenna diagram in the horizontal

plane. It is known that if we have n cophased exciting vibrators, separated

from each other by the distance d, the width of the diagram Ae in a horizontal

plane can be found from the equation _130, 131]

(3.6)
As = 0.88 -L- '

If _see next page_
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where L equals the antenna length, and n equals the number of wave channels;

AE is given in r_disns. In the application of the waves I= 8 - 9 m,

we can develop a broadside array from & - 8 wave channels (one rotating or

two systems of broadside arrays in the direction N- S and E.W). At d/l : i,

according to (3.6), the width of the main lobe of the directional diagram

in the horizontal plane equals respectively 16 and 7 degrees.

If we supply the same power to all the channels of the antenna, such an

antenna will have a series of lateral lobes with a slight attenuation relative

to the main one. In this case, the main purpose is to have the possibility of

determining the azimuth of the wlnd velocity component based on the azimuthal

direction of the antenna radiation; this is not accomplished. We can lower the

lateral lobes, having accomplished the supply of the antenna according to the

method of Dol'f-Chebyshev _130_.

The method is used during the application of the individual antennas,

powered in a cophased manner, and arranged along one straight line. For the

chosen number of channels and the distance between them, the method permits

us to compute the law of the distribution of the amplitudes of the current

of each of the channels, at which the relative level of the lateral lobes

does not surpass a prescribed value, while the main lobe has the least

possible width at the given level of the lateral lobes. We should remark

that at the connection of the channels according to the Dol'f-Chebyshev

method, the diagram expands somewhat, i.e. by I0 - 12Z.

An experimental checking indicates the completely satisfactory coincidence

of the design parameters of the antenna (according to the Dol'f-Chebyshev

method) with the data obtained in actual practice.

llOO
Antenna of Altimeter Device

The height of the occurrence of the reflecting area of the meteor trail

is found from the equation

A --=R siJl O, (3.8)

where 8 equals the angle of elevation. The determination of the angle of ele-

vation was conducted during the measurement of the drift of meteor trails in

Hanchester and Kharkov wlth the aid of two half-wave vibrators. The two hori-

zontal vibrators are mounted above a horizontal metal screen at a varying height;

h I =0.5 I , h2 : 0.25 I . The directional diagrams of such vibrators in a

vertical plane are close to those designed. At the selected height of eleva-

tion, the radiation resistances of the dipoles are about the same. We can

demonstrate that if we consider the reception of one harmonic signal E sin _ t

by two antennas, the ratio of the amplitudes of the signals U I and U2 at the
output of the antennas equals Esee next page]
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u sin( hisin0i
U2

/2_ O)sin __-. h., sin

Equation (3.9) usually is represented for the selected antenna system in the

form of the curve sin O= F (UI/U2), based on which we also find the angle of

elevation for each registered meteor. Usually, we record a series of the

ratios of the signal's amplitude_ also for increasing the accuracy, we take

the average value.

The better the reflecting qualities of the surface above which the altimeter

antennas are situated, the closer the calculated angle 8will be to the true

value. We recommend making a metal grid. The horizontal dimensions of the grid

should be such that it would accommodated in not less than one Frenel zone in

the entire working range of the reception angles. The dimension of the Frenel

zone can be estimated based on the following equationsz

b :-: _' sinO' a .... _i]iO-'

where b equals the minor half-axis of the ellipse, a equals the major half-axis

of the ellipse, and h equals the height of the antenna's elevation. It is

important that the surface of the Earth would be smooth and strictly horizontal

(at least, within the limits of the zone).

The meshes of the screen (network) are established according to the selected

transit factor 6, connoting by this:

where P2 equals the Umov-Poyting wave vector, penetrating through the network;

PI equals the Umov-Poyting vector of the wave having arrived from the meteor.
The calculation can be conducted, utilizing the nomograms from LI31_.

In radar technology, the angle of elevation is measured by two methods,

namely by the inclination angle of the antenna, and by the method of the equi-

signal zones. In the meteor measurements, the first method is not popular owing

to the relatively low directivlty of the antennas. The second is also unpopu-

lar because the appearance of a meteor is a random occurrence, and the reflection

exists only for a few tenths of a second. Use is also made of the phase-type

altimeters _209].

For the unequivocal determination of the distance to the trail, a code is

introduced; each fifth pulse is doubled (we can also use a different sequence

of pulses). In this case, in the measurement of the height, one of the antennas

of the altimeter receives the signal of the basic sequence of 500 cps, while

the second receives the signal of the auxiliary sequence of I00 cps. /i01

For increasing the quantity of the meteor trails in which we manage to

determine the height of occurrence, It is feaslhle to employ in the altimeter
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an antenna of the "wave channel" type. The increase in the labor expenditure
for the production, adjustment and matching of such antennas as comparedwith
the sln_le vibrators is fully justified by the long operation of the equipment
installation for measuring the drift of meteor trails (we shortened the necessary
number of hours of measurementsfor a collection of sufficient data).

The amplitude method of determining the angle of elevation is quite simple;
however, it has a considerable disadvantage.

Even under the application of the photograph experimental diagram of each
vibrator, of a qualitative recording of the signals' amplitudes of the linearity
of the amplitude characteristics of the receiver, of the determination of R
with an error of not worse than +2 km, the error in determin_the height is

m

large. Thus, at R _ 200 km2 the error falls within the limits ! (2 - 5) km,
xchile at R _ 250 km, it reaches as much as +15 km.

M

Fig. 3.3.
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Amplitude and Phase Relationships of Signals for Two

Dipoles Located at a Height of 2.07 and 0.44 _.
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Fig. 3.4. Amplitude and Phase Relationships of Signals in the

Antennas of an Altimeter, Consisting of Four Antennas.

The amplitude-phase method of measuring the angle of elevation, developed

in the Kharkov Polytechnical Institute, yields a better accuracy than does the

amplitude method _126]. Let us examine this method.

An increase in the resolving capability in respect to the angle of ele-

vation e can be attained owing to the application of a pair of antennas, of

which one is raised high (h _ 1.5 _ ). In this connection, if we utilize the

ratio of the amplitudes e we derive an ablguity of the solution_ with several

angles of elevatione there will be an identical ratio (the single-valued con-

dition disappears at h > 0.5% ).
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In Fig. 3.3, we have represented the relationship of the ratio Ul/U2 to

sin e for two half-wave horizontal dipoles, where hI = 2.07 _ , h2 = 0.44

[refer to Eq. (3.9)_. In this same figure, we have shown the difference in

the phases between the emf, developing at the output of the first and second

antennas, i.e. &@ I" Within the limits of each of the lobes of the diagram,

the phase difference does not alter, while upon a transition to the adjacent

lobe, it varies jump-like. The lowermost lobes (the wave arrives at a small

angle of elevation) are alwsys cophased.

If we conduct the reception not on two antennas, but on four simultaneously,

the ambizuity of the location of the angle is eliminated. Let us select h3 =

=1.67k) h4- 0.44 I , then U3/U 4 a F (sin 8) has the form shown in Fig. 3.4. In

this same figure, we have plotted the appropriate values of the phase shifts

between the signals of the first and second antennas ( A@ 1 ) and the signals

of the third and fourth antennas ( A# 2).

The height of the antenna's elevation is so selected that in the working

sector of the angles of elevation, we create the maximal resolving capability

of the antenna; in this connection, from the convenience of calculation, the

height-related factor is taken from a whole number of degrees.

A detalled study of the errors in measurlng the heights was made by

B. S Dudnik for the amplitude (AH) and the amplitude-phase methods (APM)

_126_. In Table 3.1, we have listed the pertinent values of the errors for

the various distances A h for a meteor trail (in km).
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Table 3.1

7_Z[

sin @

lOO

0.4

3.2

0.95

120

0.7

4.2

0.79

140

1.3

5.0

0.68

160

1.5

6-3

0.59

180

1.6

7.8

O •53

1

200

1.6

9.5

0.47

220

2.0

11.4

0.43

240

3.0

13.0

0.4

In this connection, for both cases, we assume the same conditions, and we dis-

regard the error of the slant range. For the amplitude method based on a com-

parison of the signals in two antennas mounted at the heights h 2 = 0.2_ _ and

h I a 0.5 _, the dependence of the relationship of the amplitudes of signals

upon the angle of elevation, as is known, Is expressed by the formula

U_ _ 2 cos (2sinO)" (3.11)
U=
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A shortcoming of the amplitude-phase method is the relative complexity:
the application of four receiving antennas, the necessity for recording two
signals, phases and two ratios of amplitudes, and also the need for the ex-
perimental checking of the graduation (calibration) of the altimeter for
the various angles of elevation.

From a design standpoint, the d{poles (or the wave channels) are in-
_alled in pairs on the vertical masts (the first, with the second, and the
third with the fourth). The masts are extended by nonmetallic stays for the
absence of distortion of the structure of the incoming field. The dimension
of the metallic horizontal network is 60 X 60m2. In the measurementof the
drift of the trails in the W-Edlrection, the antennas are arranged at a dis-
tance of 45 m from the western edge of the radar site. The distance between
the antennas is 20 m. During the measurementof the drift in the I_-S direction,
the antennas of the altimeter can be rearranged.

The antenna of the interference-shielding system can be adopted'as single-
type with a receiving antenna. In practice, in the application of a shielding
system according to the spectral composition, it is sufficient to have a half-
wave dipole at the height h I 0.435_ • of which the directional diagram is
oriented in the samedirection as in the working antennas.

Receiving-Recording Device

The transmitting and antenna-feeder devices described in this section

permit us to conduct diverse studies of the meteor phenomena by the radio

method. To a conslderable extent, the scope of the research questions belng

included wlll be determined by the system of the constructlon of the receiving-

recording device.

For the measurement of regular movements in the meteor zone of the atmosphere,

the following types of recordings are required: I) the phase-temporal character-

Istlc of the received signal for finding the Doppler frequencies; 2) the phase-

temporal characteristic of the signal displaced relative to the preceding pattern

by 90 degrees for determining the sign of the radial velocity component; 3) the

recording of the range for finding the height; and 4) one or four recordings

for finding the angle of elevation. The actual number of the recordings can

be reduced by one (the first), since the velocity of the radial component of

the wlnd can be determined based on one of the altimeter recordings. Thus,

from 4 to 7 recordings are needed for measuring the wind at varying height

during the investigation of the wind In one point.

The measurement of the parameters of the turbulent motion In the meteor

zone requlres the development of the extended recelvlng-rebroadcastlng devices

E1293. The circuit of the recelvlng-recordlng installation in the basic point

becomes complicated. Such a circuit (system) Is discussed in Chapter A.

/103

In Flg. 3.5, we have shown the functional diagram of a recelving-recording

device in the application of the amplitude altimeter and of a system of protec-

tion from the pulse-type interference. In this connection, we assume that the

radiation of energy proceeds to the "wave channel" while the reception occurs

In the two dipoles. Naturally_ such a model of the system is not the only one;

however• with Its aldw we can analyze the operation of the entire device. For

example• the absence of an altimeter permits us to increase the statistics of
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the measurements_ and to collect data concerning the movements pertaining

to a certain central area of altitudes (refer to pages 90 - 93).

// - ! ,qMK _,'Y I

/

Fig. 3.5. Functional System of a Receiving-Recording Device for

_leasuring the Drift of Meteor Trails by the Pulse-Coherent Method.

- transmitting device: C F. synchro generator; _- interference

receiver; AK - antenna switching device; A_K- amplitude channel

of signals' receiver; CK - phase channel of signals' receiver;

3 P - triggering unit of time scanning and signals' pulse intensl-

fication; M - indicating device; ¢_- photographic dev_e_

3 _- unit for shielding against interference; uVn - ontrol

unit; A 1 and A 2 - antennas of the amplitude altimeter; A - transmitter

antennas; and A 4 - antenna of interference receiver. Ke! to flgurel

a) 6.15 mc; b) 500 + I00 cps; c) blanking pulse; d) range markers;

e) triggering of range sweep.

The signals from the receiving antennas enter the antenna sw .oh, installed

in the receiving-recordlng stand. The operating pr_nclple of the _witch is as

follows. From the output of one of the antennas, the signal passes freely through

the UHF to the input of the mixer and further through all units of the super-

heterodyne receiver. If the level of the received signal exceeds the level of

discrimination, from the unit for shielding from interference, a switching

pulse arrives, acting upon the pulse circuits of the antenna switch. After its

passage, within 60 m|croseconds, the second HFA (high frequency amplifier)

opens, to which is connected the second antenna; the period of the open con-

dition is 200 microseconds. During this time, there closes automat_cally the

first HFA, etc. The load in both HFA _s common, so that the following trans-

formation, amplification and rectification occur for the signals of both sequences

(500 and I00 cps). As a result_ on the indicator screen, we obtain so to speak

the superposition of one amplitude.time.dependent characteristic upon the other

(with a shift). The ratio Ul/U 2 can be found repeatedly.

We can switch the antennas A 1 and A 2 in a different way [122]. In this

case, the synchrogenerator controls the antenna through which the signals of

the main sequence pass, and the antenna through which the coding sequence passes.

/I04
The superheterodyne receiver should meet many requirements. The passband

is adopted as relatively wide (400 kc) for increasing the accuracy of the range
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reading. The sensitivity of the receiver is limited by the level of external

noises and equals about 6 • 10-14 watts at a signal/noise ratio of 2i]. The

llnearity of the amplitude characteristics of the receiver must be _vided.

The complete circuitry of the receiver for the case of switchi _g the

antennas with a synchrogenerator is shown in Fig. 3.6. After ampliLication

in the HFA, the signals enter the mixer C I. To this same mixer, we supply

through a buffer stage the oscillations of the quartz-crystal heterodyne of

the receiver, preamplifled six times up to 48 mc. From the output of the

mixer, the signal at the IF (intermediate frequency) of II.I mc is _ed to the

amplitude rectifier, and through the vldeo-ampllfler to the range i;,dicator

and to the altimeter indicator. The selection of the circuit for the receiver

and the frequency of the heterodyne is discussed in Chapter 4.

Fig. 3.6. Functional Diagram of the Receiver of the Signals of the

Receivlng-Recording Apparatus for Studying the Drift of Meteor Trails.

_B_ - amplifier of the high frequency signals; P- heterodyne;

y_LI, 2 - multipliers; CI, 2 - mixers; _V_ql, 2 " amplifiers of the

IF oscillations; _- amplitude rectifier; B_I ' 2, 3 - video-ampli-

fiers - _B - phase-converter; _I, 2 - phase rectifiers; _y- buffer

ampllflcation stage. The frequency of oscillations is indicated in

megacycles. Key to flgurel a) from the master heterodyne; b) from

the antenna switch; c) to the indicator of range and amplitude; and

d) to the drift indicator.

The range scanning is linear, type A, and is triggered from the synchro-

generator by a paired pulse. The range sweep is marked with range indications

developed by the synchrogenerator. It is convenient to calibrate the indica-

tions in two scales, e.g. every I00 and 25 km. For increasing the accuracy

of the reading of the distance from the radar set to the trail, it is convenient

to have two range scales, namely a coarse and a fine (vernier) scale.

We have noted that to determine the angle of elevation, in fact the

amplltude-tlme-dependent characteristic is recorded. This occurs in the

following manner. One of the first signals surpassing the discrimination

level,(which is necessary to make regular also in the course of the operation

in dependence on the level of the interferences), triggers the time sweep.
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All of the subsequent signals will be recorded in the form of a series of
patterned pulses.

In the operation at %=8 m, allowing for the average values of the obser-
ved radial componentsof the drift Velocity and also for the convenience of
finding the period of the Doppler frequency and the relationship of the altimeter's
amplitudes, we should select a length of the driven sweep0.15 - 0.25 second.

The sign of the radial velocity of displacement of the trail is found with

the aid of the additional rectifier, to which we feed the voltage of the received

signal with a shift (see Fig. 3.6). To the first rectifier, we feed the voltage

of the reference signal

[_':U.,0COg (.)0_ (3.12)

and the voltage of the signal arriving from the receiver /I05

un = U ..... coso,, It 2(R-+- VR0 ]
L c j' (3.12)*

where R equals range, V R equals radial velocity of the trail's displacement.

At the output of the first rectifier, we obtain the voltage

u.,L :-_ U.,. co_ (9/>t ', q_IO. (3.13)

At the output of the second rectifier, to which the signal un is fed with the

di placement _2, the voltage is developed

u_. -- U,,,_ cos _O.L,_+ q_ "- _-2}"
(3.16)

If the direction of the displacement changes to the opposite, the signals at

the output of the rectifiers are described by the equations

u_,_ .-: U,,.. cos (9._,t- (p._).

u_. --- U,,,B cos (9-L,t -- q_R-- a) •
(3.15)

The variation in the phase by _ of the signal u 82 permits us to determine
unequivocally the sign of the radial velocity component of the trail's dis-

placement.

All the signals received by the equipment are automatically photographed.

In the absence of signals 9 the beams of the indicators are attenuated. As soon

as a signal Is received, in the triggering channel of the sweep, a brightening

pulse is formed. The pulses are utilized for brightening the sweep llne only

during the existence of the received slgDals in order to eliminate the brilliant

exposure of the film after the completion of the reception.
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In dependence on the problem presented, we can either record continuously

the reflections from the prolonged existing overdense trails, accomplishing the

filming in a series of successive frames, or photograph the reflections from

the meteors only in the first 0.15 . 0.25 second. The latter approach is used

more often, since a distorted trail frequently yields a phase pattern, caused

not only by the spatial displacement of the trail. In the changing of the

frames, the beam is attenuated for removing the illumination of the film,

i.e. to the control electrode, we feed a negative pulse which activates the

kipp-relay, triggering the trailing front of the sawtooth voltage of the time

sweep.

For photographing, the standard movie cameras are suitable. The system

for controlling the feeding of the film depends on the type of apparatus.

For economy in using the film, it is advantageous to provide for the control

by hand of the triggering channel, i.e. in the case of spurious activations

from suddenly developing series of interferences, the operator is able to

stop the photorecording.

Let us return to the description of the operation of the receiver (refer

to Fig. 3.67. For finding the drift speeds, as we have already previously

indicated, one should separate the Doppler frequency. For this purpose, in the

receiver there is a unit of the phase rectifier _I" The reference signal

of the master oscillator (6, 15 mc) enters along the cable to the mixer C 2.

For this same mixer, there are fed the oscillations from the receiver heter-

odyne P 1 (B mc). The signal of difference frequency (1.85 mc) is fed to the

multiplier stages, at the output of which the oscillations have the frequency

of II.I mc. Let us also call these oscillations reference ones. Thus, to the

rectifier #_I' we feed two oscillations with the frequency II.i mc differing

only in the Doppler frequency in the case of displacement of the meteor trail

by the winds. From the output of the phase rectifier, the signals are fed to

the video-ampllfier, then to the plates of the indicator, in the phase-time-

dependent characteristics, there occurs a variation in the amplitudes of the

pulses, permitting us to determine the Doppler frequency.

Let us proceed to a consideration of the system of an antenna switching

device and of a receiving device for the case of the amplitude-phase method of

determining the angle of elevation. In Fig. 3.7, we have shown the functional

diagram of such a device. The receiver contains two Iden£ical channels, in

each of which there function two receiving antennas: respectively AI, A 2 and

A 3, A 4. The necessity for the four antennas has been explained above. Let us

describe the operation of one of the channels.

/106

The antennas A 1 and A 2 are connected to the independent units of the

HFA. The operation of the HFA is controlled by the switching square pulses,

being generated by the pulse circuits - KPl, KP2, _, _M. The klpp-relay

KP of these pulse circuits is triggered by the received signal, having reached

the level of discrimination. We have already remarked that the HFA is blocked

In respect to the screen grld for 200 microseconds every 60 microseconds after

the arrival of each signal pulse. Simultaneously, from the phase-lnverter _m

there are taken the same positive pulses, opening I00 times per second HFA 2.

The signals from the outputs of the HFA 1 and HFA 2 enter the common input circuit

of the mixer, CI. In rhythm with the operation of the circuits considered by

us, connected with the antennas A 1 and A2, there occurs the switching of antennas
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A3 and A4. The further principle of the operation of the system is quite iden-

tical with the functioning of the receiver previously described. To the phase

detector, we feed two oscillations at the frequencies 6.9 mc, differing from

each other by the Doppler frequencyand the initial phase angle.

r U .......... ]

I
i i

[L., L'q --- -- j _,'" ILl�

]I .... " I "
_" .n.; _ _ .... j.C. 6..,.....9_'u.,

L J

Fig. 3.7. Functional Diagram of a Receiver with an Amplitude-Phase

Altimeter. _8ql, 2, 3_ 4-amp llfiers of the high frequency signals;

CI, 2, 3 "mixers; _ _I, 2, 3, 4 "amplifiers of the intermediate

frequency signals; 5_ i, 2, 3, 4-video-amplifiers; _I, 2-phase

rectifiers; CO/-heterodyne.multiplier;y_.multipller;_/.buffer

stage of amplification; KPI, 2 - kipp-relay;y-amplifier;

_ - phase inverter; AI, 2_ 3, 4 " altimeter antennas; and

I, 2 - rectifiers. The frequency of oscillations is shown in

megacycles. Key to figure: a) to the height indicator; b) from

the transmitter; and c) from the unit of shielding against inter-

ferences.

The altimeter should be perlodlcally calibrated. This can be achieved

in the following manner. At a certain distance from both systems of antennas,

we set up the horizontal vibrator, to which is connected the standard oscil-

lator on a frequency of 36.9 mc. To the input of the first channel and then

to the input of the second one, we connect A 1 and A3, located at the same

height 0.44 ; the operator balances the amplification. Thereby, a triggering

is developed In order that we can monitor wlth an oscillograph the signals

in the load of the rectifier _I or _2. The adjustment and checking of the

altimeter have been examined in detail in E1263. In the stand of the receiving-

recording device, it is also feasible to accommodate a unit of the synchrogen-

erator, i.@. of the basic control unit of the entire radar set.
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The synchrogenerator develops the control pulses for the master oscillator

of the transmitting device (500 cps + lO0 cps); the blanking pulses (T= 200

microseconds), being fed to the activation unit of the time sweeps and the

brightening of the pulses; the pulses for triggering the range sweep; the

pulses for the distance markers of 1500 cps (lO0 km markers) and 600 cps (25

km markers). The blanking pulses lead all the remaining ones by 45 microseconds.

All of the enumera%ed pulses are formed in the system under study from the

oscillations of the master heterodyne for the frequency of 6 ke. The synchro-

generators can also be built according to other systems.

The phase of the oscillations of the master heterodyne of the synchro-

generator is rigidly coupled with the phase of the supply emf of the power

system. This permits us to conduct synchronously the operation in other sets

operating with the frequency of the network, or a multiple of it (for example,

in the case of the study of the initial radius of a meteor trail, there operates

simultaneously at least two series of stations at different frequencies).

System of Protection from Pulse Interferences

Let us discuss the operating principle of a system of protection from

the pulse interferences, using the difference in the spectral composition of

the working and interfering pulses E128]. From a design standpoint, the

production of such a system can be various, and does not have to correspond

entirely to the system which will be considered by us.

The system contains two channelss a channel HC for the reception of

the useful signals and the channel _, tentatively said to be the channel

for the reception of interference. It is possible to use the same receivers

in both channels.

The receiver HC is a basic operating receiver, tuned to the frequency

_c of the radar set for measu=Ing the drift of the meteor trails. The

receiver of the channel of interferences is tuned to the frequency f@ :

fn = Jc_ f_A_np.

where A _,@. the pass band of the receiver, and k equals the frequency dif-

ference factor. The frequency difference of the receiver is selected exper-

imentally, choosing the best suppression of a given interference. Usually,

k equals 4 - 8.

For practical purposes, the difference in the tuning of the receivers

is reflected only in the reception of the basic oscillations on the frequency

c' in which the signal will be at the output only of the receiver _C. In

the presence of the pulse interference, the signals will be at the output of

both receivers. This is explained by the fact that the spectral composition

of the pulse interference is broad owing to the very diverse form and duration

of the interference.

After amplification, clipping and expansion, the signals from the output

of the rectifier of the interference recelverj _, are converted to negative

square pulses. The amplitude of the negative pulses does not depend on the

level of Interferonces_ it is sufflclent that the interference would exceed

the noise level by 1.5 - 2.5 times (the level |s regulated by the operator).
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The leading edge of a negative pulse practically coincides timewise with the
leading edge of the interference.

The negative pulses are fed to the channel of the useful signal and lock
it for a time span somewhatsurpassing the lifetime of the interference (the
pulse is extended). To avoid the dissimilar delay of the received signals
in the channel of the useful signals and the channel of interference, the
useful signal is delayed for a period of around 5 microseconds. A possible
delay system has been examined in _128].

The protection from the pulse interference (the channel _ and the unit
_i_ _ ) is shown in the functional diagram of a grouping of the equipment for
measuring the drift of meteor trails (refer to Fig. 3.5).

The shielding system permits us to weaken considerably the effect of

the pulse interference, specially those being developed by the ignition of

an automatic machine, by the corona discharge of high-voltage electric trans-

mission lines, the sparking of the generator brushes of electric motors, etc.

During thunder_storms, the system does not provide complete protection from

the effect of atmospheric interference.

Measurement of Drift of Meteor Trails by the Method of Automatic Capture of

the Reference Oscillator (Generator)

/108

The development of a multistage transmitting device In the meter band

with a master quartz-crystal generator is quite complicated. Let us note that

for a long period, in radar practicer it was considered that the observation

of moving targets in general is practically realizable only under the continuous

conditions of the operatlon of the transmitter. Subsequently, the pulse-coherent

method became popular9 and now application is being found for the technique of

the capture of the frequency of the reference generator (strictly speaking, the

latter method can also be said to be pulse-coherent). In the trapping of the

frequency of the reference oscillatorp use can also be made of a powerful

single-stage self-excited oscillator.

The pulse-coherent technique Imposes certain definite requirements on

the self-exclted oscillator, the heterodyne of the receiver and the reference

generator (coherent heterodyne). These requirements can be formulated as follows.

The momentary stability of the frequency of the self-exclted oscillator should

be such that within each successive pulse, the flowing-in of the phase of oscil-

lations owing to the departure of the transmitter frequency relative to a certain

reference frequency, would not exceed small fractions _ (e.g., let us assume

the frequency drift A_ _0.2_), which correspon@F to the deviation in

frequency A_ _ 0.1/T_ , where T,- the duration in seconds of the self-excited

oscillator's pulse. For the pulse durations normally being applied, the

stability of the oscillation frequency of the self-exclted oscillator is

fully achievable. The transmitter should not have a "stray" frequency modu-

lation within the pulse, even with a very low modulation index.

The frequency of the self-exclted oscillator should not change from

pulse to pulse. The frequency drift should comply wlth the inequality A/

0.1/T n , where T n - the repetltlon rate of the self-excited oscillator's pulses

in seconds. Experience indicates that such a stability Is not difficult to at-

taln in the transmitters of average power.
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The basic idea of the considered method of measuring the drift of meteor
trails consists in the fact that the phase of the reference signal oscillator
is trapped by the sonde of the transmitter. At the moment of the arrival of

the reflected signal, the phases of the signal and of the coherent oscillator

are compared. The phase difference obtained corresponds to the Doppler shift.

It is natural that the Doppler shif£ of the phase will be measured all the

more precisely, the more stable the frequency of the reference oscillator.

It should correspond to the inequation A/_ O.I/T_ , where T_ - the time of

the passage of the signal to the target (if there are several targets, then

to the furthermost target) and back, expressed in seconds. Since the frequency

of the reference generator is usually chosen at the level of the lowest

intermediate frequency, it is easy to make the reference generator with the

required s_ability. It is necessary to divert particular attention to the

production of the first heterodyne of the receiver, in which the requirements

for absolute stability are the same as in the reference generator; however,

the frequency of oscillations is higher by one order of magnitude. "Therefore,

the receiver is usually made with a double transformation of frequency, in

which the first heterodyne is not retuned and is based on quartz-crystal, while

the second is not based on quartz-crystal and serves for the final adjustment

of the receiver. Under such a model of the construetion of the system, the

first heterodyne completely complies with the imposed requirements for stabil-

ity, while from the second there is obtained the necessary stability in a

much simpler way.

The pulse of the second intermediate frequency of the receiver, havin_

been received as a result of the effect of the transmitter sonde, is fed

through the strobing amplifier to the generator of the reference signal

(FOC). If the radiated pulse of the receiver has a relatively long trail-

ing edge ("tail"), it is necessary to block the strobing amplifier during

the completion of the plane part of the probe. This is necessary for the

stable capture of the phase of the FOC. In addition, for the reliable capture

of the phase of the FDC for the shortest time possible, it is desirable to

remove its oscillations prior to each probe.

/109
The voltages from the output of the channel of the second intermediate

frequency (IF) of the receiver and of the generator of the reference signal

are fed to the phase rectifier for the separation of the drift. For obtaining

the values of the range to the trail and the angle of elevation, the circuit

should be supplemented in a way similar to that which was done in Figs. 3.5

and 3.6; as compared with the previously examined systems, there is nothing

basically new in the recordings of these values. In addlt_on, the circuit

is supplemented by a system of shielding from the pulse-type interferences.

In the use of the narrow-band receivers, in conjunction with the transmitter-

self-excited oscillator, it is necessary to apply the automatic final adjust-

ment of the frequency. If in this connection, in the set, use is made of the

pulse-coherent method for the measurement of the drift of meteor trails, it

is feasible to operate with a system of automatic frequen_ control (AFC) to

the transmitter. The adjustment of the entire system of the transmitter-AFC-

receiver can be conducted on the basis of the sounding pulse (this is equivalent

to observing a stationary target).
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Both of the pulse-coherent methods of measuring drift of meteor trails

considered by us combine the simplicity of the pulse-type radar systems with

the property of tlle continuous radiation radar sets of determining slight

changes in the frequency of slgnalswhich are being received.

Starting from 1950, initially In the U. S., and then in Australia for

measuring the drift of meteor trails, use has been made of the radar equipment

of continuous radiation. The radial velocity components of the drift are

found based on the Doppler frequency. The receiving point is usually sepa-

rated from the transmitter, which complicates the operation considerably.

The equipment, the technique of measurements and the processing of the

results obtained from studying the drift of meteor trails during continuous

radiation are described in sufficient detail E122, 132], and therefore are

not considered in the present report.

The work experience at Manchester, Adelaide and Kharkov demonstrated

that the further improvement of the radio equipment for investigating the

meteor phenomena should be conducted according to an approach, assuring a)

the high accuracy of individual measurements; b) the sufficiently reliable

data of measurements and c) the complexity of the questions under study.

One of the possible variants of the complication of the equipment

in order to expand the obtainment of the possible scientific information,

is examined in the next chapter. Let us comment that the latest developments

in the equipment (for example, _132, 133_), when use is made of transmitters

with a radiating force of millions of watts_ antennas with high ampllficttlon,

improved recelvlng-recordlng devices with the processing of the information

immediately during its obtainment In the electronic computers, expands consider-

ably the information, and permits us to eliminate the effect of the various

factors upon the results of measurements.

METHODS OF STUDY OF DRIFT OF METEOR TRAILS

Let us consider the procedure for studying the drift of meteor trails

according to the radio observations of meteors.

The parameters of the equipment indicated in the previous section permit

us to obtain during the greater part of the year from 50 - I00 recordings of

meteors in the hours of the mlnlmum up to several thousands in the hours of the

maximum. For various reasons, a considerable part of the recorded reflections

does not permit us to obtain data concerning the drlft_ and only for 20 - 50%

of the recordings is a calculation conducted.

The experience In conducting the measurements of the drift of meteor trails

has shown that the individual values of the velocity and direction of the dis-

placement of the trail are subjected to large fluctuations. This pertains

particularly to those hours of the day when the wind direction is changing.

By way of an example, in Table 3.2, we have presented the mean hourly values

of velocity (in m/sec) of the zonal component for June 196& (Kharkov).

The corresponding diurnal pattern of the zonal component, obtained by

averaging the 3-day measurements (the measurements alternately taken every

day were conducted first in the directlon east.westp then in the direction
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north-south) are indicated in Fig. 3.8. As already noted [Eq. (3.1) and (3.2)7,

in the present report, we have assumed the signs of the components of wind

velocity common in ionospheric investigations--the positive value corresponds

to the eastward direction (for the zonal components) and northward (for the

meridional component).

Table 3.2

Local time, hrs

Date

9 June...
11 June...
13 June...

18719

-_-35
+35
+1o

19--20

-i-24

20--21

--12
--13

+13

21--22

--28
--30
--27

22--23

--40
-29
--33

23--24

--45
--44
.... t3

From Fig. 3.8, it follows that the wind direction varies between 1900

and 2000 hours; for this time, we derive the slgn-varlable average hourly

values of velocity.

I / / \ _' nrs

Fig. 3.8, Mean Hourly Values of Meridional Velocity Component of

Wind in the Meteor Zone. Local time. Kharkov, June 1964.

Positive direction northward.

The many years' measurements of the quantity of meteors, conducted in

Kharkov E134], permit us to plan fairly clearly the required number of

days of measurements for a collection of sufficient data in the afternoon

hours (from 1300 to 2100 hours).

For other equipment, the anticipated quantity can be converted, proceeding

from the formulas for the scattering of radio waves in the ionized meteor trails

(Chapter 2).

In Fig. 3.9, we have shown an example of the recording of reflections from

a meteor trail in the application of the amplitude-phase altimeter. The six

beams are used as follows: one beam measures the range, two beams permit us

to find the ratios of amplitudes UI/U 2 and U3/U 4 [Eq. (3.9)], and three beams

are occupied by the phase.time-related characteristics. The phase-type-time-

dependent curves permit us to determine the cophased state and the antiphased

state of the signals of the basic and auxiliarv sequences, and also the sign
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of the radial velocity component. Let us note that in Fig. 3.9, each fourth

pulse is doubled. We can determine the radial velocity component of the

wind, computing the number of pulses in the period of Doppler oscillations.

Thus, if f- 36.9 me, the repetition rate of the sounding pulses is 500 cps,

N equals the number of the pulses in the period of the Doppler oscillations,

the radial velocity component then equals

UR - 2032/N m/see. (3.16)

The drift velocity in the horizontal direction U can be found based on the

equation

U R 2032
U = co-Y_ = N cos 0 m/see. (3.17)

/III

!:

"f" " ....

i '

t -- i,_,
I _ ",_,_,_,_,, , ', _ t ¸ ". • _

Fig. 3.9. Recording of Reflection from a Meteer Trail. 1- range;
2, 3- amplitudes from four antennas of the altimeter_ 4, 5, 6-

phase-tlme-dependent characteristics for determining the Doppler

frequency, the sign of the radial component and the elimination

of the ambiguity in determining the angle of elevation.

For the selected equipment in the finding of the horizontal component of

the wind velocity, Eq. (3.17) reduces to finding the functional dependence

U - F(h/R, N); for speeding up the calculations, this functional relationship

can feasibly be represented either in the form of tables or in the form of

nomograms. Usually, from the experimental data, we find R and N or L/R and N.

Let us consider the first case| we find based on the photographs the

range R to the trail, and the number of pulses. Taking into account the

various factors, we can find the average value of the height hcp at the working

length of wave _. Thus for A - 8 m, the height hcp z 93 km. Eq. (3.17) for
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2032

the equipment of the KPI in thls instance is converted to U -

N / 1 -(_)_/l_) 2

For an illustration, let us present the part of the auxiliary calculation table,

constructed according to this equation.

In Table 3.3p we have selected those distances for the trail R, so that

at the given fixed value hcp _ 93 km, the variation in the angle 8 amounted

to I degree.

The second case, i.e. the height of the meteor trail, is found by any

method (amplitude, gmplitud_phase). In this case, the argument is comprised

by h/R = sin e and n (Table 3.4).

Table 3.3

N-values

R, kin 45 46 47 48 49 ! 50 51 52 53 54 55

]90
184
179
176

52.0
52.5
53.0
53.5

50.5
51,0
52,0
51.5

49.5
50,0
51.0

51,5

,18.5
49.0
50.0
50.5

47.5 ] 46.5
48.0 47.0
49.0 ,! 48.0

49.5 I 48.5
!

45.5
46.5
47.0
47.5

45.0
45:5
46.0
,i6,5

44.0
41.5
45,0
45.5

,13,0
43.5
44.0
44.5

42.5
43.0
43.5
44.0

/ 112

sin 0
45 ,I5 47 48

0.500 52.0 50,5 49.5 48.5
0,5|5 52.5 51.0 50.0 49.0
0,530 53.0 52.0 5l .0 50.0
0,510 i53.5 52.5 51.5 50.5

I

N- values

49 ! 50 51 52 ' 53
I

I ,14,047.5 ,16.5 45.5 45.0 _
,18,0 ,t7.0 ,1(;.5 -t5,5 I ,1t,5

.1!),0 -18.1) 47,0 .16.0 i ,t5.0
,19.5 48.5 ,t7.5 ,1(;,5 1-15.5

t I

Table 3.4

54 55

,13,0 42,5
43.5 .13.0
.'1,1,0 43.5
,14.5 ,14.0

Other methods of facilitating the conduct of the calculations of the

velocity based on experimental data are also possible.

The position of the experimental points in Fig. 3.8 indicates that the

wind velocity during the day can be described by a Fourier series. As will

be indicated during the discussion, this follows from the physics of the

processes occurring in the upper atmosphere. During the day, the wind velocity

at a sufficient number of measurements for the component E- S or E- W can be

described by the following Fourier series|

' _ " ' _(/ O_)-LV_ ' -' "V V,, 7- V, sin -t_ (t 4.-0_) -;- Vz si_3_- .- ...... s:n %--(! ' 0]), (3 18)

where V o equals the constant dete_-mining the average direction for the day

and the value of the wind velocity; VIV2, V 3 equal the amplitudes of the diurnal,

semldlurnal anti 8-hour harmonicsl t' equals the time of day computed from 0000.
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The time is usually assumedto be local, proceeding from an analysis of the
causes evoking the appearance of the diurnal and semidiurnal wind components.
Let us commentthat in certain reports, the time reading is taken differently,

i.e. for the component N-S from the moment of the direction of the harmonic

wind component to the north, while for the E.W component, it is taken from the

moment of the eastward direction.

The wind velocity in the upper atmosphere is normally measured in m/sec.

The constant component of the zonal and meridional components are found as

the arithmetic mean for the appropriate velocity values. According to the

known values for U o and Vo, we can find the velocity of the transport motion.

If the drift of the meteor trail under the effect of wind is slight, the

full period of the Doppler oscillations can not be separated. In this case,

we compute the variation in the phase angle for a fixed period based on the

phase.time characteristics of the signals being received. The direction of

radio component is found according to a comparison of the two phase patterns.

An example of such a processing of the recording is shown in L123_. Similarly,

there occurs the processing in case of the very brief meteor reflections.

For determining the frequency of the Doppler oscillations, use can be made

of the vector phasometer. Knowing by what angle the received signal will turn

relative to a reference signal and the corresponding time required for this,

based on the photographed sector, we find the angular frequency of the Doppler

oscillations. Evidently, the use of the phasometer can increase the number

of "useful" reflections during the search for the drift velocity of the trail

(in this connection, it is assumed that the conventional phase-time-dependent

recordings are und,_r_ay parallely).

In the determination of the Doppler frequencies, we should discard the

variations in phase ox;ing to the diffraction pattern. If the experimental data

are found by the calculator by way of the visual processing of each recording,

there are selected only the "mirror" reflections and the initial sector of the

phase-time recording (approximately to the first maximum of the amplitude-time

characteristic) is discarded. Let us recall that in the receiving-recording

equipment, provision is made in effect for a single recording of the reflections

from the trail during 0.15 - 0.25 sec (although the trail can exist for several

seconds and more). During this time, the additional reflecting centers in /113

the trail practically do not develop.

During its existence, a saturated trail can alter its form considerably;

the axis of the trail can deflect from the rectilinear by many meters (i.e.,

by many wave lengths during the radio observations). This a result of the

fact that the velocity of the wind in the various sections of the trail is

dissimilar. At the reflections of the radio waves from such a trail, the

received signal consists of several components having various frequency

deviations. The deep feeding of the signal's amplitude takes place.

The main sources of errors in finding the individual values of the drift

velocity of the meteor trails are as follows:

I) The relatively broad directional diagram in a horizontal plane. This

itself does not allow for the presence of various azimuths, at which the meteor

trails are recorded: all the res,lts are considered as pertaining to one of the

four directions, namely N, S, E, W;
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2) The error owing to the inexact determination of the angle of elevation;
and

3) The inaccuracy of determining the Doppler frequencies owing to the

limited number of sounding pulses per second, of the "fuzziness" of the passage

of the phase-time characteristics of the signals through O.

As was noted by V. V. Sidorov, the diffusion of the meteor trail can have

an effect on the errors in finding the drift velocity. Considering the trails

of the saturated and transient type ( e >2.4 • 1012 electrons/cm), it is considered

that the distribution of electrons in respect to radius Is of the Gausslan

type. Then, for the saturated trails, the rate of change of the critical

dimensions, in dependence on the electron density and the height, can change

from 4 to 50 m/sec, i.e. can have values close to the drift velocities. It

should be noted that the relative number of such trails during the measurements

in }(harkov and Manchester was low. The possibility of introducing corrections

into the study of the circulation of the atmosphere in respect to the saturated

trails requires a more detailed study of the distribution of the electron con-

centration.

In theory, on the drift variations, there should be exerted the influence

of the occurrence of resonance, developing during the scattering of radio waves

by the meteor ionized trail. For practical purposes, as the measurements made

in Kharkov have shown (refer to Chapter 4), the role of resonance has been

exaggerated by many researchers, and evidently this phenomenon does not exert

much influence on the experimentally derived values for the velocity of the
trall's drift.

The overall average error of one measurement of the drift velocity during

the application of the described equipment and antennas in the form of single

wave channels comprises about 30%. Let us note that the indicated errors can

be reduced to a considerable extent by complicating the radio equipment. The

application of an angle-measuring base device, based on the measurement of the

phases of the arrived signals, and the staggered antennas permit us to find

the true wind direction L209].

The measurement of turbulences at the height 80 - I00 km can be conducted

during the simultaneous measurement of wlnd velocity in several sectors of

the meteor trail. The appropriate equlpment has been described in Chapter 4.

In the measurements conducted at the KPI, the conditions of coherence included

up to 3 extended points El05].

For an analysis of the Irregular movements In the meteor zone, use is

made of the theory of homogeneous Isotroplc turbulence _135]. The parameters

typifying the turbulent motion are as follows| the pulsation velocity of the

large-scale eddies, their typical dimension L, the time T of disln_egrati_ of

the large-scale eddies, the rate E of advance of energy from the slde of the

external sources, the pulsation veloclty U e of the eddies of the range of

energy dissipation, the typical dimension _ of these eddies, and their lifetime,

t_ . The technique applied for the study of the turbulences in Nanchester and

Kharkov is practically the same El05, 136, 139].
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF THE STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC

CIRCULATION IN THE METEOR ZONE

/ll&

The most complete and systematic measurements of the atmospheric circula-

tion in the meteor zone have been conducted in Manchester (continuous measure-

ments over a period of five years) and in Kharkov. In the analysis of the

motion of the atmosphere, we will utilize these results [124 140 1427. In

the measurements (for 27 mc), having been conducted in Southern Australia

starting from 1952, equipment was used with low effective sensitivity L122_.

As a result, during a day for the analysis of the drift, in all up to 50 o70recordings were made that were suitable for processing [1323 . Such data

not permit us to make sufficiently reliable inferences concerning the movement

of the atmosphere. From 1960, in Adelaide, use was made of quite modern equip-

ment, permitting one to obtain on the frequency of 22.9 mc hundreds of values

of the drift velocity every hour [132_.

:r'l
_'x-" -- "_. ._. _r ._ l // !
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Fig. 3.10. Variation In the Speed and Direction of the Predomlnant

Wind. a- based on measurements in Kharkov from 1962 - 1963; b-

averaged data, obtained In Manchester from 1953 - 1958. I - XII -

numbers of the months in order.

From March 1962 to March 1963, in the KPI, we conducted monthly measure-

ments of the drift of meteor trails [141]. During the observations, we deter-

mined 133,721 individual values of the velocity of the zonal wind component

and 79,536 values of the meridlonal component. In Table 3.5, we have shown

the corresponding results obtained from processing the exDerimental data for

each month. The veloclty of the prevalent wind _o+ __ varies from about

2 to about 30 m/sec. The maxlmum veloclty occurs during the summer months.

As investigations have shown, the results basically pertain to the height of

92 + 3 km.

In Fig. 3.10, we have represented the variations in the velocity vector

of the prevalent wind in the meteor zone based on measurements made from _arch

1962 to _arch 1963 in Kharkov. For comparison, in this same drawing we have

sho_n the analogous values obtained from 1953 - 1958 in Mancheste:. In both

polnts, the equipment was operating on the same frequency and had about the

same sensitivity. Unfortunately, measurements are lacking conducted in Kharkov

and Manchester during the same year.

In order to represent the variations in the velocity of the [_revalent wind

dur|ng several years, in Fig. 3.11, we have presented the values or the velocity
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obtained in }lanchester during five years (from 1954 to 1958). Let us remark

that the results obtained in England permit us to confirm that the solar activity

has practically no effect on the value for the constant component of the wind

velocity. The solar activity is characterized by various indexes of which the

most useful are the relative numbers of the sunspots (the Wolf number). Thus,

in 1954, the number of sunspots comprised 4.4, while in 1958 they comprised 180.8

I_1437. The stategof the ionosphere, including the lower one, change quite

appreciably.

The numerous studies of the upper atmosphere conducted in recent years

with the aid of rockets and artificial earth satellites so far have not yielded

a reliable answer to the question of whether at the height of 80 - I00 km,

there are perceptible diurnal and seasonal variations in the temperature.
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Fig. 3.11. Variation of the Value and Direction of Velocity of

Prevalent Wind Obtained in Manchester. The data pertained basically

to the height of 90 - i00 km. Key to figure= a) m/see.

Such variations are clearly expressedl starting from the altitude of 15O - 200

km and close to the Earth. At the same time, if we compare the results of a

study of the winds conducted in the same point over a prolonged period (such

comparisons permit us to make measurements conducted during the IQSY), we can

note a series of previously unknown phenomena. In Fig. 3.12, we have shown

the diurnal variations of the zonal component of wind velocity, derived in

Kharkov in the same days from December 1963 to April 1964, and from December

1964 to April 1965. It turns out that the diurnal variations (increase or

decrease of velocity) occur practically in the same season in different years;

in this connection, the values of the constant component and of the amplitudes

of the harmonics for the different years may also be different. Thus, in

February 1964, V O - 22.0, V I - 21.9, V 2 - 11.2 m/see, while in February 1065,

V o - I_.7, V 1 . 12.5, V 2 - 7.3 m/see. The initial phase angle both of the

diurnal component % as well as of the semldlurnal _ durlng the year changes

little (refer to Table 3.5); the significant deviations occur usually in not _

more than 2 . 3 months in the year (most often_ this is one of the spring or
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one of the autumn months). For December- Harch 1964 and 1965) el _ 300 -
333 degrees) O2 - 179 - 198 degrees (in January 1964) the angles were 251 and
134 degrees respectively). The ratio of the amplitudes of the basic harmonic
components) i.e. the semidlurnal V2 to the diurnal V1 constitutes:

December January February March April

1963-1964 2.3 1.3 0.5 2.1 2.5
1964-1965 1.9 1.0 0.6 2.8 2.6

These data provide evidence that the value of V2/V1 from month to month
during any year usually varies more considerably than for the same month of

the two adjacent years. Let us note that in February 1964 and in February

1965, there occurred approximately a two-fold increase in the amplitude of

the diurnal component above the semidiurnal; in February - March 1963, V2/V I

equalled 1.0 and 1.3. The results in 1966 differ significantly from the

data in Fig. 3.12.

The results presented in Fig. 3.12 for the same month but separated in

time by one month evidently typify the winds at the same height.

/117

The diurnal variations of the meridlonal component of wind velocity obtained

for the same month in successive years differ from one another somewhat more

than the zonal components. However, even in these cases, we can speak of the

analogy in the variation of the velocity (Fig. 3.13).

In Fig. 3.14, we have shown the values of the amplitudes of the semldiurnal

harmonics of the zonal and merldlonal components. We have taken the results

of the Kharkov measurements for 1962 - 1963 and the English findings, averaged

for five years of measurements El40]. For each of the points, for most of

the months, the amplitudes of the 12-hour harmonics of both components have

similar values. At the same time, In Manchester, from month to month, the

amplitudes of the semldlurnal components changed by about 6 times; in March-

July, the amplitudes of the semldlurnal component equalled about 5 - I0 m/sec

and were less than the values of the velocity of the prevalent wind during

these months. In Kharkov, in 1962 there were registered considerably less

variations, than in Manchester, of the semldiurnal component during the year.

In all, there occurred a three-fold variation in the amplitudes. The ; ipli-

tudes of both components have similar values.

The semldlurnal component of wind velocity can be represented in the form

of a vector. The vector for all of the months (except September) accomplishes

a rotation in a clockwise direction. The shift between the northern and

eastern direction of the semldiurnal component in certain months differs

appreciably from three hours (900). The measurements made in Kharkov do not

permit us to establish any seasonal regularity in the variation of this dis-

placement.

In Table 3.6, we have shown the values of the angle expressed in hours,

by which the northern component of the 12-hour component is ahead of the

eastern one. In this same table, we have included the values obtained in

l_nchester.

/I18
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Fig. 3.12. Diurnal Variations in the Wind Velocity Based on the

Measurements in Kharkov from 1964 - 1965 (Zonal Component). We

have shown the sum of the constant component and four harmonics.

The time is local. Positive direction eastward.

It is difficult to compare the diurnal and the 8-hour components, since

there are appreciable deviations in the amplitudes and phases from the mean

values obtained in both points. Cormnon for these points is the fact that

usually the amplitude of the 24 and 8- hourly components is less than the

amplitude of the more stable semldlurnal component. The displacement between

the northern and eastern components quite often differs significantly from

90o.
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Table 3.5

_aTa D at e

1962

MapT ... : .... :'I_r.c_1.

Anpe3b ...... @_in:il.
Maf_ ........ _v...
HIoHb... .... :J'.uY!e. ,
H_ab ........ Jvd, y:
ABryc_ ..... ku,q'u.S t..
CeI_Ts6pi, . . . ,Sep_6erob.ex •
OKTSI6pb .... tictobar..
HoH6Ob ,'4ovomoer
lleKa6ps .' .';." ;Di;c.'einb.'e.r

1963
_HY,apb " J_rm_aW..
_e_paab......l_e, bru_ry.
_,a pT ...... _.ifl:.r.c I1...

East

Vo V1

---13,4 13.4

--II.9 6.7
16:0 5,0
29.2 7,6

'21.3 3.6
-- 6,6 3,5

15.3 16.3

4.6 I 6.9

16.31 I1,1

5.3 I0.1
i

V2

18,4
15.4

20.0
13.0

17,8
14,5
15.4
22,2
30.0
15,0

14,9
10,5

I

Vs

4,8
6,9
4.7
9.5
2,7
4.9
6.8
5.4
1.7
4,0

8.1
5.7

V4

5,4
2.0
1.7
5,1
0.7
3.9
5.9
2,9
1,2
1,6

6.6
2,3

01 I 02
I

1

15.7 8.4

8.0
14,0 ] 7,1
6.3 8.8

t6.9

15.41 6.5
2o.3 5.sl
134 9.2{
16.1 i 1o.2 I
16.71 9.o I

13,6 11.5

16.6 I0.3 I

13.4 I 9.2

west

03

6.2
6.9
2.2
2.5

8.9
11,9

8.5
8.5
7.0
9.6
9.2
9.8

O_

2,6
2.8
5,1
6.1
3.7
7.1
5,0
5.7
1.6

1,2
3.6
7.5

Uo

5.4
--8.5

6.4
--10.0
-- 4.0
--13.3

0,6
0.1
2.5
6.0

Wl

3.3
1.5
7.7
5.9
6.0
3.1
27
8.0
5.0

I1.9
9.0
8.4

U2

17.4
18 7
18.9
24,0
24. I
18.5
18.0
I0,2
12.7
18,6
18.4
203

._N__o_th- south__

51
1.7
9.5
7.2
7.1
6,7
1.5
2,0
78
2.9

13,8
10.0

U, 01 O_

2.8 7.4 7.3
1.4 11.9 5.3

2.0 11.6 4.95.6 1.9 4,9
4.6 8.9 6.1
4,9 3,7 5.1
5,7 1.7 6.4
2.2 8.7 5,6
4.8 4.1 6, t
4.1 7.2 5.6
3.0 6.8 5.7
3.6 7.4 6.0

03

7.1
7.7
4.5
56
7.4
4.1
4.6
8.7
6.0
7.3
5.6
6.6

04

3.2
7.3
2.6
4,5
3.4
5.5
6.2
2.8
6.4
5.5
2.3
2.9
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Fig. 3.13 Diurnal Variations of Wind Velocity Based on Measurements

Taken in Kharkov in March 1964 (a) and 1965 (b) (Meridional Component).

We have shown the sum of the constant component and of four harmonics.

The tlme is local. Positive direction northward, a) U, m/sec; and

b) time, hours.
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Fig. 3.14. Variation in the Amplitude of Semidiurnal Harmonic

Components of Wind Velocity During the Year. a- Kharkov, 1962 -

1963; b- Manchester, averaged data for 1953 - 1958. I) m/sec;

and II) months.

Table 3.6

___Month

. . Jan..
- : • Feb ; •

.... . NaT _:h'
. -' _pr.lt •

.2... -Nay.
. dune •

Khark_Manch- t
, ° Aester 'l

5.8 3.0
3.7 3.0
1.9 3.0
2.7 2.8
2.2 4.4
3.9 2,3

_on_hh

.Jul_
.-iAugus_.

•, NOV.
j_.l)ec..

Khar- Manch-

kov ster

2.3 0.6
1.4 2.7

--0.6 2.9--3.1
3.6 2.5-3.6
4.1 2.9--3.0
4.4 2.6

Let us proceed to a discussion of the experimental results. As we have

already noted, up to the present time a number of hypotheses have been expressed

yielding essentially a qualitative but not a quantitatlve analysis of the pat-

tern of the winds in the upper atmosphere.

Predominant Winds

Proceeding from the measurements of the temperature at a varying height

in a few separated points around the globe, starting from 1951, proposals

were made of several models of the global pattern of the winds E144 - 1473 .

It is natural that the development of rocket sounding and the observation of

the movements of clouds generated artificially at a great height completely

refuted certain of the proposed models, since at the basis of their construc-

tion, there lles the unconfirmed variation in the temperature with height

(e.g., _147]). From 1963 - 1964, new suggestions have appeared concerning

the winds at a varying height (for example, _148]).

In Fig. 3.15, we have presented the seasonal variation of the zonal

component of the wind, suggested by Batten _144] for the middle latitudes.

This distribution was utilized in a mathematical analysis of the movements

in the atmosphere _148] (see below). It is suggested that the 70 - I00 km /119

layer in winter above the pole is warmer than above the equator, and colder

than in summer. Kellogg [149] considers that this can be explained, proceeding

from the distribution of the atomic oxygen at a various height. As we have
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already commented, in the middle latitudes, we also lack reliable experimental

data concerning the atmosphere at the height under consideration. It is suggested

that a steady (monotonous) variation of the temperature between the pole and

the equator takes place. Kellogg considers that in the middle latitudes in

winter, the temperature is higher than in summer. The meteor data pertain to

a unique type of a transition zone of the atmosphere (90 - II0 km), where

we find the beginning of the molecular dissociation of oxygen, and ionization

quickly increases (with h m 80 . 85 km). The zone is characterized by a devel-

oped turbulence. Yohanskiy [150], having analyzed various data concerning,the

measurement of wlnd velocity considers that the turbulent nature of the move-

ment ceases at the altitude of about I00 - 105 km. This process Is accompanied

by the rapid variation in wind velocity wlth the increase in the height in the

sector 95 - 130 km. In Fig. 3.16, we have shown the mean values of the zonal

wind component. In the winter, the velocity In the meteor zone is slight as

compared with the velocity at another height; in the sum_ner, it reaches 30 - 60

m/sec. If we supplement the distribution represented in Fig. 3.16 to the

height of ii0 - 120 km, as the observations of the sodium clouds indicate, the

wind velocity quickly increases to 120 - 150 m/sec. Starting from a height of

about I00 km, the meridional component equals or surpasses the zonal one.

#--l I I I I I I I I I I F
I i: N_7 V1 _XE_XL_K _XZ_ I

b)h'ec,q:L_:

Flg. 3.15. Zonal Component of Velocity of Prevalent Wind for

Latitude of Location 30 - h0 o. a) h, km; and b) months.

h, _,_

\_, _ o--o ::'N

•, /P

gg ZO "

-_O-O#-IO 0 gO 4/0 FO 80 -gO O 2# ## :a _O

Fig. 3.16. Summer and Winter Values of the Zonal Velocity Component

of the Wlnd Based on Data of Rocket Observations. In addition, values
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are shown obtained based on radio observations of the drift of
meteor trails in Hanchester. Key: a) summer; b) winter;
c) 5lanchester; and d) V, m/sec.

Fig. 3.17. Average Values of the Velocity (Zonal Component) for

July and January (in m/see) _152]. Positive direction eastward.

On the x-axls, the geographic latitude is plotted.

Below this height, usually the merldional component is 3 - 4 times less than

the zonal component (therefore, in Fig. 3.16, we have shown only the zonal

component).

In the reports [150 - 152] for an analysis of the winds in the upper

atmosphere, the results of the atmospheric studies published up to 1964 have

been involved. The corresponding distribution for the zonal velocity compon-

ent of the wind is shown in Fig. 3.17; the authors considered the data per-

taining to the height of about 80 km and more as insufficiently established

(shown by a broken line in the drawing). Let us note that the value of the

wind velocity in July (Fig. 3.17) for the latitude of the location 50 ° and

the height 95 km equals 30 m/sec; the same result was obtained in Kharkov

(28 . 33 m/sec). In January, the constant velocity component changes by

several times from year to year. The maximum difference in the distributions

shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.17 pertains to the height of 55 - 65 km.

The distribution of the winds (refer to Fig. 3.17) permits us to make

certain conclusions. In the winter and summer, at a height of about 80 km,

in the middle latitudes there forms a fairly stable transition _one; below

this height, the winds are westerly_ and above it they are easterly. Let

us note that this is confirmed not only by the meteor observations but also

by the observations of the artificial clouds. During the winter, in the low

latitudes, the zonal component _s directed westward _152_.

The suggested pattern of the seasonal variations of the winds up to a

height of 120 km (at the latitude of 30 ° ) is represented in Fig. 3.18 _152];
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up to a height of about 80 km, the distribution is based on many experimental

results. The stable wind directions are observed at the height between 30

and 80 km; in the winter, these are easterly winds, while in summer they are

westerly.

For the meteor zone (900 . lO00 km), the movement in the easterly direction

is the basic one from May to November (Fig. 3.17)9 and in a westerly direction
from December to April. For the latitude 50°_ such a circulation of the

atmosphere was not confirmed. In reality, the results (Fig. 3.19), obtained

in Kharkov in 1962 and in the period of the IQSY, testified to the principal

motion in southeasterly (summer period) and easterly (autumn-winter period)
directions.

h, km

20.....
""\ %0.. %%\,%

" -I

<sO4_ _ ] \ -___j \', _ _o_.__._ .,-

Z 27" ._ fP" F 27" 1_ 177rT"sZ f 27 ZE Z

) Hccm#_z

Fig. 3.18. Average Monthly Values of Wind Speed. Geographic Latitude

30o [152]. Positive direction is eastward, a) months

The diurnal wind speed values presented earlier (refer to Figs. 3.12 and

3.13) for various months indicate that the diurnal variations exceed consider-

ably the seasonal ones (see Fig. 3.19), and evidently the latitude ones (refer

to Fig. 3.17). This is also indicated by the results of observing the artificial

luminescent clouds (Fig. 3.20); four experiments were conducted on 3 December

1962 from 1720 hours to 2245 hours in Eglln (30°N, U. S.) [152].

From year to year, as follows from Fig. 3.19, we find a fairly high fre-

quency of repetition of the results. Unfortunately, as we have already

commented, few reliable values of the temperature were obtained for the

meteor zone. Particularly scarce are the data for the height starting about

from 70. 80 km (height of elevation of the me%eorologic_rockets) and up to

about 200 km (the lower height of movement of artificial earth satellites).

/122
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The rate of the constant transport motion has a quite definite nature of

variation during the year. Therefore, Kokhanskiy, considering the geo-

strophic nature of the wind in the meteor zone considers that the temper-

ature above the pole varies periodically, colder in summer and winter and

warmer in the remaining time _150].

Fig, 3.19. Meridlonal (Top) and Zonal (Bottom) Components of

Predominant Wind Speed. Kharko_, 1962 and 1964. a) U, m/sec;

b) V, m/sec} and c) months.
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•"},/_M
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720 ;" _l

/ /till #
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b.)v,Mlce.

//0
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I

/50

Fig. 3.20. The Zonal Wind Velocity Component Determined Based on

Observations of Artificial Luminescent Trails on 3 December 1962.

a) hi km) and b) V) m/sec.
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Evidently we can consider that the observed displacement of the upper

atmosphere is the result of the constant transport motion of the semidiurnal

and diurnal harmonic components (tidal components); it also occurs owing to

the internal gravitational waves assumed by Hines L153_. A hydrodynamic

consideration assumes a broad spectrum of such waves at any height above

50 km. The main types of waves reach their maximal manifestation in the E-area

of the ionosphere.

Kokhanskiy attempted to determine the individual velocity components.

Based on observations of sodium clouds, for the height of around 95 km, he

found that the wind speed, owing to the wave motions_ equals about 40 m/sec,

while the speed caused by other reasons is around 50 m/sec _152] .

The observations of the sodium clouds were conducted in the twilight or

predawn hours. This decreases considerably the value of such measurements for

revealin_ the diurnal and semidiurnal components.

Let us return to the data shown in Fig. 3.20. The wind speed at a height

of around 105 km reaches 200 . 300 m/sec; the role of the semidiurnal component

at this height is appreciable. The variations in wind speed with height are

different in different months. In the report L152_, the authors consider that

one of the possible reasons for the diurnal variations in wind speed is con-

stituted by the pressure waves (induced by the Sun), moving around the surface

of the Earth. Assuming the extremums induced by the Sun from 1400 to 1600 and

from 0200 to 0400 hours_ Kantor and Cole conclude that in December, we can find

maximums of a westerly wind at a height of around 112 and 103 km respectively,

while the easterly maximums are found at 104 and 95 km; the variations in the

height of the maximum are around 8 km. Similarly, in May the eastern wind max-

imumwill occur at a height of 116 and I04 km (the diurnal variation of the

height of the maximum is around 12 km). The night (nocturnal) compression of

the atmosphere and the daily expansion can explain these significant var_a_;o[Ls

in the position of the wind speed maximum in the eastern and western directions.

At a different latitude, the variation in the position of the pressure sur- /123

faces can occur at a varying rate. In the opinion of the authors, the internal

gravitational waves and the tidal movements, superimposed on these diurnal

pressure waves can explain the variations in the phase and amplitude of the

vertical waves and the digression from the geostrophic nature of the winds.

For an explanation of the diurnal variations of pressure, as an analysis indi-

cates _152], it is necessary to assume that in the meteor zone, there occur

systematic changes in the temperature during the day. In Fig. 3.21, we have

shown that the corresponding law of the variation in temperature with height

for January and a point at the latitude of 45 ° . The pressure distribution

was found according to the barometric formula. Then, considering the wind

to be geostrophic, we determined the values of wind speed. For the conditions

indicated in Fig. 3.21, the zonal velocity component at a height of around

95 km equals 25 - 40 m/sec, and is directed westward. This was not confirmed

by the Kharkov measurements conducted in January 1964 and 1965 (refer to

Fig. 3.12).

The anomalously high value of the semidlurnal wind speed component in

the meteor zone in a number of reports is explained by the atmospheric reson-

ance (for example, E148_ 154]). After a refinement of the values of the atmos-

pherlc temperature at a varying height_ the period of oscillations was not

derived as equalling 12 hours [148].
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Fig. 3.21. Temperature Profile According to E152] for the Point

45°N, January. I- days and 2- night.

A further experimental and theoretical study of the winds in the upper

atmosphere is required. It is especially important to obtain reliable statis-

tical data for the meteor zone for each hour of each day.

DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION AND OF HEIGHT

OF THE HOMOGENEOUS ATMOSPHERE

According to the radio waves reflected from the meteors, we can find the

coefficient D a of ambipolar diffusion associated with the pressure and density

of the atmosphere; we can compute the height H of homogeneous atmosphere, the

atmospheric density D and pressure p. Such studies have been conducted fairly

extensively in Adelaide and especially in Manchester. Reports are available

in which it is indicated that in the processing of the experimental results

of the observation of meteors by the radio method, we get contradictory data

concerning the atmosphere, disagreeing with the rocket-based data (for example,

E95, 155]). The physical factors operating during the scattering of the

radio waves in the meteor trails complicate so much the interpretation of

the experimental results that the apparent simplicity of obtaining information

by such a method concerning the processes in the upper atmosphere is to a

considerable extent lost.

/124
Of all the recorded reflections from the meteor trails, we first select

the amplltude-time-dependent characteristics, having an exponential law of the

attenuation of amplitudes. This is done with the aid of a set of graphs,

precalculated at a working value of wave length A for various Z-values (curves

are drawn for log D a - 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, etc). In Fig. 3.22, we have shown the
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results of such a processing of the observations of the sporadic meteors
during five days (night hours, September). The measurementswere conducted
in Kharkov at X_ 8.13 m; the height was found by the amplitude-phase method.
The meansquare error of a single measurement of height 8_comprises Z 2.7

km. In all, around I000 values were recorded. The spread of the points

near any value of log Da, having the height h l, h2..., is tentative; it

indicates how many meteors were recorded for a selected height with the

same time constant of amplitude attenuation.

Based on experimental points, the linear dependence log D a t F(h) can

be found: a) by way of seeking each value of log D a of the average value
of the height _95_, and the subsequent drawing of a straight line through

such averaged points; b) by way of finding the averaged points with a pre-

liminary consideration of the error in the measurements of height A h and

A log D a _155_; and c) by way of finding the average value of the height

based on n of the experimental results, obtained in the limits of variation

in height from (h I - A h) to (h I + A h); in this connection, the mean value

of log D a is found by averaging all of the log Da-values occurring within

the indicated limits of variation in height. Let us note that the first

approach of processing (a) is incorrect, since therein, we assume the absence

of error in the experimental determination of D a. Paradoxically, the specific

value of H, obtained by such a method coincides with the value found theoret-

ically in the application of rocket data concerning the temperature of the

atmosphere.

The wide scattering of the experimental points (refer to Fig. 3.22) once

again testifies that we can never determine the height of the occurrence of a

recorded meteor based on the time constant of the drop in amplitude (such

determinations were conducted in Manchester, in which it was confirmed that

the measurement error for the height comprises _ 3 km _95]). A comparison

of the log Da-values obtained by us for various h-values with the similar 1125

ones obtained in Manchester _95_ and Adelaide _156], indicates that the spread

in the values is large in all of the measurements. We contment only that the

parameters of the equipment, the technique of recording the reflections in

Kharkov and Manchester are quite similar.

In Fig. 3.23, we have shown the same values as in Fig. 3.22, only we have

allowed for the distortion which is introduced by the terminal velocity of the

meteor's motion; we have left only the results with A _<0.5, where A 8_D_]/R

Hence, i% is natural that in this connection, we found a rapid decrease in

the quantity of data with a high diffusion factor at a considerable height.

The total number of data decreased by about half. With an increase in A,

the position of the first maximum of the diffraction curve varies appreciably,

while the position of the remaining maximums remains almost without changes.

Now, if we conduct the calculation H _ dh/dlnDa, it is natural that its value

will be exaggerated as compared with the pertinent value found in Fig. 3.22.

In Fig. 3.23, most of the meteors are charaoterized by A- 0. I - 0.4.

After the screening of the curves having _ <0.5, there remain many exper-

imental points with a high value of log D a at a low altitude. One of the

reasons for such a distribution may be the resonance effect. It is known that
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when the vector of the electric field of an incident wave is perpendicular
to the axis of the meteor trail, the resonance of the plasma can develop.

As a result, the amplitude-time-related characteristic yields an exaggerated

value of the diffusion factor. The resonance dispersion is manifested during

the reflection of radio waves by the trails of the underdense and transient

types. ':

Fig. 3.22. Experimental Values of Log Da, Obtained for the Exponen-

tlally Attenuating Amplltude-Time-Related Characteristics (Kharkov).

D a was determined based on the time constant of reduction in the

amplitude. The height of occurrence of the reflecting area was measured

by the amplltude-phase method _- 8.13 meters, a) log Da, cm2/sec;

and b) h_ km.

For an estimation of the frequency of appearance of the resonance effect

during the random orientation of meteor trails relative to the polarization

plane, we conducted the following experiment _157]. We used two autonomous /126

transmitters, having about the same parameters (similar to those described in

this chapter). The repetition rate of the pulses being generated by each of

them is 500 cps. Both systems operated from a common synchrogenerator, wherein

the pulses were radiated with a displacement of about I00 microseconds. One

transmitter operated on a vertlcally-polarlzed antenna9 while the other operated

on a horlzontally-polarlzed antenna, with the aid of which the investigations

of the meteors were conducted daily.

The reception was conducted on one receiver having separate switching HFA

to which we connected the vertical and horizontal antennas. The photographic

recording was conducted on one beam, which at the high repetition rate (500 +

+ 500 cps) permitted us to determine easily the mutual position of the maximums

of the diffraction curve, and also the polarization ratio of the signals' amp-

litudes. The receiver had a linear amplitude characteristic in a wide range

of amplitudes.

The experiment conducted by us indicated that the presence in the values

of a time constant of the damping of the amplitudes of the signals received in
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the antennas with a varying polarization in individual cases attained up
to 2 - 2.5-fold. Thls occurred at a height h less than 92 km. The time
shift between both curves either was lacking or in most cases did not exceed
one pulse.

o

Fig. 3.23. Experimental Values of Log D a at Varying Height, Obtained

for Exponentlally-Attenuating Amplitude-Time-Related Characteristics

with A < 0.5 (Kharkov). The selection was conducted based on
the values presented in Fig. 3.22. a) log Da, cm /sec; and b) h, km.

The observation of the sporadic meteors demonstrated that for the under-

dense trails, approximately in 10% of the total number of recorded trails, the

polarization effect was revealed. It is possible that it is specifically such

a type of distortion of the amplltude-tlme characteristics that led to the

situation that at the height of 80 - 90 km, there are trails with log D a = 4.9 -

5.0 (refer to Fig. 3.23).

The wide spread in the values for log D a and h is sometimes explained by

the effect of the winds. Let us discuss this question. One should distinguish

the effect of the regular and the irregular motions of the atmosphere. If the

wind velocity V 6 does not depend on time, the form and the value of the ampli-

tude-t|me dependence does not change; the diffraction pattern displaces in time

as an entirety. In [70], it is shown that the displacement of the amplitude-

time characteristic equals t o - RoV B /V 2. This occurs practically during the

registration of almost all of the meteor trailsp and on this is based the measure-

ments of the drift based on the Doppler frequencies.

It is much more complex to estimate the effect of the turbulent wind. It

is known that the variation in the speed of a turbulent wlnd reaches about i00

m/sec, km. At such high velocity gradie_hs, there can develop the displace-

ments of the point of specular reflection; the amplltude-tlme characteristics
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of the signals change; and the maximumsand minimumsof the diffraction curve
are displaced. The specific case whenthe wind velocity changes linearly
alonR the trail is considered in L158]. The manifestation of the recording
of signals in which the exponential law of the variation of amplitude is
still retained, but the time constant varied under the effect of eddy motions,
is practically impossible. Let us Commentonly that in the observation of
the meteors for_ _ 8.13 m, we recorded the s_gnals _Jt:h a time constant most
often of 0.04 - 0. i sec, while the meanvalue of the gradient of the turbulent
wind comprises in all I0 m/sec, km (according to the experimental data, the
wind gradient above 36 m/sec km occurs in about 7%of the cases, while above
72 m/sec, km, in about 0.6%of the cases). In addition, with a large number
of measurements,we can basically expect the effect of the turbulent wind
upon the spread in the values, and not on the final averaged values for log
Da and h.

The significant errors in the nature of the experimentally obtained values
for log Da at a varying height h are introduced by the inclusion of the results
(refer to Fig. 3.22 and 3.23) of the transient type of meteors. The percentual
content of the numberof such trails depends on the effective sensitivity, the
eq_!ipmentbeing used, and the wave length. In Fig. 3.24, we have represented
the experimental values for A # 0.5 for the trails only of the underdense type.
A comparison of Figs. 3.22 . 3.24 graphically shows how, from the exponential
characteristics of the signals, there remained in all around 200 values.
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Fig. 3.24. Experimental Values for Log Da, Found According to

the Meteor Trails Only of the Underdense Type. For all of the

amplltude-tlme characteristics A,_was determined by three methods,

based _n the time constant and the diffraction patterns, a) log

D a, cm=/sec

Let us discuss further certain causes leading to the situation that the

observed distribution by height of the exponential amplltude-time-related

characteristics differs from the actual one. The studies conducted by us of

the initial radius r o of the meteor trail indicated that owing to the high

value of r o at a considerable height, it is impossible to obtain reflections

from the trails of the underdense type. Only a slight part of the meteors,

flying into the upper layers of the Earth's atmosphere with a velocity of
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about 50 km/sec and above is recorded during the radar meteor observations.

The upper limit of the possibility of observation for I _ 8 m of the under-

dense trails equals about I00 km.

In the upper part of the meteor zone, a certain distorting effect on the

law of the variation of the amplitudes of the signals reflected from the meteors,

is exerted by the magnetic field of the Earth. It is possible that in the

scatterin_ of the values for D a and h, an effect is also exerted by certain

diurnal var_atlons in density, variations from day to day (usually the

experimental data are combined for several successive days, sometimes weeks

or months).

Let us proceed to a discussion of the experimental results.

Reports are available in which according to the D -values obtained at a

varying height, there are derived the average values o_ the diffusiQn factor,

and of the fluctuation in the atmospheric density; inferences are made concerning

the laws of the diurnal variation Da, d _/ _, H. The analysis is extended to

a wlde range of the variation of height, i.e. from 85 to 105 km. The review

conducted above by us of the effect of the various factors indicates that evi-

dently one can by no means be limited simply by a consideration of the error

involved in determining h and D a and change based on a comparison with the

previously adopted procedure of processing, the same experimental data as this

was done in [95, 155]. Firstly, in these reports a rigorous screening was not

conducted of the underdense trails and the distortions were not considered

which develop owing to the terminal velocity of the meteor and the high speed

of expansion of the trail. Secondly, the data similar to those represented /128

in Fig. 3.22 and 3.23, will always yield an exaggerated value for the height

of the homogeneous atmosphere. At _m 8 m at a height less than 90 - 92 km,

in the results increased as a result of the resonance phneomenon, there enter

the Da-values (the time constant of the amplitude's attenuation decreases).

At a height above 95 km, the notlceability of the meteors disappears; by the

same token, there are automatically excluded the high values for the diffusion

at a great he|ght; based on the spread In the experimental data at this same

height, the slowlyattenuatl_g amplitudes lead to a depression of the pertinent

averaged values for D a" High values for D a lead to an increase in &. At

the values 0.5 < A <1.5, the reflection from the trail first has a specular

nature, and then converts to the so-called head echo.

The procedure used in processing the data has a considerable significance.

lle should never select for analysis of the diffusion the data based only on

the time constant or should we use the slow scanning. As a rule, in this con-

nection, a large number of the reflections from the trails of the transient

type will be assumed as reflections from the underdense trails. A trail can

be in the first maximum (or the first and several of the succeeding ones) of

the transient type, and then can approach an underdense one. _ constitutes

a quite important value, characterlzlng the law of the variation of the amp-

litude-time-dependent characteristic, and without its utilization, the

sampling of the data will always be ineffective. With the inclusion in the

results of an analysis of the data concerning the trails of the transient

type, we have also dealt in the report E159_. In an analysis of the values

of the initial radius r O, in report L963, it was found that r O does not depend

at all on the velocity of the meteor and depends only slightly on diffusion;

the values of the initial radius were obtained for h > 95 km as depressed
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values. It is understandable that if we attempt to find experimentally r o
for the underdense trails, we will obtain ro u 0; the trails with the linear
density _ z lOl2electrons/cm, as is clear from the definition itself, occupy

a certain intermediate position between the unsaturated (underdense) and

saturated trails.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 3.24 also do not permit one to

find s.lf_ic_u_:ly reliable values for the height of a homogeneous atmosphere.

In addition to the resonance effect, upon the dependence log D a = F(h), being

found experimentally, an effect is exerted by the slight noticeability of the

sl_ meteors; this is reflected in the spread of the Da-values in case of low

h-values.

Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that based on a series of experimental

values of the diffusion at a varying height, we find the height of the homo-

geneous atmosphere only with considerable difficulty. For determining the

parameters of the atmosphere, the properties;of the meteors must be sufficiently

understood. Evidently, so far we must be content with calculated values.

The height of the homogeneous atmosphere is calculated from the condition

2h,--h_. :

_ -- HI e

where ttl, h 2 equals the height,of the homogeneous atmosphere for h i and h 2

respectively; _I and _2 equal the densities of the atmosphere for h I and h 2.
In the calculation, it is assumed that there occurs a steady variation in the

}{-value with the variation in the height of the atmosphere. For the height

h - 95 km, H varies from 5.4 to 6.8 km. Can we obtain a value of the diffusion

factor based on the meteor data? Evidently, we can at _ - 8 m in the narrow

height range h - 91 - 93 km, where the distorting factors have the least

effect upon the experimental values of the diffusion factor.

In Table 3.7 based on the data in Fig. 3.23, we have presented the values

for log Da, found based on the linear emplrlcal dependences, constructedz
a) without allowance for the error in the determination of diffusion, b)

assum-ingAh = + 2.7 km, AD a zO.3 D_ (in analogy with L95]). In addition, / 129

for the sector--of the height 92 + 2.9 km, we found the average values for

height h and log D a (signified by "8" in the table).

Type of

calcula_i,

h to_D a Type of

m_ ............................ calcul__i_

92.0 4.73 B
92,0 4.64 a
92.9 4.76 6
92.0 4.73 B
92.0 4.71 I

h i o F. Da

__ll .......................

92.1 4.72

92.0 4.73
92.0 4.73

As follows from the data presented, all the methods for finding the

diffusion factor yield similar values for h - 92 km. In the utilization

of the temperature and density of a standard atmosphere, the calculated

value of log D a for h - 92 km, we obtain 4.5.

Table 3.7

Let us comment that based on the experimental data presented in report

[ 1553, for the night hours in January-February 1959, at the height h - 92 km,

loz Da 14.66; the value of log D a was found with allowance for the errors in

&h and Da. In an earlier report by Greenhow and Neufeld LI60], for h = 93

km, log D a - 4.7.
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CHAPTER 4

ORBITS OF METEOR BODIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF METEOR MATTER IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

MEASUREMENT OF THE VELOCITY OF METEORS

The radar observationspermit us to determine both the velocity as well

as the position of the meteor radiants, a knowledge of which is required for

computing the orbits of the meteor bodies. Currently, in the radio observations

on the waves _4 m, the velocity of meteors is usually found by the diffraction

method which was described in Chapter 2. In this connection, we find one value

of the velocity referring to the moment of passage by the meteor of a point of

the specular reflection in th_ trail.

In the case of extremely brilliant meteors, in addition to the basic spec-

ular reflection of radio waves, from the ionized meteor trail, we can observe

a weaker reflection from the head part of the trail, the so-called "head echo".

If the meteor velocity v remains practically constant, the range R of the head

echo varies with the time t according to the hyperbola

R _ = R_ + v_t _, (4.1)

where Ro is the shortest distance to the trail. According to the curve "range-
time", we can determine the meteor velocity. This method was first applied

by Hey?Parsons and Stewart [161] during the observations of meteor range of

the Draconids in October, 1946. They were able to measure the velocity of

22 meteors. Subsequently_ the'Yange-timd'method was developed by McKinley

and _lillman [162] and was applied for measuring the velocities and braking

of meteors.

During the observations with the standard meteor radar sets, the per-

centage of meteors for which success was attained in measuring the velocity

by the "range-time" method is about I000 times less than that attained by

the diffraction method. Therefore_ the "range-time" method can not compete

with the diffraction method in the statistical measurements of the meteor

velocity. Howeverp the diffraction method with the utilization of one receiving

station (set) yields a velocity value only in one point in the trail, and

does not permit us to measure the braking of the meteors. By the "range-time"

method, there can be obtained the variation of meteor velocity during the entire

period of visibility of the head echo. In recent years, in a number of meteor

observatories [133_, radar sets have been developed, including several dis-

persed receiving points; this permits us to measure by the diffraction method

the velocity in several points in the trail and to compute the braking of the

_teors,
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In the case of observations conducted with very powerful radar sets on
the waves %_2 m, the reflected imagesfrom the ionized meteor trails are
recorded relatively rarely, and the main type of meteor reflections has
becomerepresented by the head echos. At a sufficiently power of the radio
set, even on the waves %<I m, by the "range-time" method during an hour
of observations, we can measure the velocities of dozens of meteors. In
1961, Pettengill [163], on the frequency of 440 mc measured the velocity of
several hundreds of meteors in the Perseids meteor shower. The average value
of the velocity proved to be 62.5 + 2.5 km/sec, which is close to the velocity
of the Perseids, obtained from the photographic observations.

/131

STATISTICAL METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF METEOR RADIANTS

The methods of finding the meteor radiants according to the radio observa-

tions can be divided into statistical, which permit us to measure the coordinates

of the radiants of the meteor sh_ers or the average radiants of groups of

meteors, and the methods of finding the radiants of individual meteors. A]_

of t_e st:at_stSc;_l n_ethods utilized the property of the specular state of the

reflection of radio waves from the ionized meteor trails.

The "Quantity-Time" Method

In 1945, Hey and Stewart _164_ determined for the first time the coordinates

of the radiant of the meteor shower 6Aquarids according to radio observations.

Use _as made of three radar sets on the frequency of 73 mc, dispersed for a

distance of more than I00 km. The axes of the directional diagrams of the

antennas intersected at one point at a height of around i00 km. Comparing

the diurnal pattern of the quantity of meteors in three radar sets and con-

sidering the specular state of the reflection, we were able to compute the

coordinates of the radiants of the meteor showers, which yield a perceptible

increase in the quantity of the meteors being recorded as compared with the

frequency of the background of the sporadic meteors. Since during the

measurements, use was made of antennas with a wide directional diagram, the

accuracy of finding the radiant of the shower proved to be low (_ I0°).

This method has not received further development (mainly because it requires

the use of three simultaneously functioning radar sets) and currently it is

only of historical interest.

The McKinley and Millman Method ("Quantity-Range")

In the observation of the Draconids meteor shower in 1946 [165, 166],

we observed the variation in the range of the main mass of the recorded

reflections during the diurnal motion of the stream's radiant. The range

increases with a decrease in the zenith dlstance of the radiant. Comparing

the distribution of reflections accordlng to range, derived for each hour

of observatlons in the period of action of the shower, with the corresponding

distribution in successive days, when the shower was lacking, for each hour,

we can obtain the minimal value of the range of the meteors in the shower

(Rmin). Assum_ing that for the meteors in the shower, all of the points

of the reflection lle at a certain average height ho, based on the value of

P_in, let us find the zenith distance of the radiant:

sin z - ho/Rmi n. (4.2)
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Having constructed the dependence of z on time, we can find the moment

of the culmination of the radiant, to which there corresponds the minimal

z-value. I[nowing the zenith of the radiant in the upper culmination and

the moment of culmination, we can readily find the equatorial coordinates

of the radiant.

HcKinley and }1illman [162] estimate the accuracy of determining the

position of the radiants ! (2 - 40). The method was applied to the measurements

of the coordinates of the radiants of large showers: the Geminids, the

Quadrantids and others _162, 167]. In this context, use was made of additional

criteria for the establisl_nent of the belonging of the meteors to a shower,

i.e. the similarity of the velocities, the appearance of reflections typical

in duration in the period of the optimal visibility of the shower.

The "quantity-range" method can be utilized successfully in the observa-

tions of the large isolated meteor showers and is not suitable in t_e case of

the simultaneous effect of several faint showers. The problem of detecting

the showers becomes even more complex, if additional selection criteria are

lacking.

/132

The Clegg Method ("Time-Range")

For measuring the radiants of the meteor showers, most extensive use is

made of the technique suggested by Clegg [168_ in 1948. The method is based

on a study of the variations in the range of reflections during the passage

of the shower radiant in the field of view of a pencil-beam antenna, which

is orient_d at a small angle to the direction toward the east or the west.

According to (2.1), the relative sensitivity of a radar set for the

direction characterized by the angle of elevation _ and the azimuth A, is

proportional to the value K (D , A):

K(%A) = O(,p,A) (4.3)

where G (_, A) equals the directional coefficient of the antenna. If we

assume that all of the points of reflection for the meteors in a given

shower fall in a very narrow range of altitudes near a certain average

height ho, the slant range R is unequivocally connected with _(in the

transition from_to R, it is necessary to allow for the curvature of the

Earth's surface). Let us draw on the horizontal surface at the height h o

the lines of equal values K (_ , A), starting from a certain minimal value

]<min (the left-hand part of Fig. 4.1, a, b; point o is located above the

radar set).

From the condition of the mirror state of the reflection, it follows

that at the given position of the radiant of a shower in the celestial sphere

of the trail of the shower meteors, there will be reflected back to the radar

set only the radio waves being radiated in a plane perpendicular to the

direction of the radiant, i.e. in the echo-plane. In Fig. 4.1, a, SI, $2,

S 3 are the trails of the echo-plane on a horizontal surface at the hel;_ht ho,

correspomdlng to the dlrectlons for the radiant RI, R2, and R 3. In the diurnal
mot}on of the radiant through the celestial sphere, the trail of the echo-

plane will occupy the successive positions SI, S 2 and $3. The initial reflections
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from the meteors in a f_Iven shower will be registered at that moment when

the trail of the echo plane touches the llne K (_0 , A) m Kmi n (the position

Sl in Fig. 4.1, a). In the case of a fairly narrow directional diagram, for

any position of the shower radiant in the celestial sphere, it is easy to /153
construct the anticipated distribution of reflections based on range. For

example, for the position of the radiant R2 and the trail of the echo-plane 52,

the maximal value of range will be OoBl, whi_the minimal value will be OoA 1

(where Oo signifies the position of the radar set). The most probable value

of range corresponds to the polnt of maximum value K (_ , A) in the trail of

the echo-plane. In Fig. 4.1, a, b, on the right we have sho_,m the contours of

the variation in distribution, by range, of the meteors of two showers with

varying declinations of radiants in the diurnal motion of the radiants. The

line PQ signifies the variation of the most probable range. Along the x-axis

we have shown the time, computed from the moment of the radiant's cdlmination.

If
R

750

500_III

s R,y

Fig. 4.1. Variation in the Maximal, Minimal and Most Probable Range

of Meteor Reflections for an Antenna Oriented Eastward in Case of Two

Declinations of the Shower's Radiant.

Comparing the measured distribution of the reflections according to range

with the theoretical ones, we can determine the declination of the stream's

radiant and the moment of culmination. The problem of determining the stream

radiant is simplified in the case of the pencil-beam antenna with a directional

diagram pressed to the level llne and oriented westward or eastward. If the

antenna Is directed eastward, the first reflections from the meteor stream will

be recorded for the maximal range near the moment of culmination of the radiant,

then the range will decrease gradually. In case of the orientation of the

antenna westward, the variation in range occurs in the opposite sequence.
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For a more precise determination of the stream radiant, the antenna is

turned in azimuth by a single angle, and at the second passage of the radiant

through the meridian, the declination is found from the difference in the mom-

ents of the appearance of the most remote reflections at two positions of the

antenna. The accuracy of measuring the coordinates of the radiant depends on

its declination and on the quantity Of meteors in the shower. The probable

errors involved in the measurement of the right ascension _ and declination

5 of the radiant at a width of the directional diagram of the antenna + I0 o

and the hourly number of meteors in the shower 30 are presented in Table 4.1

[1687.

Table 4.1

!

1-3oT:A -[-io i o
] i -

, I I
A_° :__2 ] 2 L 1.5 1,5

Ab° _+6 6 5 4.5

--lO

1o
4

+2o 1+3o I+4o
1

@50 "-601-1-70]-:80 _-90

3.5
3 4 5
2 3 5 7

For measuring the coordinates of the radiant during one transit of it in

Jodrell Bank (England)E169], use was made of a device with two pencil-beam

antennas (the width of the directional diagram + 5° and the angle of elevation

of the diagram's axis was 8.50), which during the observations remained

stationary. The accuracy of measuring the coordinates of the radiants with

this devlce was AS- ! 1o and _ - + io.5. It was possible to separate the

streams, for which the time of culmination of the radiants differed by 30

minutes. From 1949 - 1958, the Clegg method was used to conduct a large

number of measurements of the coordinates of the radiants of meteor showers;

many daily showers were detected, operating from May - July.

The Clegg method was also used in New Zealand [170, 171] and in Australia
i_172], where the device similar to that described above functioned simultaneously

with the equipment of continuous radiation.

For the streams with an hourly number of recorded meteors more than I00,

Keay [.173] offered a somewhat different procedure for processing the observa-

tions. It is assumed that the moment tm_ corresponding to the intersection

of the curve of the most probable ranges PQ (refer to Fig. 4.1, a, b) with

the mode of distribution of reflections according to the range, coincides with

the moment of the appearance of the peak on the curve of the variation of the

partial frequency of the meteors with time. The partial quantity is found /134

for the reflections lying in the interval of ranges 50 - I00 km in the vicinity

of the mode of distribution of the reflections based on range for each time

interval. In this case, the hourly angle of the radiant t in the moment tm
is found from the equation

1 1
t ¢a_y (Z + _) sin_- (6 -- _)

t:a_ -U = i
cos-2-(6 + _)

, (4.4)
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where cos X= cos _m cos Am; _m' Am equal the angle of elevation and the

azimuth of the direction of the maximal value of K (_ 9 A); _ equals the

parallactic angle; Sequals the angle depending on the latitude of the point

of observation and on the antenna orlentatlon.

In the use of two antennas, we get two moments of the maximums of the

partial quantity of reflections tml and tm2, from (4.4), it is evident that

the difference tml - tm2 is specifically connected with the declination

6 of the radiant. Knowing _j from (4.4), we can find the hourly angles of

the radiant at the moments tml and tm2, and hence the right ascensionof the

stream's radiant. The accuracy of this method decreases considerably if

several streams are simultaneously operating.

The Method of Lobing the Diagrams

The method of lobing the diagrams suggested by Ye. I. Fialko L127_, com-

bines the methods of Keay and Clegg, supplementing them with the registration

of the reflections by several lobes of the directional diagram of an antenna

in the vertical plane. In this method, use is made of an antenna having

a slight directivity in the horizontal plane. A multi-lobed directional

diagram in the vertical plane is formed owing to the reflection of radio waves

from the Earth's surface under the condition that the height of elevation of

the antenna comprises several wave lengths. In the successive passage of

the stream radiant through the plane of maximal sensitivity of each of the

lobes, there occurs an increase in the quantity of meteors at the moments tl,

t2, etc. Knowing the orientation of the lobes in the vertical plane and

measuring the moments of the maximums of the meteor frequency, we can find

the coordinates of the shower radiant.

Sh. O. Isamutdinov and L. G. Brudnyy _174] measured with this method the

radiants of a number of meteor showers, utilizing the two-lobed directional

diagram. In the observations of the individual streams with an hourly number

of recorded meteors amounting to several tens_ the maximums of the meteor

frequency, associated with the passage of the radiant through various lobes

of the directional diagram, could be determined with an accuracy of ! 5 min-

utes. However, in the simultaneous effect of several streams, the pattern

of the variation in the meteor quantity becomes very complex. Considerable

technical difficulties developed in the determination of the precise position

of the maximums of the lobes of the directional diagram and the malntenance

of the stability of their orientatlon. In addition, the limits of the declin-

ations of the optimally recorded radiants are predetermined by the selection

of the angles of inclination of the lobes to the level line. For the improve-

ment of the method, we can recommend the use of a selection of reflections,

being applied by various lobes of the directional diagram, using a phase

displacement by 180 ° between the signals, received by two adjacent lobes.

Th@"_uantlty-Azlmuth" Method

A method was suggested by Weiss E175] as a result of analyzing the

poss|bilities of a radio meteor station of constant radiation in Adelaide
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(Australia), which was applied for measuring the coordinates of the reflected
centers based on the phase shift of the Doppler patterns of the reflected
signals, received by dispersed antennas. The directional diagram of the
antennas was oriented vertically upward and permitted the reception of signals
in a cone with the angle + 50° .

During the diurnal motion of the radiant, at a certain momentthere are
developed conditions for the registration of the shower meteors. At this
time_ the reflections are grouped mainly around the direction ( _o' Ao)"
The horizontal coordinates of the stream at this moment

/135

Z _ _0_

A _= Ao+ 180% (4.5)

Using this method, we found only the radiant of the Geminids meteor shower.

Among the disadvantages accruing to the statistical methods, in the _iven case

there is also added the geometric selection. We can establish only the radiants

with the zenith distances 40o <z <90o. The number of recordings of the coordin-

ates of the reflection points decreases appreciably for the streams with con-

siderable zenith distances of the radiants_ since the phase fluctuations of

such reflections are slight as a result of the low rate of the vertical dis-

placements of the atmosphere in the meteor zone. The potentialities of the

method can be considerably expanded in the case of the application of a

phasometer in which are registered the differences in the phases of the high-

frequency oscillations of the reflected signals [209]. For the selection

of the meteors in the showers_ it is feasible to utilize additional character-

istics (velocity, etc.).

The above-considered methods of determining the coordinates of the radiants

are applied chiefly for studying the individual meteor showers wlth a large

number of reflections. In the application of the statistical methods for pro-

cessing the results of the observations of the sporadic meteors, we can obtain

only several of the most general regularltles in the motion of the meteor bodies

near the orbit of the Earth <175, 177, 178_. The further progress in the study

of the nature of the motion of meteor bodies developing radio meteors, is linked

with the application of the methods of measuring the coordinates of the radi-

ants of the individual meteors.

RADAR METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF RADIANTS OF INDIVIDUAL METEORS

Method of Observing a Head Echo

_cKinley and Millman ELY9] In 1949 suggested a method for determining

the radiants of individual meteors based on the observatlons of the head echoes

from bright meteors simultaneously for three radar sets dispersed over a wide

area. Measuring wlth a hlgh accuracy the range to the head of the trail from

3 points, for each time moment, we can compute the position of the meteor in

space, and hence find both the coordinates of the radiant as well as the

velocity and braking. McKinley and Millman using this method measured the

coordinates of a radiant of one meteor in the Perseids shower with an error of

not over one degree. The velocity of the radio meteor varied during its visi-

bility from 60 to 50 km/sec.
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A significant disadvantage of the method is its applicability only to
the observations of the very bright meteors, providing head echoes simul-
taneously for the three scattered radar stations. With the equipment having
been used in Ottawa, Canada_179], for 50 hours of observations, there was
recorded an average of one meteor, for which by this method the velocity could
be determined with an accuracy of + !1%, and the position of the radiant could
be found with an accuracy of 2° [I_9]. The number of the meteors being pro-

cessed by this method can be increased by increasing the power of the trans-

mitter and the accuracy of measuring the range.

Pulse-Diffractlon Method

/136

If the observations of a forming meteor trail are conducted by two radar

sets installed at distance of several kilometers (point A and B in Fig. 4.2),

and the trail is so located that the nearer images of the radio waves from it

(in the points A' and B') can be observed in both radar sets, the moment of

the appearance of the image in point B will be delayed in time by the value

At -- ABcosO
v ' (4.6)

where AB equals the value of the base_ v equals the velocity of the meteors,

8 equals the angle formed by the trail with the base AB. The time displacement

and the velocity of the meteor can be measured, if in both radar sets we record

the pulse-diffraction pattern of the reflected signals. In this manner, the

observations with three radar sets provide directed cosines, and hence permit

us to find the position of the meteor radiant. The method can be modified some-

what with the application of one transmitter and three receiving points.

Fig. 4.2. Observation of the Diffraction Pattern of Signals Dispersed

in a Forming Trail, with Two Dispersed Radar Sets in the Points A and

B. The ratio of the distance between the points of the mirror image

in the trail A' and B' to the base length determines the angle between

the base and the trail.

This method was initially applied by Gill and Davies LI80]. According

to their estimation, the accuracy of measuring the radiants' coordinates

comprises + 2° and is limited chiefly by the effect of the turbulent winds in

the @tmosp_ere. A similar method was used in the Kharkov Polytechnical Institute
7181 I.
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The pulse-diffraction method is most effective in the study of the sporadic

meteors brighter than +12 TM - +15 TM. The observations by this method permitted

us to reveal a new, previously unknown type of the orbits of the small meteor

bodies ii182, 76]. Providing a large number of orbits of the individual meteor

bodies, this method opens vast possibilities for studying the structures of

large meteor showers (streams).

Range Findlng-Diffractlon Method

In a more complete analysis of the signals reflected by the forming meteor

trail for a determination of the orientation of the trail, it suffices to have

two radar sets or one transmitter and two scattered receiving points. One of

them is located next to the transmitter, while the other is installed at a

distance of 5 - I0 km from it. In the base point, in addition to the conven-

tional indicator for recording the amplitude-tlme-dependent characteristics

of the reflected signal, there should be a direction finder for measuring the

coordinates of the reflected point. In the outlying point, there is recorded

the diffraction pattern and the range to the second point of the reflection in
the trail.

Knowing the position of the first reflecting point in the trail, the dis-

tance between the reflecting points and the range from the outlying point to

the second reflecting point, _¢e are able to compute the orientation of the

trail in space. The system of such a calculation was described by Sh. O.

!samutdinov _183].

Until the present time, this method has not yet found experimental reall-

zatlon, whlch is associated chiefly with the difficulty in producing a suffi-

ciently accurate pulse-type direction finder. The development in the KPI

I_209] and the Kazan State University [176] phasometer facilitates the problem

of introducing this method of measurement of the radiants' coordinates. It

should be noted that in the performance of such measurements, the receiving

channels of the main and outlying points should be sufficiently wlde-band in

order to provide the required accuracy of measuring the range. This requirement

limits the possibilities of realizing the optimal band of the receiving devices,

which in turn decreases the sensitivity of the equipment during the observa-

tions of faint meteors.

/137

Range-Findlng Method

In the radio observations of meteors fainter than about +i0 TM, one seldom

succeeds in obtaining good diffraction patterns of the reflected signals,

necessary for the precise determination of the velocity of the meteors by the

diffraction method E184]. Therefore, for the faint meteors, it is desirable

to have a method which would not require a determination of the velocity

according to the dlffractlon pattern. Such a method was proposed by R. P.

Chebotarev <185]. The equipment includes one pulse transmitter and three

dispersed receiving points. The ranges are measured from the receiving points

to the corresponding points of the mirror image in the trail Ro, Ra, R b and

the time-related displacements between the moments of the appearance of the

mirror image in the outlying receiver points and the main point, _ t a and _ t b.
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l_ith mutually perpendicular bases, the horizontal coordinates of the meteor
radiant are found from formulas _185]

tg A ----aq
• L--Q_b, (4.7)

. Kda'J-db (4..8)
COS Z _

V'_--(I(_-E-_) -- (Kd b -- da)2

where A is calculated from the direction of base Oa; d a = R
a

Ro; d b = R b - Ro;

t( = Ata/ Atb; b equals the base length Ob. The meteor velocity can be found

from the formula

From the observations, we also obtained the heights of all three points of the

mirror image in the trail.

Up to the present time, this method has not yet been checked experimentally.

In order that the method can compete in accuracy with the pulse-diffraction

method, it is necessary that all the ranges be measured with errors of not over

+ 50 m. This requires the use of the wide-band channels in the receiving systems

_bands Af _3 mc), which decreases greatly the effective sensitivity of the

oqt1|pment. The accuracy of the measurements can be increased owtn_ to nr_ |ncrenso

}n the len;_th of the bases, llowever, as will be shown below, an increase in

the difference of the heights of the reflection points in the trail leads to

instability in the position of the first maximum of the diffraction patterns,

based on which we find the time-related displacements A t a and A tb, which in

turn leads to an increase in the errors in the measurements. Thus, the sole

means of increasing the effective sensitivity of the equipment for the range-

findlng method is the increase in the pulse power of the transmitter and the

directivlty of the antenna systems. As is known, this procedure for increasing

the sensitivity of the equipment is extremely complex both for engineering and

methodological reasons. A compromise solution can be found by means of utilizing

the wide-band channels for measuring the range and the narrow-bapd ones, for

a recording of the amplitude-time-dependent characteristics.

In the Implementation of the method, additional difficulties develop which

are procedural in nature. A h_gh accuracy of typlng-ln the points is necessary.

In case of a deviation of the bases from a mutual perpendicularity, the calcu-

lation of the coordinates of the radiant based on the results of the measurements

becomes considerably complicated. The presence of delays of the signals in /133

the receiving and antenna-feeder channels requires a careful calibration of the

system to avoid systematic errors, etc. In connection with this, for a study

of the potentialities of the range-finding method, it is feasible to use

parallel measurements with this method and with the pulse-coherent method.

Method of Nonat_enuatlng Radio Waves

The method is employed for measuring the velocities and radiants of

meteors in Adelaide, Australia _132, 186]. The main transmitter on a frequency
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of 27 mc operates under conditions of continuous radiation. The main

receiving point is separated from the transmitter by 20 km, while the two

outlying ones are located 5 km to the north and to the east from the main

one. While in the pulse-diffraction methodp for measuring the velocity in

the time-related displacements, use is made of the diffraction of radio

waves on a forming meteor trail• in the method of the nonattenuating radio

waves, there occurs an interference of the wave• scattered by the forming

trail• and a weakened terrestrial wave from the transmitter. For measuring

the range• use is made of an additional pulse transmitter. Nilsson L187]

estimates the accuracy of measuring the right ascension of radiants as + 1 °9

declination + I°.5 and velocity of meteors + 1.4 km.

The method of the continuous oscillations has a number of advantages as

compared with the pulse-diffraction method. The velocity of a meteor and the

time-related displacements in this method can be measured as a result of analy-

zin_ the reflected signals both after passage by a meteor of the poifits of the

mirror image in the trail• as well as "during the approach". "During the

approach" in the scattering of radio waves• there participates effectively

the much smaller section of the trail, and the effect of the heterogeneities

in the trail and of the atmospheric turbulence on the accuracy of measurements

is reflected less. However• the method of undamped radio waves requires the

use of considerably more complex radio engineering equipment. For realizing

the possibilities of increasing the accuracy of measurements imposed in this

method• the measurement is required of the phase characteristics of the

reflected signals at a fairly complex processing of the observations with the

purpose of explaining the Initlal difference in the phases of the reflected

wave and the terrestrlal wave.

RADAR STATION OF THE KHARKOV POLYTECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Selection of the Basic Parameters of the Radar Set

According to (2.31), the minimal linear electron density of meteor trails

which can be registered by a radar set in the case of underdense trails

(
(4. lO)

(PtCtGr), _, e"- _(A)

where e equals the minimal signal which can be recorded by the receiver (the

e -value is several times higher than the noise level). The noise level

E_--_TAL (4.11)

where T equals the effective temperature of the receiver, with allowance for

the external and internal noises, and A/ equals the frequency band of the

receiving circuit.

In the meter wave band, the sensitivity of the receivers is limited by

the external noises. In this context, the equivalent temperature of the

receiving antenna depends in the following manner on the wave length iilgS]z

T.---_, (_+a). (&.12)
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From (4.10) - (4.12), it is evident that in the meter wave band, the dependenc_ 139

emin upon A is basically determlmed by _he exponential factor in (4.10).

Host of the radio meteors are recorded at the heights of 90 - I00 km, where the

initial radius r o of the ionized trails is of the order of 1 m. The faint

radio meteors should have higher altitudes and hence ro-values. Thus, for

the observations of the faint meteors, it is necessary to select as much

as possible the longer waves (in any case, longer than 4 - 6 m).

With an increase in the wave length of the radar set, we have an increase

in the quantity of interference from the remote short wave stations, the

extra-long-range propagation of which becomes possible as a result of the

scattering of the radio waves in the heterogeneities of the ionization in

the ionosphere. In addition, the reflections from the meteors can camouflage

the reflections from the aurora polaris, the sporadic layer of the ionosphere

and other interferences. In connection with this, the use of.the waves
-'spor
lon_er than 12 - 15 m is disadvantageous. In working with waves longer than

12 . 15 m, there also develops a number of technical difficulties associated

with the need to produce very large-scale antenna systems. Proceeding from

the concepts outlined above, we selected a wave length for the radar set % =

= 8.13 m (refer to Chapter 3).

At the prescribed wave length, the effective sensitivity of the radar set

can be increased owing to the narrowing of the pass band of the receiver, an

increase in the pulse power of the transmitter, and an increase in the direc-

tivity of the antennas. The pulse power Pt of the transmitter is limited by
the Dower possibilities of the modern oscillator tubes.

The optimal pass band of the receiver is selected from the condition

= ._!_, ," 13)
T II ,+4.

_here T,equals the duration of the transmitter pulse. The pulse duration is

determined by the required accuracy of measuring the range, A R

2AR

c ' (4.14)

where c equals the speed of light. Under actual conditions, THiS selected

to be somewhat less than according to (4.14), which is associated with the

procedural features of the equipment designed for measuring the radiants.

In the case of the reception of signals scattered by a meteor trail,

in several of the outlying receiving points, the application of pencil-beam

antenna systems encounters a number of technical difficulties (for example,

we find a complication in the problem of the matching of the electrical axes

of their directional diagrams in space). In connection with this, it is

necessary to be limited to relatively simple types of the antenna systems.

For increasing the accuracy of measuring the velocity of meteors, the

repetition rate of the pulses should be as high as possible. It is desirable

to have a repetition rate F of the order of several kilocycles. However, in

measuring the radiants, the repetition frequency should not be more than about

I000 cps. This is associated with the requirement for blocking the receiving.

indicator channels for the time of radiation of the sounding pulse and the
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time of arrival of the "Sondes"p rebroadcast from the outlying points. In
case of a long distance between the outlying points and a high repetition
rate of the pulses, and also with ailowacce for the reflections from the
local objects, the working sector of the ranges, for which the meteors can
be recorded, is reduced; this creates an additional factor in the selectivity
of the equipment. !

For measuring the velocities and the radiants of meteors at the XPI, we
produced a meteor radar set with the following specifications [129]:

Wavelength X= 8.13 m
Power in the pulse p_ m 75 - i00 kw /140

Frequency of messages F m 500 cps

Duration of pulse T_= I0 microseconds

Directional coefficient of the receiving and transmitting antennas G = 16

Passband of the receiver Arm 150 kc
Threshold sensitivity of the receiver ¢- 2 .IO-14watts

For the specific determination of the range, the sequence of pulses is

coded (each fifth pulse is doubled). This same equipment was used for measuring

the drift velocity of the ionized meteor trails by the pulse-coherent method,

and also for studying the turbulent movements in the meteor zone of the atmosphere.

From the listed parameters of the radar sets, we can estimate the critical

effective linear electron density of the meteor trails, which can be recorded

with the equipment used by us. According to the Lovell-Clegg formula (2.1),

~_" =]0 electrons/cm.
we find _)¢_

I RR /7/7

Fig. A.3. Functional Diagram of the System of Radar Equipment Designed

for Determining the Coordinates of Radiants and Velocities of Individual

Meteors by the Pulse-Diffraction Method. UC- _, UC-0, _C-K equal

the receivers of the slgnals; _n equals the receivers of the interfer-

ence; _ equals transmitter; P-B, P-K equal the relay sets; _CP-_

_CP-K equal: the receivers of the relay signals; _ equals the indi-

cator.
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Cperating Principle of the Equipment Facility

The installation of the radar equipment intended for measuring the
velocities and radiants of meteors consists of three separate stations,
located at differeDt points. In Fig. 4.3, we have showna functional diagram
of the equipment facility. In the base point O, there are located the trans-
mitter and the receiving-recording equipment. The latter includes three
receivers, a cathode-ray indicator and a photographic device. Cne of the
receivers located at point O operates on the frequency _ = 36.9 mc and is
intended for the recording of the signals reflected from a meteor trail and
received in the base point. The two other receivers receive the radio echoes,
being relayed from the two outlying stations, located several kilometers
from the point of the collection of the information (point 0).

The equipment in each outlyin Z point has in its makeup a receiver opera-

ting on k = g.13 m and a relay device. In the latter, the signals £re con-

verted to hi_her frequencies, and after amplification to the requirec, power

level, are reradiated in the direction of the base station. The output sig-

nals of all three receivers enter the multibeam indicator, operatinpi under

driven conditions The first of the signals which has arrived tri_rs the

scanning of the a_,Iplitude-time-dependent characteristic of the radio echoes.

In this connection, the range sweep simultaneously becomes brightened. The

oscillograms of the signals ar_ recorded by the camera with a normally open

lens. After completion of the sweep, there occurs a replacement of the expose<!

frame, ant! the system is prepared for recordin_ the next meteor radio echo.

/o_f_.__(o x_

ZOj 80 7J

_,_5.... Z70 Z85

Fig. 4.4. Directional Diagram of the Receiving and Transmitting Antennas

for k = 8.13 m in the Vertical and Horizontal Planes•
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The operating effectiveness of the system of recording under review
depends on the extent of the noiseproof state of all of the receiving channels.

To provide a protection from the pulse interferences in all three points, use

is made of additional receivers forming the pulses for the suppression of

interference in the signal channels. The disruption of the operation of the

breakdown of any of the enumerated elements of the installation makes the

determination of the radiant impossible.

During the measurements of the orbits of meteors, use is made of the

same transmitter as during the study of the drift of meteor trails (see

Chapter 3). Let us examine in more detail the characteristics and the oper-

ation of the individual units of the experimental device.

Characteristics of the Antennas fork - 8.13 Meters

For the radiation of the radio pulses of the transmitter and the recep-

tion of reflected signals, use was made of the single-type 5-element antennas

of the type "wave channel" (see Fig. 3.3). The height of the antennas above

the Earth's surface is 0.35k, the angle of inclination of the indicator to

the plane of the horizon is 30 ° . In Fig. 4.4, we have shown a directional

diagram of the antennas in vertical and horizontal planes. The maximum of

the radiation is directed at an angle to the horizon _m " 270" The width

of the directional diagram at the level of three decibels (db) in the hori-

zontal plane comprises + 25 ° . This diagram was obtained experimentally
m

(see Chapter 3) and was verified repeatedly during the period of the measure-

ments. The characteristics of the antennas were maintained practically

unchanged at a varying degree of the moistness of the soil. The application

of the antennas of low dlrectivlty permitted us to match easily the electrical

axes of the system of four antennas located in various observation points.

Receiver of a Meteor Station

/142

The general requirements imposed on the receivers of coherent radar sets

(refer to Chapter 3), also pertain to the receivers of the meteor radar sets

designed for measuring the radiants of individual meteors. However, they

have a number of speclfic features. The receiver of the signals in the base

point Is made according to a superheterodyne circuit. The utilization of a

receiver of direct amplification becomes difficult owing to the high require-

ments imposed on the shielding of the circuits of the phase detector, since

the reference voltage in this case coincides in frequency with the carrier

frequency _f _ 36.9 mc).

The "leakage" of a signal of continuous oscillations of 36.9 mc at the

input of a receiver leads to a reduction in the sensitivity of the latter. The

frequency of the heterodyne is chosen in the receiver as higher than the

signal frequency _c_o. Otherwise, the mirror channel proves to be (at <-
- ii.I me) in the shortwave range, where considerable interferences are present

from the slde of the radio broadcasting stations. In addition_ the level of

the galactic noises in the shortwave range is higher than for k- 8.13 m.

For increasing the selectivity in respect to the mirror channel, it is necessary

to apply high frequency amplifiers (HFA). The application of a receiver with

the optimal band (_6nT - 150 kc) provides a measurement of the range with

an accuracy equalling _R - 1.5 km, which exceeds considerably the required

value for _ R in the calculation of the velocities of the meteors by the

pulse-diffractlon method.
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The Afar -band in the case under review can be fully realized, since

the instability of the frequency of the transmitter and of the heterodyne

f the receiver can be disregarded, since their frequencies are quartz-stabillzed.

The application in all stages ofslngle circuits, tuned to one frequency provides

the maximum stability of the frequency characteristic of the receiver during

the replacement of tubes and under temperature variations of the circuits'

parameters.

The maximal sensitivity of the receiver at the frequency S c m 36.9 mc is

limited by the level of the external noises. Therefore, the use at the output

of the receiver of the tubes of type 6ZHIP and 6ZH4, even in a circuit with

grounded cathodes, permitted us to attain the nolse-factor N = 2.6. At such

a value of N for 36.9 mc, there always is fulfilled the co dition TA _T R

where T A equals the effective temperature of the antenna, conditioned by the

effect of the galactic noises. The equivalent temperature of the receiver

will be T R m NTE, where T E --290OK _ room temperature. The question of the

study of external noises has been the topic of many special investigations

_188, 189, 190], in which it is shown that the sources of noises are distribu-

ted uDevenly in the celestial sphere. For the low frequencies, the value TA
_(2"9E188 _. In the application of antennas with slight directivity for

the frequency f= 20 mc, it was discovered that the maximal and minlma/ levels

of the cosmic noises differ by 1.5 - 2 times. The application of weakly-

directed antennas (for example, used in the equipment at the KPI), permits one

to assume with sufficient accuracy that for practical purposes, T A does not
change during a 24 hour period.

The temperature of the antenna for k . 8.13 m (T A _ 14,000OK) was cal-

culated at the base of the graphic averaging of the temperature according

to a chart of the isotherms, derived for k. 7.9 m _190]. The averaging

was conducted through an area of the celestial sphere illuminated by the

antenna. The experimental measurement of the strength of the external

noises confirmed the calculated value for TA. The stability of the level

of the galactic noises was utilized for a coarse monitoring of the sensitivity

and the amplification of the receiver (with the exception of the days with

elevated solar activity). The switching of the input of the receiver from

the antenna to the equivalent with a simultaneous measurement of the excess

of the level of external noises above the internal ones permits one to monitor

quickly the operation of the receiving circuit, without resorting to the aid

of the measuring instruments. The calibration of the sensitivity of the

receiver was checked in detail with the aid of the G4-7 device at the

beginning and the end of each cycle of measurements. The main diagram of

the high frequency circuit of the receiver is similar to the corresponding

circuit of the relay device receiver. The vldeo-channels of all the receivers

are standard and made according to a system similar to the vldeo-amplifier

of the receiver of the relayed signals.

/143

Equipment of the Outlying Points

The basic specifications inherent to the recelvlng-recordlng device of

the main point during the measurements of the velocities of meteors by the

pulse-dlffractlon method should be provided in the receiving-relay equipment

of the outlying points. In order that the sensitivity of all the receiving
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channels would be identical, It Is necessary that the noise factor of the

relay lines would be the same as In the receiver at the base station. This

means that the amplifier of the power In the relay set should provide such

a level of the relay noises at the ouDput that In the receiving end of the

line, they would exceed by approxlmately 1 order of magnitude the Internal

noises of the receiver of the relay signals. The operation of the transmitter

of the radio relay device during the amplification of the radio noises cor-

responds to the conditions close to the continuous operating conditions of

the amplifier with Independent excitation.

Another feature of the radio relay equipment is the fact that, in the

entire channel of the transmission and reception of the reflections recorded

in the outlying points, It is necessary to preserve the dynamic range being

provided in the equipment of the base point. The radio echo from the meteors

under the pulse regime of the operation of the installation has the form of a

"packet" of radio pulses, the width of which and the amplitudes of the pulses

contained In it vary within wide limits. From this It follows that the ampli-

flers of the transmitter, having a wide range, operate under Intermittent-pulse

conditions.

The accomplishment of such contradictory and specific requirements led to

the need for utilizing several unusual regimes an_ditions for the operation

of the tubes. Under thls fulfillment of the requirements of a wide dynamic

range, the power possibilities of the terminal tubes were not fully utilized.

In the planning and manufacture of the radio relay equipment, we pursued

the goal of assurrlng the transmission of the meteor echoes by a simple and

most reliable procedure. This problem can be solved, applying various methods

of the conversion of the amplitude variations of the signal (Into phase, frequency

signals, etc.). We can apply various types of the modulation of the carrier

frequency of the radio relay procedure. However, all this would have led to

a considerable complication of the circuit and hence would have reduced the

operating reliability of the Installation.

As a result of checking a number of methods for the radio relay procedure,

we selected the following method. The signals from the meteors, having entered

from the antennas, were preampllfled and transformed to a higher carrier

frequency, in which we reached the required power level. The frequencies of

the relay set were taken in the range of USW, free of interference from the

radio broadcasting stations.

Both relaying devices were assembled according to one block-dlagram (Fig.

4.5). The required gain factor of the entire channel was divided between the

amplifiers, operating on a frequency of 36.9 mc and a relay frequency, in order

to obtain the maximum permissible amplification for a lower frequency, In this

connoctlon providing the necessary llnoarlty of the amplitude charactoristlc

of the transformer. Prior to the place of the blanking of the Interference,

all of the stages of the amplifiers wore assembled according to the circuit

with parallel supply in single circuits, tuned to one frequency.

The total band of the 6.stage amplifier comprises A_ - 200 kc (at a

band A;- 600 kc per stage). For obtaining such a band in the working

frequencies, we applied the circuits with low characteristic resistance.
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In order to provide a stable amplification of the stages, the resistance of

the circuits was transformed by a capacity divider, consisting of an output

capacitance of the tube and of the transient capacitor.

The noise factor of the receiving channel of the relay device comprised

N z 2.6, when the level of the cosmic noises exceeded the internal noises

by approximately A.5 times. The slngle-grld transformer was mounted on a

pentode. For its functioning, use was made either of the voltage from a local

heterodyne, stabilized with quartz, or the voltage of a reference signal

received from point O (see Fig. &.5).

Fig. 4.5. Block-Diagram of a Radio Relay Device of an Outlying

Receiving Point. _Bq equals the amplifier of hlgh frequency signals;

C equals mixer; _K]I equals the blanking stage of the intermediate

frequency; M K equals the inverse stage of the intermediate frequency

amplification; F equals heterodyne_ 5K equals buffer stage; 0/ H

equals the power amplifier. Key to figure" a) from the receiver of

reference signal b) triggering blanking pulse from the interference

receiver.

Fig. A.6. Block-Diagram of the Receivers of the Signals Relayed

from the Outlying Receiving Points. _PC-K, _PC-_ equals the

receivers of the relayed signals; _ - inverters; CS equals the

blanking circuits; CC3 equals the mixer of the triggering signals;

CC_ equals mixer of intensifier signals; and B_ equals video-

amplifiers. Key to figurel a) deviation signal; b) triggering
signal; c) intensifier signal, and d) deviation signal&e) To indica%or.

The transition to a two-cycle system of amplification and a special

selection of the tube regimes according to the screen grids permitted us

to expand considerably the span of the characteristics in respect to the

control grids, which in turn provided the possibility of attaining a satisfac- _

tory llnearlty in the amplifiers of the stages.
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In tile last stage of the relay station, we used the tube GU-29, which

provided, under the condition of noise amplification, the power P _ 20 mw.

In the linear regime of the amplif{cation of the noise of pulse signals with

the dynamic range (I0 - 15), the mEucimal power reaches P - 5 - i0 watts.

The circuit of the terminal stage iS loaded with a 75-ohm cable, the resistance

of which is transformed by a U-elbow with a length _ _ %/2 and a capacity

divider made of transient (intermediate) capacitors. From a design stand-

point, the relay device is made in one unit. The design of the relay device

provides a _table amplification of the entire installation with a gain factor
of i0- - i0- .

For the emission and reception of the relay signals, we apply the standard

3.element director antennas, mounted on masts with a height h - i0 - 15 m.

The antennas of such a type are simple to produce and are easily matched with

the 75-ohm cable with the aid of the U-elbow with length Z - %. The appli-

cation of more complex antenna systems is not feasible because of the concepts

discussed at the beginning of the present chapter.

The reception of the relayed signals is achieved with the aid of the con-

ventional receivers of the superheterodyne type, the output signals of which

arrive directly at the indicator and in the triggering channel.

As will be demonstrated below, proceeding from the requirements of shield-

ing from interference of the receiver band, there should be provided the

passage of the remains of the pulses of the interference not blanked in the

relay set. Their duration lies in the llmits T 0 )(0. i - 0.2) T,. As was

shown in Chapter 3, the system of shielding from the pulse interference

permits one to suppress the interference, the duration of which is less

than that of the useful signals.
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For reducing the influence of the eigen-noises of the receiver on the

sensitivity of the relay channel, the level of the latter should be lower

by about I order of magnitude than the noises being relayed. However, we

should recall that the sensitivity of the receiver has an effect on the

selection of the parameters of a number of the elements in the relay line.

At a low sensitivity of the receiver_ in particular, the need arises either

to raise the antennas high in order to increase the level of signals, or to

increase the power of the transmitter, which greatly complicates the equip-

ment as a whole.

A block-dlagram of the receivers is shown in Fig. A.6. In the receivers,

we have used the two-stage USW, based on the 6ZHIP tubes. The noise figure

in the receiver is such that the level of the internal noises is cormnensurable

with the cosmic noises in the relay frequency. In this case, the sensitivity

of the receiver comprises 85% of the sensitivity of a "completely non-noise-

emitting" receiver, attached to the antenna.

IF amplifiers are made on connected circuits. The next to the last stage
is blocked for the time of the arrival of the local and relayed sondes. The

blanking pulse can be controlled in duration either by disconnection during the

control of the tuning of the receivers and in the checking of the operation of

the indicator in respect to the relay "sondes". In this same receiver, there

are mounted the mixers of the signals of intensification and triggering. The
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correction of the identity of the signals in the triggering channels is

achieved by changing the amount of the load resistance in the stage of the

vldeo-slgnals' inverter. The necessity for separating the channels of

triggering and brightening is caused by the fact that under certain conditions

of operation, the channel subjected to the effect of the intensive interference

can be disconnected without loss of useful information. In effect, this can

be done for a channel of that station in the direction of which the transmitters'

radio pulses are being radiated.

System of Shielding from Interference

In connection with the fact that In the experimental apparatus, use is

made of the frame-by-frame photographic recording of the reflections, the

triggering system should be shielded reliably from the effect of the interfering

signals. The photo device is activated from the first signal having exceeded

the established level of the clipping and having arrived from any outlying

point. Under such a system of triggering, a spurious activation of the

recorder under the effect of interference leads to a useless expenditure of

photographic materials. At a considerable level of interference, there occurs

a premature wear of the electromechanlcal parts of the camera, and the recorder

goes out of operation.

The suppression of interference during the recording of the radiants is

conducted in all of the receiving stations based on the method described in

Chapter 3 and in which use is made of the difference in the spectra of the

periodic signal and of the random pulse interference. The method of the

formation and the delay of the pulse signals which is accomplished in the

vldeo-channels, cannot be basically realized in the case of the base measure-

ments. This circumstance is caused by the fact that In the relay equipment,

there takes place only the conversion of the carrier radlo-pulses reflected

from the meteors, without the separation of the signals' envelopes. Hence,

the necessary delay in the high frequency signals should be realized in the

carrier frequency ( [c " 36.9 mc), which represents considerable technical

difficulties. Therefore, the suppression of the pulse interferences developing

at the site of the station was divided into two stages. In the first stage,

we conducted a blanking of interference in the relay set. In this connection,

there occurred a "leakage" of the leading edge of the interference. For re-

duclng the duration of the remaining part of the interference, we undertook

all measures aimed at reducing the delay in the signals in the receiver as

compared with their delay in the relay device up to that point, where the

latter are suppressed (see Fig. A.5). Prior to the stage, in which there /146

occurs the blanking, the band of the relay device channel exceeded the optimal

and comprised (1.2 . 1.5) A_0,r. After this stage, the band was consider-

ably wider, which is necessary for the undistorted amplification of the narrow

"remnan%s" of the unblanked pulse interferences.

The final separation of the interference occurred in the unit for shielding

from interference in the base point, in which provision was made for the selec-

tion of the signals of interference with adoration T,, satisfying the condition

Tn < _-

The interference is received by a spec{al noise receiver (refer to Fig. 4.5).
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Noise Receiver

In order to reduce the delay iln the radio pulses of the noise in the

receiver of the critical sensitivity, the latter was made based on a circuit

with a minimal number of stages, its band was taken to be considerably wider

than in the relay set. This condition must be provided in order that in the

stages of the separation and formation of the blanking pulse, an undesirable

delay would not develop.

The amplification of the receiver equalling 106 , with the band A_= 1 mc

was obtained by the application of three mismatched IF circuits, proviOing the

maximum amplification at the given band. In the receiver, we used the tubes

with high transconductance of the type 6ZH9P (s = 20 ma/v).

The calculation of the lag tlme was conducted based on the pulse character-

istics according to the equation

10-- AlLy' (4.15)

where y is taken for n single circuits (in our case, n _ 5, while y = 0.6).

The lag of the signal in the hlgh-frequency circuit comprised t o = 0.25
microseconds. The pulses of the interferences were expanded in the video-

amplifier.

For the reliable operation of the suppression system, it is important

that the level of noise in the channel of the useful signals would be lower

than in the noise receiver, since in the clipper separating the interference

from the noises, there occurs a loss in the leading part of the pulse. The

pulse interferences of industrial origin from the ignition systems of truck

transport, remote lightning flashes and other sources have a broad spectrum,

the effect of which on the high-frequency circuit with the band _ leads to

the formation of interference pulses with the duration T =t/A/.

Since these interferences arrive at small angles to the horizon, for

their reception, we used highly elevated antennas with slight directivity

in a horizontal plane. As is apparent from Fig. 4.4, the antennas of the

useful signals at small angles have slight amplification. Thus, we obtain

the necessary excess of the level of interferences in the receiver of inter-

ferences over the level of the latter in the channel of the useful signals.

The disrupting influence of the interferences of a continuous nature

can be eliminated by the appropriate selection of the triggering level in

the equipment of the base point in respect to @bY of the three receiving

channels.

Equipment Providing the Coherence of Signals Relayed

from an Outlying Point

The experimental installation at the KPI permitted us to measure simul-

taneously with the measurement of the radiants, the velocity of theradlal

displacements of the meteor tralls relative to two observation points. To

the relay equipment, we extended the condition of coherence, which provided

the obtainment of data required for assessing the influence of the irregular

movements upon the accuracy of determining the radiants.
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Fig. 4.7. Block-Diagram of Equipment Providing the Coherence of Signals

Relayed from the Outlying Receiving Points. Key to figures a) USW

receiver, 36.9 me; b) mixer, 48 - 36.9 - 11.1 me; c) IFA, 11.1 mc;

d) amplitude detector) e) 90 mc transmitter; f) modulator; g) quartz-

stabilized oscillator, 2mc; h) multipliers, 2 x 4 - 8 mc; i) multipliers,

8 x 6 - 48 mc; J) multtpllers, 8 x h - 64 mc) k) phase rectifier) I)

power ampllfleZ; m) multipliers 6.15 x 6 m 36.9 mc; n) quartz-stabillzed

oscillator, 6.15 mc; o) mixer, 8 - 615 m 1.85 mc; p) multipliers, 1.85 x

6 - 11.1 mc) q) indicator; r) 90 mc receiver; s) rectifier, 2 mc; t)

multipliers, 2 x 8 a 16 mc; u) UHF receiver, 52.9 mc; v) mixer, 64 - 52.9

II.I mc; w) phase rectifier; x) mixer, 16 + 36.9 = 52.9 mc) y) relay

unit, 52.9 mc.

The operating principle of the relay unit together with the installation

having been applied for measuring the drifts of meteor trails in the base

point can be followed with the aid of the block diagram in Fig. 4.7.

It is known that in a fully coherent radar set, the transmitter pulses

are formed from the voltage of the hlghly-stable oscillator, operating under

continuous conditions. The phase of this voltage comprises a reference one

in the separation of the Doppler variations of the frequency in the reflected

signal.

Usually, a comparison of the phases is conducted based on the intermediate

frequency. In this connection, the instability introduced by the receiver

heterodyne is compensated in the phase rectifier under the condition that the
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reference voltage is formed from the voltage of the heterodyne and the signal
of the master oscillator of the transmitter. The principle of compensation
should always be assured whenwe conduct the transformation of the signal
frequency in the coherent locator. Otherwise, the smallest variations in
the frequency of the auxiliary voltage, being utilized during the transfor-
mation will distort the true pattern of the phase pulsations, ascribable
to the displacement of the object.

The voltage required for the operation of the transformer of the relay unit
with the frequency,s- 16 mc, is formed from the frequency signalf= 2 mc,
being transmitted from the main point with the aid of a special transmitter
operating on the frequency f0" _ 90 mc. The oscillations of this same fre-
quency (2 mc) are used in the main point for obtaining the voltage of the

heterodyne of the main receiver (f_' - 48 mc), and also the voltage of
the heterodyne of the one of the receivers of the relay signals (the fre-

quency of this heterodyne /_ _ 64 me). /148

The main advantages of the suggested system of tying the phase consists

in the fact that the channels of the relay and transmission of the auxiliary

voltagef_2 mc operate in the ultrashortwave range (_p_ 50 mc,_n_90 mc).

This range is free of the interferences inherent to the shortwave sector being

used for similar purposes in Elgin.

The method considered of providing the coherence is convenient, since it

permits one to extend the condition of coherence to a larger number of out-

lying stations, which is important in the study both of the properties of a

meteor trail as well as of the turbulent movements in the meteor zone. Let

us consider certain elements of this equipment E158].

Transmitter of the reference signal. For the transmission of voltage in

the frequency of 2 mc, stabilized by quartz, there serves an additional radio

llne operating, as already mentioned, on the frequency _0_ "_ 90 mc. The

transmitter with the amplitude modulation is located in the main point, while

the receiver is located in an outlying point at a distance of &.3 km. The

master oscillator of the transmitter has been developed on the 6PIP tube

based on the Shembel' system with a doubling of the frequency. The power

amplifier is made according to a slngle-cycle system based on the GU-50

tube. The amplitude modulation of the carrier frequency is accomplished

according to the pentode grid in the power amplifier.

The transmitter is separated geographically from the recelvlng-indicating

equipment. The voltage _ - 8 mc required for the operation of the receivers

is formed in the channel of the transmitter multipliers from the voltageS=

2 mc and is transmitted along the cable with the aid of the cathode follower.

The receiver of the reference signal is assembled according to a circuit

wlth one transformer. For reducing the effect of damping of the signal

f0n _ 90 mc in the feeder of the receiving point, the input stages made on

the basis of a cascade system, are mounted in the form of attachments to the

antenna Itself. The frequency voltage{_- 16 mc, required for the operation

of the relay mixer, is formed after the rectifier in the channel of the multi-

pliers assembled on the 6ZH4 tubes. Through the cathode follower, this voltage

is fed along the cable to the buffer stage located in the relay unit. Under
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the conditions o_ noncoherent operation, the input of the latter is connected

with the aid of a switch to the autonomous heterodyne, the frequency of which

(16 mc) is quartz-stabillzed _see Fig. &.53, For the emission and reception

of the signal of reference frequency, use is made of the standard 3-element

antennas.

Z

H $

Z'

Fig. &.8. Determination of the Horizontal Coordinates of the Radiant

R of a Meteor. K and _ equals projections onto a celestial sphere

of the directions of the bases OK and O 8; _1 and _2 equals angles

between the bases and the northward direction.

Receiver of the relay signals and the coherent heterodyne unit. For

the coherent functioning with the equipment of the outlying station, use is

made of another receiver of the relay signals (see Fig. 4.7). The frequency

voltage of the heterodyne _- 64 mc necessary for the operation of the trans-

former is obtained in the channel of the multipliers of the coherent hetero-

dyne. The oscillations of the frequency 64 mc are formed by way of an 8-fold

multiplication of the frequency of 8 mc.

In this same unit, a phase rectifier is located, in which for the inter-

mediate frequency_n P . II.I mc, the Doppler pulsations are separated. After

amplification, the voltage is fed from the vldeo-amplifler output to the

indicator.

By way of the appropriate switching of the phase of the reference voltage

at the moment of arrival of the second of the doubled pulses of the code, we

can easily determine the sign of the radial component of the drift velocity.

The switch is based on two tubes.

/la9

METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATION OF THE ORBITS

Calculating the Coordinates of a Radiant

For measuring the velocities and the coordinates of the meteor radiants,

we applied the above-described pulse-dlffractlon method. The transmitter was

located at point O, while the main receiving point was installed along with

the transmitter; the two outlying receiving points were located at points K

and _. From the observations, we found the velocity of the _eteor and the time-

dependent displacements between the diffraction patterns of the reflections,

received mainly in the outlying points, At I and A_.
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If the length of the bases OK and O_ is much less than the distance to

the meteor trail, the cosines of the angles between the axis of the trail and

the bases can be found from the relationships

2v_tl 2_A&

cos01 _ OK ' COS 02-- OE (&.16)

In (4.16) it is assumed that the velocities of the meteor in three points of

the mirror image in the trail differ but little from each other.

In Fig. A.18, we have presented the projections onto the celestial sphere

of the bases and the radiant R of the meteor. The main receiving point is

located in the center of the sphere. From the spherical triangles RF_ and

RFK

cos O, = --sin z cos (A -- _0, (4.17)

cos O_ = -- sin z cos (A + _2). '

From (&.16) and (A.17), we find the horizontal coordinates of the radiantl

2vAt1 _ ' 2vAt2
sinz= ---_-sec(A _) 0s sec(A +_p_), (5.18)

OKAt_

cos _2--_-B-ATT_cos _,
tan A = OKAt, (4.19)

sin ¢_:+ _ sin qh
o

The quadrant A is selected from the conditions

At,<o 
at A& _ 0J 90°- _2 < A < 90° + _,

A/1 > 0"_

> oj 9°° + <.A < 270° --

Atl }
>0

a_ At:<0 270°--q_="_A<ZT0°+qh'

,,a_ At2% 270oq-(p_<A%360 ° or_._ 0°%A.,_90°--q_2.,

The distances of the outlying points from the basic one and the angles

(_I and _2 were obtained as a result of the geodetic linking of the points

to the triangulation system of the closest reference polntst OK = 5.3 km,

OB = 7.7 km, _0 I = 33014 ' and f_2 m 51020 '. The difference in the heights

of points K and O comprised +26 m, and in points 5 and O, it was 7 m. The

accuracy of the measurements of the bases and of the angles _I and _2

was much higher than the accuracy of determining the tlme-dependent displacements

and the velocity. The maximum accuracy in finding the position of the radiant

(other conditlons being equal) can be attained if the angle between the bases

is close to 90o. In our case, it amounted to about 85 ° .

/150
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Screening and Primary Processing of the Data

/150

The data taken from the film and the primary processing of the results

is conducted according to a specially developed procedure. The frame with

the photographic recordings of the radio echoes was projected with a 10-fold

magnification onto the screen of the "Mikrofot" device. The quality of the

recording of the envelopes of the signals recorded in three points, namely

the absence of interferences of various origin, of distorting fluctuations

of signals of a diffraction nature served as a criterion for the suitability

of the meteor for further processing. We processed only those recordings

in which in all three diffraction patterns there are at least three distinct

Frenel zones. We introduced a special evaluation of the recordings in a

5-polnt system, considering both the quality of the envelopes, as well as

the number of Frenel zones which could be utilized for calculating the

velocities and the tlme-dependent shifts.

For most of the underdense trails (Fig. 4.9, a), the evaluations proved

to be lower than for the saturated trails, since in this case, we find a

rapid decrease in the signal amplitude to the level of the receiver noises

as early as the time of formation of the basic Frenel zones in the trail.

In the case of rapid meteors (Fig. &.9, b), the time of the formation of

the second and third (and all subsequent) Frenel zones in the trail can become

comparable with the repetition period of the radiated succession of the sounding

pulses (T - 2000 mlcrosecond_, which leads to a reduction in the acsuracy of

measuring the velocity. These factors are automatically taken into account

by the estimations of the recordings' quality. We did not process the

recordings of the radio echoes for which during the period of scanning the

signals, we noted intensive fluctuations in the amplitude, evoked by a distor-

tion of the trail by turbulent winds in the upper atmosphere (Fig. 4.9, c).

The reading of the number of pulses for all of the clearly distinguishable

maximums (A, C, E, G, ...) and of the minimums (B, D, F, I, ...) of the dif-

fraction patterns for each meteor echo was conducted, assummlng for the

beginning of the reading the first of the time markers, located near each of

the recordings (Fig. 4.9, d). For convenience calculation, we used the scale

markers, occurring every ten pulses synchronously with the succession of

pulses being radiated. The dimensions of the Frenel zones and the time-related

shifts of the similar points of the amplltude-tlme-related characteristics

of the signals, received in the outlying polnts relative to a signal received

in the base point, are computed according to the data and are posted to a

special table. In addition, for each meteor, we record: the time of appear-

ance, distance to the polnt of reflection, estimation of quality of recordings

and the type of reflection (A, AB, _, B), where A equals reflection from an

underdense trail (Fig. 4.9, a); AB - from the trail of the intermediate type

(Fig. 4.9, b, c); _ - from a saturated trail (Fig. 4.9, e); B - reflection

from a trail with a very high linear electron density, the amplitude of such

a reflection increases during the entire scanning period (Fig. 4.9, d).

For the reflection of type A, there is recorded the ratio of the amplitudes

of the first and second maximums and the coefficient D of the amplitude diffusion.

The tlme-related shifts 4% I and A t 2 are averaged for all calculated

values (according to all extremums of the diffraction patterns). The dimen-

sions of each Frenel zone are determined as weighted averages in respect to
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all three diffraction patterns with weights depending on the estimations of

the patterns' quality.

According to the adopted technique of screening the recordings, for each

meteor we get not less than 12 independent velocity measurements. The calcu-

lation of velocity begins from an averaging of the dimensions of the similar

zones in three patterns with weights depending on the quality of echo record-

ing. The applicability of such a method of averaging is justified in that

the errors in finding the velocity by the diffraction method are much higher

than the sys ema ic differences in the meteor velocity in three points of

reflection in the trail with a difference in heights between the extreme

polnts of less than two kilometers. The systematic differences in the vel- /151

ocity are mainly caused by the braking of the meteor in the section between

the reflection points.

_.... r- ".......... j i t

i ! ..... ]

r........... .....m -...... .........................

,.., :, i ':,7 7!"_ F ''-,--'_'-'_ .................... _ ......

t

L ................

" /

_, -,,-rl _,_,"-"_ .zT_ _:': ..... :_ ....... _ .......... "_*_':' "::_' " "_'t *'_ ' ....

{. ;;t .... .,- ," , - :

Fig. 4.9. Samples o_ the R@cordlngs o_--61-_he Dll=fraction Patterns of

Signals, Scattered in lonlzed Meteor Trails of Various Types. a-

underdensel b and c- of an intermediate type; e and f. saturated;

e. trail with a very high linear electron density.
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The velocity of a meteor for each of the Frenel zones is calculated with

the aid of the equation

v = KY/n (&.20)

where n equals the number of pulses lin the corresponding zone for the diffrac-

tion pattern; K equals a constant factor for the given equipment, depending

on the length of _b_e wave X of the radar set and the repetition rate of the
pulses F, K = F ¢ X :

r . V/2 teaR, (&.21)

where R equals range, V equals length of the corresponding zone expressed in

units _/2. The V-value can be calculated with the aid of Eq. (2.32) (as

the distance between the points of the extremes of the Frenel integral). The

tables of the Y-values as a function of R are presented In _192]. The veloci-

ties found for all zones, averaged with the weights which are proportional to

the V.values for each zone and which are presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2

Zone

AC
CE
EG
0I
AE

Weight

1,10
0,74
0,60
0,51
1,84

Zon_

co
EI
AG
CI
AI

Weight

1,34
1,11
2,44
1,85
2,95

Zone

BD
DF
FH
BF
DH

Weight

0,86
0,66
0,54
1,52
1,20

The radar equipment of the KPI described in this chapter permitted us to
record an average of 500 - 1000 meteors in the course of 24 hours of continuous

observations. In Fig. 4.10, we have presented the diurnal patt_ri_ of the

quantity of recorded meteors for one of the days of observations--13 July 1960.
From the total number of meteors, on an average, 15 - 25% meet all of the re-

quirements which are imposed on the recordings selected for finding the coord-

inates of the radiants and the velocities. Thus, for 24 hours of observations,
there can be identified the orbits of 100 - 200 individual meteor bodies. The

average number of orbits which can be Identified during a day varies from

month to month in conformity with the annual varition of the population of

meteors [76].

?,

ri
0 J F Y 12 /5 fS,2f 2_

a) _, vac

Fig. 4.10. Diurnal Pattern of the Quantity of Meteors for which

We Recorded the Amplltude-Time-Dependent Characteristics (based on

observations 13 July 1960). Key to figuret a) time, hours.
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Calculation of Orbital Elements

The calculation of the coordinates of the corrected radiant of a meteor

and of the elements of the orbit of a meteor body was conducted based on the

somewhat modified system of I. A. Kieyber _193], which was adapted for the

"Ural" computer. As input data, we adopted four values; the time T of the

appearance of the meteor, the time-related shifts At I, At 2 and the average

velocity v of the meteor. All of the values which usually are taken from

the Astronomical Yearbook were presented in the form of analytical time

functions_ distance from Earth to Sun, orbital velocity of the Earth,

longitude of the Sun, and sidereal time.

The complete calculation of the radiant and the orbit of one meteor took

about 5 minutes machine time. The use of the Ural electronic computer with

a fixed scale leads to a considerable compllca_ion of the program, since not

less than I/% of the entire program is taken up by logical conditions related

to the indeterminacy of the scale of an entire series of intermediate values

entering the calculation. More convenient was the application of calculating /153

machines with the "floating decimal point" (of the Strela type, and others).

The calculation of the coordinate of the radiants and of the orbital

elements was conducted in the following orders

I) A, z equal horizontal coordinates of visible radiant;

2) _ 6 equal equatorial coordinates of corrected radiant;

3) v_ , Vg equal the extra-atmospherlc and geocentric velocity of the

meteor;

4) %, 8 equal; the ecliptic coordinates of the corrected radiant;

5) %', 8' equal the ecliptic coordinates of the true radiant;

6) v h equals the heliocentric velocity;

7) E, E' equal_ the elongation of the corrected and true radiants from

the apex_ and

8) a, e, q, i,_ , w, equal the orbital elements of the meteor body.

MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF VELOCITY AND RADIANT COORDINATES

Effect of the Inaccuracy of Counting the Pulses

In the measurement of the lengths of the Frenel zones for calculating

the velocity and the tlme-dependen t shifts for finding the coordinates of

the radiant, the relative positions of the extremes of the diffraction

patterns of the reflected signals can not be found with absolute accuracy.

As a result of the finite state of the repetition rate of the pulses, there

is always an uncertainty in the exact position of the extreme of not less

than 0.5 distance between two successive pulses. We can expect that at a

very good quality of the recordings, the error involved in finding the

position of the extremes will be about the same for all of the meteors.

In Table A.3, we have presented the errors Av in the velocity of the

meteors found based on the zone AC of the diffraction pattern, for various

velocities of meteors in the range from 20 to 70 km/sec. We have assumed an

average error in the determination of the zone length _p - _ I pulse, and

an average meteor range R - 200 km. We have given the errors of the average
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weighted value of velocity of meteors Vweigba for which there are N separate

measurements of the velocity for various zones2 at two Ap-valuess 1.0 and

0.5.

Table 4.3

v, km/se_ p,pul_e

2O

3O

4O

5O

6O

7O

15,5

10,3

7,8

6,2

5,2

_,V, km/se_ A_eighted
N:10 [ N:15 N=20 N:25

ml,3

2,9

0,20 [ 0,17 0,15 0,13

0,41 l 0,34

0,46 [ 0,37

0,92 0,75

0,8 0,7

0,30

0,32

0,65

0,6

1,2

0,9

5,2

±8,2

1,6 . 1,3

1,3 [ I,I

2,6 2,1 -
1,8

1,3

2,6

0,26

0,29

0,58

0,5

4,4

12,0

1,9

3,8

1,0

0,8

1,6

1,2

2,4

1,7

3,4

1,9 [ 1,68,8 [ 3,1

2,6 I 2,2

• _16_8 I 5,3 4,3

Af

0,5

1,0

0,5

1,0

0,5

1,0

0,5

1,0

0,5

1,0

0,5

1,0

Table 4.4

127
150
152

130
225
137
166

126
123
123
137
145
198
178
125

25,34 27 24,34

25,02] 15 25,11
23,591 24 23,82
23,47t 14 23,03
17,20' I0 17,30!

23,98 14 25,93:
23,43 11 23,87!

25,19 11 ] 26,12

26,22 22 26,12

N2

28
22
36
29

7
22

- t
' _J' I R, K.,

mVse( l_nlSS_

1,o[

0,1 --
0,2
0,4 0,6
0,1
2,0

10 0,4

15 1 0,9

15 0,1
29,48
34,02
25,57
30,22
28,07
29,26

20
12
24

8
29
13

28,87 I 26 0,6
131,38 21 2,6

126,611 28 0,0
30,58] 8 0,4 t_0,8
26,04 ! 30 2,0 I

29'7°L2° 0'4 I
Llower index

200
2,18
120

32,64 30
26,53 13
33,24! 20

167 42,00 29
140 44,04 12
150 39,51 20
187 40,18 22
170 39,22 12
250 41,55 12
185 43,32 19
235 43,60 10
125 36,95 22
148 40,58 36
137 36,43 19

3 ,55 o,1[
26,39 12 0,1 _0,8

34,15 9 0,9

'41,30 _3 I 0,7

143,36] 81 0,7
38,811 !0 0,7
39,681 9 0,5
33,211 ',0 1,0 •
39,90] 6 1,6 1
43,61] '.4 0,4 1
44,85 t 6 1,2!
38,25 I 0 I 1,3
40,68 o I 0,1
35,95 O t 0,5

---+0,9

167 36,62i 29 36,46 91 0,2

" 830 " == "weighted"

/154
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According to the data in Table 4.3, if the errors in counting the pulses

in the Frenel zones do not depend on the length of the zones, the corresponding

errors in the velocity of the meteors depend greatly on the velocity value

( Av Zv2). For checking the actual accuracy of counting the pulses in the

Frenel zones, for 24 radio meteors with an average quality of recording, we

conducted two independent s rles of processing by two observers. In Table

4.4, we have presented the derived average for weighted velocity values and

the number of individual velocity measurements for various zones for each of

the observers. The meteors are divided into three groups by velocity 17 - 25,

25 - 33 and 36 - 44 km/sec. In the last columns, we have presented the dif-

ference in the velocity values Av, obtained by two observers for each meteor,

and the average Av-values for each of the groups of the velocities.

From Table 4.4, it is apparent that the value of the error in the velocity

of the meteors associated with the inaccuracy of counting the pulses in the

Frenel zones depends slightly on the velocity of meteors ( Av ~ _. This is

explained by the increase in the accuracy of determining the position of the

extremes of the diffraction pattern with a decrease in the number of pulses

in the zones. In _19&], the weak dependence of Av upon v is explained by the

increase in the number of zones accessible to the measurements, with an increase

in the velocity of meteors. In Table 4.5, we have presented the average num-

ber of various zones N, based on which there can be measured the velocity for

the meteors with different velocities. We have also presented the number n of

the meteors in each group of velocities based on which the N-value has been

found.

v,km/sec

t_
N

20 I [ 60 70

3,119

30. 40 5O

170 444 186
26 28 22 19018

20
16

Table 4.5

/155

From Table 4.5, it is evident that the number of zones accessible to the

measurements is lower for the rapid meteors than for the meteors having average

velocities.

For the purpose of evaluating the similarity of the results of finding the

velocity based on various zones, and also of the tlme-related shifts and the

coordinates of the radiant according to various extremes of the diffraction

patterns for 25 meteors, we found the values of v Atl, At 2_ _ and 82 sep-

arately for each zone and for each of the extremes. The mean square deviations

from the average weighted values of velocity and from the average values A tl,

At2_ 8 1 and 8_ are presented in Table 4.6. We also present the number _:

of the individual velocity measurements for each meteor, and an estimation of

the quality of the recording of the diffraction patterns of the signals, re' :

cetved in three points.

The values of the mean square deviations presented in this table indicate

the excellent face validity of the results. If, at a sufficiently large number
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of measurements of the velocity and displacements, the spread of the individ-

ual values proves to be higher, this can be explained by the poor quality of

the recordings of the diffraction patterns, by the dissimilarities in the

distribution of the ionization along the trail (presence of meteor outbursts),

Table 4.6

23,9
36,5
38,5
38,8
40,3
40,7
42,0
42,0
42,8
46,1

• 49,1
50,7
51,8
53,0
53,3
53,6
55,8
56,1
56,5
57,3
57,5
58,5
59,7
66,0
67,7

N

24
24
28
29
21
36
13
31
44
24
28
22
20
27
18
18
24
12
22
21
14
18
27
17
12

_sti-

_lon_

334
434
344
434
433
544
433
4,14
545
333
534
433
444
433
434
433
434
434
443
444
443
434
444
433
433

V of+

0,25
0,90
0,93
0,78
1,27

0,52
2,50
1,05
0,42
1,05
1,06
1,35
0,83
0,67
1,06
0,96
1,31
1,27
0,33
1,00
1,90
0,76
0,36
1,85
1,26

0,43
0,42
0,24
0,24
0,45
0,06
0,19
0,14
0,20
0,16
0,10
0,16
0,25
0,22
0,20
0,20
0,26
0,13
0,00
0,18
0,39
0,24
0,00
0,10.
0,13

0,37
0,24
0,56
0,49
0,54
0,23
0,63
0,29
0,15
0,53
0,59
0,51
0,53
0,11
0,03
0,05
0,40
0,30
0,10
0,19
0,34
0,14
0,00
0,42
0,12

0°62
1,05
1,07
0,52
1,00
0,31
0,65
0,50
0,62
0,57
0,72
0,86
2,06
1,95
1,90
1,00
1,04
0,74
0,28
0,82
1,80
1,10
0,26
1,13
0,60

0_32 1
I

0,87
1,27
t,10
1,10
0,23
1,95
0,30
0,21
1,07
0,90
0,90
1,00
0,20
0,30
0,10
0,75
0,56
0,33
0,30
0,74
0,30

0,06

0,90
0,27 ;

0_67
1,34
1,65
1,22
1,46
0,39
1,98
0,55
0,66
1,20
1,24
1,25
2,30
1,96
1,91
1,02
1,40
1,00
0,42
0,87
1,98
1,15
0,27
1,50
0,70

R, ]_dtk

212
150
215
190
168
210
150
166
250
203
192
185
185
237
268
183
265
248
180
205
145
225
187
176
138

The extent of the fluctuations of the amplitude of a signal scattered

in a forming meteor trail, and hence the number of zones accessible to measure-

ments, and the accuracy of the measurements, depend on the position of the

reflection point on the distribution curve of the ionization along the trail.

The fluctuations are extensive in the ascending leg of the curve of ioniza-

tion, and less extensive in the descending branch. If the point of reflec-

tion is close to the end of the trail, the number of extremes in the dif-

fraction pattern can be very low.

Effect of Atmospheric Turbulence

The visual and photographic observations of the persistent meteor trails

reveal the irregular nature of the displacement of the air masses in the

meteor zone of the atmosphere [106, 195]o According to the results of the

photographic El06] and the radar [191] measurements, the velocity gradient

of the turbulent wind can reach I00 m/sec km. The presence of such high

velocity gradients of the wind can lead to the turning and distortion of the

trail even during the formation of the basic Frenel zones [70, 158].

/156

According to (2.12), without allowance for the wind effect, the range to

the various points of the trail can be represented as follows! Lsee next page T
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S_

R= Ro q- _, (4.22)

where Ro equals the distance to the point of the mirror image, s equals the
distance along the trail, figured from the point of mirror image in the direc-

tion of the meteor's movement.

With allowance for the radial velocity component of the wind u, we will

write the distance in the form

R--_oq- t2 RoS2+ S_lt, (A.23)

where so equals the distance from the point of mirror reflection to the head

of the trail. With such a R.value, instead of (2.32), we getl

o (s-_o'_
- -- -- _;V-- .t I_'D' I eZ_lx:+ "]dxl (4.24)I' --: - e x

Let us expand the radial wind velocity component into a series by the

powers of s, and limit ourselves in the expansion to two first terms

u : u o + u's. (4.25)

In a linear approximation (4.25), the Integral In Eq. (4.24) is reduced to

the same form as in (2.32), by the substitution

x' -- 2 ]/i--6(s+k) (4.26)

where

2Ru' 6v_-t-- 2Ruo
6=_, k=

V_7

For the head of the trail, from (4.26) and (4.27), we derive

(4.27)

(4.28)

In the case of the absence of wind, according to (2.13)

Xo -- 2vt " (4.29)

From (4.28) and (4.29), it is obvious that in the case of the presence

of a gradient of the radial wind velocity component, utilizing Eq. (2.32) we

will obtain In place of the meteor velocity v, the value

v' = (2 -- 6) v-- • (4.30)
2 V_--6

All the moments of the extremes of the diffraction pattern prove to be dis-

placed by the amount 2R,zo

t0--- vo(2__6). (4.31)
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From (4.27) and (4.31), we find the variation in the tlme-dependent displace-

ments between the diffraction patterns of the signals, received in two sepa-

rated points

• 2 _ At. (4.32)htr _ 2--

From (4.15), we find the total error involved in finding the angle e be-

tween the direction to the radiant and the base, with allowance for the

errors in measuring the velocity and the time-dependent shift:

\_t _ -- I) (4.33)
A0

In August 19599 in the KPI, simultaneously with the measurements of the

velocity and the meteor radiants, we measured the radial component of wind

velocity in two points in a trail E158]. We utilized two coherent devices

in the points 0 and K, separated by a distance of 4.3 km. In Table 4.7,

we have shown the distribution of values u u du/ds, obtained on the basis of

302 pairs of measurements. The mean quadratic value u' = 14 m/sec km. For

three velocity values 20, 40 and 70 km/sec, we have given the errors in the

velocity and position of the radiant, corresponding to each of the u'-values.

Dashes are inserted in those cases when the velocity measurements become im-

possible. We have assummed the average value cot 0- 0.5. We have shown

the average quadratic values Av and As. As is evident from the data in

Table 4.7, the velocity errors are slight, whereas the errors involved in

finding the radiant position prove to be quite appreciable.

du

ds

0
5

10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

N

119
77
55
18
15

4 ¸

7
1
3
2
1

mmTse._

N,%

39,3
25,5
18,2

6,0
5,0
1,3
2,3
0,3
0,I
0,7
0,3

Mean quad;atic _
value

20 4O

0,0
0,0
0,I
0,3
0.7
2,1
6.8

_-1,2

0°0

1:5
3,2
5,7
7,2
12,3
19,1

_410

AO
KmlseD

0.0 0°,0
0,0 0,7
0.1 1,5
0,2 2,3
0,4 3,2
0,8 5,0
1,2 7,2
2,4 10,3
4,4 12,2
7,6 15,4

13,6 19,2

-_ I, 1 __2_7

. 70
Av

0,0
0,0
0,I
0,I
0,2
0,4
0,6
1,0
1,5
2,3
3,1

-+0,3

A_

0%0

0.4
0,8
1,I
1,7
2,6
3.7
4,8
6,0
7,2
8,6

_1"3

Table 4.7

In the measurements of the velocities and the radiants of the active

meteor streams (showers), the role of errors owing to the turbulent wind

decreased somewhat, since the radiants with the values _8 _ I0 o will not be

related to the screen. Thus, for the Geminids shower (v - 36.4 km/sec), the

mean square error owing to the effect of turbulent wind comprised in the

velocity Av - + 0.3 km/sec, and in the position of the radiant A0 - + 2 ° .
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According to (4.33)9 at various positions of the radiants In the celes-

tial sphere9 the errors In the angle 8between the directions to the radiants

and the base will be maximum for those radiants for which 8 has the minimal

values, i.e. for which the tlme-related shifts are maximal. The role of

errors owing to turbulent wind was Verified by us for the Geminids shower.

In Fig. 4.1, a, b9 we have shown the spread in the radiants of the meteors

In the Gemlnlds shower for two tlme spanss when the azimuth of the radiant

was close to the azimuth of the base O8 and of the base OK.

From Flg. 4. II, It is evident that the spread of the radiants actually

occurs chiefly along the anticlpated directions. Thls indicates that the

errors owing to the atmospheric turbulent wind are the basic source of the

errors involved In finding the position of the radiants of the individual

meteors.

38 o

b'o
J9

-% °o g'o

30 0 0 O0 0

28
0

/2 __ _ ' '
10Z IOF II0 II_ I/8 122c_"

o

o

0

IOZ 10_" llO II/_ °
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Fig. 4.11. Dispersion of Individual Meteor Radiants in the Geminids

Shower for _o Tlme Spansp When the Radiant Azimuth of the Stream is

Close to the Base Azimuth O_ (a) and of the Base OK (b). KK' and _'--

the theoretl_al displacements of the radiant found under the assumption

that the errors in the tlme-dependent shifts At I and At 2 comprise

+ 10%.

Effect of Heterogeneity in the Distribution of lonization Along the Trail

In the processing of the results of the measurements of velocities and

meteor radiants, It Is usually a_sumed that the linear electron density In

the trail is constant. Let us examine the variation In the positions of the

extremes of the diffraction pattern of a signal, scattered in the forming

meteor trail, wlth allowance for the variation _ along the trail. In this

case, in place of the Frenel integral (2.32), the fluctuations in the amp-

litude with time are described by the following equations

I .---, a (x) e e-A(Xo-,:) ,
(4.34)

where s(x)--the distribution of the effective linear electron density along

the trail.

For an estimation of the maximum posslble effect of the variation in the

e_fectlve llnoar density along the trails of meteors with a smooth curve of

|on|zation, we adopted the ionization curve developed by Greenhow and Neufold

(Fig. 4.12, b), and we computed the d|ffractlon patterns of the reflected slg-

nals at two positions of the point of mirror imago In the trallz on the
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ascending branch of the Ionization curve (point O1 in Fig. 4.12, b) and on
the descending branch (point 02). As was indicated in Chapter 2, the dif-
ference in the curves in Fig. 4.12, a and b is caused chiefly by the effect

of the initial radius of the ionized meteor trails on the amplitude of the

reflected signal. The calculation was conducted based on (4.34) by the

numerical integration for two values _ s A _ and 4- 0.5. In Fig. 4.13, a,

b, the curves I correspond to the point O 1 and the curves 2 correspond to

the point 02 (refer to Fig. 4.12).

o -3 -z -1 0 1

_h/H g

- I I .

'_h/H -2 -¢ 0 t

go

g5

0

0,5

/159

Fig. 4.12. Distribution of Linear Electron Density Along a Heteor

Trail. a- theoretical curve for bright meteors; b- average curve

of the distribution of effective linear electron density for the

meteors +5 TM - +7 m, obtained by Greenhow and Neufeld _43].

I

g5

a 1

o,5

-/,o o go z,o _o o.0_o

6"

t

I 1 t I I I a

-1,o o /,o z,o 4z7 %0 ,zo

Fig. 4.13. Diffraction Patterns of the Signals_Scattered in the Under-

dense Meteor Trails at Two Positions of the Point of Mirror Image.

i- for the Ascending branch of the ionization curve; 2- for the

descending branch at 2 values of the parameter &- 8 _2 D /-_%3/2 v.

a- A- O; b- _m 0.5.

For both positions of the point of the specular reflection (mirror

image) In the trail, the positions of the diffraction pattern extremes will

remain practically the same as in the case a- const. Thus, assuming a .

const for the trails with regular (smooth) ionization curves, we do not

introduce appreciable errors into the measurements of the velocities and

the meteor radiants.
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if_ -

Fig. A. IA. Sample of a Recordlngof the Diffraction Pattern of a

Signal Scattered in the Ionization Trail of a Meteor with an Out-

burs t.

Similar calculations were made for the hypothetical case of a meteor

fragmenting greatly, in which the ionization maximum e m is attained at the

distance Ax - /2 from the point of inception of the intensive evaporation,

while the point of the mirror image coincides with the latter. At R - 200

km and %- 8 m, Ax . /2 corresponds to the distance along the trail As

- 0.9 km. In this case, the extremes of the diffraction patterns,prove to

be displaced relative to the position which they occupy at e= const. If

the point of the mirror image for the second point lles below em, this can

lead to an error in 8up to 3 . 5° . The velocity measured in the first

point proves to be exaggerated by several percents. According to [82],

the rapid increase in a_#_Is encountered approximately in 0.5% of the

total number of meteors. Such meteors are easily recognized by the nature

of the envelopes of the diffraction patterns and should be excluded from

the processing.

Let us consider the effect of the meteor outbursts upon the diffraction

patterns of radio echoes. The presence of an outburst prior to the moment of

the passage of a meteor through the point O of the reflected image in the trail

is manifested _n the form of the fluctuations of the echo amplitude "during

the approach" (Fig. 4.1&). The effect of the outburst upon the diffraction

pattern depends on the force of the outburst and upon the phase difference

A _of the signals scattered in the point B, where the outburst occurred,

and in point O. If A_ZO, the effect of the outburst will be the least.

Let us consider a case, when during a very short outburst, there evap-

orated practically instantaneously I% of the original mass of the meteor

body, and the outburst occurred near the point of maximal evaporation. For

the obtainment of the maximal estimation of the error in the time-related

displacements, let us assume that the phase difference A_ comprises for one

of the points A_I - 0 °, and for the other it is A_ 2 _ 180 ° • In this case,
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for a base wlth a length of 5 km, the error in 0 comprises around + 2%. As a
result of the possibility of a fairly high error in finding the radiant for
the flashing meteors, the radio echoes, which detect the fluctuations in amp-
litude "during the approach", should be excluded from the processing.

Effect of Diffusion

The effect of the diffusion expansion of an ionized meteor trail during
the formation of the basic Frenel zones on the accuracy of finding the velocity
by the diffraction method was examined in detail In Chapter 2 (see Fig. 2.2).

The velocity errors owing to the diffusion can be reduced practically to zero,

if for the determination of the velocity, we did not utilize the position of

the first maximum of the diffraction pattern. For finding the velocity based

on zone AC, under actual conditions, it is possible to have errors of I0 - 20%.

In this connection, the measured velocity proved to be lower than the actual

one.

In the measurement of the tlme-related displacements, the errors can de-

Velop owing to the difference in the diffusion factors in two reflection

points. In the case of small bases, these differences are also small. In

the case of large bases, the absolute error increases In the displacements,

but their value also increases at the same time. In connection with thls, a

relative error in the tlme-related shlfts in all cases proves to be trivial.

Sometlmes, in one of the reflection polnts, the trail wlll be underdense,

and in the other it will be saturated. Then, the effect of diffusion leads

to a displacement of the first maximum in the first point and does not change

its position in the second. In thls case, In the calculation of the time-

related shifts, it is not necessary to utilize the position of the first

maximum of a diffraction pattern.

Effect of the Braking of Meteors

In the radar observations, the most complex is the transition from the

measured velocity of a meteor to the extra-atmospheric velocity. Our obser-

vations do not permit us to determine in which part of the trail the reflec-

tion point lles, therefore in the calculation of the correction to the velo-

clty for the braking in the atmosphere, _;e assume that all the reflection

points lle near the point of the maximal evaporation. As was indicated in

Chapter I, the decrease in the meteor velocity to the point of maximal evap-

oration _v m does not depend on the mass of the meteor body, and depends

solely on its velocity. The AVm-Values are listed on page II. The adoption

of the same correction for the braking for all the meteors with a given velo-

city leads to the appearance of a random error in the velocity of the order

of the actual value for the correction.

For a more precise estimation of the error In the velocity ascribable to

braking in the atmosphere, let us adopt the distribution, derived by Greenhow

and Neufeld, of the effective linear electron density eg## along the trail

(Fig. 4.12, b). We will consider that the point of the maximum ag_ _ coincides

with the point of the maximum evaporatlon and that the probability of obtain-

Ing a reflection from a given point of the trail is proportional to the value

_ _ . In this case, the average error in the correction for braking can be

found based on the equation [see next page]
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h 2

Av (h) -- Av,,, 1%+0 (t0 (I_

X(X_)--: '_ , (4.351
hl

[ =,_+(h)<st,
h,

where h 1 and h 2 equal the heights of the beginning and end of the trail, 6v(h)

equals the correction for braklng at the height h.

Under the assumptions made above, from (4.35), we get 4( A v) z 0.5 A Vm,

Thus,for the individual meteors, in which the reflection points lie at the

very end of the trail, it is possible to have velocity errors somewhat

higher than Avm, however, a number of such meteors is low.

For the difference in the heights of the points of reflection in the trail

of 1 - 2 km, the meteor velocity is practically the same and hence the braking

does not introduce significant errors into the measurement of the time-related

displacements and radiant coordinates. The velocity of the individual meteors

can be corrected much more precisely for braking, if the measurements of the

velocity are conducted simultaneously in several reeelving points, distributed

at a distance of 40 . 60 km.

Effect of Resonance in the Trail

If the linear electron density of an ionized meteor trail a is of the order

of 10 12 electrons/cm, and the initial radius is short, in the early stages of

the existence of a trail, the dielectric permeability _ in its axis is negative.

As a result of the diffusion expansion, the electron concentration decreases

in the trail with time. In case of a scattering in such trails of radio waves

with transverse polarization, it is possible to have the resonance phenomenon,

which was reviewed in the reports by Herlofson E85] and Kaiser and Gloss E86].

In the case of resonance, we have a rapid change in the amplitude and

phase of the reflected wave with the transverse polarization. A measure of

the resonance is: the polarization ratio

F±
p--

g If

(where g IS gl_j - the coefficients of reflection of radio waves with transverse

and longitudinal polarization) and the phase difference of the reflected waves

A_ _±--_ii. The radius rm of the trail, at which the polarization ratio

P reaches the maximum, and the value of the maximum Pm depend on the linear

electron density of the trail _, and on the distribution of electrons along

the section of the trail.

For a homogeneous cylinder of ionization, the resonance sets in at the

moment when K.. I, if in this connection kr m < I (where k - 2w /A equals

the wave number). Hence, a condition of the possibility of resonance for a

homogeneous cylinder is

2_--)_ < 1, (4.36)
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where e, m equals the charge and massof the electron, c equals the speed of
light.

The 0m-value dependson the krm.value:
4

_m = _ •

At kr m + 0, 0 m + _. However, under actual conditions,

(4.37)

0 m can not be infin-

itely large, since the trail radius always was a finite value (in addition,

in this case it is necessary to take into account the energy dissipation

owing to the collisions of the electrons and of other processes). At kr m >

> I, Eq. (4.37) is no longer applicable and 0 m = I.
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In the case of a Gaussian distribution of the electrons along the trail

section (1.243), the resonance sets in at the dielectric permeability in the

axis of the trail _= - 1.4. The maximal value of the polarization ratio de-

pends on the n-value. At _ <I0 I0 electrons/cm, 0 m - 2. With an increase

in e, the 0m.value decreases, gradually approaching unity. At _ = 5 "I0 II

electrons/cm, Kaiser and Gloss found 0 m = 1.5.

The polarlzat_on ratio differs noticeably from unity not only at the

moment of resonance, but also for a certain time span, the duration of which

is about three times longer than the period during which the trail radius, as

a result of diffusion, increases from zero to rm. If the initial trail radius

is very short, at the moment of the meteor's passage, the phase difference of

the waves with the longitudinal polarization A_ = 180 °. Then, A_ decreases
gradually to zero.

From the condition K(O) . . 1.5, let us flnd the trail radius, at which

resonance sets in

O6 e ?

(kr'")2 = o,o mc_ " (4.38)

At .9 >2.4. 1012electrons/cm, krm > I, and the resonance phenomenon according

to _86] becomes Imposslb.le. In this manner, the upper limit of the e-values

at which resonance can occur, _ <2.4 .I012 electrons/cm.

The lower limit of e can be estimated if we consider the finite state

of the initial trail radius. From the condition ro < rm, we find

> 0,6 (kro) z mc-_.__- (4.39)
eZ •

As was indicated in Chapter 2, at the average v_loclty of meteors v = 40 km/sec,

at the average height of radio meteors h = 95 km, r o z I m. From (4.39), for

_ 8 m, we get e >1.5. 10 12 electrons/cm. Thus, with allowance for the

initial radius of the ionized meteor trails, the resonance phenomenon can

occur in a narrow range of _values, i.e. for a small part of the meteors

that are being observed. This span expands for the slow meteors and contracts

for the rapid ones.

The effect of resonance upon the measurements of the velocities and the

tlme-dependent displacements was surveyed in a number of reports [196, 197].
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As a result of the finite state of the velocity of a meteor and the varlation

in a along the trail, in various parts of the trail, the resonance will set in

at a different time. If we consider a and D as constant, while r o = O, the

length of the resonating sector of the trail _Pe_ is found from (4.38)

• VO0._

!_3_ _. (4.40)

It is easy to perceive that at the heights lower than 95 km, at _ = 8 -

12 m, the length of the resonating sector of the trail can be comparable with

the length of the first Frenel zone. In this case, the resonance phenomenon

in the trail can lead to considerable displacements in the positions of the

extremes of the diffraction patterns, and hence to errors in the velocity.

As a result of the difference in the physical parameters in two reflecting

points in the trail, the resonance can set in not simultaneously, which

leads to errors in the tlme-related shifts. The errors in the velocity can

reach 15 20%. In the case of a base of the order of 5 km, the errors in

the time-related shifts can reach l_A, which leads to errors in the radiant

position of A8 = 6 ° .

In the theoretical estimatlons of the effective resonance upon the

accuracy of measurement of the radiants and velocity of meteors, we disregarded

a number of factors (the initial radius of the trail_ the consideration of

which leads to a truncation of 2pc3 ; the variation In e and D along the

trail, etc.), therefore at present, it is difficult to state how significant

this influence is in the statistical studies of the meteors.

E. K. Nemlrova _198] found the criteria of resonance of roughly 50% of

the meteors, for which the diffraction patterns were obtained. In this con-

nectlon, the displacements In the extremes fell In the limits of 20 - 40_ of

the dimension of the first Frenel zone, A. C. However, these results were

obtained based on the observations of a total of 34 meteors. In addition,

the study has a number of disadvantages of an equlpment-procedural nature.
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A significant disadvantage of the previous experimental studies on res-

onance _197, 198_ is the application of the method of the simultaneous radi-

ation of theradlo pulses by two antennas with mutually perpendicular polari-

zation planes. Under these conditions, as a result of the turning of the polar-

ization plane of the radio waves in the D-layer of the ionosphere, and also

as a result of the application of complex antennas, the effect of the reradia-

tlon and other factors, It is impossible to distinguish the signals of varying

polarlzatlon2 having arrived at any of the antennas. The application for the

reception and emission, of separate antennas with several different polariza-

tion planes leads to the interference of the signals of varying polarization.

For the study of the effect of the polarization phenomena upon the

accuracy of measurlng the coordinates of the radiants and velocities of

meteors, in the KPI, we used the following equipment _157]. Two identical

transmitters having operated on the same frequency, generated radio pulses

with a repetition rate of 500 cps and wlth a time displacement of 140 micro-

seconds. For the radiation, use was made of two identical antennas with

mutually perpendicular polarization planes. The identical state of the

directional diagrams of the antennas was verified from observations.
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Fig. 4.15. Block-Diagram of a Radar Set Designed for Studying the
ResonancePhenomenonDuring the Scattering of Radio Waves in the Ionized

Meteor Trails. A K -antenna switching device; K_ - receiver switch;

EFH . transmitter of horizontal polarization; NBH- transmitter of

vertical polarization; _- receiver; CF . synchrogenerator; _- indicator;

3 - lag by _- 140 microseconds.

After the antenna switching devices, the signals reflected from a meteor

entered the input of one receiver. A special electronic switch, located at

the receiver input, connects the antenna with the vertical polarization to

the receiver after the signal has been recorded, received by the antenna with

the horizontal polarization. With such a method of switching, in one beam

of the indlcator, there are recorded simultaneously the envelopes of the

signals of varying polarlzatlon, each of which is formed by the sequence of

pulses with a repetition frequency of 500 cps. The amplitude characteristic

of the recelving-ampllfylng channel was linear in the range of amplitudes

exceeding the noise level by 20 times. The block-dlagram of the equipment

is shown in Fig. 4.15.

The measurements were conducted in a westward direction in the first

half of the night, and in a northward direction in the morning, in order

that the majority of the recorded trails would be close to the vertical

planes, dragon through the radar set. The observations were conducted every

6 hours over a period of four days. Approximately for 5_A of the meteors,

the pulses emitted by the antenna with vertical polarization, after re-

flection from the trail, were received in the antenna with the horizontal

polarization, and vice versa. This phenomenon is usually ascribed to the

turning of the polarization plane during the reflection of the radio waves

from the trail under resonance eondltlonse when the reflection factors

gl and gl! do not equal each other. In reality however, such a reception

of signals can be explained by the rotation of the polarization plane in

the D-layer of the ionosphere and by the reradlatlon by the local objects.

The polarization ratio of 0 for the trails of the underdense type was

both more than and less than unity. In this connection, we did not observe

appreciable displacements in the envelopes. A sample of a recording is

given in Fig. 4.16, a. In the meteors of the transient type, the 0-value

sometimes increases toward the end of the existence of the echo (Fig. 4.16,

b). For the meteors of the saturated type, the increase in 0 occurred both

at the end and at the be=innin_ of the reflectlon (4.16p c).
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Of the 540 meteors, for whlch we obtained diffraction patterns, only in
5%of the cases did we detect relative displacements in the extremes L157]

For half of them, the displacements comprised not more than one pulse, i.e.

they corresponded to the critical resolving capability of the equipment. The

displacements of a quarter of a period of he first Frenel zone were detected

for 1.5% of the meteors. Only one of the recorded diffraction patterns (refer

to Fig. 4.16, b) indicated a large displacement. It is typical that basically,

we noted displacements of the first maximum, and chiefly for the trails of the

transient type.

F .................i............... 7..............

•

a

• ,-ff_7P

Jl" _ .... r..

__ _.

./'_L -"
:_t _; ,"_

_2; _; _ _'_-,t,
_ -

""_<?

!

!

, J

I

Fig. 4.16. Samples of the Recordings of the Diffraction Patterns of

Signals With Horizontal and Vertical Polarization of the Radio Waves

Scattered in the Meteor Trails of Different Types. a- underdense;

b- transient types; c- saturated type.

In individual cases_ we noticed slight displacements in a direction

opposite to that predicted by the resonance theory. The decrease in the

extent of the fluctuations in the diffraction patterns of the echoes was

recorded for the reflections of varying polarization.
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The experimental results obtained by us indicate that the errors (pre-
dicted by the resonance theory) in the determination of the velocities and
the coordinates of the meteor radiants actually occur for individual meteors.
However, their statistical weight is quite low. Therefore, the dangers ex-
pressed previously that the application of the antennas with horizontal polar-
ization could lead to considerable errors in the measurements of the veloci-

ties and meteor radiants are apparently unsubstantiated.

Experimental Verification of the Measurement Accuracy

For the purpose of checking the actual accuracy of the radar measurements

of the velocities and coordinates of the radiants of individual meteors, in

December, 1959 we conducted systematic observations of the well-kno%_ Geminids

meteor shower FlSl]. From 9 - IA December, we recorded around 700 meteor re-

flections, suitable for determining the velocities and radiants. For all of

the meteors, the orbits were computed. Knowing the velocities, radiants and

elements of the orbits of all the meteors, we were able to select reliably

among them the meteors in the Gemlnlds shower. The high population of the

Geminids leads to the situation that several sporadic meteors, which could

erroneously be related to this shower, cannot significantly distort the re-

sults for the Geminids. We selected 298 meteors in the shower.

Based on the spread in the individual values of v, e, 6, l/a, e, q, i

and m, we found the mean square errors of one measurements

L%v= -,- 2,0 _._t/ce_,

Ag = ___2°,7,

_5 '= _ 2%4,

_e : __ 0,028,

lq = --+ 0,028,

_i = __ 5o, 6,

_ =: _ 4° , 3.

The basic sources of the errors in the measurement o2 the velocity are:

the inaccuracy of considering the deceleration in the atmosphere, the effect

of diffusion and of the atmospheric turbulent wind and the inaccuracy of

counting the pulses in the Frenel zones. For the meteors with the velocities

20 . 50 km/sec, Av should be about the same as for the Geminids. In the case

of very slow meteors, Av increases owing to the inaccuracy of allowing for

the deceleration and the effect of the atmospheric wind turbulence. At v >

50 km/sec, the errors increase as a result of the effect of the diffusion and

inaccuracy of taking deceleration into consideration. At v <20 and v > 5C

km/sec, the average errors involved in measuring the velocity can reach Av =

= + 3 km/sec.

According to (4.33), the errors in the angles between the bases and the

axis of the trail are formed from the errors involved in measuring the velo-

cities and time-dependent displacements

For the Gemtnids, about half of the resultant errors in % yield errors in the

velocity, and about half yield errors in the displacements. The main source

of errors in the measurements of the time-dependent shifts is the effect of

the atmospheric turbulent wind. _he role of the remaining factors is appre-

ciably less. For the meteors with the velocities v _ 30 km/sec, the values
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of the errors in the position of the radiant will be about the same as for the

Gemlnlds (A6 = + 2 ° . 5 and Ascos _ =+ 2 °, 5). At v_ 30 km, the errors in-

crease with a decrease in the velocity, and for the slower meteors, tile aver-

age errors in a position of the radiants can reach up to _ 5 ° .
/166

ORBITS OF THE_TEOR STRF2_ AND ASSOCIATIONS

llethods of Sampling the Orbits of Neteor Streams

From November 1959 to December 1960, in the KPI, we conducted an annual

cycle of radar measurements of the velocities and radiants of individual

meteors. In the course of each month of observations, the measurements were

conducted for 7 - I0 days. For several tens of thousands of meteors, the

radlo echoes were recorded simultaneously in all three receiving points.

Among them, for mope than 12,500 meteors, the quality of the recordings of

the amplitude-time-dependent characteristics was sufficiently good for the

possibility of a valid determination of the velocities and of the time-related

displacements. For all of the radio meteors sampled in such a manner, we

computed the orbits of the meteor bodies producing them.

The presence of a large number of the orbits of the individual meteor

bodies permitted us to study the streams and the associations of the radio

meteors. In recent years, several reports have been published on the study

of the meteor streams and associations based on the photographic and radar

measurements of the velocities and the radiants of individual meteors L187,

199, 2007. The term "meteor association" was introduced by Whipple and

Jacchia E199_ for denoting the aggregations of the orbits, the reality of

which was established with less reliability than for the streams. However,

the authors themselves _199] indicate that between these two types of group-

ings of meteor orbits_ there is no clear distinction.

Southworth and Hawkins E200_ developed a procedure for sampling the

meteor streams based on the data of photographic measurements. Since the

photographic method provides a high accuracy of results, they assumed that

the errors of the measurements are less than the spread of the orbits of the

individual meteor bodies in a stream connected with the effect of the pertur-

bations of the planets or other forces, which lead to a gradual disruption

of the streams. Thereforep the spread obtained by them in the orbital ele-

ments in the streams were considered to be real. In the capacity of a crl-

terlon for establlshlng the generality of the origin of two meteor bodles,

A and B, the difference in the elements of their orbits was taken. However,

for the different types of orbits, the same differences in any of the elements

lead to dissimilar variations in the orbits. For example, at a very slight

eccentricity, the variation in the dlstance of the perihelion from the node

does not lead to a significant separation of the orbits in space. Similarly,

at a very slight inclination i, the variations in _ and _ are of little sig-

nificance if the value _ - fl + m will remain constant.

As a measure of the difference in the orbits of two meteor bodies,

Southworth and Hawkins took the followlng quadratic expression, formed from

individual orbital elements_ [see next page]
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where

D 2(A, B) = (e B-eA)2-4-. (qB--qA) °'-}- (2sln" -_t [AB)2+

t

+ {-_ (eA + eB) 2 sin _ IcoB -- o)A -_-

l t t " 2

_- 2 arcsin {cos T(iA-_- iB)sin T (QB __ Q_) sec,27AB}_} ,

(4.42)

2 iB ._ iA 12 _.2 V 2sin
g

It was established that in the case of the known meteor streams (Quad-

rantlds, Orlonlds, Perselds, Gemlnlds and others), the value D (A, B) _< 0.20

for the orbits of any two meteor bodies belonging to the given shower. To

the new possible meteor showers, there belong the groups of orbits in which

for any pair of orbits, the condition D (A, B) _< 0.20 was fulfilled.

The accuracy of the radar measurements of the radiants and the veloci-

ties of individual meteors is less than for the photographic ones. The di-

vergence of the orbital elements of the meteor bodies of the shower obtained

from the radio observations, is explained chiefly by the measurement errors

and not by the actual diversity of the orbits of the individual bodies in

the shower. In this case, the method of sampling the orbits of showers, de- / 167

veloped by Southworth and Hawkins is inapplicable.

Nilsson [187] offered a method for sampling the meteors of streams with

application to the radar measurements. Of the 73 meteors observed by him,

there were conducted two independent series of the processing of the measure-

ment results from the retrieval of the data from the film to the calculation

of the orbital elements. Based on the difference in the orbital elements

obtained as a result of the two series of processing, there were estimated

the average errors in the orbital elements of the individual meteor bodies;

A e _ Z 0.04; A t - _ 30; _ -- _ 4 ° and _ (l/a) - Z 0.08. To the assocla-

tlons, there belonged the groups of meteors in which the differences in the

elements of any pair of orbits was less than about the doubled average error

of their determination:

aBs aA _0,15, [iS--iA[-_<7 °, (4.43)

lea--eAl<O,Or, IWB--WAI<7 °,

where 9= the true anomaly.

Relative to the Nilsson report, we should make two comments. I) The

estimations obtained by him for the average errors involved in determining

the orbital elements are depressed, singe in their calculation, he took into

account only the inaccuracy of extracting the data from the film and the

errors introduced during the further processing. As was indicated above,

one should also take into account a whole series of sources of errors, the

most important of which arel the Inaccuracy of allowing for the decelera-

tion of a meteor, the effect of the atmospheric turbulent wind tlpon _|io

m_nsurmnmlt_ of the tlm_-dop_rld0nt dinplaoomonts and th_ volocltlou, tlm

effect o_ d|ffuslon upon the velocity measurement. 2) For the various

typos of orbits, the same errors in finding the radiants and velocities
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of the meteors lead to different errors in the orbital elements, _ber_fore

the values Ae, i, A_ and A(I/a) should be assumed different for the dif-

ferent showers.

Even prior to the publication of the Nllsson report, we had developed a

method for screening the orbits of the meteor showers, similar to Nilsson's

method. This was more convenient in the case when from the observations,

there had been obtained a very large number of orbits of the individual meteor

bodies.

From the observations for each meteor, there are determined: the time

T of its appearance, the velocity v and the radiant coordinates a and 6.

We know the accuracy of measurements of v, e and 6, while the permissible

spread T can be estimated based on the duration of the effect of the known

meteor showers, therefore it would be most simple to separate the meteor

associations in a four-dlmenslonal space with the coordinates T, v, _ and

6 . However, such a sampling method becomes difficult, since the coordin-

ates of the shower radiants vary during the time of their visibility. There-

fore, the sampling (selection) of the meteors of the streams and associations

was conducted in two stages.

For each period of the observations, having lasted 5 - I0 days, all the

meteors were divided into overlapping groups by velocities: I0 - 20, 15 - 25,

..., 65 - 75 km/sec. The meteor radiants of each group were roughly referred

to the center of the interval of observations and posted to individual charts.

Near each radiant, we posted the meteor veloclty. Since each period of obser-

vatlons lasted not over I0 days, the inaccuracy of referring the radiants to

the center of the span dld not lead to an appreciable spread in the shower

radiants, if they existed in the given groups. The associations of the

meteors are recorded in such charts.

For each such association, we found approximately the average velocity v,

and then for the corresponding section of the chart with a dimension of several

tens of degrees in respect to _ and 6, we posted the meteors with the veloci-

ties v from -2.5 Av to +2.5 Av. At such a repeated posting in the charts,

a part of the previously noted associations was distinguished more clearly

against the background of the radiants of the sporadic meteors. On the other

hand, several of the assoclatlons practically blended in with the background.

Such groups of meteors were excluded from the further review.
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Catalog of Orbits of Meteor Showers and Associations

Table &.8

No. of

shower_

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
2_
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58

D_ys._of
ooserv_-

tions

(III=

14--15.1II
14--16.III
14--fi3.III
15--15.III
15--17.III

15--16.III
15--15.III
14--20. IV
14--26. IV
14--26. IV

14--19.IV
14--23. IV
14--19.IV
15--22.IV
15--19.IV

15.IV--26.V
15--20. IV
15--20. IV
15--25. IV
15--19.IV

15--22.IV
15--24. IV
15--19.1V
15--19.IV
15--25.IV

15--19.IV
15--19.IV
15--26.IV
15--20. IV
15--25. tV

15--25.IV
17--20.IV
17--21 .IV
17--20. IV
19--24. IV

3--18. V
3--24. V
3--24. V
4--7. V
4--27. V

4--27. V
4--19. ¥
4--7. V
4--27. V
4--19. V

4--27, V
4--27. V

4,V--fi0.V 1
4--27. V
4--27. V

4--27. V
4--27. V
4--27. V
5--27. V
5--20. V

5--27. V
5--17. V
5--27. V

_,la_chdetc)[
51172°[-F 3°I 23
8 1177 | -- 5 29
90881-5 l 30
41193 | -- 9 36

4 201 -F 2 32

61214 1"5 9 38
51258 [ -533 49

14 208 -t- 6 24
14 237 --19 4O

141241I+ 4 . 30
11 1284 i -526 34
81256 [ -520 4b
91282 -4-- 6 48
7 ! 271 "5 6 52

13 i 294 .515 45

861356 "5 8 37
11 329 -1- 9 51
9 307 -I--20 39

341 7 --t- 3 31
4 1345 +18 33

16 1343 -520 40
81346 -528 41
7 1316 -[- 4 57
81312 .515 51

161 12 ,510 29

6 t 342 +24 47
6!294 -k-16 52

181288 .510 58
5 1293 0 62

11J 13 -- 3 31

16t 18 "5 4 27
22724-3 1 48
5 187!- 5 22

4t301 +24 1 52

141 22 -1-10 [ 27
f

7]284 -]-31 I 31
30i291 -529 [ 34
141301 -524 33
111 19 ,516 25
16 } 41 +23 27

43 I 33 "5 9 31
60i 52 -523 30

8 1306 -t-36 32
91330 -t-16 61

141 8 ,521 37

I01307 -I-24 55
171 17 -t-19 39
801 43 -t-23 39
12t 21 I-1-15 40

1312851-524 33
162931-t-22 33
17276 4-13 33
101279 -527 34

7 1322 5 53

81359 .518 35..

12 1323 -I-23 50
81 7 -526 133

!01289 .4-11 J 54

1,72 0,42
1,61 0,83

1,66 0,77
5,59 0,84
7,14 0,89
2,11 0,56
2,24 0,79

O,97 0,30
0,89 0,27
0,72 0,43
1,03 0,69

0,77

0,84
0,80

1,94

1,68
1,61
0,85 0,20
2,59 0,66
1,31 0,90

2,44 0,01
1,64 0,93
I, 66 O, 94
1,62 0,96
0,90 0,42

0,78 O,47
0,96 0,64
1,11 0,44
1,00 0,16
0,91 0,87

1,05 0,17
1,07 0,81
2,16 0,72
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I
0,64
0,47
0,36
0,18
0,22

0,18
0,98
0,66
0,07
0,29

0,59
O, 60
0,53

i £

0_I 175 °
6 175
6 356
6 175

16 355

50 355 321
85 354 194

11 , 28. 260

28 336
I

3' 2_ 315

69 26 344

26 3171

o, Shower

83 °[ Leonids
(I

100

297 Virginids
137
316

0,51 112 28
260,65 102 I

0;I0271 32

0,22 114 I 27
0,40 85 27

0,22 o_ 300,20 ,28

0,21 1:; 29
0,36 56 28
0,50 28
0,55110 27
0,34 6 30

0,32 711 26

0,9811101 27

285
26

ii45
37

44
69
73

59

68
148

0,95
0,99
0,28

0,39
0,92
0,80
0,93
0,47

0,68
0,65
0,41
0,32
0,44

0,27
0,31

120 128 211

142 I 28 !199

1_ 209 233
210 t246

821 i2_ 21652

101 _ 1430,3 78

61 49 1293
67 48 i309
72 51 343

8 45 48
6 54 74

6 ' 57

Lyrids

: _Perseids
0,68! 64
0,89 131
0,14 42

0,95 106
0,11 30
0, I0 19
0,07 23
0,52 63

0,41 68
0,35 56
0,62 60
0,84 123
0,12 45

0,87 110
0,20 38
0,60 107

45 32
57 135
48 34

57 211
53 32

77 30 Arietids
56 26
56 308

55 327
55 312
53 284
56 79
45 27

60 98
50 39
52 269



59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

Table 4.8

(con' t. )

bT- ............................_.....:ie i
ions I /

Arietids

5 --27.V
5 --27.V

5 --27.V
5 --27.V
5 --27.V
5 --27.V
5 --27.V

5 - 27.V
5 --26.V
5 --27.V
6 --27.V
6 --24.V

6 --27. V
16 --27 .V

6 --20.\;I
6 --20.¥I
6 --18.VI

6 --IO.VI
6 .-- 9."7I
6 --20.VI
6 --IO.VI
6 --18.¥1

7 --18.VI
8 --IO.VI
8 --20.VI
4 --30.VII
4 --29.VII

4 --28.VII
6 --31 .VII
6 --29.VII

6.\'II--14.¥II

4.VII--13.VIII

4.VII--13.VIII

9 --17.VII

15.VII --12.VIII
14--27.VII

14.YII:--I4.VIII

14 --28.VII
14 --28.VII
15 --28.VII
16.VII--13.VIII
26 --28.¥II

2 --12
2 --13.VIII
2 --14.VIII
2 --14.VIII
2 --14.VIII

2 .--14.VIII
2 --14.VIII
2 " --14.VIII
2 -- 7.¥III

2 --13.VIII

2 -- 5.¥III
3 --14.¥III
3 -- 6.VIII
3 --12.¥III
3 --14.VllI

,Aquarids

_Taurids

Southern

.-Aquarids
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No.__ of Days of o10-

show_-_ iservations

(VII = J_

116
117
118
119
120

121
122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130

131
132
138
134
135

136
137
138
139
1,t0

141
142
143
144
145

146
147
148
149

150

151
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160

161
162
163
164
165

166
167
168
169
170

171
172

I
N , e_

[

ly,let(

8.VII--13.VIII 81 55
3--12.VIII 6! 46
3--13.VII 91 69

3--14.VII [ 12 183--14.VII: 141 41

3--14.VII 8 i 45
2--I1.V11I 9 36
3--14.VIII 8 36
3--11.¥III 5 41
3--lO.VIII 7 54

3_lO.VIII 9 54
3--10.VHI 6 15
4--13.VIII 7 29
4--I4.VIII 15 38
4--13.VIII 5 52

4--14.VIII 7 24
lO--14.V[II 6 39
21--27. IX 9 78
21--28. IX 8 78
21--27.IX 5 106

21--28.IX 10 68
21 --28. IX 6 78
21--27. IX 6 90
21--27. IX I1 82
21--28. IX 8 75

21--28. IX 4 81
21 --27. IX 5 77
20--28. IX 10 61
21--27. IX 5 72
21--28.IX 9 68

21_28.1X 7 99
21--28.IX 83 42
20--25. IX 4i 99
20--22. X 73] 27

, ]
21--27. IX 16 86

21--25. IX 5 101

21--27. IX 2!J 162
22--25. IX 84
24--28. IX 69

24--27. IX 9 100

10--21. X 21 108
10_27. X 13 t 104

10_22. X 201 81
10_22. X 17 88
10--21. X 18 40

10_21. X 15i 34 _

10_22. X 28f 44 I
I0--21. X 241 52 I

21--21. X lO{IIO I

11--27. X 611 93 ]

Ill_21. X 81105

11--20. X 10, 19606' 11_21. X 121

11_18. X 8f122 [
'11_21. X _'119 [

/

11--22. X 181 [42 [
11_17. X 61 99

X. = Oct.e_c. ]

-}-33
+36
-}-43
-_-17
+44

%-39
+34
+30
+9
-}-16

+26
+35
+16
-F37
_5

+56
+12
-k-ll
+20
+25

+16
-t-14
+41
+26
+85

+83
+27
+25
+29
+27

q- 7
+2O
+18
+9

+9

-I-23
+16
+14
+34
+31

-I-15
-F25
-I-29
-F12
k-15

-_20
}-14
+-15
{-24
hi6

{- 6
_-3ol
_-31I

'LI7 1

{-23

{-12/
I

I

SalB_ F I
I

52 I 0,81 0,5_

53 0,83 0,3_
58 2,731 0,8_
60 1,59 0,7._

61 2,73 0,6_
58 1,20 0,27
67 5,211 0,81
64 1,781 0,4_
67 2,38[ 0,5c_
67 2,621 0,6_

64 1,88] 0,61
62 3,94[ 0,7 c
65 2,02[ 0,6C
61 1,52I 0,35
63 2,54} 0,61

52 1,82l 0,46

67 2,721 O,67
68 5,00 0,83
70 8,55 0,90

64 1,581 O, 53
]

62 1,95 0,75
61 1,22 i 0,46

69 13,010,92
2,30, 0,60

6766 2,63 0,69

68 3,01 0,70

63 I 1,51i0,52
61 / 2,25 0,85
69 / 11,810,94

65 ] 3,"33 0,81
66 2,80 0,67
43 2,981 O, 98
65 1,55l 0,44

31 I 2,071 0,84

63 / i'"/o,4o
69 ]43_7

57 o,_9o,28
67 7,63 0,92

68 12,7010,64
66 1,9010,51
69 3,581 0,75
58 1,69 i 0,84
58 1,481 0,74

33 1.741 0,86

38 4,05 0,95
42 4.46 0,98
42 1.74[ 0,97
67 2.07I 0,53
66 4.761 0,88

63 1.621 0,42

67 3.1010,751 1,78 166 99
67 2,2910,61 ),90 1 164 102
66 2.13(0,60[ ),84[ 172 20

• [73 2268 2.901 0,661 ),97[

59 1.3610,71 0,39[ [61 103

66 2.2110,62 0,84. [58 20

.q

0,38149 ° 136
0,56140 135
0,44129 134
0,43159136
0,94'131 135

0,88138137
1,00148132

0,98151 1136
0,981681314

0,84173 I313
I

0,74168 ]133
0,83132 i134
0,80 172 J135
o,98 141 1 137

0,98 138 ]314
/

0,99 104 i 138
0,90 175 [319
0,85 158 ]0,2
0,84 174 I1,2

0,75 176 / 181
/

0,49 167 / 1,7
0,66 163 /0,7
1,00 150 181
0,92 174 180
0,81 157 180

0,92 162 ]181

0,72 172 182
0,34 170 181
0,74 168 [1,1

0,58 168 1181

0,95 151 ]I,9
0,07 16 ;198
0,92 171 1,0
0,33 2,2 15

0,91 152 2,1

0,92 179 0,9
O, II 26 0,4
0,64 160 0,5
[3,65 156 183
3,97 165 183

3,94 166 23
:),88 175 ._03
3,27 164 ]01
3,38 152 23
_,24 1,2 22

),22 12 :_01

), 11 7 22
),05 17 21
),99 177 !01
),57 164 25

),94 [50 21]

36
39
77

291
145

114
164
205

22
305
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Table 4.8

107
232
243
173
336

203
42
48
48

106

101
95

188
219
238

217
261
296
242
266

332
332
316
118

47

324
39

132
254
158

30
_23
307
119
131

307
[45
[58
L97
86

33
!41
_23
_071
N1 J

62
54

Shower

Perseids

Southern

Taurids

Geminids

Southern

_riet&ds

Orionids
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No. of Days of ob

shower serva%ions

(X=
173 11--27. X
174 II--19. X
175 11--22. X

176 11--20. X
177 11--16. X
178 11 --27. X
179 11--23. X

180 12--16. X

181 12--21. X
182 12--22. X
183 12--22. X
184
185

186
187
188
189
190

191
192
193
194
195

12--22. X
9--13. XII

9--12. XII
9--14. XII

10--16. XII
I0--14. XII
10--13. Xll

10--13. XII
10--16. iII
I 1--16. Xll
11--14. XII
22--23. Xll

"N c_ '

, L__i
De'50 beD"_, e

121137°! +25 °
131128 1-+-22

111120 -+-23 t
I

9t3 142 --}-8 ]16 119 -}- 6108 +18

1 111 -_3G /

142 +23

130 +32
12 158 !-}-24
i0 I03 -}-15

7! 85 +19 1
401 III -}-33

11 95 +24
8 104 -!-29
9 118 +24

7 103 +43"
13 103 +18

9 163 +30
12 161 +18

7'190 -t-75

Table h.8 (Conclusion)

OC3,

m "

68
65
68

60
60
59
30

65

67
68
66
57
39

27
36
31
40
41

36
32
64
66
34

' i
a e l q

1,94 0,75
2,46 0,97

1,901 0,30

1,20 0',37
3,92 0,24

0,84

0,49

0,92i
0,60
0,64
0,91
0,94

0,77
0,89
0,82
0,96
0,97

0.88
0,84
0,81
0,68
0,66

i - 9. ,,, Shower

164 ° 205 ° 116 °!

173 200 I10
175 1202 159

161 22 238
0,76 151 19 276

0,70 1170 22 1122
0,36 5,5 205 /295

/

0,97 154 201 [200 !
/

0,61 165 20.1 f 100

0,98 164 1205 1164
0,83 156 201 | 124
0,20 136 203 48

0,16 20 i 79 138
/

0,47 3,6 / 79 102
0,141 241260 326
0,32,/3,5 / 260 [301
0,141 17 260 320

2,19

1,91

8,06
2,48
2,30
2,30
2,61

2,07
1,31
1,80
3,51
1,20

2,46
1,37
3,76
2,24
2,60

0,03

0,29
0,22
0,71
0,73
0,89

16 260

32 260
8,1 80
138 261
162 261
52 270

344

30O
135
249
252
224

For each association, we calculated the preliminary average orbital ele-

ments e, q, i, _ and the theoretical deviations from the averages re, &q,

A I and _9 corresponding to the average measurement errors _ vp As , _ .

The further sampling was conducted according to the orbital elements e, q, I

and _ A meteor was assigned to a given association, If for it the condi-

tions were fulfilled.

le--?l< 2Ae, 1i--71< 2Ai' (a.aa)

Iq-._l.<2Aq, I_-- JI<2A_.

After finding the average orbital elements, we conducted a search for the

meteors belonging to the given association, which were observed in the suc-

cessive months.

Orbits of Meteor Showers and Associations

In the processing of the observational material obtained by us, we have

not formulated the goal of detecting the meteors in known showers. A compar-

ison with the results of other measurements and the identification of the

known meteors was conducted after the average orbital elements were computed

of all of the associations detected by us. The only shower which was investi-

gated specially among the measured meteors was the Lyrids shower. In 1958,

B. L. Kashcheyev and V. N. Lebedlnets _76] detected a very intensive short-

period increase in the population of the Lyrids. In 1960, the number of the

recorded Lyrids was low, and we managed to find a total of two orbits, similar

to the orbit of the shower.

Applying the above-described method of the sampling of the meteor showers

to the catalog of orbits developed by us, we discovered that of the total
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number of 12,500 meteors, 28%(3500) can be related to the 195 meteor showers
and associations. In Table 4.8, for each of the showers and associations,
we have presented: the number, day and month of the beginning and end of
the observations, the numberof the orbits measured, the equatorial coordin-
ates of the corrected average radlantp the extra-atmospheric velocity (cor-
rected for deceleration in the atmosphereand for diurnal rotation of the
Earth) and the average elements of the orbit. For the knownmeteor streams,
the orbits of which were obtained previously from the photographic or radar
measurements, we have listed their names. In the catalog at the end of the
book, we have showna part of the orbits of the individual meteor bodies,
related by us to the showers and associations. Certain of the orbits not
included in the catalog were published earlier E76, 201].

1172

The maximum number of orbits was obtained for the two most accurate of

the constantly effective meteor showers of the Gemlnids (401 orbits) and the

Arietids (380 orbits). A large number of orbits was also obtained for the

known meteor showersz the Southern 6 Aquarlds (151), the Southern Taurids

(73), the Orlonlds (61), the _ Perseids (60), the nAquarids (51) and the

_orthern _ Aquarlds (50). Among these eight showers, we include 1,227

meteors.

For the I04 showers and associations, the number of measured orbits N>>

>> i0. Most of them apparently constitute actual showers, in which the

meteor bodies are connected by the generality of origin. Certain of the

associations can prove to be random groups of meteor bodies with similar

orbits.

Ninety-three meteors were related by us to the 21 small showers and

associations with the number of measured orbits N _ 5. A considerable part

of such small groups of orbits can be random. However, among them we find

the known meteor showers Lyrids and _Leonlds_ the orbits of several of

them are similar to the orbits of the associations detected by other obser-

vers, or with the orbits of thecomets. The reallty of the individual meteor

associations is not linked unequivocally with the number of the measured

orbits of the meteor bodies entering them. They are determined chiefly by

the compactness of the associations and also by the partial density of the

radiants of the sporadic meteors with similar velocities in the given sector

of the celestial sphere.

In all I0 orbits were obtained for the Perselds shower, which constitutes

one of the most active meteor showers in the photographic and visual observa-

tions, and also in the radio observations with the equipment of a low effec-

tive sensitivity. During the measurements of the population of the meteors,

without equipment, the Perseids were practically not distinguished against

the background of the sporadic meteors. The low number of the radio meteors

being recorded in the Perselds shower can in no way be explained by the selec-

tivity of the radar method of observations in respect to their velocity, since

we find a large number of radio meteors in the showers with even higher velo-

cities, namely the Orlonlds and the DAquarlds. Evidently, in the Perseids

shower, there are relatlvely few small meteor bodies which produce the main

mass of the radio meteors being recorded by us.
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Comparisonwith the Results of Other Observations

Up to the present time, in manySoviet and foreign observatories, accord-
ing to the basic photographic observations with a shutter, calculations have
been madeof the individual orbits of about 3500 meteor bodies. In England
and Australia, from the base line radar observations of meteors, individual
orbits have been obtained of around 4,600 small meteor bodies.

From the available photographic catalogs of the orbits of meteor bodies,
for comparison without measurements, the following information was used:

I. In 1954, Whippler _12_ published a catalog of the orbits of 144
meteors brighter than about 0TM, in which he assembled the results of the

base llne photographic observations at the meteor stations of the Harvard

Observatory in Massachusetts and New Mexico from 1936 - 1955. Of 144 meteors,

93 belong to 22 previously known and new meteor showers and associations.

/173
II. In 1957, L. A. Katasev E202] published a catalog of 73 orbits.

The observations were conducted in Dusha .be from 1940 - 1955. In the cat-

alog he included 27 orbits of meteor bodies belonging to three showers:

Perseids, 6 Aquarids and Taurlds.

III A catalog of orbits 2,529 meteors brighter than about +3m was de-

veloped by McCrosky and Posen _28] as a result of the processing by an approx-

imate graphic method of the observations of the meteors with the photographic

cameras "Super-Schmldt", conducted at the Harvard meteor project from 1952

1954. They listed 346 orbits of meteors belonging to 25 known meteor showers.

IV. For the 413 meteors, the base llne photography of which was obtained

with the "Super-Schmldt" cameras under the Harvard meteor project from 1951 -

1954, a precise processing was conducted. Jacchia and Whipple _199] discovered

that of these 413 meteors, 268 could be related to 77 previously known and

new meteor showers and associations. Catalogs III and IV have 355 common

meteors.

V. According to the observations with the cameras "Super-Schmidt", from

1954 . 1957, Hawkins and Southworth _203], obtained the orbits of 359 meteors.

The statistical studies of this catalog conducted by Southworth and Hawkins

_200] demonstrated that, of the 359 meteors, 129 can be combined into 58

showers and assoclatlons.

VI. P. B. Babadzhanov and Ye. N. Kramer E204_ based on the photographic

observations of meteors brighter than about om, conducted in the IGY period

in Dushambe and Odessa, obtained the orbits of 315 meteor bodies. 107 meteors

were related by them to 42 meteor showe_and associations, of which 15 had

not previously been observed.

VII. Z. Ceplecha and others E205] based on the photographic observations

of the meteors in the IGY period in Czechoslovakia obtained the orbits of 88

meteor bodies, of which 31 belong to II meteor showers.

For a comparison with our measurements, we also make use of the results

of determining the orbits of the meteor showers based on the baseline radar

measurements of the velocities and coordinates of the radiants of the indi-

vidual meteors.
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VIII. FromMay, 1954 to April, 1955, Davis and Gill _182] in Jodrell
Banka, England, conducted an annual cycle of radar measurements of the velo-

cities and radiants of the meteors, using the pulse-diffraction method. In

each month, the measurements were made for a period of 24 hours. They obtained

2,474 orbits for the meteors brighter than about +7 TM. The catalog of orbits

was not published. The special studies of the catalog for the purpose of

revealing the meteor showers was not conducted. Davis and Gill present the

average radiants and orbital elements for three previously observed and for

three new showers, in which they include 74 of the orbits obtained _j them.

IX. From December, 1960, to December, 1961, in Adelaide, the base

measurements were conducted of the velocities and radiants of the individual

meteors by the method of the nonattenuatlng radio waves. For 1700 hours of

observations, 2,200 orbits were obtained for meteors brighter than about +6 TM.

The catalog of orbits was not published. Nilsson _187_ conducted special

statistical studies of the catalog for the purpose of indicating the orbital

groupings. The research method was described above. Nilsson segregated 66

meteor showers and associations, to which 463 meteors belong.

In this manner, based on the results of the baseline photographic and

radar observations of the meteors by various authors, there were separated

more than 150 meteor showers and associations. The orbits of 24 of them are

close to the orbits of the showers and associations obtained from our cata-

log of 12,500 orbits of individual meteor bodies. We compare below the

orbits of a number of showers and associations developed by various authors.

Gemlnlds. The Geminlds orbits are listed in 7 of the I0 catalogs enum-

erated above. In Table A.92 we have shown the number of the Geminids orbits

in each catalog_ the average coordinates, the extra-atmospheric velocities

and the average orbital elements.
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Table 4.9

Radiant and Orbit of Gemlnids

................ T.......i....... _.................... _....... _.......... i....... i .....
. ' ., r , o . ,)] N I ¢: i _ ,cA, 1 a ' e t .....

Au_ho_, 'r 1 ! _l_S _C / I q I

i

B.L.Kashcheyev et all,lOl

Whipple [12]--. ]3

McCroskey,Posen, [2_] 72

_acg_ia._;_ippleL199 j 20

tta_kins L2OOJ 16

Babadzhanov,_
Kra_er [_04]

Nilsson L187 J

o i
I11 ,4' -L32 °, 36,0

112,7 '-i-32,4 36,4

111,3 _-{-32,5 36,3

111,4 i-I-32,5 36,2

112,6 -I-32,3 36,3

12 I11,2 .J-30,4 36,9
' 22 109,4 '-_-30,4 34,2

0,76! 0,89

0,73 0,90

o,71%9o
0,74 0,90

0,73 0,90

0,76 0,00
0,79 O,t_8

23 °, 7 "_':-' "0,14 _,_3 ,C 3'25_,8

0 14 23 r) 261,2 32,t,,I

O'l,l [ 23' 1 %0,2 [324.2
0114 23:3 260,2 324,3

o,14!23,3 _,1,4 3_,1
I

0,13!24,8 238,7 300,2
0,15 I17,,I 259,8 325,1

I

According to our measurements, the average diurnal displacement in the

radiant A_ - +0 O, 83 A6 - .0 O, 28. B.L. Kashcheyev and V. N. Lebedlnets

_76_ demonstrated that during the time of the visibility of the stream,

there occurs a systematic variation in the velocity of meteors and also Of the

eccentricity and major semlaxis of the Gemlnlds orbits. From Table A.9, it

is evident that taking into account the differences in the average longitudes
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of the Sun for the various authors, our measurementsagree well with the re-
sults from the photographic observations. The radiant and the velocity of
the Geminids, obtained by Nilsson differ somewhatfrom the results obtained
by the other authors, which in the opinion of Nilsson _187], is explained by

the relatively large errors in his measurements in connection with the low

position of the radiant of Gemlnids above the horizon for the observers in

the Southern Hemisphere.

Arietlds. The Arietlds radiant is close to the Sun, therefore the orbitt

of the shower is determined only from the radar observations in Table 4. i0,

the measurement results are listed. Nilsson distinguishes two branches of

the Arietlds shower with quite close radiants, but with different velocities.

Since the observations of Davis and Gill and also of Eilsson pertain to the

end of the visibility period of the Arietlds (15 - 21 June), the results of

our measurements from 17 - 20 June are presented separately. In addition to

our results, the measurements of the individual Arletids orbits are very

scarce, therefore in Table 4.10, for comparison, we have also shown the

results of the statistical measurements taken by the Clegg method, conducted

at Jodrell Bank from 1950 - 1951 E194]. The average diurnal displacement

of the radiant based on our observations, As= +0 o, 7 and 46 = +0 o. I.

Table 4.10

Radiant and Orbit of Arietids

Author N a _ /a e q i £ .o

B.L.i_shcheyevlayer%ge-- 380

e_ _±- _Y--ZU dune ii Jo

r,z±sson_Llb_] [I) ..... •
Nilsson[187] 12).--... "

430 ,3 I

52, 1
50,0
46,1
46,6
43,8
43,4

+22_,9 38,6 _060 0.94
4-2s,I 39,8 0,gG
4-26,0' 41,0 0:75!0,97
-I-26,1] 39,6 , 0,671 0,90'

43,6 o,44o,os
-F21,911 37,7 0,671 0,94

3s,7 o,62i0,94
I

0,I0
0,08
0,04
0,06
0,04
O,lO
0,09

18 0 71 76°.6,

22, !87,,1
46,0 89,0
33,4 84,8
38,9 84,6
18,0 /77 0

21,o 7<8

29°,9
0_.5,4
19,0
23,0
20,3
29,0
29,0

The radiant and orbit of the Arietlds shower obtained by us agree well /175

with the results from the statistical measurements. From 1950 - 1952, in

Jodrell Bank, the determination of the coordinates of the shower radiants was

conducted by the Clegg method, using two pencil-beam antennas. In the case

of such active showers as the Gemtnlds and the Arletids, the Clegg method

provides a high measurement accuracy. The velocity of the meteors was measured

by the diffraction method. Use was made of a special procedure of observa-

tions for separating the Arletlds from the adjacent showers. In 1950, from

31 May to 16 June, the veloclty of about I00 Arietlds was measured.

The position of the Artettds radiant, found by Davis and Gill, differ

from ours by 30 ° , while the velocity differs by 1 km/sec. Obviously, this

difference can be explained in terms of the relatively low accuracy of the

radar method used for measuring the radiants of individual meteors. Davis

and Gill observed a total of six Arletlds.

Already noted above, Nilsson has overestimated the accuracy of his

measurements. With such a small number of measurements (8 and 7) by the
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radar method, one can scarcely distinguish two simultaneously operating
showers, the radiants of which are separated by 1° from each other, while the
velocities differ by 4 km/sec. The radiant and the velocity of the first of
the showers listed by Nilsson, within the limits of the measurementaccuracy,
agrees with our results, obtained f_om 17 - 20 June.

The Southern 6 Aquarids. The radiant and the orbit of the shower were
determined by manyobservers. In Table 4.11, we have presented the measure-
ment results. According to our measurements, the average diurnal displace-
ment of the radiant of the Southern 6 Aquarids Aa m+0°. 85 and A6 = +0o, 35.

Table 4.Ii

Radiant and Orbit of the Southern 6Aquarids

Author N

B.L. Kashcheyev

et al. 151
20oKatasev [- -1 • • • • 1

McCrolskey , Posen........ 17

rac chia.],rhip61e [109] II
SouthwSrth, Na_d_inS -

2O0 -. ..... 3
3abad zha_o_, Kramer- -

[204] ....... . 8eplecha -0% ai.--12051 1
| Davis, Gill [1821 35

| Nilsson [187] ... 48

 41o,2-16o, 141,2
339,5 --15,2 44,3

341,6 --14,9 42,4
341,3 _14,4 42,2

338,6 --16,7 42,6

341,6 --15,9 40,8
350,7 --13,8 40,1
339,0 --19,0 43,0
339,4 --W,3 41,2

l/a' e q

0,49 0,96 0,08

0,18 0,09 0,07
0,35' 0,97 0,08
0,36 0,97 0,08

0,40 0,97 0,07

0,37 0,96 0,11
0,32 0,96 0,14

10,44 0,gr_ 0.09

0,43 0,97 0,07

I
i f_ ,,,

28°,, 306°,71 151°,1
2.1,0 308,5 ! 150,6

/

25,0 309,2_ 151,1

22,7 309,2_ 151,1

28,9 304,6[ t53,5
/

23,7 311,0| 145,4
22,8 322,5" 139,4
30,0 30,1,0 150,0
32,5 -305,8 152,4

Within the limits of the divergence of the results obtained by individ-

ual authors, the radiant and the velocity of the shower obtained by us agree

satisfactorily with the data from the photographic observations. The agree-

ment with the data of the radar measurements, especially the Nilsson measure-

ments, is somewhat better.

From the data listed in Table A.ll, we can observe a small systematic

difference (approximately by 2 ° between the positions of the radiant, obtained

from the photographic and the radar observations. The Arietlds velocity found

by the authors and by Nilsson is less by about 1 km/sec than according to the

data from the photographic measurements. These differences are less than the

divergence of the radiants and the velocities of the individual meteors in

the shower, which is obtained during the photographic observations.

Although the systematic differences that have been noted are small, one

can scarcely attribute them completely to the measurement errors. They can

be explained by the difference in the masses of the meteor bodies, being

recorded during the photographic and radio observations. Obviously, the small

meteor bodies in a shower on an average will move along le_s extended orbits.

The observed difference of the major semiaxes of the orbits of the meteor /176

bodies producing the photographic meteors and the radio meteors, in the shower

of the Southern _Aquarlds can be explained by the effect of the deceleration

forces, which change in different ways the orbits of the particles of various

sizes.
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If the separation of the particles of various dimensions occurs mainly
under the effect of the Poynting-Robertson effect, from a comparison of the
average orbits obtained from the photographic and radar observations, _:_c;_:
roughly estimate the age of the shower, which proved to be of the order of

several milleniums.

Northern 6 Aquarids. In Table 4.12, we have shown the radiants and

the orbits of a shower, obtained by various authors.

Table 4.12

Radiant and Orbit of the Northern 6 Aquarids

Author N

B.L. l_shcheyev

HcCroskey, et al.

Posen[28]
Sout_¢orth._ .

l_awkins_L2O0_:;
Ceplecha ew ai.LZ<

50 336°,8 =-4°,!

2 346,0 0,0

]_ 346,7 t q-2,6; 345,4 I +0,8

• 1 .?

a _ 1/a e q

41,8

42,2

39,8
40.9

i i

0,46 0,9' 0,06 18%(

0,3810,0I 0,08 14,0

0,41 0,9_ 0,12 21,2
0,30 0,91 0,12 18,3

()

I

127 °,

142,0

143,2
142,4

333°,8

3_2,5

324,4
323t4

The average diurnal displacement of the radiant based on our observations

A_ = +0o, 9 and A8 = +0o, 3.

_]ith allowance for the difference in the average longitude of the Sun

during our and the photographic measurements, we find a satisfactory agree-

ment of the radiant and orbit of the shower, obtained by us, with the re-

suits of a very low number of photographic measurements.

Southern Taurlds. The results of the observations of the shower which

were derived by many authors are presented in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13

Radiant and Orbit of the Southern Taurids

Author IN

B.L. I_ shcheyev 27%',

l'_lip_le LI_]_._.•

l_cCrpske_Piosenrk2_] _. I 171 42,6
oaggnia,jnipp_?L_99 ]_ 13 37,5
_ou_m¢or_n, ,_awi_xnsL20Q J I

Bs.b_dzhanov_liramorL204/. _ 24,28'02

_epleclm. et al. L205J 28,2_ilsson [187] ........ ' #i 59.0

-_- 8°,6 30,9
+13,9 30,1
@10,7 28,8
-F 9,6 29,8
-_- 7,5 30,4
"I" 6,2 31,5
-}- 7,0 33,3
+16,6 25,8

1/a
9C

0,48
0,43
0,53
0,55
0,56
0,54
0,45
0,48

0_84 0,_ 2 ° ,

0,84 0,38_ 5,5
0.80103715.3
o,811o,34i 5,1
0,82[0,32[ 5,0

0,83 10,33 1 3,4
0,88 0,26 6,4
0.76 0,50 4,2

O (/)

14°,, 118°,2
43,3 111,2
31,2 114,6
24,5 117,8
13,7 122,7

9,5 118,9
11,9 125,2
56, 1 99,0

We find a good agreement of our results with the data of the photographic

measurements. The difference in the orbits obtained by Z. Cepleoha and

others [_205] and Nilsson [187] from the results of the remaining authors is

evidently explained by the fact that their measurements pertain respectively

to the very beginning and end of the shower visibility.
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Orlonids. The radiant and the orbit of the shower based on the observa-
tions of various authors are presented in Table 4.14.

With the exception of P. B. Babadzhanov and Ye. N. Kramer, all the re-

maining observers obtained very close positions of the Orionids radiant. In

spite of the large number of measurements, the average velocity of the shower,

found by various authors from the photographic observations, varies within

fairly wide limits 9 i.e. from 66.3 to 70.7 km/sec.
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Table 4.14

Radiant and Orbit of Orionlds

I _/S C 1 e ,q i

B.L. l£_shcheyev.
et al.....

 , ipp1 [12]
NcOr°ss_zx_ ro_7
i _ _v_x_ L_vJ i

i daCClll_. _ .

_ipple L199J
Sout_mrtn ....

I II_ins L_OOJ
B_b_dzha_ov,_

i Kramer [204J_

Ceplecl_ et al_ 23

_ Nilsson [187]

I
61/93°,1 -F16°,O

21 95,4 @15,5

481 94,9 -F15,4

5 95,2 H-16,O

i2 95,6 -F16,2

5 95,9 @20,2

i +i,i,4

66,3 I 0,16'0,92 C
I

68,2 [--0,02 1,01 0
/

67,6 I 0,06'0,96 C

. I/ 0,05 0,97'67,6 C

70,7 i--0,25 1,16

69,4 1I_0,05/i,03 C

I 65,3[ 0,16i0,92 £

164°,2
162,9

162,8

164,4

1,64,9

161,6

164,0
150,3

_Q (9

25 °, 4 , 86 °, I
29,3 87,8

30,9 80,3

28,6! 82,3

28,7172,5

21,2 70,6

32,3 90, 9

Accordingly, the divergence in the average values of the major semiaxis of

the orbit and of the eccentricity is also considerable. The values v _, i/a

and e for the individual meteors in 0rionids in each of the catalogs vary

within wide limits. This spread can be explained by the complex structure

of the shower (by the simultaneous influence of several showers with similar

radiants), which is connected with the extensive perturbations of the produ-

cers of the Orionlds shower, namely, of Halley's comet. In three of the six

photographic catalogs, the average orbit proved to be hyperbolic, which evi-

dently indicates fairly large measurement errors. The major semlaxis of the

orbit and the eccentricity based on the data of the radar observations prove

to be somewhat less than from the photographic measurements.

Perselds. In Table 4.15, we have presented the radiant and the orbit

of this daily shower based on the observations of the authors and Nilsson.

The restilts of both measurements practically coincide.

Table 4.15

Radiant and Orbit of the _ Perseids

Author N = _ e q i

] ,o o"Ial 60151o,5+22o.9I29,S0.62 0.3 
i [la7;..12 150,7-i- 1,512g,o0,5 I0:  l0,31  o,74,8

I

70 o, 6 ] 57 o, 0
70,5 I 56,3
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Southern Arietids (Table 4.16). _e find a satisfactory agreement of the

results, obtained by us, with the data from the photographic measurements by

HcCrosky and Posen and of the radar measurements made by Nilsson.

Radiant and Orbit of the Southern Arietlds

Table 4.16

Author

e% a]

B.L. Ka_hcheyev/
HcCroskey, .

' Posen L28J_..
l_ilsson L187J..

8

13
30

,-&14°,739%6 .

3s.8 :F1o,5.
44.8 [ -t-]2,4

32 7
30,0
30,2

o,2; 1o,2
0,30 I 5,8
0,34 I 5,9

22°,5

24,2
33,0

130o,7

':1fi2",5
I18,3

Radiant and Orbit of the Southern I Aquarids

Table 4.17

Au%hor N I _ v., |
i.<< eb ll<, e q i

B.L.Kashcheyev,

i 33,4 1047// 0,88 0/'26 7°,5 306°,1et al ...i. 13 327°,8 --17°,6

Hc_roskey,Posen [28] I0 330,9 --12,9:35,7/0,36 0,92 0,22 4,2 310,3

l_nipple,Jacchia[199]. 6 322,4 --14,8 34,4/0,40 0,90 0,25 3;6 303,3

Southworth_wkins [20(]4[323,81--14,6 35,5 L0,50 0,88 0,23 1,2 301,1

125°,9

129,6

126,3

133,5
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The Southern I Aquarlds (Table 4.17). In spite of the fact that we

have obtained a relatively low number of individual orbits of the meteor

bodies of the shower, the average radiant and orbit of the shower found by

us agree satisfactorily with the data from the photographic observations.

The Northern I Aquarids (Table 4.18). From the photographic observa-

tions, we have obtained a total of 5 orbits of the meteor bodies of the

shower. Three orbits are presented in the Nilsson catalog. In spite of the

sparseness of the measurements, the results of the various authors agree

satisfactorily with one another.

The Northern Taurlds (Table 4.19). From the photographic observa-

tions, various authors have obtained around 40 individual orbits of the

meteor bodies in the shower.

The results of all the measurements agree well with each other.

Perseids. Of the constantly operating showers, the Perseids yield the

largest number of bright meteors, therefore, based on the photographic ob-

servations, up to the present time we have obtained several hundreds of in-

dlv_dual orbits of Perselds. As already noted above, In the radar observa-

tions with equipment of high sensitivity, the number of the shower meteors

/179
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being registered Is small as compared with the number of the sporadic meteors.

In all, we obtained I0 indivldual Perseids orbits. In Table 4.20, the average

radlant and orbit of Perseids obtained by us are compared with the results

derived from the photographic observations.

Table 4.18

Radiant and Orbit of the Northern IAquarids

Author

eta]

B.L. Kashcheyev/

McCroskey, Posen [28]

Jacchia,_hipple [199]

Southworth,Ha_kin_
Nilsson [187J._ [i

3 320°,7

2 33215

2 t 332,6

1 t 323,8

31326,2

i v°°, cl/a

--8 °,2 34,8 0,52

--5,5 33,2 I 0,49

-4,2 35,910,52
--6,8 38,510,29

--12,3 31,5 / 0,64

e q

4

0,89 0,20

0,881 0,25,

0,91 0.17 !

0,95 O, 18

0,85 0,23

12°,0

7,5

15,9

15,0
6,9

Radiant and Orbit of the Northern Taurids

£ o)

119 ° 61313_,4

13,1,5 308,0

129,4 318,8

12.1,1 312,8

125.3 312,5

Table 4.19

Author N a _ e q i o
|

B.L. Kashcheyev - -

• et al. 1_,33°,5 -}-18°,2 30,5 [ .46 10,84 0,36 5°.5 __05°., 294°,6

_rh'--le [12 "1 tt 46,0 +20,9 30 6 0 42 0 85 0,36 3 8 218,1 293,1

I_)_e_r I" _20,_ ]l 54,2 +20,0 30,7[0:45 ]0:83 0,39. 0,8 226,£ 290,3
McCroskey,Posen [28],, 1_ 53,8 +21,6 30,9J0,43 0,85 0,35 2,9 224,_ 294,6

6acehia,.l_ipple[199], }l 5.3,2 +21,1 3i,2 ]0,42 0,86 0,34 ; 2,6 223,C 295,3
• ] I

Southwor_h,Hawkins['2001 } 47,9 +20,5 31,9 [0,48 0,85 0,31 I . 3,8 216,1 300,9

:able 4.20

Radiant and Orbit of Perseids

Author N, _ _ v_, [l/a e
Lm/se_ q i Q

B.L. Kasheheyev,et a

M_Or°skey_Poseni [28]

hia_fhipple[ 199
outhwo_th_ _
' F_wkingsL2dOj

B&badzhsmov,
: l_amer [204]

Ceplecha e% ai.[205

.10
12
25

4.t

I0

9

04

15

41°,0
45,2
46,1

@56%6
-}.-56,9
-F57,8

45,6 -_-58,0

46,1

45',2

45, !

44,2

-i-57,8

4-57,1

_57,6

-I-57,8

59,8
80,7
60,3

60,2

 o,2

60,6

61,1

61,2

0,09 0,91
O, O_O_O,95

O, 2i0,88

0,1

t 1 '04--0,1 •, ,

O,OIlO,qo

0,95
0,95
0,96

0,94

0,95

0,95

0,95

,96

113°,1
114,2
113,0

112,3

112,8

113,8

112,5

112,7

136°,5
138,5
138,7

138,5

138,5

138,0

137,8

137,5

150°,9
151,9
150,0

151,1

i o,5

150,9

i50,5

151,9
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Although in certain of the photographic catalogs, a fairly large number
of the Perselds enters, we find a relatively large spread in the average
positions of the radiant, velocity and orbital elements of the shower,
especially a and e), which evidently surpasses the errors in the photographic
method of measurements. The spread is very extensive for the individual
meteors in each of the catalogs. This indicates the fuzziness of the shower.
Our results within the limits of the measurementaccuracy, agree with the data
from the photographic observations.

Virginlds (Table 4.21). In the above-indicated catal6gs of the individual
orbits of meteor bodies, there is listed a total of 15 Virginids orbits, of
which 12 were obtained based on the photographic observations, and three
were obtained from the radar observations. Within the limits of the actual
accuracy both of the radar and of the photographic measurements, the results
obtained by the various authors agree satisfactorily with one another.

Table 4.21

Radiant and Orbit of Virginids

[ v_, [ 1/a

Author I_/_c' i _

B.L.Ka_hchey_v _t a]
_lhipple 412j

McCroskey,Posen[2_

Jacchia,_hippl;[_91

Nilsson 4187J

I

NI _
I -

I .
9 185°,2 -_-I°,2

4 182,3 -_-4,4
I

5,179,4 ,, -}-1,0

,7 ,o -o,1ls8,51 --3,8

30,510,51

31,6 0,25

28,7 0,46

29,4 0,37
34,3 [0;42

e q

• i

0,8fi 0,3(
0,9C 0,4,'

9,8} 0,4<

9,83 0,4[
3,8S 0,2(

5°,7

5,5

0,8

1:7
2,9

555o,5
353,5

351,4

170,0
354,5

296°,9
284,0

285,4

101,9
304,3

We do not present the results of the photographic and radar observa-

tions of the meteor streams _Taurlds, e Gemlnids, o Leonids or Lyrids, for

which we obtained a small number of orbits, and also of the shower n Aquarids,

for which until now the measurements of the individual radiants have not been

conducted.

The orbits of six meteor associations found by us are close to the orbits

of the small showers and associations which were found by other authors based

on the results of the baseline observations of the meteors:

Association No, 188 - shower VIII from the Whipple catalog _12].

Association No. 186 shower X from the Whipple catalog [12] and shower

60.12.2 from the Nilsson catalog [187].

Association No. 32 - Association No. 50 from the catalog of Jacchla

and Whipple _199].

Associations No. 40, 41 and 185 are respectively similar to the showers

61.5.2, 61.5.6 and 60.12.9 from the Nilsson catalog [187].

Relationship of the Meteor Showers with the Comets

For a comparison with our observations, we will utilize the catalog,

published in 1953 by Kramer [206] of 280 cometary radiants, calculated for

the comets, the orbits of which approach the orbit of the Earth at a distance

of not more than 0.3 A. U.
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Of the 195 meteor showers and associations observed by us, 14 have orbits

similar to the orbits of II comets from the Kramer catalog. In Table 4.22,

for each of them we have listedl I) the average coordinates, obtained by us,

of the radiant, velocity and elemen_of the orbits; 2) the coordinates of the

cometary radiant and velocity, the orbital elements of the comet, and also

the longitude of the Sun X®at the moment of approaching the Earth with the

orbit of the comet, for which the radiant and the velocity are calculated.

Table 4.22

Shower, comet
[ . ]

!
; l_/se,
[

338 ° 0 _ - 64
66

67

.A.q_lariq_s ....
u1"ionlcts ..... 93 +16

Ilalleyts comet (1835111) 337 0
The same ..... 94 +19

S_I Taurids .... 64 +15
outhern Taurida . 27 ÷ 9

Northern Taurida . 34 +18
Er_e comet (1937 Vl). 85 ÷13

The same ........ 56 ÷ 8

Lyrids ....... 272 +31
comet 1861 I 270 @34

31
31
30
32
32

48
48

0,84
.0,88
0,97

0,85
0,84
0,84
0,85

0,84
0,98

0,54
0,57
0,59

0,34
0,33'
0,38
0,33

0,92
0,92

161 ° 90 °
164 86
162 111

7
2
6

12

82
80

243
118
295
185

Perseids ....... 4tl
comet 1862 III .... 44

_ 66 ......... 338
¢ome-_'_g-1698....... 338

_ lo8........ .... ,57
ddmeg 1764 . .... : 51

+57 60
+57 61

-- 9 66
-- 8 68 !

÷49 59
+45 60

0,91
0,96

0,85
1

0,77
1

0,95
0,95

0,65
0,73

0,70
0,56

113
114

179
169

123
127

151
153

104
151

108
105

,.N_ 124 ...... . . .
C-_met " 1946 d

• N.o 161

come'_ 1948 g ....

av, _2"... .....
c0rae_- 1366.... _...
:._4 193..... ". . .

C0me_ 1798 II "....

41" +9
26 + 4

3.1 +20
• 45 +28

124 +29

149 +ax
163 +3oI
158 +34

67
71

38.
41 1

68
70 '

0,59,
I

0,95
I

o,6o]
0,90

0,81
1

0,98'
1,02 •

0,22
o_21
0,98
0,98

168
170

12
23

164
150

22
22

307
317

164
165.

0,71 138
9,78 138

0,89 52
1,02 55

9

47 °
25
55

258
15

205
335

216 28
213 30

136
137

46
66

134
120

314
301

2Ol I
203

205
227

249 261
215 250

224 270
207 270_

)._

43 °
207

98
221

30

139

40

123

121

213

227

2-_9

'270

In Table 4.23, we have listed the orbits of the Jacoblni-Zinner, Biel

and 1866 I, and the associated meteor showers of Draeonlds, Andromedids

and Leonlds, which were not observed by us. The orbits of the showers are

taken based on the data of the photographic measurements.
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From the data presented in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.19, 4.20, 4.22 and 4.23,

we can observe that a good agreement of the orbital elements of the comets and

the associated meteor showers occurs only in four cases: the comet 1862 III

and the Perselds, the comet Jacoblnl-Zlnner and Draconlds, the comet 1866 1

and Leonids, the comet 1861 1 and the Lyrlds. In all the remaining cases,

the orbits of the comets and of the meteor showers differ significantly from
one another.



Table 4.23

Dr_conids _199_ ..*"

Draconids L200J

Giac obinid-Zinngr •

Biela_come% (185_

Leonids [12]r
Leonids h199] _

Comet 1866 I

271 o'
271

264

t6
19
24

153
152
150

-r-47 ° 20
+47 20

+54

-532 21
+ 5 22
-543

4-22 72
423 72
+23

0,70
0,70

0,72

0,71
0,70
0,76

0,93
0,92
0,91

1,00
1,00

0,99

0,74
0,70

,0,86

0,99
0,98
0,98

25 °
25

31

9
0,4
13

163
162
163

1770
177

172

_947
74

246

174
171
171

196 °
195

196

225

233
233
231

These results are quite natural, if we take into account the value of the

approach between the orbits of the comets and the orbit of the Earth. The

Earth experiences close approaches with the orbits of four of the above-listed

comets. The minimal distances between them equal respectively 0.009, 0.003,

0.007 and 0.002 A. U. For the remaining comets these distances are consider-

ably greater. If the orbit of a comet passes at a great distance from the

orbit of the Earth, in order that the meteor shower associated with the comet

can be observed on Earth, its orbit should differ appreciably from that of

the comet. Since the connection of a number of showers (Andromedids, the

Northern and Southern Taurlds, and others) with the comets, which do not

experience very close approaches with the orbit of the Earth, has been estab-

lished fairly reliably, the difference in the orbits of the comets and of the

meteor showers producing them actually takes place.

This difference can be explained by a number of causes. 1) The contempor-

ary orbit of a comet, as a result of the perturbations from the planets, can

differ significantly from that orbit along which the comet moved during the

formation of the shower. The partial dlslntegration of the nucleus of a comet,

owing to which the shower is formed, also can lead to a variation in the orbit

of the comet. 2) After the formation of a shower, we find the inmlediate

beginning of its gradual breakdown owing to the differential perturbations

from the planets r the deceleration of the meteor bodies as a result of the

Poynting-Robertson effect, the resistance of the interplanetary environment,

etc. From the very beginning, the shower can have a complex structure, if

the disintegration of the nucleus occurs at several approaches to the Sun,

of a comet with a changing orbit. All these factors lead to a considerable

expansion of the shower. The width of the known meteor showers of Perseids,

Taurlds, and others near the orbit of the Earth are measured by many tens of

millions of kilometers. The Earth encounters only a certain part of such a

broad shower of meteor bodies. In connection with this, the orbit of the

shower, found from the observations of meteors on Earth can differ appre-

ciably from the average orbit for the shower as a whole, and hence from the

orbit along which the comet.progenltor of the shower moved during its forma-

tion.
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Fig. 4.17. Measured Distribution of Meteor Radiants in 1960.

a- April; b- _'ay
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Fig. 4.17. Measured Distribution of Meteor Radiants in 1960.
c- June; d- July.
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Fig. 4.17. Measured Distribution of Meteor Radiants in 1960.

e- August; f- September.
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Fig. 4.17. _easured Distribution of }_eteor Radiants in 1960.

g - October.
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DISTRIBUTION OF NADIANTS AND VELOCITIES OF METEORS

From the radar measurements of the quantity of meteors /131_p] 77,/, we

detected three principle groupings of the radiants of faint meteors: ape:<, solar"

and antisolar. As was demonstrated by B.L.Kasheheyev, V.N.Lebedinets, and

Yu. l.Suvorov /134/, the relative contribution of each of these groups varies

in the course of a year. The apex group always contains a large number of

radiants. In the Spring-Stammer period (l_y-June), we can distinguish quite

perceptably the solar group of radiants, while in the period from August to

October we can identify the antisolar group.

For an explanation of these changes in the distribution of the radiants

of radiometeors, in /131_/. an assumption was expressed concern_r, C the

het_rofene]ty of the structure of the aggre_ation_ of meteor bodies. , the orb:its

of which have a perihelion within the Earth's orbit, in the cours< of" a

year, the Earth passes through a more or less unifom cloud o£ meLeor bodies,

amon$[ which we find a prevalence of the particles moving thrcugh ort:,its,

a.L._Othrou£h orbitssimiliar to the orbits of the short-period comets, and _

with small eccentricities and relatively high inclinations to the plane of

the ecliptic. The combination of the velocity of the meteor bodies and the

Earth's velocity leads to a concentration of the visible radiants to the apex,

nile a high selectivity of the radio observations in respect to the velocity

of meteors also oermits one to notice a certain concentration of the radiants

near the solar and antisolar points from January-March, we observe chiefly

this component of the aggregation of the meteor bodies.

From May-October, the Earth, twice in opposite directions, intersects

a broad belt of the orbits of the meteor bodies_ which is superimoosed on

the usual background of the meteors of the first component and is manifested

in a form of a general increase in the munber of meteors and also in the form

of broad Surmmer and Auttumn streams (showers).

The identification of a large number of individual radiants of the meteors

pear,its us to ref_e the radiants' distribution obtained by the statistics]

orocedures. In Fig.A.17, for each of the months in the period from April to

October, we have oresented the distribution in the celestial sohere, of the

corrected radiants of the meteors. For convience in comparSng the results,

we chose the coordinates (k -ka) and _ (where k a equals the ecliptic longitude

of the apex). In Fig._.lS, we have presented the mean annual distribution of

the meteor radiants for which the orbits were calculated. _ince in the

course of a year, we have a very intensive variation in the noticeability of

meteors with negative ecliptic latitudes of radiants, in Fig.Aol8, we have

shown the distribution of the radiants only in the Northern Hemisphere.

It is obvious from the drawing most of the observed radiants of the

radiometeors belong to the apex group; however, the maximum, densSt?/ of the

radiants is obtained not in the direct proxir_ity to the apex, but at a

d_st,arlce of 10-30 ° from it. This indicates that the concentration of the

radiants toward the anex is cau;'.ed b;i the combination o]' the v(:Ioclty _I" the

mct,,,:or bodies and the orbital w_locity of Earth. ,,_'e :fl.so r lear']y r_oI,ice

the fainter, but rm_re concmntrated groups of tJ_e radiants at di,_;t,;_nc(;:_ o£
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around 60° from the apex or the ecliptic. From April-June, the density
of the radiants in the solar group is appreciably greater than in the antisolar
group, while from August-October, the opposite relationship takes place.
This variation in the relative strength of the sources of the radiants Jn
the solar and antisolar points should by no 1_ans be explained only in terms
of the variation in the declination of the points dur_n_ the ._Tear. in auFust,
the first of them has a greater declination than the second; however, _l the
second, the radiants' density at this t_me is _reater than _n the first.
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FiF_.A.]9, bistribution of the Meteor _adiants Corrected for the Geometric

Factor. a - May 1960; b - September 1960; c - iqean ,mnual

It should be explained whether the three cited groupings of radiants comprise

the result of the selectivity of the radar method of observing in relation to

the velocities and the declinations of the meteor radiants. In. Fig.&.ig, we

have shown the distribution of the radiants corrected for the selectivity of

the apparatus in relation to the declination of the radiants. The areas of

the circles in Fig.A.19 are proportional to the sum of the weights PI of the

meteors, the radiants of which fall in the corresmonding area with a dimension
of iO X 10° in respect to _ and _ .
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In Fig.A.20 for those sameperiods of observations, we have listed the
distributions of the radiants corrected for the similarity in respect to the
declination of the radiants and to the velocity of the meteors. To each meteor,
we have ascribed the weight PIP2. As was indicated in Chapter 2, by the same

token we have obtained the distribution of the meteor radiants and gendered
by the meteor bodies, falling to Earth) with the masses larger than a certain

critical value°

FromFiF.A.19, 4.20, it is evident that a allowance for the selectivity
of the observations in respect to _ and_-_ v does not alter appreciably

the relative distribution of the meteor radiants between the three groups
we have mentioned, as in the case of the visible distribution, in _,ay
the density of the radiants in the solar group is appreciably greater" than
in the antisoiar one, while in Septemberthe reverse is true.
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Fig.&.20. Distribution of the _eteor Radiants Corrected for the

Geometric and Physical Factors. a - _y 1960; b -

Spetember 1960; c - Mean Annual

,/188

In Fig.h.21, we .have shown the distribution by ecliptic latitude of all
• 0 _

the observed radzant_^_rthern Hemisphere. ,_e find a fairly intensive

concentration of radiants towards the ecliptic. 68 percent of the measured
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radiants have an ecliotic latitude_<30 °. The concentration towards the

ecliptic increases with allowance for the discrimination of the observations.

After correction for selectivity in respect to _ 72 percent of the radiants

have _<30 °, while with consideration of the selectivity in resoect to 8 and

v, they have 81 percent.

In Fig.4.22, we have shown th@ distribution, obtained at the KPI, of

the radiometeors b_T velocity (corrected form or braking in the atmosoher_

and for the Earth's rotation). The measured distribution by v has two m:_.z]mum:_

in the velocity ranges of 30-A5 and 50-65 km/sec. The second maz_:Jum is

less by about 30 percent than the first. After correction for selectivity

of the observations in respect to the declinations of the meteor radiants,

the relative number of slow meteors increases. _Jith allowance for the physical

factor, there appears a sharp maximum in the number of meteor bodies with

velocities of 15-25 km/sec. Outside of this range, there occurs almost

uniform distribution of the meteor bodies by velocity. The low secondary

maximums will remain at velocities of 30-45 and 55-65 km/sec. " /189

I

20 JO @0 50 GO 70 #0 S#./_°

Fig.A.21. Distribution of Ecliptic Latitudes of _4eteor dadiants

in the Northern Hemisphere. a - Measured; b - Corrected

for Geometric Factor; c - Corrected for the Geometric

and Physical Factors.

In Fi_._.23, we have nresented the distribution by velocity of 2529

meteors, obtained by the photographic observations by McCrosky and Posen /28/'.
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It can be comparedwith the results in Fig.4.22b. In the distribution by
velocity of the photographic meteors, we also find two maximums, lhe first
of them (20-40 _n/sec) is somewhat broader then for the radiometeors, and
is displaced in the direction of lower velocities. The second maximlure
(60-70 km/sec) is shifted in the direction of higher velocities. These
divergences are evidently associated with a varying nature of the motion of
the meteor bodies in the solar system, generating photographic meteors, and
the finer particles creating the basic mass of the radiometeors.

DISTRIBUTIONOFORBITSOFMETEORBODIES

Assigning to each meteor the weight of the product of the geometric
and physical factors for the given radar set, PIP2, we can proceed from the

distribution, measuredwith a given radar set, of radiometeors based on the
various parameters, to a distribution based on the sameparameters of the
meteor bodies, encountered by the Earth, with massesgreater than :[ certain
critical value (not deoending on the velocity of the meteor bodies), in
order to transfer to the distribution of meteor bodies in interplanetary
space_ it is necessary to take into account the probability of the encounter
(with Earth) of the meteor bodies moving through various orbits. The value
reciprocal to this orobability will be called the astronomical factor (P3).

It is natural that with the observations of the meteors in the Zarth's
atmosphere, we can obtain data only concerning those meteor bodies, the orbits
of which have a distance from the Sun in the perihelion, q _ one astro_m_cal
units, while in the aphelion, ql _ one astronomical unit.

/190

Fi_.4.22. Distribution of Extra-Atmospheric Velocities of

_adiometeors. Key: _) v, km/sec, a)- Measured; b)-

Corrected for Geometric Factor; c)- Corrected for

the Geometric and Physical Factors.
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Distribution of Extra-Atmospheric Velocities of the

Photographic l_lefieorsBrighter than about +3m /28/.
/] 91

The probability of the encounter with Earth with meteor bodies moving

through various orbits was surveyed by Opik /207/. Allowing for the variation

in latitude of the ascending node and the argmuaent of the ner_helion under

the effect of perturbations from the part of the plane, Opik obtained the

following expression for P3;

, _ (2Ps "
. R_oo ° G

I

where tt 3 = the radius of the Earth, p = a (i - e squared). According to

(A.A5), the probability of encounterSng Earth is the greatest for the meteor

bodies, moving through orbits in which the distance from the :Sun in the

in the perihelion or the aphelion is close to one ast-ronomica! unit.

In Fig.i.24, h.27,.A.29, and A.31, we have presented the distribution

(obtained by the authors) of the orbital element of the radiometeors:

a - measured, b - corrected for the geometric factor (each meteor is taken

with the weight PI, c - corrected for the geometric and physical factors

(the meteors are taken with the weight PIP2 ), d - corrected for the astronomical

factor (the meteors are taken with the weight P1,P2,P3). Oince in the course

of a year, we have a very intensive variation in the noticeability of meteors,

the radiants of which have negative ecliptic latitudes, the latter are not

included in the distributions listed.

In F]_.]_.25, 2.28, /4.30, and A.32, we have presented the d_str']but]on

of the orbital elements, obtained by McCrosky and Posen /28/ from the

photographic observations with the Suoer-Schmidt cmneras, 2529 met,cor_.;'

brighter than about +3 m. In Fig.&.26, we have shown the distribution of

of' the major semiaxes of the orbits obtained by Nhipple/12/ from the

photographic observations for IAA meteors brighter than about 0m. Let us

consider the distribution of each of the orbital elements separately.
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i_ajor semiaxis (Fig.&.2&-_.26). The allowance for the selectivity of
the radar method of the measurementsand also the astronomicai factor hav_
practically no effect on the distribution of the orbits by l,/a obtained by
the authors. In the large meteor bodies producing meteors bri_hter than
0m, we most often find the a-values of the order of 5 A.U. A larvae numberof
the meteor bodies have orbits cldse to the parabolic. Amongll,/_ orbits,

there is not one with a _ i A.U. :In the smaller meteor bodies producing9
the meteors Om + 3m, we most often find orbits with 3 A.U. The orbits
close to the oarabolic are found somewhatless often than in the case of the
meteors brighter than 0m. Around 6 percent of the orbits have a _ i A.U.
and several orbits with a_ 0.56 A.U.

In the case of even smaller meteor bodies producing the meteors +5m - 7:_',
the maximumof the distribution of the orbits by i/a is shifted into the
region of even smaller values: _aa_2 A.U. Around 20 percent of the orbits
have a _ 1 A.U. and several tens of orbits with j%_ O.56 a.U. The n_nber of
orbits close to the parabolic is appreciably less than in the case of t_e
photographic meteors. In this manner, with a decrease in the mass of the
meteor bodies, we find a systematic decrease in the average di_nensions of
the orbits through which they will move.

,_round0.5 percent of the orbits obtained by us prove to be hyperbolic,
which in each case can be explained by the measurementerrors. Since the
observations do not reveal a sufficiently large numberof obviously h;/nerbolic
orbits, the insufficient accuracy of the radar measurementmethod_, u_ed at
the present time, of the individual radiants and velocities of the meteor_
_revent us from solving the question concerning the existence of the hy!_rbo!ic
orbits of meteor bodies based on the results of the radar observations.

Sxcentricity of orbits (Fig.A.27-A.28). The radar and photographic
observations yield about the samedistribution of the orbital ec_centricitie_
of the meteor bodies. According to our measurements,we find a steady
increase in the distribution function during a variation in the eccentr]c_Jt>,
from O to 1. The allowance for the selectivity for the observations and

the astronomical factor leads to a still greater increase in the number

of orbits with eccentricities from 0.9. to 1.O. According to the results of

the photographic measurements, we most often find orbits with 0.85< e < 0.90.

The allowance for the selectivity of the measurements and the astron_nical

factor in the case of the photographic measurements leads to an increase in

the number of orbits from 0.85 _ e < 0.90, and to a reduction in the number

of orbits from e > 0.90. This is associated with the fact that for the small

and large meteor bodies, only the distribution of the orbital eccentricities

is about the same, while the distribution of the major semiaxes of the orbits

differ considerably.

Perihelion distance (in Fig.A.29-4.30). The dissimilarity of the probability

of the meteor bodies' encountering the Earth, when they are ir_vLng through

different orbits, is reflected particularly intensively on the measured orbital

distributions by the perihelion distances and inclinations. From the radar

observations, we obtain an almost uniform distribution of the orbits by q in

the interval 0.2 _ q _ 0.9 a.U., and two maximums of the distribution function:

at O.O5< q < 0.2 A.U. and 0.9 < q _l.O A.U. With allowance for the selectivity

of the observations and the astronomical factor, the latter disappears from the

maximums. The function of the distribution increases almost steadily at the

reduction in q from 1.0 to 0.05 A.U.
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Fig. 4.24. Distribution of Major Semiaxes of the Orbits of _4eteor

Bodies.

a- measured; b- corrected for geometric factor; c- corrected for

geometric and physical factors; and d- corrected for selectivity
of observations
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Fig.4.25. Measured Distribution of Major Semiaxes of Orbits of

i_leteorBodies Based on Photographic Observations of _4eteors

Brighter than about +3m /28/.
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Fig.A.26. Distribution of Major Semiaxes of the Orbits of _ieteor

Bodies, Based on the Photographic Observations of I_leteors

Brighter than about Ore/12/.
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on Photographic Observations /28/. The notations are the

same as in Fig.4.28.
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Fig .4.31. Distribution of Orbital Inclinations Based on itadio

Observations. The notations are the same as in

Fig. _.24. "

The distribution of the perihelion distances of the orbits of the

larger meteor bodies proves to be quite different. At a decrease from

1 to O, we find and almost steady (monotonous) decrease in the distribution

function. The abrupt maximum at 0.I < q < O.15 appears owing to the meteors

in the Geminids shower. The average perihelion distance of the orbits of

the small meteor bodies producing the meteors +5 m - +7 m proves to be almost

twice as small as for the larger meteor bodies, producing the meteors Om - -3 m.

Inclination of orbits (Fig.A.31-A.32). The radar observations yield an

almost uniform distribution of the orbital inclinations of the meteor bodies for

the entire range of i-values from O to 180 ° . We find a certain increase in

the number of orbits at i< 30 ° and a decrease in the range 80o< i< 105 °.

With allowance for the selectivity for the radar observations, the number of the

orbits with small inclinations (obliquities) increases. The large n_nber of

orbits with the small orbital inclinations is chiefly explained by the /198

astronomical selection (the probability of a meteor body striking the Earth

is proportional to cosec i). After the consideration of the astronomical

factor, the number of orbits with i._ 15° decreases abruptly. We have the

appearance of two broad maximums of the distribution functions at 15°< i <

65 ° and 120 °< i <160 ° . A minimum at i _90 ° will remain about the same as

in distribution obtained directly from the observations.

The distributions in the inclinations of the orbits of the meteor bodies,

obtained from a radar and photographic observations differ greatly. In the

largest meteor bodies producing meteors om_ +3m we find prevalence _f the

orbits with the small inclinations i< 30 °. We find that oarticularly often
values 5° < i < 25 °. We find a minimum in the distribution function at i-values

close to 90° , and a certain increase in the number of the orbits at iiOO<

< i < 150 °. i
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Distribution of Orbital Inclinations Based on the Photographic

Observations /28/. The notations are the same as in Fig._.28.

In Figs.A.33, Ao3A, A.36, Ao38, and A._2, we have listed two-dimensional

distributions of various elements of the orbits of the meteor bodies, obtained

by the authors from the radar observations and also by _mCrosky and Posen /28/.

from the ohotographic observations of the meteors brighter than about +3m

based on the results of the radar observations, we have presented; a - _asured

distributions; b - the distributions corrected for the geometric factor; c -

the distribution corrected for both the geometric and physical factors; d -

distributions corrected for the geometric, physical and astronondcal factors

(i.e., the distributions pertaining to the meteor bodies with the masses larger

than a certain vaIue of the orbits of which have perihelions within the Earth's

orbit, while the aphelion is outside the Earth's orbit). From the authors'

observations, we have taken only those meteors, the radiants of which are

located northward from the ecliptic.
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Distribution of the Orbits of Meteor Bodies by e and c
Derived from the _adio Observations. The notations are

the same as in Fig.4o2h.

Distribution by e and q in Fig.A.33) we have shown the orbital distribution,

obtained by the authors, in respect to the excentricit]es and the perihelion

distances. We have included the critical values for e and q, correspondin}_

to the condition q' = i (where q' = the aphelion distance). From the observations,

we obtain an almost uniform distribution of orbits by e and q. The increase in

the number of orbits in the range O.8< e <l and O <q <O.2 A.U. is caused

mainly by the meteors in the Geminids, Arietids, and _aquarids meteor showers.
The allowance for the selectivity for the radar method of observations does

not alter significantly the measured distribution. The allcwance for the

astronomical selection leads to an increase in the number of orbits with

small perihelion distances and with eccentricities close to unity.

Distribution by a and e. In Fig.&.3A and &.35, we have shown the

distribution of the major semiaxes and the excentricities of the orbits of

meteor bodies based on the data obtained from the radar and photographic

observations. The critical values of a and e correspond to the conditions
q = 1 A.U. and q' = i A.U.

/200
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_istribution of Orbits by a and e Obtained from the 4adio

Observations. The notations are the same as in Fig.&.24o

The measured distribution of the orbits in respect to a and e proves

appreciably different particles of various sizes. In the case of the larger

meteor bodies producing the photographic meteors, we find two main groupings

of orbits: namely the orbit with the perihelion distances close to ! A.U.

and the orbits close to the parabolic (e _i, iaI_lO A.U.). The maximum of

the distribution in the range O.8_< e < 0.9 and l< a<2 A.U. yields the

meteors in the Ge_inids shower. The orbits close to the parabolic occur less

often in the case of small inclinations to the plane of the ecliptic than J_

the case of the large inclinations.

According to the data of the radar observations, the orbits of the

smaller meteor bodies are concentrated chiefly in range a_ 3 _.U. _ all of

the e-values permitted by the conditions q _ i A.U. and q' >il a.U. The

allowance for the selectivity of the radar method of measurexrents and also

of the astronomical selection does not alter significantly the measured

distribution of the orbits in respect to a and e. In distinction from the

meteor bodies generating the photographic meteors, the orbits of the smaller

meteor bodies have greater e: centricities much more often in the case of

small inclinations to the plane of the ecliptic than in the cCL:;e of larvae
inclinations.
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bistributffon in respect to i and q (Fig.h.36 and &.37). The ofT>fits of" the

s_all meteor bodies producing the radiometeors are distributed ai_ost unJf'ormly

by i and q. We find an increase density in the distribution in the range

5°_ i < 50° and 0 < q < 0.3 A.U. With allowance for the se]ect, ivity (discrimination

of the radar observations and the astronomical selection, we have a de tease in

the n_rlber of the orbits for which the perihelions are situated close to the

Earths' orbit, and an increase in the number of orbits with sr,_ inclinations

and perffhelion distances.

/20_

The orbits of the larger meteor bodies producing the ohotograohic meteors

are grouped mainly in a range of the small obliquities (i_ 30°_ and the relatively

large perihelion distances (q_O.7 A.U.). They avoid the ranges 70° _ i _ 120 °

and q _ 0.7 A.U. The orbits havinF, perihelions close to the orbit of the _'_arth,

as in the case of the small meteor bodies, are distributed almost uniformly

in respect to i in the range 30°_ i_ 180 ° .

Distribution by i and a (Fig.&.38 and _.39). The distribution of orbits of

the large meteor bodies in respect to i prove to be significantly different for

the orbits with a_5 A.U. and a ___5 A.U. For the first, it is typical to have

a clearl;7 expressed prevalence of the direct motions with sn_ll obliquities to

the plane of the ecliDtic. The orbits with a _ 5 a.U. are distributed ahnost

uniformly in resoect to i. For the orbits of all of the d_nensions, the
avoidance of the values i _90 ° is noticeable.

In the case of the small meteor bodies, the orbits of all dimemsions are

distributed ah_st uniformly in respect to i. Most of the orbits have small
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• dimens_cns (a_ 3 A.U.). The concentration of the orbits of small dim{:_:_r,s to
the olane of the ecl-<ptic in expressedmuch less than for the largc mef,c_)_"_:odict_.

Distribution by i and e (Fig.l+.h0 and h.h!). In the case of the ]:_r'i:(:mqi.e)r

bodies, the distr:]but]on by i proves to be diff_rent for the orbit:_ wLl,h the

sm_l] and [arf_e (x;centricities. At _ 0o7, the orbits are dj:,trjbuted _l:rlo::f,

evenly by i in the ranfie 30o_ i <l_O °. We find a relatively slight incrc_'_s__,

in the concentration of the orbits _in the range of the small inclinations. _t

e 0.7, almost all the orbits of the large meteor bodies have small oo_]qui,,]es• "*
to the _iane of the ecliptic (i_ 300).

Such &n increase in the concentration to the olane of the ecliotic with a

decrease in the e_centric_ty is especially typical for the orbits of the l_{rgest

meteor bodies producing the meteors brighter than Om. Of iAh erbits listed in the

_hipple catalog, only one falls in the ran_{e 30°< i < 150 ° and e < 0.7. In Lhe

meteors brighter than +3 m, there are less than iO percent of such orbits. _t the

s_me time, around 30 percent of the radiometeors have orbits of such a tyne.

In the case of the small meteor bodies producing meteors bri_<hter than about

+_n after allowance for the selectivity of the observations and the astronomical

factor, we find a concentratien of orbits with e < 0.7 in the ranges of the
obliquities 30°_( i <80 ° and llO o <i <160 °.

The comoarison of the orbits obtained from the photographic and radar

observations permits us to reveal a number of general inherent tendencies in

the nature of the motion, in the solar system, of the meteor bodies of various

sizes. From the basic photographic observations of several hundred meteors br_shter

than Om, te main types of orbits of large meteor bodies were known: a. The orbits

similar to the orbits of the long-periodic comets. For them, it is difficult to

find large dimensions, eccentricities very close to unity, and arbitrary ob] _quities

to the plane of the ecliptic, b. The orbits analogous with the orbits of the

short-periodic comets. For them_ it is difficult to find relatively small sizes

(a_ 5 A.U.), fairly large e centricities (e_O.8) and smal] obliquities to the

olane of the ecliptic (i< 30°). A small number of meteor bodies (around ]O

percent) had orbits of an asteroid type (small values for e and i). _hen we had

obtained 2.5 thousandths of orbits of the small meteor bodies oroducing meteors

brighter than about +3m_ we revealed a considerably greater diversity of orbits.

We found orbits a < I A.U., almost circular orbits, and also a small nmnber of

orbits with slight e_centricities and large obliquities. However, a considerable

majority of the orbits nevertheless pertained to the two types of the cometary
orbits mentioned.

The basic radar observations of the meteors conducted and Jodrell Bank /128/

and Kharkov /76/ revealed a third basic type of orbits typical for meteors fainter

than about +5 m. The orbits of this type "_ " have small e_centricities (e_ 0.8)

and large obliquities to the plane of the ecliotic (30 ° < i < 160°). The orbits

of type "8 " have around 30 percent o£ radiometeors, around iO percent of'faint

photographic meteors, and in all a fewpercents of bright photographic meteors.
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Fig.4.37.
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_ statistical analysis of the catalog of 12,5OO orbits developed in the /206

KPI (Kha_kov Polytechnical Institute) indicates that a large number of the small

meteor bodies producing the radiometeors will follow orbits of the fourth type

" p ", which in form and obliquity to the plane of the ecliptic are close to the

orbits of the short-periodic comets, but differ from them by small value_ of the

perihelion distance and of the major semiaxes (q_ 0.3 and a < 3 A.U.). The aohelions

of the orbits of the type "P ", lie near the orbit of Jupiter or in a belt of the

asteroids. From the photographic observations, the orbits of the type "f" " were

obtained for several meteor showers (Geminids,Saquarids and others), for which

the comet-precursors were not known. In the case of small meteor bodies, the

orbits of this type are especially typical for the meteor bodies in the streams
(showers).
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The finding of the two main types of orbits of small meteor bodies has r,reat

importance for the study of the origin and evolution of meteoric matter. The two

groups of cometary orbits are interconnected, since the perturbations from Juoiter

and Saturn can transfer the comets from the orbits of the type "a" to the orbits

of type "b". The orbits of type "c" are scarcely found among the larger bodies

in the solar system and are not derivatives from the orbit of type "b". The

lifetime of the meteoric bodies in the short-periodic orbits is very short as

compared to the age of the solar system; hence, the meteor bodies could not have

been formed in the orbits of type "c".

Evidently, a considerable part of the small meteor bodies is formed in the

orbits of very large dimensions. Under the effect of the force of deceleration

(the Poynting-Robertson, the effect of solar corpuscular streams, the resistance

of the interplanetary environment, etc), the orbits of the meteor bodies gradually

shorten (contract), all the faster, the smaller the mass of the bodies. In this

connection, during a short time interval, the orbit proves to be close to the orbit

of Jupiter (or of Saturn), and the meteor body can experience close approaches

with Jupiter (or with Saturn). For the large meteor bodies, this time soan has

a long duration, and the probability is high that during this time, the meteor

body will be captured by Jupiter, thrown in to an orbit of type "b" or ejected

from the solar syste. The orbits of the meteor bodies contract much more quickly,

and for them, the probability of passing the "Jupiter barrier" or (Sat_n) is

c onsiderably higher.

_oik /207/ demonstrated that in the case of the braking, only as a r6sult of

the Pozmting-kobertson effect at small i-values, the "Jupiter barrier" can be

passed by the small meteor bodies producing meteors fainter than about +9 m. At

high-value, the probability of close approaches with Jupiter decreases, and the

"Jupiter barrier" can be transversed only by the larger meteor bodies. By this

mechanism, we can explain the presents of a large number of orbits of the tyoe

"c" Lu the radiometeors and their practically total absence in the bright

photographic meteors. In this connection, of considerable interest are the
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determinations of the orbits of the even small meteor bodies, producinK meteors

fainter than +]0 m. If among them_ we find predominating the almost circuiar

or],its with arbitrary oblic.uities to the plane of the ecliptic, this wi]! c,.)morise

a weighty ar_mnent in favor of the assumption that most of the very small ,m_.'t,eor

bodies penetrate the internal areas of the solar system from its remote oeriohery

under the effect of deceleration forces.
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The detection of a very large nmmber of the type "d" orbits for the Star'l]

meteor bodies demonstrates that in the solar system_ there should appear const!_nt]v

a ]arMe number o_ comets (or of other large bodies_ of w}dch the d is]nteFral, ion

prcxtuct,:_ at(: the meteor bodies) in the orbits of such a t;tbe. ,_s a r,e::,_lt (,f'

. _)r'oN_.].rH.Lf,_ o{' t,}icJthe fr_;'lu_;'at a[)proachc, s to the Sml in the oerihelion and l,h(; " " ',
entire o_'bLt to the Sun. if we assame the ice mode_ of the col:rots _ nuclei, l,hc

lifetime of the comets in the tyoe "d" orbits is quite short (it can t_e measured

in toto by decades)_ and is many times less than the lifetime of the meteor bodies

having orbits of such a tyoe.
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2,23
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2,01
1,86

1,45

2,07
2,01
2,19
1,78
1,58

1,24
4.,01
6,68
3,75

5,65

4',69
2,94
2,04
2,11
1,70

1,81
1,08
0,95
2,92
1,66

2,10
1,91
1,26
1q39
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1,18
0,96
1,13
1,81
3,03

2,25
0,86
2,50
0,90

.0,76

1,24
2,02

0,99
0,82
1;46

0,77
1,25
3,4C
3,8C
2,61

0,741
0,82

0,79
0,85
0,80
0,71
0,63

0,92
0,82
0,82
0,81
0,86
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0,81
0,89
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0,63
0,77
0,95
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0,77
0,39
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0,73
0,40
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0.81
0_71
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0,98
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0,44
0,41
0,62
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0,56
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0,24
0,14
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0,31
0,26
0,09
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0,71
0,71
0,58
0,55
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0,54
0,59
0,61
0,25

0,52
0.24
0.98
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387 354 193 7
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980 355 197 7
010 175 103 2
008 355 297 3
OOl 175 085 1
002 175 088 1

005 175 140 4
048 355 322 6
053 355 3261 6
002 175 088 i 2
052 355 312, 6

010 175 107:2
002 356 296 3
021 355 314 5
046 355. 324 6
009 002 291 3

009 356 320 5
022 025 320 10
039 025 315 10
011 025 330 9
011 025 261 8

009 025 254 8
074 025 340 11
078 025 268 12
104 025 307 13
061 025 342 11

066 025 037 21
113 025 275 14

!17 025 296 13
I0-1' 025 019 15
I11 025 049 17

062 025 349 11
049 025 315 10
123 025 199 28
076 '025 269 12

116 025 053 17
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+27
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+40 1318
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4-38 294
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4-36 296
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+36 318
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,78
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2,32
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e q
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0,43 0,42
0,39 ] 0,49
0,51 0,39
0,23 0,63

0,93 I 0,41
0,25 10,61
o,9olo,18
0,29]0,63
0,34 10,57

0,09 t 0,85
0,57 10,48
0,84 i 0,23
0,22 0,65
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0,25 0,61
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04.15.04.42
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04.15.04.50
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04.15.04.58
04.15.04.59
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04.15.05.06
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04.15.05.20

04.15.05.22
04.15.05.22
04.15.05.30
04.15.05,30
04.15.05.34

04.15.05.35
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04.15.05.40
04.15.05.42
04.15.05.46

04.15.05.53
04.15.05.58
04.15.06.02
04.15.06.05
04.15.06.07

04.15.06.08
04.15.06.14
04.15.06.25
04.15.06.26
04.15.06.28

45 299 .4,14
58 283 4-17
50 285 .4-02
36 [350 --00

32 1341 .4,18
37 3521 "4-01
43 291 4-19
47 1291 4-13
42 1314:4-21
37 349 4-10

48 334'! 4-24

46 252 ! 4-19
34 348 +11

38 '352 4-07
50 33214-13

55 326 4-08
36 306 .4-4-23.
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35 009 --05

39 348 4-ti

41 343 4-29
26 006 +11

60 291 .4-07
40 354 .4-04
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41 4-30
43 .4-25
30 4-05
43 4-03
51 -4-16

47 -_23
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29' :4-03
38.
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4-04 350i !,05
4-24 350] 0,98

-+,04 35311,20
4-40 296 0,85
4-34 2951 0,85
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4-13 354 1,34
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4-41 248 3,_4
+15 353 1,09
4-09 356 1,50
4-23 339 2-,19

4-20 331 2,34
4-40 316 0,77
--04 016 2,b§
--08 0071 2,38
4-15 3541 1,59

_33 357 4,3I

÷07 009 1,30
4-29 294 1,87
÷06 3561 1,83

÷01 014 I 1,99

4-35 356 3,49i
4-29
4-04I_] 5,581,28
4-06 /354 2,33

4-33 [317 1,24

4-29 352 _2,52

4-291291 12,00
4-04 ]000:1,08
+04 1353 1,36,
--00 135911,50

o13[
3401
3451
ooii
353 I

309 I
340 1
2881
359{
352] 4-01
359 l --01

0,35 l 0,52
0,74 0,97
0,37 0,50
0,941 0,06
0,771 0,22

0,94 0,08
0,19 0,69
0,19 0,69
0,56,0,43
0,91 : O, 12

0,95 0,39
0,8410,56
0,86] 0,16
0,93]0,I0
0,90 0,22

0,87 0,30 122
0,4810,40 077
0,85 0,39 004
0,90 0,24 013
0,92 0,12 042

0,91 0,39 057

0,71 0,37 007
0,47 1,00 127
0,96t0,08!021

0,8t 0,38 070

0,88 0,421058
0,94t0,33'057
0,82 0,24'006

0,98 0,061027

0,51 0,601109

0,99 0,31 072
0,51 0,98 1 127
0,8010,221005
0,95 0,07 015
0,92 0,13 042

i f2

076 Io23o
109 025
11.1 025
031 025
103 250

114 025

111 025
076 025

071 025

053 025
066 J025
117 025
113 025
121 !o25

101 i025 038

137 1025 064
051 1075 046
104 !02_ 014
034 !0o5 030
024! ; o:3o

I
103 025 087
O70 025 342
074 !02,5 265
0(39 [025 340
112 025 152

104 1025 031
111 025 203
125 025 330
013 025 1021
040 025 I 038

I
012 025 _024

09,t 025 I 018

107 025 016
088 025 054
034 025 033

079 025 074
077 025 268
032 025 034
026 025 031
099 025 049

025 059
025 032

205 i251
205 _232

025 034

i!i059
191

025 028
025 067

025 077
025 068
025 045
025 02,t
025 080

025 067
025 020
02'5 040
025 024
205 214

shr,vl-
o)

er

3.12' I I,
156 27
214 28
319 10
02(; 15

335 13
325 13
034 18
346 ll
077 22

342 11
043 17
309 13
312 13

15

23
21
15
16
1G

24
11
I2
11
27

15
%
]3
lt_
2O

1(',
15
15
1S
16

26
12
16
16
17

17
18
31
30
16

22
25
28
16
3l

22
22
19
16
24

26
28
19
16
19

-254-
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No. of' ! I '
t'oe c_ _ I' _ a e q i ¢J ,,,

meteor Date ' , ] .

862
863
865
866
868

869
871
872
877
879

880
881
882
887
888

89O
892
896
8!)7
9OO

901
903
9O5
916
919

931
942
953
962
966

971
972
989
993
99,t

1000
100:t
1008
1016
1017

1023
1028
1012
10 ,I3
1017

1050
1055
1057
1059
1061

1067
1075
1076
108t
1085

1086
105)5
1107
1108
1119

04.15.05.29
0,I.15.06.31
04.15.06.34
04.15.06.34
04.15.06.35

04.15.06.35
04.15.05.40
04.15. OG. 4:t
0,I. 15.06.48
61.15.06.52

01.15.06.52
0t. 15.06.5,1
01.15.05.55
0t. 15.07.17
01.15.07.21

04.15.07.31
04.15.07.43
0,1.15.07.57
04.15.07.57
04.15.23.42

04.15.23.58
01.16.00.19
04.16.00.32
0i.16.23.47
04.17.00.46

04.17.03.27
Oi. 17.04.1,1
04.17.04.53
01.17.05.29
04.17.05.37

0,t. 17.06.03
04.17.06.26
04.17.19.53
0,1.17.20.17
61.17.20.21

O,t. 17.20.44
04.17.21.04
04.17.21.20
0t. 17.21.,15
61.17.21.45

04.17.22.06
04.17.22.15
04.17.22.39
04.17.22.40
04.17.22.54

04.17.23.08
01.18.00.22
0t. 18.0_).27
O.I. 18.00.35
04.18.00.40

04.18.01.02
04.18.01.18
04.18.01.32
O,l. 18.01.49
04.18.01.50

04.18. O1.50
04.18.02.19
04.18.03.43
04.18.0,t.00
04.18.04.52

_ 330° 4-.25 °
350 4-04

39 !3-10 4-21
30 1005 --01

41 309 4-2C

34 3.I,l -{-13
46 291 4-18
37 348 4-I1
35 012 --05
40 349 --01

25 008 4-11
35 350 -}-0_
40 302 -[-2,3

35 355 -t-I_
•II 35_, -l0z

36 350 --01
39 3.19 .-{-0t
41 348 4-0:
51 316 2FI_
41 !233 --11

3451 232 --1E

42 238 --1 c
43 232 --21

232 .--2(

36501238 -K

59'
35]

283 -[-05
285 q-06
285 4-23

ii 299 i -,_13

24 312 I 4-00
57 313 I 4-02
51 325 I +05

2ti! 4-03

28 i234 4-03
26 1208 --01_
23 '214 -F09
22 IRo7 +09
20 1185 --05
25 1208 j 4-04
25 208 I 4-05

27 246 -t-062o6/ +o1
21 1851--o5
54 1,299 4-25
29 1241 +03

284
4-1o
-I-08

41 240 _21

61 291 4-08
51 272 -1-05

21 282 --01

33 287 -t-27
45 256 +21
55 267 4-O2

60 321 4-0.i

49 312 -{-14

52 !296

3511

qi32 o

-,LOS
4-27
--03

q-38
+18
+39
-[-15
--09

4-0-1

q-07

I
351 °. 4,45 0,92 / o 35

352 1,03 I 0,901 0,11
350 1,49 I 0,83 J 0,25
004 1,30 r 0,81 [ 0,24

318 0,85 [o,49io,43
351 1, 5 o,861o,15
296 0;93 0,II 0,82
353 1:34 0,90 0,13
009 2,93 0,91 0,27

349 1,21 0,97 0,03
011 1,32 0.69 ] 0,40

-}-12 35-[ 1,[8 0.90 I0,12
-}-42 311 0,86 0.3510,56
-}-12 359 1,44 0.8810,17
4-0i 355 1,93 0.9710,06

-[-03 350 1,05 0.94 I 0,06
4-08 351 1",30 0.9510,06
4-10 351 1,49 0.961 0,06
4-30 324 1,43 0.671 0,47
4-02 235 1,85 0.97] 0,06

4-02 233 1,23 0.9010,13
4-01 2-t0 1,42 ]0.9810,03
--03 235 2,27 [0.9710,06
-_01 235 ' 2,05 10.9710,07
4-02 240 ! 1,02 0.9210,08

4-27 285 2,10 0.5810,88
•.4-28'289 1,7, 0.45 0,93
+46 290 0,77 0,32_0,53
4-33 1305 0,80 0,331 0,5,t

+17 315 ] 1,39 0,57:0,59
4-19 316 [ 1,22 0,561 0,54

4-17 1329 I 1,12 0,82:0,20
4-15 1208 1,88 0,6710,61
4-22 231 1,11 0,69 0,34
4-09 206 2,93 0,80 0,59

4-21 209 ! 1,80 0.65 0,63
-[-19 202 : 2,18 0.68i0,70
-I-03 188 3,43 0.761 0,81
4-15 205 2,85 o_731 0,63
4-15 20,1 3,03 ! o 79 10,64

4-28
q-ll
--02
-H5

-4-24

-{-20
-{-3o
--01
4-30
q-28

4-22
4-49
4-44
-}-25
-[-18

q-30
4-33
-{-37
-{-30
4-14l

243 0,86 0,66 0,29
204 2,09 0,68 0,66
187 4,72 0,83 0,81
309 I 3,84 [o,751o,96
238' 1,00 I0,72i0,28
202 2,2,t _ 0,6910,70
287 2,15 10,58i0,91
243 1,31 /0,98 0,03
294 2,62 j 0,62!0,99
273 1,18 I 0,60 ' 0,48

283 _ 0,58 0,74!0,15

293 0,79 i0_29 0,56
252 3,08 10,8010,62

267 1,79 I 0,76 i 0,43
325 2,88 0,83i0,49

319 i,o5 o,51'o.51
299 o,89 Io,1_Io,75
301 ! I 28 0 2410,97
273 I 1,10 0,56 0,48
356 i 1,52 0,93 0,11

060" 025 ° 059 °
02O 023 027

025 0 "905,_
004 20_ 2,:6
087 025 O7il
039 025 033

100 025 037
03.) 025 030
014 205 237
017 025 015

006 025 053
023 025 031
0_5 025 o.I1
023 025 01()
017 025 O25

010 025 020
030 025 022

039 025 1_02,1
108 025 071
007 026 336

005 026 328
005 026
011 206

345
155

003 207 153

005 027 337
1')() 027 228
I_ o27 21,_
074 027 345
106 027 09O
143 O27 083

137 ! 027 073
J

125 027 040
010 028 268
025 02?, 30_
007 028 26(;

014 02£ 266
011 02,'4 '255
000 208. 056
O11 028 261
O11 028 260

031 028 322
007 028 261
001 208 055
101 (.)28 152
038 028 317

012 028 255
1_'2.1-028 222
005 208 161-
127 028 196
I14 028 294

027 028 355
067 028 3.t9
075 028 262
117 028 28'.)
-139 028 082

110 028" 06-1
111 02£ 027
110 028 1,t8
108 028 296
0t0 028 032

-255-

(_n

show-

o.r

26
16
21
19
18

16
15
16
3O
16

75
15

15
16

10
16
16
24

9

9
9
9
9
9

28
28
11
15
23

23
17

8
lO

8

8
8

3:t
8
8

I0
8

33
34
10

8
28

9
28
1.t

9
11
12
14
23

2-1
15
27
1,1-

•16

I221



1120
1123
1126
1128
1140

1141
1145
1149
1162
1183

1226
1234
1237
1242
12.14

1246
1251
I254
1255
1258

1259
1265
1280
1281
1284

1287
1288
1291
1292
1294

1299
130.t
1306
1307
1308

1315
1316
1321
1323
1324

• 1325
1328
1330
1331
1334

1325
1336
1340
1344
1345

1346
1347
1349
1351
1352

1357
1358
1359
1363
1364

/222

DATE

04.18.04.53
04.18.04.55
04.18.05.02
04.18.05.07
04.18.05.32

04.18.05.33
04.18.19.50
04.18.20.59
04.18.21.58
04.18.23.50

04.19.01.40
0,1.19.02.15
04.19.02.20
04.19.02.32
04.19.02.36

04.10.02.44
04.19.03.00
04.I9.03.08
04.19.03.10
0.1.19.03.16

04.19.03.19
0,l.19.03.26
0.1.19.0,1.12
0,i,19.04.14
04.19.04.20

04.19.04.21
01.19.04.22
0,1.19.04.25
0i.19.04.31
0,i.19.04.32

04.19.04,37
04,19.04.50
0,1.19.04.54
04.19.05.01
04.19.05.02

04.19,05.19
0,t.19,05.20
04.19,05.47
04.19,05.49
04.19.06.00

04.19.06.08
04,19.06.25
04,19.06.40
0,1.I9.06.40
04.19.06.44

04.19.06.48
04.19.06.49
04.19.07.00
04.19.07.10
04. I9.07.14

04.I9.07.20
04.19.07.20
04.19.07.22
04.19.07.28
04.19.07.81

04.19.07.40
04.19.07:42
04.19.07.46
04.19.07.51

04.19.08.Q5

Vool a B :'!'
P

7 306'

,3 336
,2 002
,o/311 I
 °/312I
I0 /007 t
_6/21o I
_o/_1o i
_3 t .q2

F20 'o +38 °

-05 ] -M4
4-o5 I 4o4
4-13 _ +30
_17 ] +33

+oI I-OI
_o71 +18
+o4 I ,
+1oh

+o2]
+2o1
+14
+08
+151
+25 I
+I01
4-16
+17
+o81
+15 I

-}-06 .I
+1Ol
-t-ml
-}-14
-}-03

+17!
+11 :
+01
4-09
+02

+14
--02

+20
+07

4-22
4-08
+111
+01
---02
+14

+12
+16
+23
4-05
+06

+05
+16

+Ill

--05]
+O6
+21
4-04

. +07
+02

+07
+18
+II
+03
_00

Cont [nuat ion

e q i

0,64
0,69
0,67
0,07

0,67
0,16
0,30
0,29
0,50

0,60
O, 96

083 ° 028 °
122 028 038
007 !028 039
113 028 067
104 028 06_

002 2O8 226
013 029 260
908 029 263
314 029 259
366 029 003

09,i 029 037
034 029 041
063 029 209
093 029 023
069 029 345

106 029 _274
108 029 |125
O97 O29 ]026
124 029 _217

1061
109 029 I
111 029 1328

329 031
329 19.t
329 012
I)29 019

029 162
029 0.t8
209 229
029 042

[36

).t0
145
3.tl
321
369

333
0_4
O04
003
039

121
040
I01

003 209
004 029
000 209

037 029
056 _ 029
O23 029
002 b_9
008 209

iO }04

13 , _98
_9 i_s6
13 245
_9 309
_3 285

_2 2721
_o 2951
t2 3Oll
._9 288}
_9 312 /

46 2831
35 t352 ]'

5612931
45 i294
4O _353

59 294
52 332
34 Ol I
51 334
59 295

37 350
64 293
33 347
40 359
43 341

34 347!

27 ;023
36:359
37 353
40 355

56 316
32 345
51 303
35 358
30 004

28 008
34 346
29 020
35 i353

28 009
so 1818
48 |348
24 1 018
31 |009

28 1 005
38135o
36 | 34 t
34 1 358
34 | 006
27 | 020

31.i o 0,74

340 I 2,57
003 [1,3I
31811;07

320 } _,04
oo7/
_o6/
2o7i
206
306

305
i002

241
316
290

273
301
307
290
319

284
357J
298
2!19'
355

30O
338
010
339

297
357
294

1357
OOl

352
351

1o25
ooo

1353

002
' 323

352
312
000
006

010
354

t I023
3 358

006
I t323
4 358
3 018

011
( 005

+ I( 353
+2_ 349
+ II 002
-t-0:007
--08 018

0,49

0,95
0,86
0,49
0,50

0,99

0,15
0,98
0,23
0,10
0,26

0, I0
0,49
0,10
0,0,1
0,15

0,5_
0,17
0,8£

I

:7w-
:025" 18

17
19
24
24

19
8
8
8
9

15.
16
26
18
I!

14
27
15-
28
24

13
16
2_
15.
1G

27
17
19
17
34

16
29
20
16
21

16
35.
16
16
16

24
20
34
16
19

19
20,
35,
16
30,

23
21
31
19'
19

16
21
16
19,
31

--256-
D



............................. T

i,h",, of 2t
meteor DATE j

I

1307 04.19.08.15 31 I t13°{

I_7I 0,1.I9.08.22 3.4 / ;50 [
1372 0.t.19.08.23 28 I 118 I
1373 04.19.08.23 361 157 !

!374 o.t.19.o8.25 3o i _o5 L
1375 0,1.19.08.26 3,1 I )07 l
1376 04.19.08.27 '?.7[12,11
1370 04.19. 65 .50 33 _551
1383 01..19.09.10 33 I 152'

1384 0.1.19.09.14 26 I121 i

1385
1389
1$97
1393
1400

1401
1,I02
I.t0t
1.I06
1.107

1409
1411
1,116
1,I 25
1429

1,1.30
1,1,3I
14',;3
l,II ,I
1.157

1.I64
1.!09
1.182
1483
1487

1500
1508
1511
1512
1519

1525
1532
1533
1535
1544

15.t8
1550
1551
1559
1564

1565
1567
1571
t 572
1573

1574
1579
15,°,0
1582
1588

01.19.09.16 25 ?15
0.t.19.09.36 26 113
01..19.10.06 42 _45
0-1.19.10.10 38 _49
0.t.19.10.13 28 )12

04.19.10.14 28 315
0.1.19.10.18 34 352
0.1.19.10.25 3.1 306
0.t.19.10.26 35 _57
04.19.10.29 35 355

04.19.10.37 33 !003
0.1..19.10.38 32 _006

0,t.19.10.53 2,133 0170.I.19.11.36 39 340
04.19.11.46 010

6t. 19. I 1.54 022
0,1.19.11.57 023
0,1.19.12.34 33 3,19

_90.1.19.2_.fl6 38 239
0,1.19.22.52 30 2,12

04.19.23.05 46 201
04.19.23.17 59 269
0.t.19.23.48 49 287
04.19.23.48 55 289
04.20.00.08 35 235

04.20.01.37 37 342
0.t.20.01.45 54 285
04.20.01.53 56 292
01.20.01.57 54 289
04.20.02.22 51 274

04.20.02.38 34 247
04.20.02.53 39 350
04.20.03.00 38 308
0.1.20.03.01 47 '271
04.20.03.,15 54 302

04.20.04.15 57 289
04.20.04.30 35 354
04.20.04.39 35 004
04.20.05.16 35 349
04.20.05.25 27 017

04.20.05.31 33 016
04.20.06.17 62 298
04.20.06.25 35 389
04.20,06.26 30 008
04.20.06.43 41 353

04.20.06.47 39' 343
04.20,06.57 38 -356
04.20,07.00 31 011

04.20,07.09 43 i344
0,I.20,07.16 29 _018

Cont inunt inn

..................................................... i ....I
, I _ _ X a , e q i t: ,,, shcw-

I I er

--04 o
4-05
-l-OS
--08

+02

--01

+08
-FII
+05
4-11

-t-12
-1-o4
+28
-t-27
--04

--02

-t-14
-1-05
+06
+12

+04
--OO
+04
+18
4-00
-1-08
FO7
+09
_16
-Fo7
4-18
+22
4-09
-I-14
+04

+22
+15
+10
-1-12
-1-06
+06
-t-18
+16
-I-33
d-23

4-I_
4-K
4-o_
+13
4-o_

_0:

4-1(
4-1:

4-0_

•-F,_
7,4-0'.

-FO

_,.09°!

FOg
--00
[ 09
FO0

-04
_02
t-12

1-o8/
1.o2{
Fos/

+30 ,
-081

-07

+16
4-02
+o7
.+13
+02
--02
--02
-1-24
--04

--01
--03
4-J2
-1-o4
-t-27!

-t-41
+45
-1-32
+36
N23

-t-27
+37
+31
-}-34
4-29

q-28
520
4-34
557
--I-42

4-36
-F14
4-07
+15
-02

-08

4-20
.+09
+08
.+08
.+20
-}-03
--03
+31
+Ol

,I0°! 1,57 0,82 0,28 0130!209 ° 233 ° 30
53 { 0,94 0,91 0,09 023 029 023 16
_19 I 1,98 0,80 0,40 000 1209 250 t31
,oo I 1,86 io,91/c 029 1032 I 16
_06 11,22 (),83 ( 029 tot2 19

_06 I 1 56 I),88 ( 209 221 19

,252:41 t),79 ( 209 i262 35
_00, 1,'18 _1,88 ( 029 036 16

155 0,_7 _),90 / 029 [025 16

)23 2,04 _),77 020 ]078 35
118 1,43 ,),69 029 068 25
114 1,29 '),72 I 209 233 31
158 3,4,.3 ),90 ( 029 069 22

),84 ( 029 063 22)01 2,15
)09 1,26

)13 1,47
358 1.,13
?08 1,73
360 1,28
?0111,36

305 1,32
305 1,27
317!1,35
350 1,29
310 1,85

_23 1,83
024 2,47
354 0,96
240 1,38
238 1,11

259 2,36
257 4,80
290 0,88
292 1,65
232 1,84

353 1,18
288 1,73
296 1,33
293 1,30

275i1,15
243 1,11
358:1,59
316 0,70

272 7,86 1
311 2,44

293 2,20
360 1,29
005 1,66'
354 1,02
017 1,59

014 2,30
300_ 1,65
003 1,40
012 1,52
356 1,62

350 1,14
357 11,28
011 11.49
35713.43

02012,19

),77

3,77
:),86
3,89[,
:),91
3,891
3,87
3,85 t,

0,68 1
0,85 I

0,88 I

0,73j
O,Sli
n, 89 :
0,94 l

0,71{

0,75
0,86
0,28 i 0,63
0,421

0,831

0,801

0,47
0,27!
0,28
0,57

0,75
0,88
0,56
0,88
0,61

0,56
0,89
0,90
0,89
0,77

0,88
0,40
0,89
o,81 I
0,971

0,88 '
0,96
0,83
O,.qO
0,82

008
032
06t
017
027

004
001
002

082
080

209 230

_09 _238
329 O35
329 044
329 i_31

329 037
329 039
2O9 220
209 245
029 1039

209 229
209 257
209 259

/ 0_9 1)26
I f12o 133,1

i039 ,,OJ
30 /268

_30 1254

029 !313
030 1212
030 301

030 !043
030 225
030 210
030 225
030 294

030 314
030 042
030 022
030 215
030 146

030 205
030 035
030 041
030 028
210 243

210 j237
'030 194
030 037
030 057

030 022
030 032

030 1021210 229
O30 067

030 069

3O

30
16
19
16
16

19
19
3I
21
19

35
35,

16
9

10

12
12
13
28
10

21
28
28
28
14

I0
2I
18
32-
34

28.
16
19
16
31

30.
29
16
25,
16

21
16
19
22
31

-257-
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No.of DATE
me teo r

1591 0,1.20.07.18
1593 04.20,07.20
1595 0t.20.07.28
1596 0t.20.07.30
1599 04:20.07.34

zt___O 01.20.07.3,I
1601 0,i.20.07.,t0
1605 0t.20.07.40
1008 0.t.20.07.42
1610 0-t.20.07.44

1612 04.20.07.52
1614 04.20.07.53
1615 0;i.20.07.56
1622 0t.20.05.37
1623 04.20.08.38

1625 04.20.08.51
1625 01.20.08.52
1635 04.20.09.12
1636 04.20.09.12
1639 04.20.09.18

16t2 04.20.09.30
16t3 04.20.09.33
1615 04.20.07.17
1650 0,t.20.10.15
1651 04.20.10.16

1653 04.20.I0.18
165,1 04.20.10.18
1653 04.20.10.23
1660 04.20.10.26
1(i6t 01.20.10.3,t

1665 04.20.10.44
1671 0.t.20.10.52
1673 04.20.10.57
1676 0,t.20.11.06
1580 04.20. I1.13

1681 04.20.11.14
1683 0_.20.11.17
1689 0t.20.12.16
1691 04.20.12.20
169,i 04.20.12.53

1715 04.20.23.42
1717 0,1.20.23.47
1736 0-t.21.21.40
176,i 0t.22.02.42
1773 04.22.09.30

1774 04.22.09.30
1775 04.22.09.37
1779 04.22.10.12

,1780 01.22.10.14
1781 04,22.10.18

178i 0-1.22.20.37
1788 04.22.10.37
1789 04.22.10.38
1790 04.22.10.45
1792 04.22.10.52

1793 04.22.10.54
1795 04.22.12.01
1808 04.22.12.43
18.t8 04.23.00.28
1850 04.23,00.38

/2 2 4

] UO0

Cor tinuntlon

i _ o5 / show-
1

I or

29 IO19 C
49 1326
40 354
32 008
37 355

39 1354

344

37 135830 345

ii°,,001
347

33 }348

30 021

26 !020
34 '349
30 !023

38 007!

29 [004!
27 i023 1

.23 1014
31 lo16
29 ]00429 011

35 1013'
39 1359,

23 10231
26 ]010!

39 1351`
281014
27 0101

27 1011 !
4213451

38 3581
2010131
37 1008]
27 10171
25 10211
3713581
21 209
25 241

22 188
55 272
40 345

40 345
34 354
29 008
26 019
32 008

26 189
28 020

'28 023

32 005
25 003

33 Oil
42 344
28 025
36 1238
45 i255

+080 ]

-1-1Ol
+04
--02

+04

+07
+18
+17
+O1
q-12

+o11
+o91
+o8
+10_
+08

+09
+06
+12
-1-01
+08

+O6
-1-09
-F11
+04
+O7

--F07
+10
+I0
+12
-l-ll

+II
--01

+07
-}-18
+1o

+04
+04
+02
-1-15
--00

+07
+o1
--04

+O6
+24

+23
+12
--01

+05
--00

--05

+08
+01
+07
+08

-]-13
+23
+O7
_17
+21

+00°]021

-_22 1332
T06 [356
--04 oo$
+05 356

+08 357
+26 1345
+22 352
-1-02 358

+13 I
--03
+08

+131
-I-14 i
_Ol

+o2t
-1-04'
+02
+02
+1o
+1o
+01
+07
+14

+05
--05
+01

+10

--01
+01
--05
+05
+01

+18
-1-21
_00

+29!
+28!

+27
+14
--04
--02
--04

--01
--00
--08
-1-05
+04

+08
+28
--03

-k03
+43

I
2,31i0,83 0,.10 610 ° 030 °
1,10 0,78 0,2.t 11:3 020
1,38 0,97 0,05'028 030
1,2310,86 0,18 007 210

1,19 0,94 0,07 018 030

1,86 I0 95:0,07 028 030
o,93io:8olo,18 o_3 o3o

"1 ' ' _ oo7 030
0,83 0,83 0,14 03.i 030

1,39 0 81!0 27 00.1 210
2,50;0,9510'12 092 !030
o,97io 0210:08 0_2 1030
0,92i0,88 0,11 034 030
3,34 0,8810,41 001 210

1,7,1 0,7.il0,46 001 b30

0,90i0,91 0,08 029 ]030
4,39 0,90 0,45 002 i030
2,26 0,9,i 0,14 004 1210
1,16 0,80 0,2.11008 030

2,02!0,77 0,461003 210

1,17i0,63 0,431001 1030
2,65 0,86 0,361005 1030
1,13 0,81 0,21 003 030
1,.t8 0,86 0,201 003 030

I
1,02 0,92 0,08 i 030 030
2,11 0,94 0,121026 030
1,63 0,68 0,521001 030
1,33 0,73 0,35i007 t030

1,310,92 0,1010.t3 030

1:2;0:7; 0:3310021030
1,65=0,890,18065,030
1,6 0,930,12026o3o
1,27 0,73 0,35 001 210
2,32!0,93 0,171001 1030

0,75 0,36 005 1210
0,71 0,51 O0,1 ]030

0,94 0,07 002 1030
L

0,63 0,72 010 1031
0,65 0,32 022 1031
0,97 0,81 000 1212
0,74 0,54 113 i032

0,84 0,20 062 1032

0,84 0,25 0(12 1032
0,88 0,13 031 [032
0,80 0,22 005 !212
0,73 0 39 002 212
0,86 0,19 006 !212

1,12 0,78 001 212

0,78 0,40 000 1212

0 79 0 40 008 1212
0,88 0,18 008'1032
0,71 0,30 004 032

0,87 0,27 012 032
0,86 0,25 057 032
0,81 0,45 003 212
0,91 0,12 006 033
0,88 0,59 071 033

071°1

013 !
0201
218
023

025
033
037
02.1
O26

230
036
022
025
255

O73
021
081
219
0-13

256
062
O67
011
054

024

036[079
o58!
O29

O63
228
055
0,i2
O34

236
O43
241
080
023

25,I
317

053
275

052

050
031
220
244
220

O-iO
249
249
039
047

055
052
256
328
263

31
17
16
19
16

18
21
21
16
16

19
16
16
16
35

35
16
35
16
19

35
25
25
19
19

16
16
35
25
16

25
19
25
21
16

19
19
31
35
16

8
I0
33
14
21

21
16
19
31
19

33
31
31
19
19

25
21
35

9
12
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Continuation
I

1225

No, _f
meteoe DATE

1851 04.23.00.45
1867 04.2.1.09.55
1902 0i.25.07.55
1908 01.25.08.19
1921 0,t.25.10.16

1026 04.25.10.40
1928 t)1.:!5.t0.,17
1930 04.25.10.4£
1931 04.25.10.53
1932 04.25.12.02

1910 0,t.26.00.59
19.12 0.1.26.01.29
1973 04.26.0.I.06
199-1 05.03.20.53
1995 05.03.20.59

2000 05.03.21.47
2002 05.03.22.01
2009 05.04.08.35
2010 05.0.1.03.36
2012 05.04.08.40

2019 05.0!.08.44
2021 05.04.08.45
2028 05.04.09.12
2032 05.0,1.09.17
2039 05.04.09.28

20.15 05 . 0.1. 09 . 34
20,16 05.04.09.3t
2047 05.01.09.3,t
2054 05.0,t.11.50
2055 05.01.11.51

2056 05.04.19.05
2005 05.04.20.33
2069 05.01.20.42
2116 05.0,t.22.28
2138 05.04.22.56

2139 05.04.22.57
2143 05.01.23.03
2146 05.04.23.05
2148 05.04.23.08
2149 05.04.23.09

2156 05,04.23.14
2157 05.04.23.16
2164 05.04.23.28
2169 05.04.23.35
2172 05.04.23.29

2176 05.04.23.47
2177 05.04.23.47
2178 05.04.23.47
2191 05.05.00.12
2198 05.05.00.15

2202 05.05.00.17

2205 05.05.00.24
2206 05.05.00.24
2217 05.05.00.45
2220 05.05.06.46

2224 05.05.00.50
2226 05.05.00.50
2227 05.05.00.56
2229 05.05.00.57
2232 05.05.01.03

_ z ['a e q i e ,of
T oi --17140,2_1 +04°1242° 1,710,% 0,071014o!0_3o!

, _9 353 _:_ #29 !oo_ 2,42 o,86o,_3,o5_
' 41 357 ,- : -701 1358 I 1,26 0,99 0,02 009

i 41 358 ?_ I +13 i004 I 1,90 0,94 0,11 0,i2
+61 _008 I 1,05 0,82 0,191

37i3_6t 2'1 007 _5
_2 ]019 :_:00!4- ,_ 0,92 0,10 orm o35 r,28--- ' ' 0,_0 0,26_010 215 23,1
')8 1(]20 +04 ] .... 04 _020 .1146 0,76 0,3.11005 215 23!)

33 1014 +09]+03 l oJ7l 1,87 0,87 0,25'00.I 035

33 i015 4 4-04 ! -02 i 015 I 1,73 0,87 0,23 _03 _18
39:246 --21 !+00 i248 !,1 26 0,96 0,06:001 036
33 2,18 ! +01 +23 [246 i 1,16 0,79 0,24 (339:036
60 294 -}-I1 ] +32 1298 I 2,60 0,63 0,0G 123 036
32 1277 -!-30'4-53:280 I 1,04 0,33 0,70 059 013

+45 299 0 73 0,42 0,42 055 04331 1292 -i-24

34 28G+26 +_9[29110,88 o,32o,_o
33 i283[+27 +o0 !288 ] 0,90 0,33 0,60
37 ]018[ 4-11 +04 1021 I 2,24 0,93 0,15
27 102114-15 +06 025 1,27 0,75 0,81
29 t 023 i 4-17 +07102711,560,79:0,32
28 i018 i 4-16 +07 i022 I 1,23 0,78 0,27
29 023 _ 4-14 +04 t027 i 1,48 0,7910,31

32 [027t4,09 1--02 ]028 ] 2,11 0,86 ] 0,29

41 010 +16, +11 015 I 2,29 0,96i0 I0 03,1 i0.1,I 033
30 023 I 4,13 +03 027 i 1,58 0,821'0,'29 004 i°ll .051

25 022 ] 4-15 +05 026 I 1,16 0,70]0,35
23 014/+19 +12 02010,96 0,64 0,34
44 0091-F!3 I +08 014 I 3,11 0,98 O,OO

88 ioo61 +16i+12 01211,38 0,9210,11

_ !2941+2214-43 301 2,95 0,68 0,0,1
284 ] 4--20 I 4-42 288 0,78 0,48 0,,ti

33 302 I +36 +55 317 0,91 0,15 0,77
31 277. t +28 I +51 1280 0,94 0,35 0,61

33 274 128 4,51 t276 t,09 0,40 0,65
36 1291 +31 +52 300] 0,98
37 _288 I +30 +52 295 1,07
351290 4-291 4,51 299 o,91
31' 201 +301+52 300 0,83
30

289 I +30 t 4-52 297 0,82

37 292 i 4-28 +49 301 0,93
34 [277 I 4-22 4-45 279 ! 0,95
34 303, +34 I +52 318 0,90

3332 283 +30 +53 289 0,95
293 +30 4,51 303 0,83

32 i282 i +24 +47 286 0,84

1128614-27 +49293 0,96
32 266 [ +15, 4-39 1266 1,01
34 286 I +29 +51 1293 0,92

0,71299 +24 +43 j3_
36 278 +24 +47 [281 1,03

32 297 +26 'q-46 1306 0,75
35 297 4-25 +451306]0,77
34 267 t 4-ii +35 ]267 I 0,98

% 302_]+13 +32 J308] 3,17
53 283 14,11 +34 1285 I 2,21
30 270 I +24 +48 270 0,99 0,44
37 269 1+03 ' "_+26 125. t 0,93 0,80
30 265 I 4-10 +33 265 0,88
35 295 I +25 _ +46 304 0,79

0,19i0,79
o,251o,_o
0,23[0,70

0,28]0,59

0,30i0,57

0,22 ] 0,72
0,461 0,51
0,16 0,75
0,29 0,68
0,26 0,62

0,41 0,50
0,29 0,68
0,60 0,40
0,28 0,66
0,44 0,39

0,43 0,59
0,37 0,47
0,35 0,50
0,66 0,33
0,69 0,97

0,72 0,61
0,55
0,19 055

0,65 '0,31 046
0,33 0,52 073

3,10°l03.t 003
035 012!
035 033

037

051
228

339
316

[2cl9
I ,_S,I
I!;;_2

0_8 0_ [313

oo8io_t 040
007 1044 O53

i

009io.1.1057
010:044 048

004 [044 055
002 ' 22,1 237

00.1 !'Y?.I 237

005 i°11 054
010 01,1 i047
0:_5 ] 0,11 , 0', 7
035 01.I _031

102 0.14 ! 214

069 loft i327
065 'Oil ,038

060 04.t

071 044 1291

073 044 !270
070 IO,l.I I 308

061 04.4 1331
059 044 1329

' I
075 !044 1305
065 044 304
069 6t4 !037
062 0,t4 998
066 0.14 332

063 044 318

072 044 1297
05.t 0.14 1307
066 0,14 1304
070' 04,1 '1 350

I

068 04,1 _ 993
069 0,14 i345
075 044 i342
057 0t4 1313
123 044 [204

106 044 267

052 0.t4 299
04-t 326
0,1,t 32O

1_),1,1!338

9
22
16
1(3
19

16
30
31
25
19

9
10
28
36
38

37
37
48
39
42

39
42
41
47
.12

41
39
39
49
16

46
51
43
36
53

37
37
37
37
37

37
50
43
36
37

51
37
52
37
38

50
38
38
52
59

58
53
67
52
38
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I226

No :oP

meteor

2233
2235
223B
2239
22.t2

22-13
2%1,1
2252
22(]1
2263

2269
2275
2292
2293
229-t

2295
2297
2293
2301
2306

2309
2319
2323
2325
2326

2329
233.1
2335
23,12
2347t

23,15
23.t7
23.18
2350
235.1

2358
2360
2363
2364
2368

2370
2371
2372
2374
2376

2379
2381
2383
2384
2385

2387
2390
2392
2394
2395

2397
2398
2,100
2.t02
2i07

DATE

05.05.0I .03
05.05. Ol . 05
05.05. Ol . 08
05.05.01.13
05.05.01.16

05.05.01.16
05.05.01.17
05.05. Ol. 20

65 [3_
°5'°5.°1.2815605.05.01.29

05.05.m.30 59 !3C
05.05.01.39 [ 35128

'voo [

o2 3{,,o[+1oo!-29o
32t3( i+3_i=54
50 +3831 : I -m 8 I +53

341287 +22! +44
60 _300 +08] +28

58 !318 +21 i +35
31 30-t +36 +53

--00 +09

307 ° .3,36 0,71

0,8610,21
1,19!0,21

0,27
0,41

0,58

320
319'
330
292

304
329
320
338
303,

0,86
0,82

2,17 0,91 I27
3,44 0,74:0,88 115
0,85 0,22 0,87 063
4,59 0,88 0,57 162

5,52,0,83 1
+22

+12
+28

05.05.02.05 58_3171 [- +3505.05.02.11 51 323

54 280 +09 --]-32

56 19-83 +13 / +35
_2 ':m, +02 i 4 11
00i._35i _F02i _FIO

t ,5,3 1_8 -FOB I q-31

' ,,z ou I -FO1 i .{_19
!51 30 -F23 t -F42

!iii +01 I +11

39{oo -Oll -o9+15 / +11
37 [005 @20 / +16

65 1336 --00/-4-09
33 358 -F19' +18

135 358 .kl8 -h18

_i_2 337 +02 -I-10

i +43

i+31
: +51

309 1,93
291 1,00
32,t
334

0,50
0,29

Cr_nt inIP_t i rn

05.05.02.15

05.05,02.15
05.05,02.16
(15.05.02.17
05.05.02.20
05.05.02.22

05.05.02.26
05.05.03.39
05.05.03.40
05.05.03.,1.1
05.05.03.45

05.05.03.59
05.05,04.09
05.05.0.L09
05.05.04.13
nS.f15.04,15

281

286
337
337
288
311

313
330
338
337
013

013
338
006
006
339

1.52o, 2o.88127io', I 940.010 ]10,0,;
2:00i0,800:53105i,,. 0%
5,5910,88 n,70 108 _0t4 250
2 53 0 78 {} 56 5 t {.a{

2o 4o/o:,_8'o(_:,1:,_;',(,_4[,i:1
1,7,1/0,691n,54 IIO _0,1I ["78
1 61 0 39 0 q8 1.'5 0It _S()7

r. t "1 " ' i ' i _
1,aO 0 3410,99 I03 i0'14 _20 _
1,89 0,58i0,78 129 'e45 JO1,3
3.o1/o.827o.5315,;;o 5ios' 

15,1210,96i0,62 162 !045;102

1,5610,9'tl0,09 036 1o45 o'_9
1,42 0 90'0 15 o11 o15 )o36
4,47/0,87 10,56 1t;0 0,t5 i093
0,90 0,85 0,1310,12 i0.t5 i0o8
0,95 n,_z!O 12 'ol5 [(}_5 .,ui',/

0,991o,371o,62 42 io,15 7295
1,12 0,,I0,'0,68 126 .0,15 081

41,11/0,99 0,58 1,t9 015 0'_9
2,9210,7770,67 159 !0,t5 1(3

1,67 0,71j0,48 154 ;045 075

2,50i0,71 0,72 171 i225 288
1,67 0,72i0,47 155 045 O74
3,4210,85/0,51 160 1045 086
1,1710,2410,89 124 1045 113

2,33 0,71 0,67 116 1045 101
7,8010,93!0,54 152 !045 092

5,33j0,91 0,45 157 i045 081
0,9410,86 0,13 043 '_0,t5 098
1 4910,9110,141031 i045 035

2,42 0,77 0,55j165 1045 087
2,62 0,79 0,541 168 1045 087
1,1910,88 0,14[0.10 [0.15 033
1,97f0,70 0,59 179 i225 260
1,80}0,45 1,00 150 1045 198

1,0410,41 0,62 132 i045 070

05.05.04.21 56 t301

05.05.04.29 54 1322
05.05.01.32 65 1335
05.05.04.34 65 i331
05.05.0.t.37 60 1334

05.05.01.50 65 1334

05.05.04,51 60 1335
05.05.04.53 63 337
05.05.04.53 55 3'14

05.05.04.57 56 328
05.05.04.59 64 336
05.05.04.59 63 340
05.05.05.00 84 358
05.05".05.02 37 1009

05.05.05.05 63 335
05.05.05.10 63 336
05.05.05.10 36 i004
05.05,05.10 63 1336

05.05.05.16 63 1311

05.05.05.20 54 322
05.05.05.20 37 003
05.05.05.23 61 337
05.05.05.24 69 332
05.05.05.24 68 333
05.05.05.26 58 332

05.05.05.29 63 336
05.05.05.29 67 336
05.05.05.32 66 1335
05.05.05.34 42 005
05.05.05.36 .34 [3,57

--02
+12
+O6j
_01

+02
_!5
+Of
--OOt
+12
+20

+04 I
+02 I
+191
+18i
_o3

--04
+19
_ll

--01 !

+10 i
+21
+05 L
--]2f

+19 1

-o31
_09',

+15
+17

q-18 ,302
+25 ;328
+15 339
+I1 833
+I2 337

_04 i330
+I1 !337
+09 i339
+28 321

+31 I 338

+13 !34o
+10 342
+18 1006
+t3 1015

+07 336
+06 337
+16 0ti
--01 333
+17 313
+23 327

+18 012
+13 1341
--02 329

+03 333
-ff28 342

+08 _37
+07 336
+02 i334
+12 )11

+17 )05

1,33
2,69
9,33

10,36
4,54

2,59
8,84
3,96
1,75
0,90
L

0,88
0,84
0,92
0,93
0,87

0,79
0,93
0,84
0,96
0,87

, !o l, t%ow-

fl,fl6 127°I 0.14 ° 207', i 59
0 I;8 0(;3 0,1.t O?,r _ .13
0,9,t I 107 0,t4 127 5q
0,62 061 04.t 1039 '43
0,48 071 0.14 !3o3 51

04t 1222 59
0,t,1 135 63
044 027 43
0.!-t 0%t 65

0,96 105 041 207 46

0,97 123 0,t4 207 59
0,70 069 0714 289 37

44
ti3
58

5.£
65

58
(;0

62
64
65
65
47

45
65
55
55
05

0-15 045 036
1,19 045 077
180 225 302
174 045 114

I_1 045 094

162 045 087
166 045 101

177 0]5 102
049 i0,,5 0126

0,t2,j045 025

55
64
O5
65
05

66
65
65
54
68

65
65
55
47
65

65
45
66
60
64

45
65
66
66
68

65
65
66
16
55

0 15
0 44
0 78
0 72
0 57

3 54
3 61
3 6,t
3 07
311

-260



t "4,'--:_ '¸_._'' _-"'_lr--_lg_ "_'g'_+'t':-_' " " -

,", ,

metenr

2 l!_ti
1!.Ilo
i!.I1.1
2115
2.117

241,1
2.t20
2,122
2.123
2127

2.130
2.1:_3
2 !36
2.t38
2.;39

2.t.t3
21.15
2.1.t7
2.t52
2.15,1

2.155
2157
2.I01
2.I{_2
2.163

2 I_5
2,t0(3
2.I67
2469
2,170

2.t71
2174
2.175
2,184
2191

25c)0
2502
2517
2558
23gl a

2383 a
2385 a
2386 a
238801
2398 a

2.10,ta
2.1198
2t2.1 a
2.135 _
2.136 a

2437 a
2.t.12a
2443 a
2t15 a
21.18 a

21,1901

2.t53a I

2f50a[
2.t{53a
2,15801

r, ,', r_ _, I_ k a ,'
DATE ,

05.05.05.38
05.05. {)5.38
05. i}5.05..13
{}5. {}5.05..1.1
05. _}5.05. ,15

05.05.05.47
05.o5.05.48
o5.05.05.49
05.05.05.50
o5.05.05.53

05. {)5.05.55
05.05. (}5.57
05.05.05.57
05.05.06.06
05.05.06.07

05.05.06.11
05.05, O6.12
05.05. {)6.15
05.05.06.20
05. o5.06.23

05.05. O6.24
05.05. o6.25
05. o5.06.38
05.05.06.39
05.05.06.39

05.05.06..t4
05. {)5.06.47
05.05.06.48
05.05.06.48
05.05.06.49

05.05.06.51
05.05.06.54
05.05. (}6.55
05.05.09.57
05.05.10.39

05.05.12.16
05.05.12.20
05.05.20.20
05.0(5.06.08
05.06.00.03

05.06.00.03
05.06.00.09
05.06.00.11
05.06'.00.13
05.06.00.28

O5.06.00.34
05.06.00.47
05.06.00.56
05.06.01.19
{}5.06.01.20

05.06.01.21
05.06.01.23
05.06.01.24
05.06.01.25
05.06.01.25

05.06.01.26

05.06.0_..7
05.06.02.34

• 67 310 °
{;6 1336
32 1033
63 1336
38 i012

,%26

41 006',
36 /356t
351oo t

22 oT7

38;OlOI
38 061

,t2 019
32 00o
{;.I 335 I
39 o16 1
37 004 "
34 1022
39 [005

35 1028
32 005
38 004

38 011 I

42 017
61 335
64 1333 ]
oo138rI
24 1033

31 024
61 307
27 031
33 022

24 037

35 025
36 [292
37 014
34 292

I
! i

33 292
33 1288 l
34 i285
3,'1- 293

3-1 285

37 1288
65 309
37 013
35 279

30 272
36 i292
29 1285

'651308
31 277

155 278

31 [278
29 1274
32 807
61 332
63 1838

__07 °

-o31
4-10
-i 00

4-18

-4-161
-I 151
-1-14 1
4-161

-t--16 I
4-13
4-20
4-18
4-16
4-15

4-13i
-I-22
--03
4-20
-1.23l

4-o81
-I-161
-t-ll
4-28
4-18

-1-12
-i-121
--05;
'--I0
--03

--125
4-11
--03
+22
+09

-1-21
4-06

13390-,-02 °: 15,53 0,06
-i-061836 [ 5,09 0,88

3,61=-031034 / 0 90
'_.FIO 337,1 2,8.,I, o881

,-ll 018 1,95 0,93
+1,1 007 1,15 0,93

I ,024-o8 020 0,74
q-lO 011 1,5,1 0,96
-[-16 002 0,89 0,9{)
4-13 011 1,I1 0,90

@09 010 1,'14 0,93

4-11 026 4;65 0,95
4-10 023 0,97 0,62
4-10 015 1,6b 0,93
4-12 011

--I-,05 023
4-t9 012
@07 t 336
4-12 022
4-19 LO13

--01 023
-F13 011
--01 030
4-23 016

-t-15 t011
-1-07 015

@04 020
+05 335
-1.-01 1331

_06 838

q-ll 040
-I-01 026
4-15 309
4-08 036
4-00 024

@06 041
--04 025

-1-22
4-23

4-30
--o1'
4-12
-t-26
4-12

+31
4-28
4-03
-4-27

• 4-06

+13
-1-14
4-36
4-19

+oi

-F3O -F51
4-18 +12

-I-28 i 4-49

-t-23 4-44
4-20 -t-42
4-31 4-53

4-43
+45

-t-52
q-19
+06
4-49

1,29 0,93

14,19 0,99
1,{32 0,81
3,00 0,81
3,23/0,94

1,47 I 0,88
1.,851o,8o
1,39 I 0,93
3,5610,92
1,25 0,79
1,31 0,91

1,58 0,94
4,6;} 0,98
1,63 0,69
2, 16 0,69
1,66 0,74

1,7{ 0,70
1,5; 0,83
1,9[ 0,51
2, 1{ 0,79
1,6_ 0,87

1,8: 0,70
2,1{ 0,90

301 0,9{ 0,20
1,84 0,92

0,85 0,27

296
301

298 0,76 0,41
293 0,75 0,48
292 1,0t 0,27
299 0,75 0,43
289 0,86 0,41

295 O, 28
312 0,67
017 0,93
283 0,39

1,09
2,98
1,52
1,02

-36 273 0,80 0,62o%o o
-50 291 0/82
-21 311 2,76
-50 280 0,95
-29 279 3,51

-37 279 0,76 0,61
47 275 0,79 0,59
-53 324 0,86 0,22
-18 342 3,42 0,95
-09 3,10 3,09 0,84

el

0,55
0, G{}
0,35
f), 51
O, 1,t

0,08
0,27
O, 07
O, 09
0,11

O, 08
0,23
0,37
0,11
0,09

0,12
0,19
0,58
0,I8
0,18

0,19
0,09 O,11
0,27 (101
0,27 036
0,I1 042

O, 09 O22
0,11 013
0,50 1(;8
0,68 177
0,4,t 166

O, 53 009
O, 26 082
0,95 151

o,45] oo8

0,22 000
O, 5-1- 005
0,21 i 006
O, 77 072
O, 15 ! 026
0,61 i069

O, 451 070

O, 39 068
O, 74 066
0 43:' I
o,,_1i
0,8O
0,99
0,11
0,62
0,30

0,77
0,53
0,98
0,59
0,46

o(0,_9
0,32
0,67
0,64
0,49

Cont I nlmrle,}

i t.) ,,, S h r}W-

o.r

177 ° 0,15" 091"
166 0.15 i}97
c)(}t 22?5 2,t,'_
159 {)15 0._7
027 0.15 0:3,1

0.1f1 01."; 025
{}lO 013 (1.13
010 i0.t5 024

i{) 51o2 
035 i0.t5 i02{)
029 _045 025

072
069

073
146
017
066
051

071
057
142
057
108

057
051
065
124
159

02i :0.t5I

0{}8 16t5
030 1615
039 i045

014 0,t5
034 O45
166 0.15
026 045
0.14 045

002 225
0 ,t5
225
ol 5
0.15

O45
0.t5
045
0,15
0.t5

045
0t5
0,15
045
045

0.1;
221
0,1:
0.t,
04.

0.1
0.t
0t
0t5
0-t5

045
045
O45
0.15
0.15

045
0-15
045
045

045
045
0,15
045
045
045

054
0.11
032
027

041
036
093
61 {;
0t0

225
028
_:'8
(},18
031

o29
036
O77
lO1
070

082
051
213
075
0.1-7

083
228
296
038
324

334
333
286
336
316

209
199
031
291
325

295
324
200
300
280

331
326
033
10.t
083

66
(;5
41
(;5
,t7

16
29
16
55
16

16
61
39
47
t6

48
57
65
61
45

41
lfi
41
57
45

49
48
65
66
65

4O
41
60

40
41

4O
41
37
47
37

38
51
37
38
51

37
60
49
5O
52

37
37
60
50
70

69
69
43
68
65

-261-
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(,

N°T  'oometenr DAT_'

2,169a o5.oG.02.34 64 335 °
2,161 a 05.06.01.31 61 306
,:47a / 05.06.02.39 67 308
2.180 a 05 . 06 . 02. 53 33 004
2,185 a 05.06.02.57 65 336

2-t95 a 05.06.03.11 65 307
2501 a 05.06.03.17 59 325
2504 a 05.(16.03.20 67 340
2510 _ 05.06.03.38 64 339
2515 a 05.06.03.42 64 338

2518 a 05.0G.03.50 57 328

25'20 a 05.06.03.5.1 50 315
252.t a _5.06.0.1.03 61 336
2528 a 05.0_3.04.09 55 326

2530 a 05.06.04.15 54 288
254'I a 05.06.05.14 { 33 011
2545 a 05.06.05.14 i 64 338
2552 a 05.06.0&.35. I 34 013
2553 a "0a.06.05;_7 _ 31 029

39 016
2562 a 05.06.0 .49"

2566 a 05.06.0a.5.1 63 339
2568 a 05.06.05.53 62 337
2569 a 05.06.05.58 64 337

2571 a 05.06.06.01 37 i011
2572 a 05.06.06.03 37 i012

2573 a 05.06.06.05 36 006
2582 a 05.06.06.22 36 026
2584 05.06.06.26 63 336
2588 05.05.08.00 36 i015
2591 05.06.08.40 30 i025

I
2596 05.06.08.46 31 i028
2598 05.06.08.47 38 007
2600 05.06.09.35 26 035
2605 05.06.09.50 35 ;016

2606 05.06.09.54 39 011

2609 05.06,10.00 33 i026
2615 05.06.10.14 28 I03_
2616 05.06.10.17 33
2620 05.06.10.22 23
2629 05.06.11.15 28

2631 05.06.11.18 32.
2633 05.06.II.36 34
26,11 05.06.21.50 37
2653 05.06.22.26 33
2655 05.06.22.35 33

2656 05.06.22.39
2659 05.06.22.46
2672 05.07.00.19
2673 05.07.00.20
2677 05.07.01.03

2688 05.07.03.10
2698 05.07.06.57
2700 05.07.07.01
2701 05.07.07.04

.2706 05.07.07.12

2707 05.07.07.14
2708 05.07.07.15
2710 05.07.07.20
2713 05.07.07.25
2715 05.07.07.28

.+01' .+10 ° 338°1 3,_7
m

+09 +27 30912,22
--03 .1-16 31013,69
.+25 !-21 o14
--01 -[ 08 337

--01 .+18 309
.+18 I +30 [334

--05 I-F, 03 }340

--01 &07 1341

--02 +07 1339
-1-20 +31 )338
.+14 I +30 322
--01 I +08 338
.+13 +25 i333

.+12 +34 i291

+17 ! -+11 !017
--04 +05 1338
.+19 I-b13 i020

+17' i +05 033
.+22 +14 023

--02 +07 340
--04 +05 338
--O7 _03 336
.+19 +13 018

.+12 +07 015

+20 +16 014
+11 +00 028
--01 -t-08 338
+23 +15 023
+12 +02 027

+06 --06 028
.+19 +15 014
.+24 .+I0 040
+13 +06 020
+15 +09 016

+10 --01 027
.+24 .+10 039

+07 .TO5 030
+17 _ 024+06 -- 034

+10 --02 031
.+14 .+02 032
+26 +49 274
+27 .+50 271
+29 +50 300

+11 +34 278
+26 -+50 277
+20 +16 012
•_12 .+35 270
+31 .+52 299'

--03 .+06 339
+12 .+08 011
+29 .+25 016
+07 --04 029
--06 -+04 336

+14 +10 010
+18 -+07 031
-}-13 -+05 021
+17 -+08 025
-}-07 --03 027

-262-

/228

C_nt ['hUnt ion

0,82
0,56
0,74

1,13 0,81
5,33 0,88

2,65 0,6,t
3,07 0,75
8,17 0,99
4,30 0,89

4,41 0,88

2,_4 0,75
g ,93 0,22
1,88 0,74
1,25 10,51

'1,07 i0,65

0,56
0,98
0,07
0,21
0,61

0,96
0,77
0,55
0,49
0,52

0,70
0,73
0,48
0,61
0,69

0,161,18
3,32
1,41
2,53
4, O-i

2,98
2,15
2,33
1,68
1,42

1,29
3,49
2,42
2,30
1,48

1,74
1,49
2,21
1,59
1,71

1,94
2,37
_,37
1,02
1,88

2,45
3,59
1,38

0,86
0,84 [ 0,54

0,87 i O, 18
0,86,0,34
0,95 0,20

0,84!0,49

0,70 i 0,51
0,76 10,57
0,91 ,0,14
0,93 0,09

0,89 0,15
0,94 0,22
0,78 0,53
0,90 0,22
0,81 0,28

0,84 0,28
0,92 0,12
0,77
0,91
0,95

0,87
0,80
0,88
0,66
0,80

0,88
0,92
0,52

1,18 0,46
0,87 0,26

0,78 0,66
0,96 0,40
1,22 0,90
0;93 0,65
0,86 0,27

6,95 0,92
1,03 0,93
1,16 0,77
1,86 0,86
3,15 0,80

O,99 0,91
1,33 0,73
2,15 0,94
1,02 0,68
1,29 0,78

0,50 009 0,t6
0,14 013 0.t6

0,09 029 0,16
0,24 001 ]226
0,46 010 1046
O,29 O07 1226
0,35 007 ¢0,16

0,38 008 226
0,29 003 ]226
0,3O 003 [046
0,66 064 j046
0,64 056 /0"t6

0,64 067 t 0,16
1

0,27 06O 1046
0,58 055 /046
0,13 044 t0.16
0,33 : 058 ] 046
0,62 062 /0'16

0,58 : 167 I/046

0,07 1025 10.17
0,26 O39 _047

0,261006 1227
0,631172 047

0,08 i030 047

0,36 '1007 /047
0,12 ] 013 ],,0,i7
0,32 1008 i047
O, 29 1004 1227

i o

158 ° 045 ° 091'

130 I 045 1203
152 1045 1203
038 045 (140

163 0.t5 099
148 i045
122 !045
173 i045
163 i0,t5

165 1045

118 046
118 [0,16
161 016
126 046

109 i046
022 1046
169 040
024 046
006 0,16
031 046

165 6t6
168 0,t6
174 046
030 046
019 046

039 0-16
050 0.16
162 016

029 0-16
002 [(}16 (}52

002 226 234
ot2 1o46Io34

081
037
029

231
077
298
049
2,t6

239
062
270
280

319

328
299
032
316
322

097
022
046
246
099

023
058
035
048
231

208
117
095
084
088

106
057
077
081
259

036
0S9
611
O65
049

082
081
089
037
O29

035
053
085
o50

s h ow-

el-

f,5
5[)
(;0
57
65

60
63
66
65
65

68
54
65
64
58

71
65
71
42
61

65
65
66
47
49

45
41
65
61
,II

41
45
40
48
49

41
40
41
39
41

41
42
53
53
37

69
53
45
52
37

65
16
57
41
66

16
42
48
39
41



2717
2718
o719
2720
2723

'272.t
o-o.'-
._/~0

2735
2736
2737

2738
2739
27.11
27,12
27.13

2748,
2751

J

2.752
i

2757 I
27581

2767 !
_769
2772
277,1
2778

2780
.'2.782
2783
2794
2795

2796
2798
280.1
2S25
/%,00

2842
28,15
2818
2853
2854

2_56
2$58
28{';0
2861
2868

'2871
2877
2879
2880
.9.882

2883
2884
2888
2890
25{._1

2593
2896
qo('l.J 0

2906
2<.110

hATE.

05.07.
O5.07.
05.07.
05.07.
05.07.

07.33
07.33
07.37
07.39
07.42

1
{ t8'OC

I
30
27
38

29

027 _ .+23 °
oi9 ! ÷lZ,
011 I÷17'
009 i -]-13.'
029 I .-],-03

>. a e

I

-+11 i033°i 2_08 _,83q-08 02.t I '1,09 ,74
+12 01711,56 ,93

+o8 01411,26 ,94
-o8 o2811,530,82

1228

Cont inuati on

] ......2-q i P.
I er

05.07.07.44
(!5. O7.07..t7
05.07.08.10
05.07.08.10
o5. o7,08.10

o5.07.08.10
o5.07.{18.14
05.07.08.16
05.07. B8.17
05.07.08.17

05.07.08.24
(15.07.08.27
05.07.08.35
05.07.08.43
05,07.08.44

e5.07,08.54
05.07.08.57
05.07.e9.24
05.07.09.29
05.07.09.34

05.07.09.55
05.07. I0.00
05.07.10.05
05.07.10.55
05,07.11.02

089 ÷22
62 338 _01

32 306 -4-,37
30 032 -_09
31 025 _ 616
3_,,} 358 ÷22
35 0O2 -l-19
36 017 ÷20
64 341 d-02
20 032 ÷21

33 024 4-14
40 009 4-I6
29 026 ÷09
24 023 ¢15
35 010 ÷15

35 008 -!-.17
31 032 -!-0_
38 016 -I-15
_4 025 4-11

S2 001 ) -+27
I

29:030 ÷06
83 1.o12j+21
25 018 4-15
29 i082 I +06
32 014 +21
34 }031

-_07 043
+07 840
+54 323
--04 033
--04 025

_-21 007
%16 010
_12 024
-!-09 343
-+,08 O37

J-,04 027
•-!-,11 !015
--01 627

_05 O27

-!-Io lois
d-12 014
--69 ; 030
q-07 021
-1-01 027
'25 012

--05 030
-_I4 019
•4-O7 022
--87 033
÷I4 021

--01 033
-4-12 011

4,65 ,0,90 0,48
2,09 10,77 0 48 163

o: o oGs0,87 0,21
_,02 0,83 0,34 004

1,S9 j'0,83 0,24 005
0,98 }0,84 0,15 050
1,03 0,89 0,12 0.t7
2,16 0,01 0,19 024
7,88 10,94 0,47 160

1,67 10,74 0,44 007

1,86:0,88 0 22 006,69 io,05 o[o9 o38
1,37 i0,80 0,27 168
-1,06 10,67 0,351005
1 20 10,90 0,12;025

' [
1,15 0,P0 0 ll 031

],82 0,83 0:3110'11
,00 0,93 0,13,019

2,04 0,90 0,21,002
1,Q2 0,77 0,23 041

1,53 0,80 0,30 007
1,27 0,86 0,18
1,00 0,72 0,28
1,72 0,80 0,35
1,31 0,84 0,21

3,5605.07.11.08

05.07.11.5.t 38 !005
05:16.20.30 51 1305
05.16.22.01 36 !284

05.16.22.27 34 1278
05.16.22.44 53 307
05.16.23.03 39 282
05.16.23.I4 32 300
05.16.23.24 34 288

05.16.23.25 ii 296
05.16.23.29 282
05.16.23.31 287

05.16.23.39 '35 283
05.16.23.41 ,29 286
05.16.23.49 276

05.16.23.53 35
05.17.00.10 62
05.17.00.20 60
05.17.00.21 36
05.17.00.22 33

05.17.00.23 34
05.17.00.25 31
05.17.00.30 32
05.17.00.35 57
05.17.00.36 51

05.17.00.88 32
05.17.00.45 31
05.17.00.55 29
05.17.01.04 52
05.17.01.09 3,t

-FII
-a15
÷27
4-17
@14

4-27
,÷07

-31
-10
-22

-I0
-24
-19
-13
-11

-20
-17
-13
-08
-22

-29
-33
-23
-22
-04

-I1
-32

{-20
010
{-25

-F45 318
d-_,9 287
÷37 280

÷45 818
4-80 284
d-50 312
4-32 291
÷43 304

+32 284
q-46 293
-b42 287
÷36 289
_34 277

÷41 805
•-t-27 841
÷29 319
-}-31 280
-f41 310

÷49 307
÷54 1303
4-45 129,1
439:316
4-27 [288

-F33 292
-L52 ] 311
4-42 1990
•{-32 299
÷43 815

O, 9210 29
1,17 0,0310,08
1,93 0,,50 !0 97
0,98 0,5810,41
0,98 0,63;0,36

2,54 0,61 10,98
0,97 0,75_0 25
0,82 0,290,58

qF0,6. _0,23
0,760,760,47 0,41

0,90 0,70{0,27
0,96 0,44{0,5,I
0,02 0,53 0,43
0,75 0,62 I 0,28
1,06 0,69 i 0,32

0,76 0,49 0,38
3,93 0,79 0,84
2,43 0,61 0,96
0,96 .0,72 0,27
0,71 0,49 0,36

0 87 0,31 0,60
I ' o.0,9,: 0,26 0,68
],0,87 0,45 0,48
!'4,22 0,77 0,96

2,04 0,83 0,85
0,73 0,58 0,23
0,85 0,27 0,61
0,80 0,52 0,38
1,63 0,65 0,57
0,74 0,41 0,44

0,35 013 °
0,28 010
0,11 032
0,08 026
0,27 Oll

007

027
007
008
023

002
040
099
069
059

I01
073
065
006
068

066
067
062
051
059

O74
130
127
062
071

069
050
062
III
105

062
063
054
lIO
074

{},17°I 064 ° 42
047 ; 046 39
047 082 47
047 025 16
227 232 41

ot7 o84 40
0.17 078 65
047 032 43
227 2,t2 41
227 226 41

0,17 031 55
047 028 55
0.t7 045 61
047 085 65

047 i071 40
047 _049 42
047 1029 16

227 i230 41
047 1051 39

047 _030 71
047 :030 71

o227 ,38 41
(H7 036 47

048 41047
047 040 57

227 235 41
047 039 71
047 044 39
227 242 41
047 043 71

227 241 41
047 025 16
056 209 46
056 308 72
056 311 52

056 204 46
056 320 67
060 330 37
056 332 69
056 331 51

056 321 67
056 _3n2 50
056 3]o 72
056 332 69

056 811 52
056 332 51
056 128 44
056 211 59
056 319 67

056 341 88

056 316 37
056 306 36
056 815 50
056 1208 46

056 i296 70

056 334 69
056 t3fi6 87

056 1,325 72
056 276 58
056 341 38
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Cont I nunt ion

.o-,ofl...............; ........T-7 ........................... : \, -,,,.--S.ow-
me

I or

)
2912 i 05.17.01.t4
2915 05.17.01.21

:7919 (_5.17.01.29

2923 05.17.01.39
2926 05.17.01 .,12

2028 05.17.01.4.t

2929 05.17.01.50
'2'._38 o5.17.{]2. <16

::t}3t} {)5.17.{12.,16
'..'till dS. 17,{}2.57

2!),t5 _)5. I7.02.58
?-!150 ()5.17.03.01

2!161 05.17.03. I(3
2%3 05.17.03.21

29d(; 05.17.03.25

2969 05.17.03.3,1
21)87 ()5.17.0 I. 32

298V C15.17.01.40
2993 05.17.04..10

2998 05.17.0,I.48

3000 05.17.04.51
200.t 05.17.05.00

3008 05.17.05.13
3010 05.17.05,13

301,I 05.17.05.17

3015 05.17.C15.18

2018 05.17.05.29
3025 05.17.07.47

:_046 05.18.00.01

3049 03.18.00.03

3053 05.18. 0(). 20

::06,1 05.18.01.03
;',{){17 05.18.r)l ,22

3070 o5.18.01.27

:3071 _ 05.18.01.31

,°,072! 05.18.01.31
I

3073 I 05.18.01.37
3074105.18.01.47
2082105.18.02.10

3083 ] 05.18.02.10

3086 ] 05.18.03.12

3091 i 05.18.01.21
3093]05 I8.0.t.31
3098 05.18.0t.35

3099 05.18.0.t.36

3103 05.18.04.52

3104 05.18.04.53
3107 05.18.05.45

3116 05.18.23.21
3121 05.18.23.41

3122 05.18.23.42
3132 05. I9.00.42

3133 05.19.00.47
3189 05.19.01.05

3143 05.19.01.18

3146 05.19.01.55
314'8 05.19.02.05

3159 05.19.02.39

3163 05. i9.02.45
3170 05.19.03.17

t

52 2[10°1-]-15 _ 4-370

55 2,.1214-13 4-31-
52 313 i +23 "-39

25 290 I 4-3 ! +53
56 330[+22 -4.-32

48 31,1 ,-_24_ +39
56 283 : @03 -L2G
66 313 -t-Ol [-18

33 3{}8 -I-23 i-.lO

40 n28 -!-20 .I-o8

32 019 -1-23. !-14
47 321 @22 ]-35

5t 331 -F23 +32
61 311 @09 -_-96
{;o 332 +i5
52 319 +14 +29
38 017 @22 +14

38 Oll --22
57 334 +23 +31
63 347 d-O'l -{-09

33 012 @25 :FI8

61 3'10 -I-05 q-lO
31 039 +08 --07

3.1- 014 +25 @18
35 013 +26 -FI1

43 022 +15 -}-05

37 016 +24 -'16
31 040 -t-12 --04

36 277 @11 -L35

55 q-07 +29

32 -t-18 +41

64 -}-00 +16
3,1 +05 -L29

32 +12
+4534 +25

59 +09 +25
30 +25 +46

31 +30 -i-,51

52 +13 -[-26
33 -},-24 +43

54 +21 -F38

52 +24 +40
59 +23 +33

48 +25 +39
47' +22 +34

56 +15 +23

62 --]-15 ,-I-25
64 ,2-13 -]-29

+15 +37

52 +24',+39

33 +21 I@11

33 -}-24 / +45

34 +23 l+41
31 299 +32 I q-S1

34 284.,-F13 +36
3t 281 ! _09 I -F32
53 322 --I6 '-_-29!4o51 +27

53, -F2O ] -]-35

I [

29.I ° 2,54 0,76 0,61 1099° 05(; °
297 3,96,0 83 o,G( lo7 o {i
3231 1,So 0:34 0,08i108 I056
299 ] t,O9 i0,32 0,7-t;067 _056

'0,5_

O, l { 056
341 11,89 0,82 118
326 ] 1,09 0,95 103 055
285 _15,79 !0,9, },3{; 103 05_]
31{3

318

033

026
332

3,t2

317
339

326

02,1
019

3,t6

349

O22

3,t9

265 °
257

::oG!
270 I,
118

117
fiiO) 7

4,,17 {],7_} l o,q2

o,(;B o,511o,3:_
3,,}4 0,9{ (),is
1,11 o,8, o,18

'0,92 j0,21 0,72
*1,59 10,51 0,77

2,36 10,61 0,92

2,13 0,6 0,83

0,95 0,13 0,83 122

1,,,t2 0.92 0,12 038
1,18 0,01 0,10 051

2,42 .0,69 0,75 118

2,55 0,80 0,5'2 161

.1,01 0,84 0,16 038

2,21 0,78 0,49 I57

0,84 0,281092

0,05 0,16 037
0,87 0,I6i042

i0,98 0,05 024
0,90 0,14 011

0,85 0,30 005
0,69 0,3,t 062

0,8(3 0,47 109

0,55 0,,t0 059

0,57 0,t),1 151

0,74 0,22 058
0,65 0,35 052

0,41 0,51 0@9

0,38 0,92 133

0,43 0,46 059
0,35 0,60 OG1

0,'19 0,70 126

o,7,Io,,1o
0,46 / 0,96 110
Q,35 ] 0,98 106
0,72!0,86 119
0,15 0,93 104

0,22 0,69 108

0,47 0,67 132

0,62 0 90 134

0,83 0,97[ 130

0,60 0,,t0 057

0,59 0,32 065

0,31 0,99 107
0,3.5 0,78 069

0,4.1. 0,481066
0,.t9 0,36:07-I

0,2.t 0,081068

0,63 0,32] 062
0,70 0,27 ', 060
0,11 0,93!122

0,78 0,40!111

0,23 o,98111,t

1<17 (};.;(;
(Y/2, I{W;

218
350

039 1,79
023 1,.00

023 1,20

025 2,52

024 1,41

041 1,_8
279 1,09

92 3,45
286 0,91

320 2,22

282 0,86

,,o,0,86

320 1,48

298 0,81
300 0,91

332 0,90

314 0,72

319 1,75

324 1,52
342 3 05

330 1,09
334. 0,89

343 1,26

337 2,39
320 5,86

281 1,00

292 0,79

326 1,44
30.1 0,73

299 0,84

316 0,70
310 0,89

_28_ 0,86

283 0,89

j330 1,01
294 1,86
327 1,27

019 ();,6 (}12

02(3 056:036

106 05(i 051
116 055 'ilO_
132 056 1219

133 05{3 1122
I

056 i052
O55 _032

056 i028
056 I12

056 08-1

056 033

056 080

236 235
056 03.t

056 036

056 022
056 035

236 238
057 308

{}57 278

_057 313
[057 ,>

] t).5 / 326

057 310

057 315

057 227

057 323

057 308
057 047

057 3,t2

057 215

{}57 206
057 131

057 113

057 050

057 088
057 137

057 203

058 306
058 325

058 205

058 331

058 316
058 3.t5

058 309

058 320

058 321
058 107

058 291
058 211

58

58
62

63,

5n

fit)

3H
,1,',;

71

56
63

59
44

51

<15
.t5

63
65

57

05
41

57

57

49

45
41

52

70

72
{;0

67
52

51

59
50

36

54
38

46
62

63
56

56

64
44

59

52
69

62

51

50
38

37

52
67

54

70
62
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No. oflmeteor DATE vcc . B, "_ z a e q

3181, 05.
3196 O5.
31.98 05.
3199 05.
3200 05.

3202 05.
3203 O5.
3205
3210
3215

3219
3221
3224
3228
3232

3233
323.1
3240
32.I9
3256

3257
32(i 1
3262
328l
3289

3294
3295
3297
32!18
3299

330,I
3305
3311
3315
3318

3320
3321
333,1
33.I6
33,t8

335.1
3355
3357
3369
3379

3380
3385
3390
3397
34O5

3,107
3409
3,113
3427
3.t30

3431
3,132
3433
3436
3438

19.03.45
19.04.58
19.05.47
19.05.53
19.05.59

19.06.26
19.06.28

05.19.09.16
05.19.09.58
05.24.00.35

05124.0O.53
05.2.t.01.00
05.2.t.01.11
N5.2t.01.20
05.24.01.37

05.24.01.38
05.24.01.39
05.2.t.01.52
05.24.02.03
05.2,1.02.19

05.24.02.21
05.2.1.02.28
05.24.02.23
05.24.02.55
05.24.03.06

05.24.03.10
05.2.t.03.14
05.2,t .(,3.16
05.2.1.03.16
05.24.03.16

05.24.03.20
05.24.03.22
05.24.03.39
05.24.03.,12
05.2,t.03.49

O5.24.03.57
05.2,1.04.01
05.24.0,1.32
05.24.0.1.47
05.24. Ol. 50

05.2.t.04.55
05.24.04.56
05.24.05.00
05.2,t.05.12
05.24.05.16

05.24.06.20
05.24.06.27
05.24.06.36
05.24.06.42
05.2,1.06.55

05.24.06.58
05.24.07.01
05.2,1.07.24
05.24.07.58
05.24.08.01

05.24.08.01
05.24.08.15
05.24.08.16

05.2,1,03.49
05.24.09.12

60 333 °

40 019
37 032
30 045

40 ]021
38 02,t
34 [027
28 !044
27 038

58 335
54 309
56 339
54 313
36 296
42 024

55 339
3,1 285
31 ;295
32 !299
34 1310

53 [320
32 301
31 1289
31 ]299

51 322
57 1338
35 [3.04
34 [293
37 1289
35 1298
28:292

41 028i
52 3ooi
34 045
51 324

31 298_

38 !285 407 1
57 338_4121
42 0261@181

32 I041 421]

32 019 +23 1
29 292 416 I
42' O32 +26 I
57 i293 -F03 i

31 037 +16 i

29 042 -P16 I
so os7 +_11
37 1030 +17 I
37 0341 +20

29 051 +28

66 322 +01
37 025 -_20 !
03 047 +20 I
40 023 +17!
28 0.t21 +22

30 o45 +23
39 028 +17]
36 030 +20 I
33 04! +09
33 024, 419

4i8 ° +270 342°i

+:23 +14 02ZI
420 +07 037
-I-12 -04 ;o,16:
421 +11 _o28
-t 2,1 -L13:031
420 @08 032
423 I 456 0.18
419] +04 042

421 +29 340
@24 +41 320
423 I a-29 350.
4181 2,34 321 i
427:+47 305 ,

-I-18 +08 029

+37 289
4231+46 303
423[+42 308

-!-22 -t-38 319
421 +34 330;
421 -i 40 308
421-!-42 294 1
428 310:
425 334_

4-20 348
426 315
421 300
428 297
-_19 305!

4-25 2991
421 033
412 305
407 0,16
-i-23 335

422 306
287'
344
031
0,15

O26
297
O38
295
040

044

038_
0561

325!
o301
051j
_27
046

049
032

2,39
1,65
2,35
1,98
1,78

1,77
1,33
1,90
I ,32
1,83

2,20
1,56
1,44
0,95
1,59

1,10
0,93
0,72
0,76
0,69

1,2.'t
0,73
0,87
0,80
1,17

I ,58
0,79
0,85
1,23
0,78

0,81
2,10
1,G4

1,63
1,00

0,64 0,85
0,93 0,11
0,92 0,18
0,82 0,36
0,95 0,09

0,92 0,15
0,88 0,16
0,79 0 .t0
0,75 0133
0,68 0,58

0,58 [0 92
0,53 0,74
0,39 [ 0,88
0,37 I 0,(_0

0,97 [0,05

0,4210,64
0,61 _0,36
0,43 10,47
0,,t910,39

0,52 10,33
0,2210,97

0,55 0,33
0,52 0,42
0,38 0,50
O, 17 i0,97

0 5110 77

0:37 o',5o
0,51 [ 0,-I_
0,4,t 0,6.)
0,53 ] 0,37

0,4,1!0,45

0,96] 0,09
0,65 0,58
0,88!0,27
O, 15 0,94

0,49 0,38

0,75:0,25
0,36 0,73
0,97 0,05

0,84 10,26
0,86; 0,12

o,68 i o,5o
0,97 0,15
0,9510, I0
0,90_ 0,22

0,80 0,28
0,83 0,20
0,9310,09
0,93:0, 14
0 84 ! 0,,13

0,68 0,9,t

0,94 0,O8
0,75 0,39
0,97 0,04
0,76 0,33

0,82:0,33
0,950,07
0,91 0,12
0,87 0;21
o,9o!o, 1o

Continuation

....;-]--12-
129° 058 ° 126 °
013 058 033
014 058 0.t5
0O5 2.t5238
035 058 031

032 058 0.10
016 058 038
006 058 070
00,t 058 056
125 063 'I23

105 063 22O

121 063 ! I0.t
11,t 063 ;235
070 {!(i3 298

038 00'3 021

133 063 078
060 063 ]313
001 063 319
066 O63 330
077 063 '3,1,1

115 (_63 218

OG5 06::; i365

058 063 !315

062 0_,3 325

108 063 137
127 OG3 109
075 0(53 326
0{;(; 0(;3 317
O(/,} {}{i3 270
073 {}(_3 13'25

052 0{;3 322
032 063 I030
1{)8 063 1274
015 2-t3 236
112 063 121

i

063 063 ]330
0{_8 063 i318
139 063 1090
031 003 _023

007 063 052
030 063 026
115 063 1076
03,t 063 6t3
068 063 012
002 063 030

005 063 1051

005 2,t3 221

012 063 028
o14 063 io38
010 063 1077
15.I 063 214
028 063 O26
003 063 065
034 063 019
007 063 057

007 063 062
017 063 025
019 063 033

i8 %%02] _26

/231

44
45
48
41
47

47
71
40
42
68

46
63
56
5O
16

64
52
50
51
38

62
51
72
37
62

64
37
72
53
51

50
47
58
41
56

51
67
64
49
42

71
69
61
7O
41

41
41
49
48
40

60
47
40
16
42

42
49
48
41
71
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do. of

metoo_" DATE _',.-o

3.139
3.i40
3.t60
3162
3466

347,t
3477
3185
3,188
3491

349.1
3496
3 !.99
3503
350t

3511
3512
3514
3515
3516

3528
3534

05.24.09.15
05.24.09.37
05.2,1.09.45
05.25.12.10
05.25.12.15

05.26.00.15
05.26.05.48
05.26.20.37
05.26.21.25
05.26.22.38

05.26.22.58
05.26.23.10
05.26.23.15
n5.27.00.03
05.27.00.11

05.27.01.00
05.27.01.00
05.27.01.06
05.27.01.1,1
05.27.01.16

05.27.01.53
05.27.02.06

39 031 ° 4-21

31 0.I8 I 4-24
29 04814-23
29 044 I +21
26 O52 I 4-25

t

38 272 --31
02 335 -FI5
55 310 @25
34 293 4-24
35 288 '

31 286 +07
31 296 4-15
64 336 +17
61 317 i 4-II

33 293 -}-20
36 2891+28
6.t 345 +O7
33 288 +26
32 236 4-11
3.i 292 4-20

62 335 4-18
327 -F05

+08°
+OG
+05
-FOl
+06

-14
+25
+42
+45
+28

-t--3o
4-36
+25
+27
-'41

+50
+03
-F,18
+34
+41

-F27
+17

037 °
052
052
0,1.7
056

272
343
322
300
200

289
301

299

296
357
29.t
288
298

344
331
288
289
286

348
296
3O2
299

2,16
2,31
1,73
1,52
1.77

1,64
2,34
1,19
0,93
0,89

0,83
0,74
_,65
2,29
0.87

1,21
3,16
1.05
0_89
0,90

2,65
2,05
"1,I0
0,98
1,07

1,51
1,22
0,8,t
0,,75
2,70

0,98
0,91
2,11
0,85
1,05

O,9'I
0,84
0,79
0,80
0,74

0,90
O,O0
0,51
0,45
0,77

0,71
0,62
O,SO
0,62
0,53

0,45
0,82
0,,t5
0,65
0,53

0,65
O,53

,64
,58
,65

,47
,48
,,t6
,64
,66

,09
,18
,63
,88

,11

/232

Cont t nuat i on

I sl_'ev,-q i t._ ,,,
_r

0,12 023 ° 063 ° 035' 48
0,36 _q007 003 I 067 ,t0
0,37j005 06t ]065 ,10
0,31 006 061 1056 42
0,,16 005 OG.l ]07,1 ,10

]

0,16 033 2,t5 J I40 40"
0,93 135 065 i142 .1t
0,58 052 0<}5 23,t 46
0,51 063 065 305 50
0,21 062 066 326 67

0,2,t 0-19 066 3o6 67
O, 28 060
0,9-!- 135
0,87 130
0,41 063

0,67 064
0,58
0,5S

162 i
o_o i
05-1- i0,30

0,42 065

0,93/123
0,97 149
0,40 062
0,41 1057
0,37

O, 8+1
O, 63
0,45
0,97
0,95

0,89
0,75
0,78
0,10
0,93

0,85
0,99
0,33
0,93

066 331 69
066 147 44

O_G 229 59
0o6 315 72

066 273 53
066 09t 65
00!5 290 53
006 319 52
066 312 72

066 144 44
056 207 60
066 301
066 306
066 307

066 111
000 277
066 317
OOB 330

)537
35.tl
3551

3552
355.t
3556
3558
3560

3566
3574
3583
3584
3591

3597
:3611
3616
3618
3619 !

3620

3622t
3624r
3625.1

3639
3640
3651
365
3656
3662

3663
3(;76
:_678
31181
3+i82

3639
3690
3602
3697
370,t

6,t
05.27.02.10 3{/
05.27.02.13 33
n5.27.02.20 3_

05.27.02.21 5£
r 5.27.02.28 37
05.27.02.30 31
0.5.27.02.32 31
05.27.02.34 5_

05.27.02.+1 5¢J
n5.27.02.50 5C
05.27.03.05 50
05.27.03.05 32
05.27.03.21 50

05.27.03.24 53
05.27.03.43 52
05.27.03..18 31
05.27.03.49 53
05.27.03.50 51

05.27.03.52 5_
05.27.03.54 54
05.27.03.55 3_
05.27.03.55 3_
05.27.04.16 64

05.27.0,1.19 5_
05.27.0.1.3.1 4£

05.27.04.37 5_05.27.0.1.39
05.27.0+.45 _,:t

05.27101.45 55
05.27.0,t.58 54
115.27.05.01 ,10
f_5.27.05.07 42
o5.27.05.08 59

05.27.05.15 52
05.27.05.16 56
05.27.05.20 39
05.27.05.24 32
05.27.05.39 66

285 4-t6 +39
285 +17 -F40
285 +14 +36

340 -4-16 -F23
289 4-26 -t-48
29.I 4-24 i+45
294 4-14 i +35
316 -F21 +36 326

326 +21 +33 336
330 +21 -F31 3.t0
34t 4-22 +28 352
022 4-20 +10 028
325 LF23 +34 336

328 -FIB] +26!
323 -L27 -+-39!
294 I -FI7 +38

320 -F19 +33
322 / +22 ,-+35

313 t +28 +43
299 / 4-10 +30
031 I +24 4-11
302 [-Fl9 +38

357 / -}-03 -I-04
342 4-21 +26
037 4-22 4-07
014 4-05 --00
344 +17 +22
340 4-20 +26

342 .F24 -t-29
327 +16 +28
332 4-18 +27
036 -F18
346 4-21:+24

328 +_51 +36
340 +18 4-24
035 4-19 +05
047 4-23 @06
351 +03 +06

,i

0,9-t
1,48
0,78
1,20
1,09

3,33
2,t5
1,83
0,75
31o8
1,33
2,89

,98,13
,08

,43
,01
,81"
,08
,92

,26
,22
,13
,10
,58

0
0
0 062

0 135
0 066
0 059
O 057
0 116

0 ll,I
0 115
O 127
0 023
0 112

0,10 127
0,33 108
0,58 958
0,23 117

0,13'0,95 Ill
0,71 0,06 104
0,77 0,16 139
0.93 0,12 030
0,55 0,34 073
0,82 0,55 171

0,49 0,68 127
0,95 0,13i018
0,90 0,091179
0,48 0,59 133
0,39 0,66 126

0,51 0,70 121
0,53 0,0,1 125
0,27 0,59 121
0,97 0,08 012
0,65 0,68 130

0,25 0,95 112
0,40 0,73 131
0,95 0,10 015
0,86 0,30 008
0,80 9,71 168

056 211

066 080
066 05-1.
Od6 1t6
066 023
066 107

066 063
006 154
066 326
066 234
066 238

066 207
066 027
366 035
066 329
066 090

066 092
06( 052
24( 211
06( 075
06C 078

O(;f_ 090
06( 112
(]Td 031
OGe 030
066 100

066 137
066 09.t
966 033
366 059
?56 110

52
52
52

64
53
50
69
46

56
56
63
71
56

54
62
69
62
62

46
58
48
51
65

64
48
71
64
64

63
54
48
48
68

56
64
48
42
65
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/233

meteor

11b,£0................................... ::
DATE vu:, . B i_ ),

05.27.05_53
05.27.04.5G
05.27.05.58
05.27.05.58
05.27.06.17

05.27.06.17
05.27.06.54
05.27.06.56
05.27.07.03
05.27.07.06

05.27.07.10
05.27.07.13
05.27.07.50
05.27.08.10
05.27.08.10

05.27.08.17
05.27.08.20
03.27.08.32
05.27.08.36
05.27.08.4,1

05.27.08.45
05.27.08.53
05.27.09.00
05.27.09.06
05.27.09.04

05.27.00.10
05.27.09.10
05.27.09.18
05.27.09.36
05.27.10.2.I

05.27.10.28
05.27.12.25
05.27.13.15
06.06.05.51
06.0G.07.I7

06.06.07.20
06.06.07.20
06.06.07.33
06.06.07.34
06.06.07.35

06.06.07.47
06.0&07.53
06.06,08.33
06.06.97.58
06.06.07.59

06.06.08.11
06.06.08.12
05.03.08.12
(16.06.08.32
06.06.08.32

OB.06.08.34
(_6. ()O.08,37
06.06.08.37
(!G.05.08.47
n6.06.o8.5o

%. 06.08.51
06.00.03.59
06.06.08.32
06.06.09.08
06.06.09.16

3708
3709
3710
3711
3718

3719
3734
3736
3738
3741

3745
3746
3758
3766
3767

3769
3770
3774
3775
3783

3784
3786
3790
3794
3795

3796
3798
3800
3808
3813

3814
3820
3821
3828
3854

3864
3865
3B77
3879
3881

3896
3901
3905
3908
3909

3913
3914
3915
3934
3936

3939
:_9,11
3t)42
3948
3951

3952
3962

:3064
3967
3971

51 328 °

_0 _291
3s Xll
38 337
31 ! 340

36 i_34
32 1733 1
27 i_53
30 _336;
,10 [929

63 !351
36 {333:

[)25

36 _370,I6
321

39 ]026
40 _035
29 1049
3110m
291046
35 048

27 0,10

26 10t4
32 034
39. 037'
43 1030

33. 036

,030
,I0 051
30 058

34 _046
54 028
36 048
30 053
35 039

29 057
32 056
20 070
34 000
32 060

26 1052
42 039
28 052
52 t007
32 061

36 034
23 076
28 0(34
37 048
32 052

27 061
23 071
32 053
27 1068
51' i352

+24°( +34 ° 3@°
4-22 ,+08 035
+171+01 044
+2114-08 042

+o7o.
+211+°6

+11039I +04 ]056

+22 +07 1041
u-191+07 1034

+03 +06 353
+26 +12 039
+19 +05 036
+20 +09 031
-I-22 +07 042

+24 +06 050
-1-18 +09 027
+22 +06 0,15
-z09 J --05 350

+19 +08 031

+26 1+11 I OH
+12{ -o_ 050

--01

+17 A-n8 048+26 051
+12 -'05 049

+11 --05 O,iI
+08 --08 0.t4
+22 +Q8 039

+22 +07 10,t2

+16 ]-T.03_ 033
+18 i -ol o37
+211+09 034
"+19 +05 1035
+05 ] --13 i050

+21 i +01 061
+10 _07 !047
+09 --02 }029
+10 --08 049
+24 +04 [057

+15 --00 1041

+20 +oo }o0o
+23 +041059
+19 --03 071
+17 --03 061
+26 +05 063

q-27 +08 357
+12 --03]340
+22 +03!355
+29 +21 319
+2,t +03 064

+14 -.-07 368
+15 --f)/ [[)7_
+16 _05 065
+_5 --o3 :_ne
+27] -Fos osq
+23 +03 06i

i +23 .+01 073
+21 .+02 05C
+20 --02 06_
+18 +20 36(

1,07
3;94

1,43
2,28
1,34

1,50
1,20
1,68
2,47
1 54

1,91

1,51
1_40
0,93
1,75

1,45
f,02
1,96
2, ,1.2

1,28

"3,34
1,55
1,05
1,59
2,77

1,01
1 tO7
1,17
2,52
2,05

1,05
1,05
3,38
2,83
1,06

1,22

2,88
1,61
1,57
1.05

1 [65

2,06
I;42
3,34
2,83

1,19
1,62
1,23
1,62
3,30

9,42
2, P.7
1,95
1,88
1,77

1,70
1,83
1,68
2,29
0,85

Cont I Bunt ion

a....... ; 1 ' 9 ,,, s'hr_W-or

),16/0,00 1130 ?66 ° 107°1 56
),81!o,]8 oi_ _6o o33 71
?,_5[o,21 ooi [>o6[314141
),9410,13 014 ]66 038 48

 , 2i0,2 0,0 I015
),92 3,121015 I 356 J034 48
3,85 10,181019 [ %6 [039 ] 71

9,7.410,43 _004 I :m6i 070 I40
3,95{0,121019;}66 1037{48

3,96 0 06 026 i066 i024 { 47
3,66]0,64 167 066 i096 i 65
_,89O,lO;O26io_6Io39 oi
9,94 0,09{016 [066 !.028 49
),89 o,_o,o2_i D60o_ 171
_,91o,16o1_ 366 040 48
:),77 0,34 007 366 059 42
3,95] 0,051039 ]:?66 018 16
0,89 0,21 010 I:}6{; 047 42

0,6810,78[170 {246 1297 6603,, 47
0,7810,331007 i246_1238 [ 41
0,8410,26i001 1246 1233I 41
0 79i 0,34.1 009 I D66 1061 I 42

0,91i0,251009 1240 1234 { 41

0,76 i 0,2.I i 006 i 2.t6 t 221 [ 41
_,73 0,291010_,lB 227 41

8_to 171olsI0_o037 71
_,94 o,14o19:16_ 039 48
:},99 0,03 019 066 018 ] 49

I

3,8710,141003 2,16 212)41
0,06[0,071035 1066 {025 / 47
0 99 0 04 035:066 022 / 49

0,94}0,161.032 1255 222 / 79

0,98; 0,051 165 i255 ] 2o3 / 76
0,92 0,13i019 255 215|79
0,82i0,27 006 075 052t 42

0,93 0,07 001 1255 202 I 78
0,81 0 31 000 075 057 42
0;86/0,29{005 [075 [056 i 42

0,59]0,59/002 J255 /262 77 "
o,91}o,28 0041255/239 8oo.88!o,34/oo7!o7 
0,72[0,34 009 075 to53] 4_
0,990,02 2 5:195t78
0,781 0,27
0,79 0,34
0,90 0,34

0,99 0,32
0,73 0,60
0,79 0,41
0,04 0,12
0,86 0,26

0,77 0,40
0,70 0,55
0,85 0,23
0,80 0,47
0,49 0,44

i

004 075 ;048 42
I14 075 060[ 75

004 075 066 I 42

Oll 255 248 I 80
005 ,-o,'_5 272 I 77
005 _255 249 80

007 255 _ 78012,075 42

003 075 066 I 42
001 075 085j77
003 ;076 0,18142
0O2 256 258 77

1134 07.5 043 74

• • 7
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rneteor_

3977
3982
3991
3092
,1002

4013
,t052
.1076
4087
,t122

412,t
,t129
.t13I
,I 13.t
4139

,t146
4152
.t153
,t 15 t
,t 159

,II GB
41 (7,]
•11 _0
,11_3
4198

4209
,1217
4219
4227
,t2.t7

,t2.t9
,t250
,I269
,t275
.1279

4230
4282
,t286
4239
4292

4305
4311
,t318
4319
4322

4323
4334
4336
4353
4355

4357
4362
4363
4366
,!367

43{ff)
,t375
,I376
,1379
4381

1234

Continuation

DATE

06.06.10.42
06.06.10.52
06.0G.I1.12
06.06.11.13
06.05.11.32

06.06.12.09
06.07.03.59
06.07.0,t.16
06.07.0t.36
06.07.05,58

06.07.06.03
06.07.06.25
06.07.00.53
06.07.06.59
06.07.07.25

06.07.07.49
05.07.08.03
06.07.08.04
06.07.03.05
06.07.08.12

06.07.08.49
QG.07.08.51
06. (18.06.03
08.08.02.19
05.08.02.40

06. (}8.02.55
06.08.03.06
06.08.03.08
06.08.03.19
06.08.04.01

06.08.04.01
00.08.0.t.02
06.O3.04.36
06.08.04.50

31 053 °
47 032
29 OGI
35 054
29 059

37 0.t3
53 351

0,t5

0-19

26 057

:¢%o+o6oi o
-F201+07 037
d_,16 --04 1063
-F081--1! 054

+29/+09 063

+07. --09 !042

+13 +16 i357
+08 --02 045
+16 +03 035
+09 --09 049

+24 +04 060

'1,6210,8.l

_2,23 0,_91,881o,st
2,07 0,89

1,90 0,80
1,28 i 0,94
0 86 0,42

21361o,97
1,46_ 1,00

2,57 0,06

1,30 0,72
40 0.16 -1-I0 --07 i0,16 1,80!0,96
55 015 +15 i+08 1020 1,58 0,80
52 009 +31 +25 1038 1,96 0,82

015 0,8649 IOIO _-13 +08 I 0,86/ ' I

42 !041 +08 1-07
38 044 +17 --000 0'11 1,520,98046 1,4510,95
28 060 +28 i +08 ' I
32 059! +26 I +06 063 , 1,6710,78062] ,67 .0,88
27 o78,+2o -o2 ,o761 o,85

311o57+131
44 035 +18 +02 I 1'6°'°'_3,571 0,99
65 003 ÷10 +08 / o_o o37 0.t6 +15 I 048 0,94

39 056 +05 1-14 055 4,251 0,95
63 353 +18 I +20
41 0't5 +12 --05 '001 3,09 i0,73
58 352 +20 +21 046 2,061,39!0'97

001 1,84 0,47
51 029 +09 --03 030 0,98

53 021 +12 +03 023 1 530,93

33 1061 +11 --09 1061 2,5910,80
52 014 ] +19 +12 020 I_,33!0,86
53 354 I -F13 "-I-14 359 0,8510,46

36i056I+0 -14 055
[

a6o +m +11 005 1,28 o,57
63 1003 i+09]+07 007 ,1,8510,70

31 --01 0,15
38 043 +15 t 1'341.0'96

066 +18 I --03 i067 2,89'0,87
57 1351 +22 +23 I001 1,41 0,47
f_ _359 +12 I +I1 !004 1,5210,59

' 50 1015 +141+08 1019 1,02J0,89

51io15+19i+12 o2153oo:+26:+22o15
36 055 +04 -_5 054

047 4-10 I
42 I _07 048
32 063 +24 I +03 065

40 039 +14 --01 041
28 062 +21 --00 063

q i

O, 26 0(18

0,02 I 078
(], 36 005

,21 020

0,38 }010
0,081031
O, 501 ]45
0,07 038
O, O0 075

0,II i028

o, 36 / 004
O, 071 (123
O, 18 151
0,36 I12
O, 12 151

0,04 6tl
0,07 028
0,37
0,31
0,54

0,32
0,27
0,01
0,64
0,09

0,20
0,83
0,06
O, 7,t

O,O,I

0,10
0,28
0,18
0,46
0,22

0,06

0,38
0,74
0,61

06.08.0.1.55

06.08.04.56
06.08.04.57
06.08.05.02
06.08.05.09
06.08.05.09

06.08.05.26
06.08.05.35
06.08.05.42
08.08.05.42
06.08.05.46

06.08.05.46
06.08.05.56
06.08.05.57
06.08.06.16
06.08.06.21

06.08.06.22
06.08.06.28
06.08.06.39
06.08.06.40
06.08.06.40

06.08.06.44
O6.08.06.47
06.08.06.49
00.08.06.52
06.08.06.54

62
36
26
35

36
29
28
60
35.

356 +15
053 +10
059 +25
045 +13

044 +09'
061 +28
063 +14
001 + 12
o5! +07

+ 15 002
--09 053
+05

_08. 0.13
+07' 065
--07 06,I
+11 005

-_ 11 051

2,231 O, 90
t

0,87_0,47 0,,16
--1,34 _,0,68 0,42

0,53
0,57

0,I1

1,22]0,88 0,15
I

1,36 i0,72 0,38
2,1110,90 0,21
2,67 i0,97 0,07
3,31] 0,90 0,33
1,32 i0,98 0,03

iiiii:!io°7'
1,181 0,92 0,09

1,18 0,93 0,08
1,92; 0,80 0,37
I,GG10,78 0,37
1,,13 0,60 0,56
1,39 0,88 0,17

-Yshow-
(_ I,} I

! er

I I....
076° (151°1 4!
076 01417_
256 243 _:!I
256 228 7H
076 066 42

256 206 78
076 0t4 74
256 206 7_

276 005 73
256 214 71)

076 O58 42
256. 206 7S
070 o.11 81

076 ]06.1 7,5

076 i025, 81
256 198 78
256 205 78

008 u76 063 42
008 076 061 42
003 "256 269 77

Oil 2&5 243 8O
(}10 256 232 80
050 077 009 73
164 077 102 82
006 257 208 78

O30 257 23O 79
1,t3 077 12,t 83
021 257 203 78
137 0770:098 83
159 257 i199 76

/

166 077 1030 81
01.t 257 _238 80
141 077 039 81
147 077 043 74
026 257 229 79

149 077 045 7,i
12.I 077 064 75
t55 077 072 82
164 077 086 82
003 257 202 78

[

004 i257 249 80
133 1077 099 83
156 077 086 82
152 077 028 81
139 077 034 81

125 077 061 75
O30 257 227 79
030 257 2O7 78

065 42
194

004 077
006 257 78

000 257 240 42
150 077 107 82
019 257 220 79
095, 077 060 42
011 257 200 78.

024 257 204 78
(]08 077 065 42
0¢)7 257 242 80
157 0Z7 07!} 82
023 2_7 218 79
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4382
.1389,
4390
4391
4392

4394
4396
4,t05
,1,i06
4.t10

4411
4,t12
,1.t15
+170
4,t,t0

4,1.t5
.1.t-t6
4,t,t 8
-1.15-i
4462

1,168
4.175
,t481
4485
4486

.1495
,t-t98
4500
4503
,1509

4521
.t522
4527
4533
4536

4541
.t542
,t5't6
4552
4556

-t56,1
,t569
4570
,t575
,t59b

,t591
,1596
.!597
.1609
.1627

.1628
4621
4632
4639
,16.t0

',t6,15
40,t3
405.1
,1655
4(_60

/235

I
DATE Vool " I

i

i28 066 _

I 59 iooo j

i 29 ]032 I3410561

27IO25I
40 i042 I
40 !0,tl [
28 i063
37 _0,t4

06.08.06.55
06.08.07.00
06.08.07.02
06.08. O7. O3
06.08.07.03

06.08.07.04
06.08.07.05
06.08. O7.20
06.08.07.2'2
06.08.07.27

06.03.07.28
OG.08.07.28
06.08.07.29
06.08.07.35
06.08.08.10

06.03.08.16
06.08.08.20
06.08.08.37
06.08.08.42
06.08.08.47

06.08.08.51
06.08.09.03
06.09.04.39
06.09.0-t. 82
06.09.0,t. 52

05.09.05.22
06.09.05.28
06.00.05.38
06.09.05. ,t9
06.09.05.59

06.09.06.13
06.09.06.15
06.09.06.27
06.09.06.3.t
06.00.06.39

06. O9.06.42
05.09.06.48
06.09.06.49
06.09.06.58
06.09.07.07

06.09.07.17
06.09.07.26
06.09.07.28
06.00.:(_7.37
06.09.08.55

06.09.08.57
06.09.09.19
06.09.09.20
06.09.09.58
06.09.10.49

06.09.10.52
06.09.09.36
06.10.0.1.44
06.10.05.20
06.10.05.51

03.10.06.06
06.10.06.08
06. I0.06.21
06.10.06.21
06.10.06.24

62 357

42 0,13
64 002
61 i356
37 1051

36 i052
32 i055
31 1056
31 io50
4o io56 i
22 i074

27 062
25 075
44 035
39 [041
58 i354

51 1347

49 349
"52 003

53 015

_0 j352
31 06-t
39 045
54 [030

32 064
30 057
50 023
48 i033
35 ',0._6

39 to42
51 351
31 059
32 056
56 006

25 ]076
29 1059
61 i355
30:060 I
29 i063J

551031

39 1046
35 060
57 352
49 O37

52 [009
42 046

28 ] 053

53 018
47 lo35

Continuation

.........i........ ......
t q i 2 • {o• e r

0,80 0,41 0040[ 25701
0,59 0,57 155 077
0,80 0,34 001 077
0,88 0,221020 257
0,75 0,38 009 077

0,97 0,05 002 257
0,97 0,04 023 257
0,78 0,38 002 077
0,91 0,18 028 257

i
249°I 80
080 82
060 ,12

228 , 79

063 ,t2

200 78.
197 78
066 _ 42
'2'2.t 79

I } Z a

+]80 --04 ° 067' 2,00
+12 [-.}-11 005 ,1,43
+22 _01 036 1,68
+081--12 056' _1,82

--k")O 4-08 064 1,55
-F161--O0 0-16 1,48

@11 --04 042 1,28
+23 1+02 065 1,78
-i-05,1 --14 057 1,99

+!,9 i+19 oo5,
+1oi-o6 o4a
-l-lO --08 OOa
--F15I -_15 002
@03]--15 0.t9
q-lO --09 052 I

t

+21 +02 058/
+25 [ 060 q
+25 062 i
-F26] OG1
-I- 18 075

-1-23 06-'1
-F 17 075
4-15 038
4-12 043
@22 004

@13 006
+04 051
-F 17 355
-b 12 354
-F24 013

-t- 16 020
-',-19 I 360
-}-23 i 066
-+-o9i 046

-]-10 ] 032

-_ o6o_
+151 o271
-b19 037 I
@15 048

4-09 --06 [042 [

+13 -[-151356[
+14-07 o6oi
+24 +04 060 I
@27 +22 017]
+20 --03 076 I
-,L-25 +05 062 [
-_-19 +19 003 I
-!-24 +03 062 I
+23 +01 065
-}-12 --01 033

-4-07 _10 O.tT
+07--13 059

+20 14-21 OO1

@201@05 _,041
+291-}-23 020
@13'--04 047 1
+25 [+o4 o61
_-12-'04021
-t-18 I-F04 039

2,49 0,71 0,71 143 077

1,78 0,98 0,04 034 257
2,36 0,72 0,66 165 077

1,06 0,57 0,71 150 077
,61 0,90 0,16 03.t 257

1,73 0,91 0,16 019 257

1,61 0,85 0,24 003 077
1,71 0,84 0,28 007 077
2,00 0,84 0,31 006 077
2,14 0,87 0,28 007 077

,61 0,64 0,59]003 257

,600,770,3710027 077
,210,750,551004257
,46 ,00 0,00i025 (_78
,25 1 258,970,0,1016
,66 0,570,73133 078

,38 0,58 0,571 155 078
,17 ',0,920,16,036 258
,80 0,36 0,51'14,t 078
,69 0,52 0,33 I I,tl 078

0,67 127
,09 0,361 078

,26 0 87 0,17 I 14!1 078
66 10,5010,821141 078

2:720,87i0,3.1 {}03 078
1,47 0 95'0,07 029 258

3,28 0198il
0'8710,05 165 258,0,32 007 12582,49

1,53 ,0,8110,27 005 078
1,3.t 0,95[0,06 153 078

I 0 ,01 111 078
2,000,991 2581,190,9110,10006
1,220,96!0,0-4030 i258
0,78' 0,440,43145078
1,680,8410,27 0001258
1,86 o,87 o,25007 jo78

2,140,790,45126 [o78

2,640,79]053_ 002 2581,58 0,80 ', OOG 078

1,970,60 i0,771421078

1,690,820,300041078
1,770,810,35002078

5, 150,990,04175258
1,470,940,08036258
2,22 0,890,24022 259
1,20 0,39 0,73 1137 079

3,61 1,00 0,01 095 079

1,46 0,77 0,33 119 079
9" r}2,08 0,98 0,04 020 _a_

1,380,77 0,81 005 079
1,22 0,88 0,14 167 079
1,80 1,00[0,01 097 079

IOG 83

19!t 78
100 g2
100 82
21!1 79
219 79

0.19 42
054 42
059 ,t2
O56 42
265 77

023 42
266 77
O04 73
197 78
102 83

079 82
221 79
032 74
016 7.t
052 75

037 gl
ll{_ 83.
065 ,t2
20,1 78
20.1 76.

242 80
052 42
022 81
01l 73
208 78

I98 78
(127 74
232 80
057 42
075 75

266 77
057 42
111 83
05742
06342

203 76.
206 78.
232 79
09t 83
012 73

957 75.
200 78
05.1 42
031 81
007 73
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5 ,

/2 36

'I Cont Inunt ion

__ ....................................................................[ I- " 2-

No,of DATE _,oo <_ B l_ / _' a o q i '-: <,,
5110W.

meteor ............. -- ..... 2__£____._L .... I.... I.... _ .... L_:I .... _- Ier

I_ _] _

.t682
4684
4686
.i691

,1692
4603
.9309
4704
4708

'WIO
.i711
,t712
.i715
4716

4717
4721
4728
,t736
4744

47,t9
,t752

4788
4795]

4800
4809
4813
4818
.1822
4829

4831
4845
4848
4849
4885

,tB91
,t898
4917
5027
50,t9

5052
5057
5060
5031
5062

5077
5084
5104
5113
5125

5132
514O
51,14
51.16
51.19

5150
5151
5160
5163
5166

06.09.10.00
06.10.07.05
06.10.05.56
06.10.07.07
06.10.07.22

06.10.07.23
06.10.07.23
06.10.07.33
08.10.07.4l
06.10.07,43

06.10.07.46
06.10.07.47
06.10.07.47
06.10.07.50
06.10.07.50

06.10.07.55
05.10.08.00
06.10.(13.11
06. I0.08.17
06.10.08.25

06.10.08.39
06,10.08.44
06.18.03.16
06.18.03.44
06.18.04.05

06.18.04.50
06.18.05.12
06. t8.06.16
06,18.06.30
06.18.07.17

06.18.07.50
06.20.03.52
05.19.10.54
O&lg.ll.O0
06.20.02.41

06.20.07.34
06.20,09,10
07.04.06.26
07.04.08.40
07.04.22.50

07.04.23.05
07.05.23.53
07.06.00.55'
07.06.00.59
07.06.01.00

07.08.00.16
07.08.16.34
07.09.19.07
07.09.20.42
07.10.01.57

07.10.02150
07.13.23.44
{}7,14.00.45
I)7.1.1.00.55
07.14.01.%

07.14.01,32
07.14.01.55
07.14.03.15

07.I4.03.45'
07.14.0.t.05

o] 34°i+25°i q-o3°i )Ge°'
9p 59_+isi +15 )o5,
,9 /040 i+151 -01 )4B
,_029 +06 -0_ _29
I io42 -_18 -t--o21}45
,6 040 -}-21 ! 4-05 )4-1
;8Io41[-,,-_1/ +os I)4s I
,9 }o4o }4-11 / --o5 I)H I
:7 016 1+14 -707 ])20 I
_0 025 +oo -02 )27.i
_i o411+2,_ +o5 _m/
_ i _ 0 '16 + 09 --bO8 _ Oii_l_

}7 041 1+25 { -Fog 1346 /
t9 041 I-I-21i4-05 o45 /
t9 029 +IO/--oo{o32 /
BG 043 +07 --09 i04'2"[

39041 -k22 / +08 615
32 060 -,-25 4-04 io63/
32060 +23 +O31062 /

042+13 -o3to 31
42 ,040 +20 +04 044[
39 ]044 +20 -t--09 049 j
53023 i+13 +03026}
50 351 i+12 +14 357}

58 o18!+29 +mlo28]
38 052!+14 --o5 Io53,}
361062 ' "q-ll --07 i052}
32 ')77 +16 --07 077/
34 )75 -i-14[ _08 075
26 )62 -F28i 4-07 065

51
59
32
30
50 360

35 049
44 944
58 ' 356
40 082

85 302
44 311
84 t 305
41 [315
42 000
36 321

45 016
43 012
46
37
41

39
44
30
43
3B

42
33
58
61

. 58

)26 +17 -l-00 030
303 4-i0 +18 OOS
371 +23 +02 073
370 4-28 +05 072

-I-14 +13 006

,2-11 --07 049
4-14 ---03 045
-I'23 '4-22 [006

i_-16 --08 082

[--2.i --04 299
--14 -}-04 1310

---08 -}-12 130G!
--14 -{-03 F3t2
4-73 4-61052
--00 -}-14323

_--71 W-55 055
4-72 4-57' 054

010 4-62 4-61 04,i
316 .4-66 4-62020

024 +71 +55 000
019 4-76 4259 084
330[_-00 -.FI2 1332
325i-L124-25332
32412-o7i-f-(}7 1324

327 -l-14 -I-2B ]33.t

326 --25 --11 },320
325 -]-05 4-18 1330

000 /4-251J-23 loll
002[4-27 -i-24 013

004 !+334-29 018

7,02
0,92

17,00
5,18
2,36
3,24
.2,99

3,95
0,82
O,gl
1,8£
0,85

2,25
0,88
1,30
3,36
1,69

I 065_ [0,820,36004°_078 ° .12
0,54 0,65 50 I 79 i089 182

0,97 0,03 7_ 59195, t 780,960,10 59 212 76

0,98 0,03 012 } 79 016 48

0,9.t 0,06i0t8 } 79 1021 48
0,960,0510201,79 '021 ,t8

_0,03 )28 :59_ %t i 78
0191

0,910'970,07 [48 't9 i 81
0,96 0,04 [71 i259 i197 76
0,0710,042021 {079 [01848
0,06[0,000342591203 78
0,030,0802710791026 ,t8
0,050,05023 079019 48
0,980,03166259 195 76

0,030,07031 i259 201 78
0,05022 !079 020 48
0,280061079 5@ 42

0,27 )O,i 079 ,54i42
0,020261259 93178
0,02025 _79 p15 48
0,09027 079- 129 48
0,161171 )87 )35 81
0,40i 147 I )87 i 109 / 74

0,3611291 871,66175
0,06 017I_67/_02i 78
0,06!028 i2G7 I !01 I 78

(309 I;!(;7 !51 _ _0
011 267 2.16 i 80

008 387 04714_

157 _87 )29 81

14713891308183
0011088/_sst42
007 io88 i}57 42
149 089 )18 74
025 269 197 78

0,0{ 096269 185 73
137 I01 229 84
017
006

018

282 ]228185

283 125:90
103 331 89

0,98
0,78

0,05
0,85
0,36
0,72
0,42

021 103 1314 91
014 103 /_37 89
069 103 /i40 } 88

048 !103 ]338

073105 i133
i072 105 /!33

106 ) 127 !
061 106/163

069 1(}7' 122

110 342
110 330

0,0,1031t ll{I 24O

0,191054 /11(} 329
o,101o,t8 12oo 148
0,i3i042 } ilo 333
0,831130 }111 2,19
0 95 I38 1111 211
o',08/127l111 207

87

88
88
86
92
88

88
_7
'.t4
89
94

95
87
84
8t
96
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5186
5214
5218
5223
5229

5231
5232
.;I!:}3
5234
5'236

52.11
5216
52.18
5259
5286

5290
5292
5296
5317
5331

5349
5353
5:368
5o.... 85
5391

5407
5425
5t60
5451
5.!63

5,182
5.t84
5491
5511
551-4

5523
5535
551.t
55-t5
5549

5560
5561
5573
,5582
5584

5585
5596
5599
5617
5625

5633
5639
5613
5661
5,%2

5663
5664
5(365
5566
5668

DATE v.:_
I

07.14.09.34 42
07.14.22.21 35
07.14.22. ,I0 34
07.14.23.]0 35
07.14.23.26 33

i

07.14.23.30 40
07.1.t.23.56 36
07.14.23.57 34
£}7.15.00.02 33
07.15.00.09 37

o7.15.00.51 37
o7.15.01.(}9 .13
07.15.01.18 37
o7.15.01.56 33
07.15.02.53 59

07.15.03.1,1 4l
07.I5.03.32 33
07.15.03.43 61
07.15.04.47 44
07. t5.05.08 40

07.15.05.23 : 45
07.15.05.51 60
07.t5.06.08 61
07.15.06.26 45
07.15.06.o_ 41

07.15.06.50 40
07.15.07.21 60
07.15.08.03 39
07.15.08.06 39
07.15.08.12 43

07.15.09.12 42
07.15.09.12 41
07.15.09.38 41
07.15.10.24 39
07.15.10.32 40

07.15.10.58 46
07.15.11.43 26
07.15.11.59 40
07.15.11.59 ,tl
07. t5.12.06 38

07.15.15.02 36
07.15.15.02 36
07.15.18.46 ,t0
07.15.22.43 42
07.15.22.50 36

07.15.22.52 42
07.16.00.0t 38
07.I0.00.32 37
07.16.01.26 35
07.16.01.58 34-

07.16.22.35 40
07.16.23.22 37
07.16.23.45 38
07.17.00,55 34
07.17.00.56 35

07.17.01.02 32
07.17.01.02 41
07.17.01.03 32
07.17.01.09 40,
07.17.01.21 ,tl

/237

Continuat ion

i
g q

I

010°!-t-66°1'4,550 347 ¢ 1,87 0,53 0,87
31o --12 4-05 314 1,03 0 90 0 17
311 -°6-o8t3o6 2_11o188 0:20
316 I -]0 :+071316 1',5910,900,16316 -20 =-03 312 1,55 0,86_0,21
320 -05 +10 320 1 86!0,_5 0,10
319 I --13 14-05 I 311 2,32 0 01 ;0 21
32:{ 4-01 --14 327 0,96 0,88 0,12

308 --11 --08 [308 2 15 0,87 0,28

326 -[-10 ,-.22 332 1,01 0,85 0,15
326 -t-06 --18 330 21 02!0,88 0,12
321 --{}9 --oo 3::0 2,5o o,o8_o,{}6
329 .....09 .4-0.t 328 I;0110,{.}B[0,{},t

320 I 4-03 [+14 1332 0,82] 0,89 0,0!}

_o314-2214,1oio12 / 1,26o,35!o82
355 I 4-56 i+51 025 -.k38 0,30 0,06
355 I -'56 4-5t !027 1,03_0 1310,90
O0,t 4-30 4-26 017 2, t0 0,54 0,97
O0,t 4-54 4-46 ,031 1,20 0,2,t 0,01
360 4-53 _'47 _028 0,94 0,1410,81

Its,  ,Io
039 _ -, 21 /4-05 I0 , ; , ,
034t +2_ +06 039/ ld6 0,58 0,61
018 I 4-6a /4,51 1050 2,29 0,63 0,8.i

355[ -1-5o[4--54[o3o I 1'2510,25o,04
003 I 4-64 [ 4-54 ]041 I 1,41:0,37 0,80
032 / 4-21 / 4-07 1037 I 1]2,t! 0 52 0,60
017./ _60 / 4-54-I053 / 1,5410,47 0,82

oo8/ -'75/4-61 t058 2,63 0,06 0,80
003 / _-63 / 4-54 ,040 I 1,7810,.t8 0,92

018/4- 3/+ 010181 1,  I0,460, 9
089/ 4,20/--03 I0891 4,17i0,97 0,12
090 ! -[-15 ] --09 090 4,45 0,97 0,15
00114-68 4-58 045 1,56 0,42 0,91

007 4.16 --07 097 38,50 0,99 0,23
011 4-64 4-52 045 2,30 0,61 0,89

000 4-57 4,51 032 .1,20 _,0,23 0,91
005 4-62 m52 040 1,2710,31 0,88
008' 4-64 2-,53 1044 [ 1,45;0,40 0,87

096 4-19 1--05 096 4)9.t i 0,95 0 23
1312 4-68 4-74 023 3,56 0_72 0,99

312 I 4- 67 4- 74 023 3,44 iO 71 0 99
091 ,-}-72 --56 059 2,05 0,60 0,83
327 _16 --02 !324 1 85]0 98 0 03

1317 --22 -05 i313 2,16 0,91 0,19

319 '06 +09 320 2,9710,97 0,09
13251 4-00 14-13 328 1,18 0,93 0,08
327 4-11 [4-23 333 1,02;0,84 0,16
825 +09 -t-21 331 0,96i0,84 0,15

327 4-12 4-24 333 0,921 0,82 0,17

1337 I --31 1--20 326 / ,1,53 o 90 0,16
315 --12 -1-05, !314, ii 2 22110,92 0,18

330 --06 4-06 330 i 1 07;0,95 0 05
1333 --00 4,10 335 ; 0 83:0,93 0,06

1333 4-06 +16 337', 1 0,82 0,07 0,88

i330 [ 4,11 @22 336 I 0,81 0 83 0,14
3 '' 00 325 _ 1,6910 98 0 04

327 --1 4- - _1 ' '
330 -t-05 -}-16 334 0,80 0,86 0,11
328 --05 4-07 328 1,321 0,96 0,05

3')6 --13 --01 324 1,80 0,08 0,04
J

07{3°1111 ° 128 °
009 [111 1:3;8 t
012 29l 120

014 111 ]321
005 29I l l31

033 111 ]328
003 11 31l
03.t 11 333 I
011 11 303

059 :11 [:;26
o52 [11 ?,31
024 II1 33,t,
o1_ _11 34:t
03:) II 1 13:33 ',

tlt i2521142

08,1 111 [14,1
077 112 !006

133 112 208090 12 121

083 I12 1063

075 I12 140
168 112 060
168 112 i087
081 112 125
078 112 134

076 112 127

164 112 i081 I
070 1121115 1
066 112 ]135 I
080 1121137 ]
080 112 llO

292 219009
022 292 223
071 112 t31
014 292 238

083 112 i133
083 112 123
078 112 118

_078 112 122
009 202. 235

059 112 ;163
1059, 112 163

O7O t 12 122
012 202 1161

010 292 13,t

032 112 1327
045 112 334
060 112 ]326
049 112 }328
053 112 328

293 i 140O53

010;1131315
025 113 342

036 113 842
050 '113 339

048 113 334

113 I 340094

037 ll3 i337
033 113 _340
003 113 i338

S h ow-

er

86
91
90
91'
90

89
91
87
91
94

87
89
93
87
81

97
97
84
97
97

88
98
98
86
97

86
93
86
88
86

86
85
85
86
85

86
07
86
86
85

92
92
88
95
90

89
87
94
9.4
94

99
91
93
87
87

9-1
93
87
89
93
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,I..

No.of

meteor bATE

5(;76 {17.17.(11.3(;

5080 07.17.02.12

5{;9.1 O7.17.03.13
5709 07.17.03.43

571I ¢)7.17.03.40

57'22 O7.17.0.1.09 ]
5728 07.17 04. I0

5732 07.17.0.1.21 1

57.t0 07.17.04.30 i

5743 07.17.01.35]

575,I 07.17.01.40

5755 07.17.04.40 i
5762 07.17.0.1.50 1
5795 07.17.05.30

5812 07.17.06.29

58,t3 07.17.09.03

58,t4 07.17.09.03

5856 n7.17.10.21
5858 07.17.18.32

5859 07.17.18.39

5861 07.17.18.56
5863 07.17.19.02

5879 07.17.20.00
5881 07.17.20.03

5884 07.17.20.11

5887 07.17.20.16

5895 o7.17.20.30

5898 07.17.20.44
58q9 07.17.20.45

5905 f17.17.20.56

590(; 07.17.20.57
5907 ii7.17.20.57

591.t 07.17.21.09
5916 07.17.21.12

5925 07.17.21.38

5929 07.17.21.47
5935 07.17.21.5.t

5937 07.17.21.56

5939 07.17.21.58
5941 07.17.22.01

5%t4 07.17.22.07

59,18 07.17.22.15

5953 07.17.22.25

5956 07.17.22.30
5958 07.17.22.31

5976 07.17.23.02

5978 07.17.23.10
5982 07.17.23"13

5985 07.17.23.23

5993 07.17.23.38

5!198 07.I7.23.56

6039 07.18.02.,15
(;055 07.18.05.61

6061 07" 18.05.44
6067 07.18.06..12

6069 07.18.07.17

6070 07.18.07.46
6074 07.2,1.22.20

6077 07.24.22.24
06082 07.2,t. ,2.38

/238

36 428 ° -!-01

30 327 -t-lO
89 328 --26

,t3 o19 -!-8b
36 313 4-69

40 356 "58

,10 360 -!-54

59 002 L23
41 352 4-58

,t0 354 -i-55

40 006 d-75
60 007 -I-26
•11 257 -I-55
39 003 --;56

60 045 @20

41 010 -1-67

44 018 -_68
38 099 W-18
39 320 2-70

40 022 J,-67

37 006 -1-69
,15 021 4-64

39 007 -1-68
38 017 -!-69

41 007 d 64

39 002 d-58

•tl 028 d-73

42 019 +64
45 --26/ 334

,tl 356 _L56

4,i 1037 4-75

36 317 --07

38 015 d-79
,t5 029 d-70

41 001 +53
31 i316 --20
39 003 +67
38 328 --02

44 009 +57

43 017 -]-66

44 012 +65

42 007 @59
46 320 --07

38 325 -}-01

43 357 +53

43 008" +54

43 330 --18

39 355 -!z55

43 0O5 -I-64
59 005 i.@40

58 004 -t-28

57 O38 -I-22
37 0% 4-17
39 094 -F18

39 101 -}-17

38 098 -}-16

38 096 -[-11
,12 010 +64

'56 006 -F,I3
42 024 [-t-66

e q

+13 ° 330 ° I,o2 o,fH o,o9

-I-22 i 333 0,£3 0,7g o,t£

TII I 321 1_,86 0,9,t 0,12
-;-61 i 069 2,79 0,96 0,89

+74 027 3,31 0,70 1,00

+53 I 030 1,15 0,18 0,04

1--,t8 028 0,99 0,12 0,87

i-_-20 ! 011 1,32 !0,12 0,76
i--5t i 028 1 26 jO,_3 0,97
-i-5o 025 1,o3 io ti o,02

] ' I
--L61 058' 3,26 0,72 0,91

l-{-21 017 1,40 !0,34 0,92
--50 028 "1 09 i0 15 0 93

-.-49 i 033 0,, 6J 0,18 0,79
--03 I 048 I 1 66 i0 75 0 41

I, ' I ' '

d-55 0'19 i 1,60 )0,45 0,88
-i-54 [ 053 2 38 ,0.6t 0 86

!±06 i 098 6'3,1 10196 0,24

-,_7_?:032 4'77i0,79 1,00

-}-52 05"1. i 1:42 0,'15i0,78
4-57 049 1,41 0,38 0,88

J-50 051 1,91 0,57i0,83

-'.-56 ] 047 i,40 i0 37i0 88

+55 i o54 1,40 10,41',0,82
+54 045 1,45 [0,38 0,90

+51/034 .1,05i0,I8!0,8 
--,_5 ' 062 2,o3 0 (;,8 0,$2

+50 [ 050 1,50 10,45;0,82
--15 326 3,50 0,97 0,11

+511028i, 51o, 7o,o5
-L55 [ 068 9,08 i O 91[0,82
249 t 317 1,86 /0,90!0,18
2-61 068 1 92 [0,5510,87
@53 OGO 3,78 0,78!0,82

-I-48 028 0,96 0,1310,84

--04 313 1,50 !0,8_!0 26

d-57 0,t5 1,50 0,39 0,91

-HlO ' 330 1,13 i0,94'0,07
+48 037 1,28 0,30 0,89

+52 ', 051 I1 69 0 50 0 8-1
I ' ! ' '

4-53 0.t7 1 76 0 4910 89

450' 038 1:2o o'y o:88
-LOS ! 320 4{3 84 I1,00 0 08
--14 028 1,20 0 92b0,10

-_-48 026 1,13 0,16 0,95

!445 035 1,04 !0,2010,83
i--OG 326! 2 20'0 98 0,04

¢51 026' 1:03 0[11 0,92

I-!-54 0,12 1,60 0,,t3 0,92

14_34 F 023 2 73 0,64 0 99

+24 _ 0 I_ I 11 _3 0 ,' 0 0,88

-1-06 ] 043 0,65 0,58!0,45

[--06 I 096 2,90 0,93 0,2I
1--05 i Q91. 3 23 0,9510,17

--06 t'00 7,05 0,99 0,2-I

--08 0% 4,% 0,9519,23
--12 096 4,26 0,94 0,24

1@53 0,t5 1,33 0,31 / 0,92
i-+37 025 2,0O 0,54 I 0,97
[+50 054 1,40 0,4110,83

Cont i nual

I

042] 113 °{}38 113

o311293
0I;7 I 113

059 I 113
r

078 [ 113

08,t
1,t0
079

080

0{_8

1.t0
082

079

173

074

078

OlO
0{13

07,t

069
083

O72
O70

077

079
071

08O

060

081

071

019
068

077
086

O05

072
037

O88

O79

080

O83
032

042

O86

088
029

080

080
121

133

165
012

012
013

014

023
08O
114

080

ion

i S [] ow-

", I or

!';?'{;" I 87

95

140 ,¢8
163 92

125 107

113 082 i 97
13 258 !8.t

113 14297

113 102197

1113 i139 88
13 I 229 I 8 t

113 '115 {!7
113 ! OG9 97

11.1 [{!(;8 , 98

111'1 125 861,I 28 86

294 237 85

11-i 03 92
114 07 _6

14 22 801_.t 21 86
11,1 23 86

14 112 8614 127 86

14 097 9711 23 88

114 14 85
29.1 144 99

11.t 130 97

11.t 128 88

114 '317 91

11.t [127 _8
114 126 88

114 070 97

29,1 129 90
114 131 88

114 337 87
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350 --34
3,t5 _I.1
340 --08
033 +57

345 --23
3,15 --18
3,14 --16
347 --1G
021 +50

343 4-01
3,14 --17
027 -[-25
028 -[-26

3.t3. ' --I0
341 --23

033 -
342 _(10
340 --07

023 +42

027 -}-31
065 -}-4a
086 @42

oio _,--t-18
023 '.+31
052 --t-29
042 -}-36
3.4,3 ---12
025 q-09

0.17 -_36
040 -t-37
038 _-01
034 @31
026 +31

052 +48
026 +08
043 .+-35
031 _-30
036 +55

051 +31
027 -I-28
052 4-25
052 +30
069 .4-42
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Cont inuatinn

Ng_d_-I ................................................ ]--F ............. ' ....... I.... I sh_w-

meteor I DATE "c-':i " _ _ _" a e q i I 9 '" t er

r I +030 ' ' ! 311 ° 023 °7500 08.03.02.31 64 i041_i 12°1039 ° 1,7,t 0,43 0,c)9 159 ° 101
7,51308.03.02.52 57 1068 -}-44 -}-22 1073 2,68 ,'0,_5 0,41 125 131 1073 118

7518 08'. 03 . 02 . 56 (i4 054 -[-32 _13,1059 2,3_ _0,72 0,68 155 131 i103 I 112
7519 08.03.03.00 _8 053 +12 _-'07 1054 4,.41_ _0,8t 0,83 167 !311 '30g _ 125
%_o/,__ 08.03.03.02 58 !057 -I-,30 £I_10 _062 1 17 _0,63 0,.!3 157 'i13t '[002 : 113,

7526 08.03.03.15 59 051 +34 -_,"15 i f I i1057 1,25 i0,50_0,¢,2 149 1131 _083 112
753.1 08.03.03.20 F,7 !039 j -]-11 -_04 1040 2,22 i0,55'0,99 172 _311 1018 12-t
7537 08.03.03.26 67 .037 _ -]-I0 --05 038 2,37 0,5910,98 171 ,311 1023 12,1

)59,t 08.03.20.22 :t2 i338 _03 I -t-06 338 3,16 0,97_0,08 020 '131 ,329 897611 08.03.21.41 54 [02.I +47 -}-34 041 1,,t2 0,30 0,99 116 1131 j207 110J
7616 08.03.21.53 40 341 --01 -[--07 342 1;61 0,96'0,07 025 ',131 '335 89

• 7(_25 08.03.22.08 .tl 345 _20 --12 339 2_34 0 9.t _0,13 036 311 .143 95
7626 08.03.22.10 ,10 .348 --32 --25 335 3,99 0,94!0,30 0t7 311 _117 III

--14 340 3,24 0t.1 SI1 o57(i27 08.03.22.14 ,13 3,t7 --20 0,96i0,12 142
7t_32 (,8.03.22.22 59 022 -t-39 +27 036 1,72 0,0610,% 130 ]131 214 16t

7636 08.03.22.24 55 031 -{-53) --[-,37 049 1,86 0,140,96 II2 ii3I 147 109
7538. 08.03.22.31 52 028 } _-57 I +42 049 1,_7 0,4610,96 104 131 147 109
7639 08.03.22.32 6.t 032 ! -},33 -{-19 04I 2,13 0,5,110,99 146 131 lOq 123
76,t6 08.03.22.38 39 339 --02 -1-06 34o 1,81 0,95[0,09 01t_ 131 33o so
7F-I8 08.03.22.40 40 3,t5 --21 --13 338 2,42 0,94 0,14 035 311 140 .05

7654 08.03.22.47 53 020i+62 +49 0.t9 "L42 0,78 0,98 096 131i159 I07
0,t07656 08.03.22.49 41 349 --16 --11 344 1,69 0,,t6 0,07 311 !153 95

7663 08.03.23.01 61 0t5 I +16 +09 020 11'70 0,71 050'160 131 i0282 1197669 08.03.23.07 40 3.t5 --111--05 342 ,67 0,96 0,07'017 311 155 95
3-15 1,36 0,26 !3407670 08.03.23.08 39 3,15 _ _03 i -}-04 0,05i016 I3I 93

7578 08.03.23.22 61 013 +12 i -¢-06 017 1,87 0,78 0,42:165 131 [289 119
7631 08.03.23.25 .t0 349 --11 f--05 3,t5 1,37 0,96 0,051026 311 ;160 95768308.03.23.25 40343 -08 338 0,95 311 %

08.03.23.26 015+321+24 2,370, ,50,82135131.238127
769.8 08.03,23.37 39 -,343 --09 --02 341 1,60 0,96 0,07 006 311 i154 95

+32
7711 08.03.23.52 67 034 +17 043 1,00 150 131 164 i 122

120
:),72

7718 08.04.00.07 60 037 _46 ', -]-30 050 ),62 0,94 127 131 1.15
7721 08.04.00.08 58 026 -}-,42 +29 040 ),35 0,99 127 131 206 104
772.i 08.04.00.13 41 345 --13 --06 341 ),96 0,071023 311 153 95

7731 08.04.00.18 59 021 +39 ] -/-28 035 ),45 0,951128 131 217 lO.t

7733 03.0,t.00.22 67 039 -1-07 ] --08 039 ),59 0,99'166 31I 021 124
7737 08.01.00.24 36 341 --04 -}-O,I 341 ),92 O,lOiOlO 131 331 93
7739 08.04.00.2,t 41 343 --16 _08 338 ),96 0,10 026 '311 146 95
7743 08.04.00.28 43 346 --13 --07 342 ),98 0,05 ', 030 311 156 95

7748 08.04.00.36 58 018 +43 ] +32 034 ),56 0,951121 131 213 104

7751 08.04.00.39 68 034 +36 -}-21 044 ),90 0,991 144 131 103 12_
775.I 08.0.t.00.44 44 349 .--II --05 346 ),99 0,03 036 311 164 95
7755 08.04.00.45 60 035 +45 -}-29 048 ),58 0,96 128 131 151 120
7759 08.04.00.47 58 052 +50 @30 063 ),72 0,73 120 131 II0 108
7760 08.04.00.48 58 037 +41 -}-25 048 ),29 0,92 132 131 128 121

7765 08.04.00.53 59 033 +37 +23 044 ),28 0,98 138 131 148 129
7770 08.04.00.59 65 049 ] +25 -£,07 054 ),57 0,82 167 13I I19 126
7775 08.04.01.03 42 3461--09 --03 343 ),98 0,04 013 311 160 95

7783 08.0,I.01.13 64 037 I +30 F14 0.15 ),46 0,98' i154 131 I54 106

• I ),82 1,00] 139 131 103 122
7788 08.0,1,01 18 66 033 +38 [-24 0.t4
7795 08.04.01.31 60 038 -[-41 [-24 049 1,47 0,931135 131 139 120

7796 08.04.01.31 63 041 j ,._44 _-26 052 ),75 0,02i133 131 142 170
7809 08.0.1-.01.48 64 ;037 _42 I L26 049 1,74 0,96 135 131 152 120

7810 08.04.01.49 61 050 I q-35 i L17 057 ),54 0,721147 131 102 112

7816 08.0,I.01.55 64 040t+31 -15 047 1,97 ),51 0,96J153 I32 147 106
7817 08.04.01.56 64 031 I -[-08 -05 031 1,57 _,47 0,83[171 312 063 11_

7821 08.0,1.02.03 64 ]038 -}-24 -09 043 1,50 1,85 0,98 163 132 152 103.
7825 08.04.02.05 65 029 -[-25 -12 0o6 1,90 0,50 0,951157 132 21.1 105
7_2( 08.04.02.06 65 051 +17 -02 053 2,03 0,59 0,83 177 312 301 125
7827 08.04.02.07 {T5 1027 -[-12 -01 030 1,97 0,59 0,81 178 132 242 128
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Nn.o_ ['co _ ' a _ z I a e q
meteor F DATE I I I I I i 9.

- " .............. i .... _ _ --
08.o,4.02.1100 010° +I0o +08oI021;!, 1,4710,660,50 o

63 048 ':':F25 -}--07 053* 1,581 167 '1132
+03 1027 I 2 10 0,65 0,7.I 17,I 132
+12 058 4 1,89 i0,63;0,70 155

+08 064 1,5< 0,70 _0,46 160

7829
7831
7832
7850
785.i

7860
7863
7878
7879
7882

7885
7892
7908
7918
79t3

7986
7073
7981
798I
7985

7988
7091
7996
7999
8005

8006
8007
8n09
8010
8013

8016
8020
8025
8028
803.t

8035
8039
8040
8050
8055

8059
8063
8068
8071
8075

8085
8090
8092
8095
8097

8099
8101
8106
8115
8118

8125
8129
8131
8132
8211

08.0t.02.15
08.0-t.02.15
08.0.t.02.38
08.04.02.44

08.0.1.02.52
08.0.1.02.55
08.0:t.03.15
08.0.t.03.I6
08.0t.03.17

{}8.0i.03.20
08.04.03.29
08.04.03,,t7
08.61.01. t6
08.04.16.32

08.04.22.10
03.04.22.22
08.04.22.39

!08.04.22.49
08.0}.22.53

08.0,t.22.53
' 08.0.1.22.57

08.04.23.28
03.04.23.3.1
03.04.23.14

08.0,t.23.4.1
08.0-1.23.4.t
08.04.23.46
08.0-1.23.47
08.04.23.52

08.05.00.04
08.05.00.07
08.05.90.15
03.05.00.25
08.05.00.35

08.05.00.35
08.05.00.41
08.05.00.46
08.05.01.02
08.05.01.11

08.05.01.18
08.05.01.23
08.05.01.27
03.05.01.30
08.05.01.33

08.05.01.52
08.05.01.53
08.05.01.54
08.05.02.02
08.05.02.06

08.05.02.08
08.05.02.08
08.05.02.51
08.05.03.08
08.05.03.14

08.05.03.37
08.05.03.50
08.05.03.59,
08.05.04.03
08.06.00.15

65 !024! -!-13
63:053 +32

60 1061 +29
64 [063 4-30
62 !062 +27
6,1 06t +29
63 1060 +29
66 105t +25

65 051 +14
59 058 +31
68 055 4-18
63 051 --08
54 019 +53

52 022 +47
55 036 +58

+09 ;067
+06 d065
+07 io67
+08 064

+06 o58
--04 052
4-11 062
--01 057
--25 047

+41 o41
+35 039
+41 056

68 033
50 021
59 039

56 I023
39 }344
411341
67 2038
54 i033

40 [346
60 024

+ss_p +23 044
+60_ +46 0,t9

0'51+4,1 +27

+.17! +35 040

--04] +03 344'
--071 +01 340
+331 +17 617

+59 I +43 051
,--.16 I --09 _341'
+42; +30 039

53 !036 +57] +.t0 055

39 345 _11 ! --05 343
59 035 +35 +20 0¢:
611080 +08 --0_ 031
46 [345 --20 I --13 338
57 1025 +47 i +3_ 0-12
62:018 +26 i031

+42 +28104162 028 +361

58 i038 +54 +37 i054
62 1037 +25 I+lO 043

53 [.038 4-33 I +17 047
62 i034 +38. 4-23 !0,t5 _

10564-O8
61 052 +27 l
54 036 +32 +16 044

59Io49 +31 +12 054
56 i065 +42 I +21 070
55 i051 +30 +11 056

65 041 +32] q-15 049
65 027 +18 I 4-o6 031

65 1028i +16i +04 032
65 052 +401 +2] 060
63 053 +33t-1-14 058

0554-1661 049 +35 t

611034 +38 +22 045
@1064 +421+21]070
63 055 ._3_ +12 i061
59 055 $46 +26"_1064

05267 045 +32i+141
6004o+58 +4o1059
64i061+% +o706401 -08,--24 047

--04 --22 047
63 tool +4761 [042 -4--29 054

3,51
1,91
3,76'
2,5t'

2, O4i
1,72'
1,37
4,26
2,85
2,17i

1,18}
2,87i

--102
1,89 _

1,61 i

1,6510,40 0,99
1,42 0,96,0,06
2 36 0 97
4,37i 0,79 ]°'°80,92
2,6 io,64!o,95
1,9010 95 O,lO
2,18 0,55 0,98
1,97 0,53 0,92

155, 10,95 0,07

,23 i O,O1 0,97
1,27:0,43 0,72

--20,171 1,01 0,12
1,8g 0,47 0,99
2,63 i0,67 0,89

2,6010,62 0,99
3,54[ 0,74 0,93
1,25 0,22 o,98
0,82 0,27 0,60
1,7710,440,99
1,86i0,49o,70
0,83o,23o,04
1,1510,39 0,70
1 70 0,74

,89 0,47
0,44

0 0,47

2,191 0,57 0,95

2,030,59 0,83
2,03[0,58 0,85
0,6710,92 1,00
1,86i ,61

1,47 0 0,720,45 0,77

1,59 0,38 0,98
3,27 t0,84 0,53
2,07 t0,67 0,68
2,39:0,71 0,69
3,44 0,73 0,92

9,35 0,90 0,93
2 82'0,79 0,58
1,71 0,43 0,97

2,30 0,57 0,98
2,98 0,69 0,92

0,49 0,81

0,86i0,50 160
0,75_0,47 166
0,86:0,50 I63
0,78 0,56 162
0,75 0,74 169

0,51 0,85 172
0,64 0,49 156
0,80 0,79 177
0,66 0,98 I35
0,54 0,99 107

0,20 0,95 113
0,68 0,93 i 107
1,01 1,00] 1.tl
0,49 0,971098
0,45 0,92 129

116
010
005
149
104

027
127
106
0t7
141

172
04,t
118
132
130

114
161
143
139
16,1

145
155
130
154
153

168
172
140
153
148

139
134
155
127
I55

111
165
136
140'
127

/2 I} I_

nrl

' sllow-

"' ] e r

Q ,- o-,% : I 19
115 a 126
251' I28

132 I081 11'2
132 072 113

132 086 113
132 077 113
132 _86 113
132,000 113
132 i112 12G

I 302 125312 I
t32 f073 113
312 _302 125
312 ;336 130
132 It!9 131

132 227 110
132 i142 109
132 1266 122

132 ]152 107
132 i137 120

_132 i201 l lO
9,1.,2 337 93

132 331 89
132 t59 106
132 1,t7 109

312 1,t8 95
132 203 104

1132 138 109
1312 155 95

132 141 129

312 086 114
312 139 99
132 2:31 110
132 2o,1 127
132 198 104

132 141 115
132 145 103
132 029 102
132 157 129
132 095 126

132 026 102
132 086 112
132 072 118
132 050 116
132 147 106

132 237 128
132 236 128
_,12 344 130
13'} 105 112
13_ io6 112

132 154 129
132 089 118
132 101 112
133 105 108
133 142 lOG

133 148 115
133 093 113
313 330 130
313 335 130
133 141 120
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No, of I

meteor

821.I
8215
_216
8218
822.t

8226
8231
6238
8278
8297

8302
8303
83!5
8319
8321

83,12
83.t3
83.16
83,18
83t9

830,1
8.t00
840I
8.t10
8.t15

8-t2I
8.125
8t26
_.127
:t128

_;t3,1
8138
8.1;0
8.t-12
84,t,t

8,t.15
8 ]49
8-t57
8439
8-162

8_G5
8470
8i72
8!74
8!$6

.8490
" 8495

8500
8515
8520

8524
8528
8529

8531
8532

8.5_g
8552
85@9
8571
8572

/2 45
Cont inuat inn

DATE _'o:_ _ _ _ >, a e i q i :

08.06.00.22

08.0(_. 00.22
08.oG.00.25
08. OG.00.3.t
{>8.06.00.40

08.06.00..12
08.06.01.02
08.08.02.57
03.06.19. ,15
08.06.22.23

08.06.22.50
08.00.22.58
08. OB.23.38
08.O7.O0.38
08.07.00.45

08.07.23.28
n8.07.23.28
o8.07.23. ,t7
08.08.00. O.t
08.08.00.07

08.08.01.08
08.09.00.17
08.09.00.52
OB,09.01.17
08.09. O.I. 52

o3.09.23.10
08.09.23.19
08.09.23.20
08.09.23. _'28
r/8. 09. 23. 25

08, IO.O0.18
08.1 O.or}. 32
08.10.n0.33
08.1 o. 00.39
03.10.00.41

08.10.00.52
08.10.01.40
08.10. 02.'3,I
08.10.02.48
08.10.03.02

08.10.03.18
08.10.03.22
08.10.03.28
08.10.03.31
08.I0.03.53

08.10.04.03
08.I0.0-i.24
08.10.04.30
08.t0.04.50
08.10.05.05

08.10.05.08
08.10.05.13
08.10.05.14
08.10.05.1G
08.10.05.18

08.10.05.57
o8.10.06.03
08.11.00.48
08.11.01.00
08,11.01.09

Q o "

61 056
70 036
59 027
58 059
67 038

63 036
65 042
G3 066
53 020
5.1 030

51 023
54 036
54 027
59 070
61 OOO

52 032
62 056
61 013
63 058
51 058

57 062
38 %1
38 350
05
62 i 0290.t3

4I II343
.I0 I 3.t5
•10 3,IB
40 3.15
,13 3,16

•10 ,'118
.1.1
38
41
42

40
32
58
70
GI

89
_5
54
57
35

59

33
59

64
67
67
6B
06

49
63
38
,t 1
4,t

+27 ° ]

-pSi
q-42
-,'-4S
1-31 :

-'-35
-!-36
+29
-}-61
+54
-h6._
-I-61
+51
-}-43
-'50

+59
}-23

-!-37
-'-46
-I-27

; +52
I --09
i -m

-L31
l_Lo_

--04
--03

I --09
] -25

+Ol

.-17
--12
---00
--00

I --03
--08

I+]0
I -i-13
::I-16

-I-12
+11
q-31
+50
--35

-I-08
--i-57
+38
d-29
-i-40

-}-29
+15'
+]4
-{-33
-1-36

.I-35
--27
--I1
.-06

-[01

I
-i -o7 °i a6o°
-;-15 0.t.1
q-29 0.11
.i-27 067
-i-15 045

-i-20 016
-i-19 o51

-i-07 069
•d-.t7 0,17
-}-38 0.19

'+49 052
#-43 058
+36 0,!6

i ow--O 074
+29 069

-]-,13 075
-_-03 059

lot

-'25 066
+87 022
£1-30 070
--05 3.18
--IO 3,15
-i. 17 038
-L06 0.t7

+04 343

_:o3 3._5
?_ 343336

-_-0(; 3,18

•1 3,t2
- I 3.13
-( 345
-( 850
-c 84_
-f 347
-_ 335
-1 022
-C 039
-C 026

-C 037
-G 039

1_ 045017
-2 031

-0 042
-4 0,17
-2 052
-1 047

"-22 063

+13 047
--05 059
--06 058

"-15 055
.l-17 058

-MS 000
• log 065
-'.-01 332

-t-O1 343
q- 0,!- 350

I ,',)3
"2'30

I ,_6
2,20
3,77

1,80
2,86
2,94
3,13
1,G5

",_,95
3,30
1;55
2,82
8,44

1,90
1,44
4,06
7,19
0,79

"2,75

1,33
I ,51
2,43
1,21

2,77
2 ,f}O
1,91
9,22
2,5.1

2,67
7.19

!,65
1,5,t
1,77

1,62
1.,67
1,44
9,12
1,57

5,28
1,81
I ,97
1,91
,1,07

3,92
1,40
1,59
1,51
1,30

1,62
2,23
2,72
2,73
3,05

0,71
1,89
2,72
1,08
2,55

( _5[0 68

1,00 1,00
0,47 10,99
0,71 i0,64

0,74 1,00
O,

0,8.1 [ 0,47
o,68 i o,99
0,4l 0,98

0,G7 ! 0,98

0,7210,9t
0,36!0,09
0 84_0 45

o,92io,/1

0,49 _0,96
0,50 0,72
0,80 0.82
0,9010,75

o,03 i o,29
0,76 ! 0,67
o,95io,o7
0,93'0,11
O,G2,0,92

0,20 i 0,97
0,96_0,10
0,951 0,08
0,9G I 0,08
0,97 0,25

0,98 i 0,{)5

o, slo14o,i?,o:ll
0,94 0, 10
0,97 0,04

0,98] 0,61
0 96_0 07
0,84 0,26
0,74 0,38
0,90 0,94
0,69 0,48

0_83 0.88
0,51 0,89
0,50 0,98
0,48 0,99
0,94 0,83

0,75 0,97
0,34 0,99
0,39 0,97
0,34 0,99
0,29 0,92

0,39 0,99 156
0,62 0,85 !70
0,68 0,87 169
0,65 0,95 153

0,70 0,90 149 i37
0;58 o I 1370,_0 141
0,65 0,661168 137
0,89 0,29]001 ].318
0,97 O,lO 003 138

0,99 0,03]021' t38

i IO(;:'l
153
127
I2,t
153

14,t
1.13
163
{)99
110

09.1
I03
113
13I
123

103
174
126
I32
1.t6

118

;o27
i I48

IG8

_011
012

io_8
0'33
03O

027

1o34
018
018

[ 021
0O7
003
151
177
166

177
172
153
118
134

169
099
042
156

_138

I
r S} r (,} SHOW-

J i er
I

33°i 101 _ 12G
33 [167 127

33 [203 108
33 : 093 11_

53 I 163 108

133 157 95
133 1,18 95
133 08t 05
131 1G3 103
131 152 89

134 158 89
I3t I46 95

{_134 .156 33
13t 078 89
13.t 113 95

!
135 148 95
135 099i2G

, !
135 235 122

035 118 10.1

135 _O33 108

133 103 122
316_ _56 ]129
_16 1.17 ,10G
1% 219 113
130 141 107

137 320 109
137 331 107
317 i51 1V9
317 122 IIIO
133 3:G 118'

317 1,10 108

317 1,12 lot}

317 149 95
137 8_0 89
137 339 89

137 335_93
1:37 307 91
137 298 II2
317 031 132
137 285 119

317 044 132
317 050 132
137 203 123
137 200 110

137 i230 127
317 j025 124
137 020 131
137 149 129
137 205 123
137 130 121

137 203 123

317 , 125
137 147 IOG

138 10G

025 llG
097 126
120 90
326 89
341 89
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No,of
meteor

8576
8578
8590
8591
8593

8595
80O2
$607
8620
8634-

8(;37
86,t0
,% 13
8645
8647

8619
8650
8655
8668
8669

8671
8692
8(;93
8701
8703

8704
8713

/246

08. I f. 03.20
08.1I .03. ,!2
08. I I • 0,t.08
08.11.0.t. 08
08.11.0.t.I0

08.11.04. I3
08.11.0.t.20
06.11.01.28
08.11.05.04
08.11.05.12

08.11.05.I5
08.11.05.16
08.11.05.19
08.11.05.20
08.11.09.22

08. tl .05.90
08.11.05._._
o8 11.o5.'27
08.11.05.47
08.11.05.48

08.11.05.49
08.11.22.58
08.11.23.00
08.11.23,,15
08.11.23.48

08.11.23.50
(18.12.00.24

87 l.I 08.12.00.30
8716 08 .12. {}0. 33
8717 08.12.00.,I0

87"0 08.12.01,02
87.1.1 {18.12.02.38
8775 08.12.04.07
8777 08.12.0,I.08
8782 o8.12.05.15

8783 08.12.05.17
8785 o8.12.05.37
87811 o8.12.05.48
,°,790 08.12.05.50
8791 08.12.05.50

8811 08.12.23.57
8817 08.13.00.07
8821 08.13.00.22
8823 08.13.00.27
8825 08.13.00.50

8831 08.13.01.26
8833 08.13.0t.29
883,f 08.13.01.81
8858 08.13.02.53
8864 08.13.03.15

888,I 08.13.03.49
8885 08.13.03.52
8888 08.13.03.55
8896 08.13.04.09
8903 08.13.04.22

8908 08.13.0,1.38
8910 08.13.04.39
8911 08.13.0,I.45
8925 08.13.05.02
8927 08.13.05.04
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No, of

meteor

8929
8933
8934
_937
8942

89,t 6
8953
8q5.1
8955
8958

890I
59{G
$970
Sf}92
.qtLq9

9000
9001
9002
9005
9011

9014
9018
9049
9O53
906,1

9066
9073
9079
9n8l
9090

909I
90!)2
9090
9100
9102

9107
9113
9114
9116
9139

91,10
9120
9129
91345
91,16

9I 18
9151
9157
91(30
9161

9164
9188

"9177
9178
9189

9195
9196
!)201
9202
11200

DATE

08.13.05.07
08.13.05.09
08.13.05.12
08.13.05.18
08.13.05.26

08.13.05.32
08.13.05.,t0
08.13.o5.41
08.13,05. ,t2
o8.1:_. 05.-t5

08.13.05.47
08.13.u7.55
08.13.08.19
08.13.23.12
03.13.2:3. ,17

08.13. 23.-18
08.13.23.52
O8.13.23.57
08.14.00.13
08.1.t. 00.39

08.14.01.I0
08.1,1.03.24
08.14.03.25
03.1.t.03.36
03.14.03.50

08. I!.. 03.55
03.11.oI.34
08.1.t. 04.40
08.1,t.01.49
08. II.0,t.55

08.14.0t. 55
08.14.0.1.55
o9. l,l. 03.02
o3.1,1.05.08
08.14 .O5.09

08.I4.05.12
08.1,t.05.I6
08. ;,1.05.44
08.14.05.49
08, 1,t. 05.56

08.14.05.59
08.1.t.06.21
n8.14.06.55
08.1.1.07.06
08.14.07.tl

08.14.07.17
08.1,t , 08.14
09. '20.23.54
09.20.23.58
09.21.00. O0

09.21.00.08
09.2I .00.14
09.21.00.23
09.21.00.6t
09.2I .00.36

09.21.00.40
09.21.00.42
(19.21 •00.,t7
09.21 •00.47
09.21.00.53

'?03 ,r,¢ ?_

050 °
051
059
05O
051

2,59
2,10
2,91
2,34
1,00

1,30
1,55
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!

0,-16
0.30
0,33
0,25

0,48
0,18
0,15

O, 4,1
0,40
0,34
0,44
0,20

0,(;6
0,55
0,61
0,23

Io,49
0,56
0,63
0,41
0,52
0,68

O, 72
O, 63
0,85
O, 45
0,85

0,97
0,45
O,8,i
0,46
0,98

0,66
0,81
1,00
0,50
0,78

0,99
0,98
0,86
0,98
O, 5,t

0,98
0,98
0,30

0,92
0,94

0,93
0,96
0,99
0,99
0,96

1,00
0,88
0,91
0,86
6,99

0,99
0,96
0,61
0,79
0,97

0,43
0,96
0,35
0,89
0,26

0,08
0,76
0,41
0,70
1,00

0,97
0,84
0,05
0,76
0,27

099 °
135
141
t41
146

119
141
155

1171('8

130
13I
128
013
Ofl.t

016
O23
004
006
024

036
157
034
15,t
170

160
133
148
158
133

126
151
161
145
1,t4

107
018
143
141
142

O94
115
149
151
180

161
181
168
173
310

016
168
169
159
148

145
155
009
177
166

o I<o

1-10°! 200 ° 131

140 1152 t29
1,IO 1116 12t
140 149 129
1-t0 015 102

140 211 illO
140 211 i129
140 025 116
140 15.t 115
1,10 1,'t8 103

].10 I52 120
1.10 [068 118
1-t0 085 ll8
3ql i 119 90

321 i 113 r 95

321 1158 t 93

141 ]335 89
321 122 90
321 1164 1 93

321 15_ I 95
i

821 144 95

141. 227 105
321 145 !95
1-11 15-t I05
321 O,11 132

141 802 119
141 222 104
141 212 123
I,II 138 106
1,11 220 104

141 222 lO-t
141 214 123
141 15(; 103
1,11 203 129
141 '220 129

141 196 131
321 050 1132

321 04,1 132
141 105 i191

I --

141 199 129

141 159 1107

141 152 !115
141 072 112
141 112 11'2

141 154 120

141 120
178 145
358 148
178 149

I
178 !831 147
178 256 142
178 286 143
358 087 137
178 189 138

358 334 146
178 230 140
178 337 I,t7
178 106 135
178 311 149

S h ()v!-
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/268

9210)

11215
9216
9219
9220

9226
9229
9239
q239
9245

9253
9273
9282
9234
9236

9287
02.t0
9269
9275
9277

9279
9281
9287
9289
9292

9293
9296
9298
9299
9300

9319
9324
9325
9341
9348

9374
9376
9401
9,106
9427

9428
9430
9438
9160
9406

9474
9489
9500
9542
9561

9564
9555
9570
9574
9575

958i
9600
9603
9514

962.3 i

DATE

09.21
09.2
09.21
09.2
09,2

09.21
09.21
09.2
09.21
N9.21

09 .ill
09.2
(?9. [21
09.21
09.21

09.2I
09.21
09.2
09.21
09.21

09.21
09.21
09.21
09.21
09.21

09.21
09.21
09,21
09.2
09.21

09.21
09.21
09.21
09.21
09.21

.00.57
1.01.05

.01.07
1.01.08
1.01.14

.01.26

.01.27 61 065
1.01.57 62 lioa°-"

.01.58 66 i069

.02.02 65 i083
i

.02.11 r_9 _072
1.(rl..':_5 58 !079

.03.4.t 60 073
•C)3.47 6.I 107

.O3.48 63 063
•03.52 69 !032
•01.0,1 67 1066

I
vco [ a ?, _ ).

I

66 0760 -!.-I1°I'_11oi076o
70 1071 I -J-36 -I-08 /074
67 /078 -i43 J-lO iOSO.
36 1OlO -i-o5i
651o8o14-71 - OliO81

i

67 i076 -!-07 --15 076
-_-19 -02 ,066

11 C

,2,86! 0,7n

18,00 0,95
,2,62 0,65

1, O, 47

4,5G 0,86
1,58 0,71

1. o 1.,14
.0.1.50
.01.58

.04.58
05.01

.05.07

.O5.10
•05.22

-!-22 -L03 i059
-}:35 013 [073
:-26 .]-03 084,

I •

--!-17 --05 073.
-i-33 '- 0 1/81
013 --10 073
-i-25 -1-03 10-t
-!-17 --01 065

q-28 q-05 083
069
153
066

09}
153
082
075

_082
O98

Continua inn

-Iq i t._ ,,, show-
; o.r

0,82 166 178 230 I;;
0,92 162 17,q 217 ' 111
0,26 (')OS178 301 :'ll',

1
0,90 178 78 276 i l';'l

0,86 0"t5 ! 1.;x
0,,16 In7 ! 1",,

09.24.05.22,
09.24.06.07

• , ....... : . :..

L27 -}-05
67 1159 _-19-L09

64  o63 -i- 9 4o8
69 !o93 +23 -oi
44 {159 -I-19 4-10
68 I081 +26 +04
66 1075 -{-13 --09
61 1083 4-08 --15
07 i098 -_06 --18

3,25 0,89 0,g.1
3,22.0,5'5 0,78

l,a't 10,3 0,,)_
10,00 i0,92 0,80
3 19 0,71 [0,93

r._ I ) f;1,2,1] O,a,)¢ (, 1
1,85 0,6,t i0,67

2,,'Hi 0,79 [ 0,.19
3,)o 0, ,7310, ,.07
0,161 0,89 10,68

-45,42; 1,00 i 0,09
2,57 i0,73 0,55

4,25 i O, 78 hO, 90

6,06 0,981 0,11
2,6-I 0,64 0,95
3,II(0,73 [0,8I
1,28; 0,29 ¢0,91

4,70j0,80,0,92
.05.23 70
.05.23 43
.05.27 48

1.05.27 "4,1
.05.32 48

.06.39 45

.07.04 62

.07.05 45

.09.08 44

.10.25 44

09.21.23.53 34
09.22.00.08 33
09.22.02.31 57
09.22.02..t7 45

09.22.23.48 ,15

09.22.23.54 44

09.23.00.32 42
09.23.01.18 33
09.23.02.43 61
09.23.02.53 66

09.23.03.12 62
09.2,i.00.04 44
09.24.00.,19 28
09.24.03.17 45
09.24.04.17 68

09.2,1.04.18 65
09.24.04.20 57
09.24.04.2,t 69
09.24.0.I.28 67
09.2.t.04.30 70

09.24.0,1.42 64
59.2t.04.57 70
09.24.05.02 69

60
68

,072i+19
'1611-b16

t59_4-18
160 -!-18

'162i-F15

159 4-17
082 4-05
161 4-17
161 4-17

1581-_17
010! -!-12
012 q-14
083, -{-12
'026 -F13
021 +15

021 +12
026 +12
016 .+12
O77 +15
064 +29

068 +14

02614-13
013i -blO
0261 +15
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086 I +,t6
067 @33
078 +11
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089
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Iq2
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I71
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I,t8
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4-07 1154 , 0,78 0,99 0,10 024
--18 081 0,40 0,90 145
-}-O8 157 0,500,13 024

q-09 !156 1,00 0,I3 0%
[4-07'153 0,98 0,09 024

i +07. 014 2,64i0,89 0,28 010
-}-08 '017 198 0,88 0,25 012
;--11 083 0188 0,26 0,65 157

1 4-02 J029 3,59} 0,99 0,03 010
, q-06 025 43,25 1,00 0,08 02.t

4-03 024 19,83 1,00 0,08 011
4-01 029 3,00[0,98 0,06 003
+04 019 1,85_0,88 0,23 007
_08 077 1,28 I0,45 0,701163

--08 068 2,00 i0,74 0,52 162
4-03 029 3,87 0,98 0,06 011
q-04 1016 1,50 0,77 0,34 005
+04 029 0,51!0,99 0,05 019

4-14 1079 5,90,0,85 0,86 155
4-14 1081 2,3410,62 0,88 151

--II 084 0,9210,26 0,68 156
+23 087 -21,00ii,05 0,99 14,1
4-22 1070 7,13/0,91 0,66 157

--16 082 / 1,92 i0,51 0,89 149
@02 1099 5,35 0,82 0,9.I 176
--13 _077 / 4, 504,0,98 0,84 157
--16 089 1,211 0,20 0,97 149
@11 095 3,_I3!0,69 0,98 116,

178 2112
173 212

?,59 _fGl
I ?';_ 213
358 i(}!)_)
175 ,o98
358 i0_}8

I78 224
178 251
178 037
178 271
:358 319

!78 038
U8 209
358 058
358 053
358 325

353 053
I78 043
178 03(;
188 0.t0
178 044

178 037
858 047
178 043
178 0t2
178 034

179 301
179 307
359 133
179 3-10
180 327

180 325
180 335

180 310 I
360 088 I

180 263 I
360 o98i
181 334 I
t80 300
181 334
181 225

181 227
001 122
181 194
181 254
001

001
181
001
001
181

121
111
1:;7
1:;5
126

139
1.11
152
1.15
151

152
139
133
150
1,t6

131
152
]52
152
152

152
15O
152
152
152

I:19
t49
153
1,17
147

147
1,t7
1,19
137
145

136
1.t7
1.19
147
l,IO

1,tO
153
1:38
154

o i 133
o4s }
150 i 151

0.18 i 133
036 150
162 155
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•, .6,- _ _ * ,¢_'_'7_,- -,, .

/249

meteor I hATE :'co _ B

!!551 1 09.24.17.07

6339 09.2.t.20.03
b67.t _ 09.2,1.20.14
9_;77 09.2't.20.17
0(;S.1 09.2.t.20.51

969t 09.2.t.21.34

9703 09.2!. 23.38
970,1 Off. 24.23.42
f)7_6 09.24.23.47
!q12 09.24.23.56

9715 09.25.00.07
9719 0!).25.00.15
9727 09.25.00:33
9]'3,1 09.25.00.38
97,t9 09.25.00.58

07:56 09.25.01.05
9757 09.25.01.08
9773 09.25. r}2.29
,,)778 09.25.o2.,15
9757 09.25.02.51

97!11 09.25.02.55
tK93 09.25.02.58
9,qOl o9.25.07,. 03
!_(}5 09.25.03.07
[kXlO 0[t.25.03.1

9£12 (0.25.03.11
9813 0'J.25.03.12
981,1 _69.25.(_3.12
:_£32 09.25.03.3,I
,68:_5 09.25.03.37

98.13 09.25, o3. ,t6
US.19 0`3,25.03.55
9:;53 rlt).25.o4.03
9%1 09.25.0.l. 12
flS63 09.25.04.15

9866 09.25.0.1.22
98_8 09.25.04.22

} n28ol _15o "+o4 _
) 01s ---o9 +o2
) i014 --12 _05

029 _ - / +O5
-16 I 2406__

065 -18

I [o13 I --12/ ÷b6
-_ o_9t --14 / ÷06
s os1/-,21i +bl
9/1o4 ! -.2o --02
8 J096 -i-29 @-06

5 i007 -I-05 --t8
5 [076 F36 : ÷13
5 1085 }-12 --11

i-1.t --09
k30 q-07

1-21

). a e ' q

Con inuatlnn

S_iOW-
i _.._ c,_

0 1078 078

i9 {074 076
iS ilO0 ] --01 099
_s '_o06I '-2o -
,3 _089 .:-12 _115

086
, 08,1

67 I078 -i.-lO --13 078
@22csi -Ol/o9o

62 072 ÷17 t --05'073
64 1076 / -}-32 ['-F10 078
00 !o03 I -;-_7 +04 084
s4 jossi .,-os _15 oss

io701 I-o51o-
67 0% -!09 -14_00s 3,95;0,71
07 067 / -]-26 @04 [070 6,25,0,91
57 C,£6 ! -}-16 / ---07 086 0 85] 0,29

43 ;027 / d-ll I '029 3'.4_'0,98
65 1099 I ÷17 /--}:;_ 1098 1,6.tt, 0,,13

a,,.,,ll 0 8o67 1099 -I-07 r _16 099 _ r. Q I _.
61 087 ] 08 I --IG 086 1.3ff;0.20
47 164 -}-14 -107 160 --5,37_I,02
69 lO1 ÷23 -FOl 100 3.30 0,28

61 061 ÷25 +04 064 I 2,1810,85
--12 085
--03 082

63 i085 ..I-11 0,40
1,03

72 081 ÷20 070 0,50

084 0,.19

064 O, 85

074 O, 68
105 0,52

031C 2,62 0,98 0,05 [!17' 181 ° 337 °
017 1,67 0,81 0,31 003 182 303
017 1,65!,0,8110,31 006 182 303]
033 2 5210,08]0,61 008 182 338 1
066 2,251_0 82 0.40 167 002 109/

023
063 3:47 i0:90/0:36 178 /181 1290

103 i 4,0.i10,7810,88 176 [o02 _317
096 ' 2 40 0,59_0,98 169 182 162

097 212710,57 10,97 Ii_8 1,0_ 3_
078 2,6o] 0,69 10,81 .....
o55 I,bSlo,531o,o3 169 !o99 I,o4,6

1,12 0 47i0 59 I60 [uu2 I It'5

12,00 0,93 0,78 166 182 i238
2 71 0 6510,9.i 177 i002 1327
_:s_lo'm3 0,% ir0 I_02_1200
i,4e iO 39i0 871158 i002 _057
4,74 0:8210183i155 [002 [052

 ,67io,44io,%1177002is o
1,72 i 0,67 i 0,5(31 167 i 002 i nog

105jo,61 o,76 161 _52i249
4m9 0,75 _ ,_2 _7s 152 a215
1 70 0 43 0 07 152 002 ._.8

1 8.t 0 63 0 70 170 1821257

t),qT,1
[)878
,`3R83

%S9
9_93
9901
9903
9913

09.25.0,1.29 63 078
09.25.04.36 64 084
(}'3.25.04.39 60 1062

09.25.0,1.47 61 071
(19.25.05.15 64 107
09.25.05.21 65 099
09.25.05.25 44 164
09.25.05.44 68 101

91/16 09.25.05.48
9930 09.25.06.07
9!153 09.25.07.12
99(:,2 09.25.07.23
!)!)63 09.25.07.52

9975 09.25.08.00
9936 09.26.07.47

10007 O9.26.20.02
10012 09.26.21.07
10013 09.26.21.08

ln(}I9 09.2c_.21.41
10020 09.2(_.21.47
10023 n9.26.22.14
Ir)(£7 ()9 . %. 22 . 26
1n030 09 . 26 . 22 , 35

45 162
46 163
43 164
47 163
43 164:

44 j 162

69 1095
35 i ol9
31 1013

33 0t8
68 _ 072
68 1069
31 01,t
33 013
;35 017

q-28[ ÷05
-4-1Ol --Is
-}-122 / --01

+15/ -07
-1-24 @01
÷16 --07
-}-14 "÷32 -I I
÷17 -t-O!
+13 2- i-+15
q-17 40 _,
-i-16 q-O_

÷14 O(
÷38 I_
÷11 0',
÷12 Of
÷09 o
+28 O'
÷31 O'
--l,-09 .0
-fog 0
-i-13 .0

099
159

099
_57

160
159
158

159

157
, i OcM

022
i 017

00_

07_

I J07_

016 ]
016
021

t
3,06 154 0o2 i335
0,58 171 182 '_2(:3

0,(_0 165 002 I1.I1
0,06 0.17 162 323
0,9.t 167 002 1322

0,85 151 002 048
0,02 150 002 050
0,11 02.1- lSfi (',It)
0,%t[179 182 1,17
0,33 170 182 297

0 90 157 Or_O 050
'_ I -_- 007_0,,)1 _1_a - 23.1

0,721169 182 261
0,901155 002 0,15

0,32 177 182 299

0,48 164 002 I07
0,75 178 182 106
0,93 167 0(12 320

021 182 040
163 182 152

031 182 10%

182 ! 038017

023 182 i 040
032 182 / 038
025 182 '. 041

021 182
15.I 183
O0,1 18,1-
007 184
002 184

168 184
161 1_.1

003 18,I
00,1 184
009 184

p.r

147
149
149
147
136

149
149
143
151
155

146
140
150
137
144

151
139
150
133
148

136
140
139
150
1,t2

146
145
153
147
148

133
150

52
51

1,13

_50
t34
1,12
150"
143

136
135
148

52
:55

[52
152
152
152
152

152
138

49
49

49

144
154
149
149
149

¢'
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13'1
15'1

40
146
136
145
147

141
147
147
160
161

162,
149
149
147
159

147
149
163
149
1GS

149
147
149
147
161

t

149
140
16l
t47
102
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1251

No,of

meteor

10-t28
10429'
10,131
10.t33
10t35

10436
10.t39
104,10
10-ttl
1O443

104,15
10449
10.t50
10.t52
10.t53

10.I55
10156
10458
10.t59
I 0.103

10178
10.I 8O
in.is3
I0.t 8.t
10185

10191
] 6t93
10491
10,t!}5
10.I96

10499
1050 I.
10505
10503
10510

10518
10521
t05122
1057t
10527

10528
10530
10531
1053,t
10537

10538
10542
10543
10549
10553

10554
10556
10561
10569
10570

10,5'7,t

10575
]0585
I(15,17
10589

Continuation

I I [ I I .... j - 'r .... r

..... .................. ....... !_]_......,.... r / t
10.I0.22.57
10.10.23.00
I0.10.23.01
10.10.23.03
10.10.23.05

10.10.23.06
10.10.23.10
I0. I0.23.10
10.10.23.12
10.10.23.14

10:10.23.10
10.10.23.17
10.I0.23.18
10.10.23.21
10.10.23.22

10.10.23.31
10.10.23.31
10.10.23.37
10 10.23.38
10.10.23.-t2

10.11.00.03
10.11.00.0,1
10.11.00.47
I0.11.00.47
1U.11.00.47

10.11.00.52
10.11.00.53
10.11.01.17
I0.11.01.17
10.11.01.24

10.11.01.26
10.11.01.40
10.11.01.42
I0.II.01.,17
10.'11.01.,18

10.I1.02.01
I0.11.02.03
10.11.02.04
10.11.02.N5

]10.11.92.08

10,11.02.08
10.11.02.08
10,I1,02,08
10.11.02.12
10.11.02.14

10.11.02.16
10.11.02.22
10.11.02.22
10.11.02.27
10.11.02.37

I0.11.0_38
10.11.02.33
10.11.02.48
10.11.03.01
10.11.03.01

10.11.03.07
10.11.03.11
10.11.03.44
10.11.03.47
10. I1.03.,17

I I o r I I , -
28 i 031 .-10 --03_I o32:',, I,,]7_ 0 76 [0 35 or_3" 0181, I',r_ :_ 14't
39 _33, -i-16 --03 (.t6 I 5 01[ 0'96 ' 0'1{ on'; : ,3 ../; .... .;

32 1032' -_,0_[--' I0 !031' I' 2,32 0'_5'01,3.t <ii '6i8 i'G 'I.'P
37 031 --19 --a06 ]03G I 3 51 0'94!0 21 Oil Ill8 i.:,Oq lC,i
30]O.tl +,18!+o2 o14I 1',91'o195io:1oo_,7!1os ,>.s 147

'57 08.t ! @'13 J--ll !08t I,_8 0 70 0,35 15,1 1018 125 159
31 1033 : @15 @01 [036 I 1,o2.0,83[0,26 002 )198 [309 ]60
35 i031 ' _-'11 i --01 032 3,5-t!0 9310,27 002 1018 1122 149

46 i0'10, '_-20 i-{-04 ',0"t't 11011,00 0,06i016 I198 1332 1.t7
29 028 q-05 --06 i02T, 2,15 0,81 0,40 006 ;018 I10 149,
501o7o _'-3oI +o7io8_I 1,_4o81!031 1_o111,8302 ],_8
47 0.t7 T16 --01 ,049 I 5 15' 0'99_0'09 009 1018 _ n¢ lc, q
47 '040 @16 -_01 [04; '--9 '8;)0'15 0'06 00_ 'I98 !i_,_d ;,'i:;
31 1028 +o9 --02 ',026I 2',_',0 851035!003 !o]8 I i'i',i i:6
43 0t-2 -,-19 ! @03 0,16 2 "5! 0'9.1 _n'06 i 01 " 198 ! 333 li7

r 9 I r / ' ! ' ! i •
44 i0,t0 T2_ _ -506 ]0,'1.1 t 4,7210 98 0 0810o,t , 1f}8 [3'18 I.'t7
61 i031 -1-82!+09,083 1,85}01781011_11_8 1_sI:_._; 158
35 ]032 T16 -,'-03 ]038 1,86_0 8.5]o,22 006 93 1309 60
32 i033 --08 ! -L05 } 03-I 0,96! 0,89 0 28 ! 007 1(}18 i 1'"'I 1,t9

38 ]048 -,-la ] .... 03 i050 1,28 0,.'r}5]0,11610 0 ]018 1157 '6_
40 048 -{-!5 !-.-(}3 1050 , 1,49 0 97[0 051012 I(}18 15(} 103
8{1 i lr}8 +21 --02 106 1,7010,4.I/l,()oj 177 1018 005 1(;.I
32 !030 -1-21 _.i-08 o35 1,70;0,8410,28 i 011 I1':J8lao5 17,q
41 0,19 -/--15 --03 051 1 430 07 00.t 015 018 161 163
r,O 103-F15 !--08 103 0,98!0,19 0 79!164 !0 8 1107 178
41 036 --15 [-{-00 038 6 90 0,98!0'15!00 198 3t7 1(;9

'I0 }618 -_14 1--04 040 1,491 0,0610'06 01,1 1018 157 16ii
(;7 123 -r22 J--02 121 2,'t410,67!0[81 175 {I98 ]99 174

65 098 +16 --07 008 1 72! 0,50!0,85 167 018 [0_o5 172
67 096 +29 +06 095 3,00!0 73 0,81 170 198 236 107

46 1043' +131--03 045 19,9511'0010 051014 !018 153 I{12
70 115 @151--06 114 2,58 016310197 169 1018 339 170
66 089 +18 i--05 089 3,5310,8110,65]169 018 077 165

70i11. i+0 1123,6110.73i0.08i1. 8
64 1088 @21 ! --03 088 2,11 0,73}0 57i 175 1018 091 165
G9 1114 -}-22 ] -J-O0 112 2,78 0 (_5 0'98 165 1018 281 175

_ 10> -_:_1207o33 8,<0,_7i0,_110051198303 16,
o9 185 7 [ , Oo 13l 1,28 0,70 0,t',8/168 119,3 060 171
64 I101 -tO4 --19 102 1,85i0,4910 951 145 1018 030 ]66
3l 027 +06 -o5 027 8o?o87 oss 005 o18 _oo 1'1o
_51118 +251-1-o3 111 1:5610[37 0:',4811741198 162 175
57 [080 -}-29 t-FOB 081 1,2610,79 0,27 1631198 311 15R

40 1048 -1-10 ! --OB 048 1,631 0,95 0,081027 I018 152 163
61 083 -1-10 --13 083 1,93_0,77 0,45 150 018 105 159

33 032 -1-09 --03 034 2,12 0,87 0 28 005 018 103 149

67 ]108 -}-24 I -L02 107 1,98 0,50 0'99 178 1t98 187 164
39 040 q-12 I-2-'0'I 042 2,37 0,95 0'13{010 018 142 162

58 108t _i01--13 084 1,55[0,75 0'391 148 1018 117 159
67 115 +25 +03 112 QO7 0,53 01071174 198 159 175

67 1104 +301-!-07 102 2,2910,59 0,951168 1198' 208 168
_611o5 -,qo1-o7 IO5 1,_ 0,42 o.{,81167o_8 020 15_
35 039 -'09 --06 039 2,01 0,90 0120 010 018 134 160
68 1116 +17 ] --04 11,4 2,4710,02 0 95',173,I018 831 170.

69 ]t17 --22 I@01 115 3,6010 74 0'95 I 179 198 159 175

_7 1_-_73 "@81 12_ 2,15_0169 0:78 173 1;8 11; 174
] -1- I- 2, ,0,63 0,_0 173 i018 300 169

61 102 -,'-20 1--03 102 1,04[0,22 0 81 173 1018 093 178
c,$ IlflO }--25]-}-02 099 2,4510,63 O',9r) 176 _l.q8 222 157

59.10851, -t-131--10 085 1,4310,71 0,42 156 1018 I]3 ]50
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1252

........................................ '__ ................................. Contlnunt inn
I

No, of I _ _ ?, a e q i t! ,,,!show-
meteor DATE v_ a i I er

10:>% I0.11.03.o2 6,3 103 -rOT -r16 10,_ 1,4,1 0,33 0 96 14.1 i018 1032 c:- r. o , o , o o I _q

10591 ]0.11.03.53 ,t5 0,t3 /,-i-21 I -[-O.t 047 { 4,08!0 99 0,05 020 19_ [r_;_5 I 117
10597 / 10.11.6t.01 59 1135I _'-20 -'-03 13_ 1,23 0172]0,3i 173 1!18 io55 ] 171
105!18 i lO.ll.04.0.t 63 j138 [:@05 I --' IO 139 } 5,5210 93 0,37 153 (I8 2521

0,71 10,8%3t
10509 I 10.11.04.0't 59 /118 I;-!-07 I --14 119 I 1'081 ' 177
10600 10.11.04.05 60 I05 } -;-l'I I --()9 105 I 1,52 0,36]0,98 16"I 018 [122 ' 155

)%031 10.11.04.14 67 I123t:-141--06 121 } 2,4210,6710,Sl 1G_ 018 i3o2 1_
10606 I0.11.0t.17 70 109o _-23 --OI 095 11,33 0 03',0 8-t 178 018 10.t7 157
I0(._07 I0.II.04.27 (5 [120 l -i-14 i --06 I19 [ 1,6010'48 0[83 167 018 [2% It;_)
10{';08 10 11.0.1 30 66 122 '-L-22 -:02 120 2,00 0'59 0,83 176 198 122 174

10611 I IO 11 04 37 68 102 '130 " 09 I"PO I 3 38 O 72 0,9,1 163 198 212 168

106J5_0:11:04:4065 123I -;--_I _!_06170 2:i_:i!0'5910,831Gs_,)7IT% 174
10619 10.11.04.52 65 t091 I @19 j -Z05 09t I 2 2G!o[78iO,GS 170 018 ]076 165
10_20 10.11.04.5_59 1331-:-09 -09 _33_ i 33!074 0,,% 158 0_8i%s 17_
10622 10.11.0.1.58 641128 t @20 --!-Of 125 1,('i810'62 O,G,1 173 108 (393 17.1
10623 } 10.11.05.01 65 ]123 -'21 , -L02 12_ 1 95 0'65 0,68 175 198 i lO1 174

10626 10.11.20.46 38 030 -L-22 --09 035 5,2(i 0'95 O 24 016 198 330 161
10628 110.ll.20.54 421044 _-20 I +030,t81246[0'q80'0601I 1981335 147
10632 10.11.21.0834 t027 ] -i-09 i --02028 7,4.1[ 0'._6 ' 0'34 002 018 Ill 149

10633 10.11.21.09 43 047 -i-25 _-67 052 1 8710'98 0104 03,1 198 13,10 147

1063 I 101,2, 29I03,1204I.-08 030 1.8<0'800,38o080,8j,,3 ,,9
101337 I 10.11.21.2839 [035 -i-18I 4-03 038 I 4,300[960,170081981314 161
10t;38 10.11.21.35 221042 t -'15 ] --01 0;14' ) 0870,(;30,33098019 1137 149
10639 10.11.21.3532 t0391 ,i-19 } -}-03042 1,281084020005 VJ81319 160
10(3.t2 1011.2157 30031 5-13 _-01 n33 I 17-t0'820',32001198 !301 149

10613 10.11.21.58 29 i03I I J-02 I -10 030 I 2,01i0 81 0,39 001 019 t l12 149

106-t6 10.11.22.3t 39 [047! J-2C, -'-08 052' I 1,32 0',06 0,06 029 199 i,t37 147
I06t9 I0.11.22.36 31 [.028 I@2()1 @08 033 t 1,9810,8.1 0 32 Olr) I99 i':799 179
I0;50 10 11 22.41 42 051 -F19 I -'.-00 05t I,.t710 99 0,02 o01 1!:,9 3.t7 I(;3

10_;5210_25710.11.22.4.110.11.22.47 4,1290-t3036 -I-14-}'2[J--00"i030380.t6 1,2910'!83,580,790,060 o7000 (! 81131 1471(30

013 109 i'3_

I0n58 ]0.11.22.52 61 075 -_-28 _-OG 077 3,2.1; 0'0'1 0'9c) 1'55 11',) :300 I58

10659 I0.11.22.52 ,tl 0% -LI9 -]-Ot 041 4 16 0,97i0,12 011 199 321 1,t7
106(;3 10.11.22.58 28032 @05 [ --07 031 11700,78,0,37 008019115 I.i9

I(;5IO,GG 173 0190,021066.t I0.11.23.03 (_S 088 "-20 _0.t 089 8,32 07t

10667 10.11.23.1729028 J-04} --07027 [ 2,38_ 0,82 !0 42 007 019107 149
10669 10.11.23.18 31 033 -LIO --03 034 1,79i0,83[0',30 00t 019 1122 1,19
10670 10.11.23.20 59 082 -L-25 @02 083 [ 1,4910,78 i 0,33 176 199 1302 158

10673 10.11.23.34 43 040 =16 -}-01 043, 6,52 0,98 O, IO 199 162

10.11.23.35 -16:1049 -L251 -'07 053 / 2,59 0,99 0,03 049 199 343 14710674

10675 10.11.23.3o 37 )050 4--131--05 051 ] 1,1810,9310,08 016 019 J57 163
10676 10.11.23;36 40 040 +26 _,-09 046/ 2,15:0,95 0,11 027 109 132 147
10678 10.11.23.,10 40 105l -}-14 ! --0.1 052 1,4210,96'0,05 018 019 160 163

018 _090 90 0 23 , 161
10679 I0.11.23.45351032 .+24 I @I1038 2,251 199
I0680 10.11.23.45 41 1044 -FI91 &02048 2,0310'97]0'07 008 199 334 147

0 85 0 36 003 019 113 1,1910682 10.11.23.47 31 1029 @09[ I03 030 2,44 i ' ) '
10683 10.11.23.47 29 1030 +071 --05 030 1,041 ' I '0,8910,11 159 199 332 149
10685 I0.11.23.5240044 +24 -'+-07048 1770.9510,08025199332 1,17

10689 I0 I123.5547043 @181 @01046 --260 1471,00 0,0,1 006 199 ]336
10690 10.11.23.55 44043 -[-21 -;-05 047 " 3,74, 0,980,06022 1991334 147
10691 1011.23.5643045 -+20 -!-03049 2,26.0,98i0,05014199337 147
10692 10.12.00.11 5.i I086 -_21 { _-.02 086 2,500,8010,51 175 019 096 165
10693 10.12.00.12 3.t t031 -+-14 [ .--00 039 1,76 IO 89 0 20 001 019 135 160

0]09 0108 OOl 199 327 162
10@90 I0.12.00.18 .14 tO.tO @16{ .@010-13 15,34 I
1o70o 10.12.00.23 31 /032 +03[-09 031 2,3410,85 0,35 011 019. 115 14!7
10705 10.12.00.26 64 102 -kS2 I @08 I00 1,54J0,44 0,86 164 199 236 168
10707 10.12.00.29 551078 -'28 ._05 079 1,1810,8110,10 165 199 321 158
10708 lO._2.oo.3o68/oo3 +521+19 092 4,06i0,880,75 o53 o09 143 167
10710 lO.12.oo.3358112o +ov1-_3 _1 o,ozlo,37o,51 152 o_9 2+_ 17v
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/253

N6" °-_i ................... ' ...... : ..... _+-;_= ...... i............... I.............. Contlnuatinn

i ! siinw-meteor DATE :,oe _ a _ i ?, a e q i 9. .... i er

10717 10.12.00.38
10718 10. I2.00.38
j072-I lO. 12.00.48
10725 10.12.00.48
10727 10.t2.00.48

10731 10.12.00.53
1o733 lO. 12.00.5t
10737 10.12.01.02
10741 I0.12.01.10
lO7,t3 10.12.01.15

107-1,1 10.12.01.17
10750 10.12.[/1.25
10751 I0.12.0I .27
10752 10.12.01.28
I075.1 10.12.01.29

10757 10.12.01.35
10758 10.12.01.36
10763 10.12.01.38
10765 10.12.01.39
107q6 10.12.01.,10

10767 I0.12.01.43
107_8 10.12.01.43
10769 10.12.0I .55
1(178.I 10.12.02.19
10788 10, 12.02.25

}0789 I0.12.02.26
10792 IO, 12.fl2.30
10793 10.12.02.44
1P795 lO, 12.02..t5
1071u'; 10,12.02.45

l_SI)l If).12.n2.50
lO8O3 1o, 12.o2.52
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in814 10.12.03.I0
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lflSl6 10.12.03.11
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10822 I0.12.03.30
10825 I0.12.03.34
10829 10.12.03.37
10839 10.12.04.06
10844 10.12.04.17

10816 I0.12.04.22
10848 10.12.04.25
10850 I0. I2.0.1.25
1085.1 10.12.04.30
1!1855 10.12.94.30

10856 10.12.04.30
t()$58 lO. 12.04.51
10860 10.12.04.52
10864 10.12.0t.56
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10855 10.12.05.52
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67
65
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66 091 -1-12
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097 FI2
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--12
--05
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--06
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--09

--16 103
+08 008

-+07 079
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--05 03.t

--II 087--06 027

-'06 077
--16 10t
-_01 O,I

--07 10,l
--15 , 088

-t-I0 120
-LO't 094
--08 100
-}-06 138
+05 080

07 100
+07 096
J,-O8 095
--0+; 105
.',- lO 131

J fll o.18

0(} 083
-b00 041
-!-04 049
-i-07 097

Log 133
-{ C./9 134
-06 107
-}-O8 114
{-07 ll2

-II 09I
-18 t06
,z06 123
,L06 132

--16 120

-'-17 122
_2_'11 097

--F03 125
.LI6 122
+1-02 104

--04 120
--08 I07
-}-13 123
--} t7 149

-}-07 1_33
+12 I47
--15 118
Jr-06 13.1
+Ol 124
--1.t 120

099 1,85 0,5.1]0,85 157 ° 019 ° 05+t o 172
032 ,2,56[0 88 0,31 007 0 9 llq ! 1,19
0,t7 2 79 0,98!0,061002 109 !335 47 "
101 'o,0#o,3o o,(_51108 o_9 II?-n [ 17s
045 5,22]0,99 0,07 006 lOO 3311i47
104 0 82 0 2810,59 168 !019 350 178
107 22010,57 0,09 169 019 !010 8150
,%_ 1,181o,s61o_o ls+lol�iloo _,.o

1,4410,35 0,03;151 logo o_3 l 166
2,20! 0,62 0 8.1 161 109 234 | 167

2_+0 87 0 30 _60 10_ ,801IlSa
4,28io,0_,Io:1310o8I<0114o 1168
1,02' 0,8410 31 '.007 019 1Ol _ 149
1,40 0 68!0'451155 !Olfi'111"l ¢ l_a

5 73o 03'o',%/oo7 o_b1_o6t I:_
I ' [ ' I "

I 431o,87io _9 lc,1 i_o9,818 158
I 67 0 46 o,oo[ 151 ,o_9 !o_7 I 106
3,Ot[O 6810,97 172 109 202 1 101
1,2810,2810,921167 I019 /019 } 156

0,07 0,63 0,36j143 i019 131 i 159
1,82'o,551o,83!16111_o122 _83
4,5110 83 0,7811721109 1239 ICi7

o,s8;o,3_1o,0oi_63 1oi':>118o_7+
2,1710,83;0,32 / 16.*, i199 /0(;2 171
I 400 89P0 91 168 _1 n) 2'i0 158'_.i '-I ' _ t _" -

2,oC-;{ 0,64 / 0,91 I68 i 199 220 I57

2,3810,6610,80 167 i109 240 167
8 55 I0 00 (I,82 t6.t 191 {231 I67
I 9.t, 0 .19 0,98 169 i 017 02 ) 15(;

5,1(;i_,_s o,61 I,';91i_,._I1_,o I,'_1
1,62 fl,96 0,07 fl03 J )13 15,1 1_;3
1,46! 0,7810,32 16,1 [119 13Ol 158

-31 57 1 O0 0,10 001 i 1!9 ;323 ltO
9,36 1,00 0,03 02911991342 1.87

 ,850,770,85108i1,892201073,43,0, 5f0,53I0611 .+ 08,181
1,53_0,74 0,40 15,B i109 06# 171
1,9,81o,5_Io,05is_ 10_9o_, 178
2,37 0,59j 0 07 let; i io9 15; 182

2,12o,53io,o9 i16811ot: 16_ 182
3,59 0,S010,69 I ]57 +01_ 07: 165
1,49,0 34 0,98_ 146 01_ 02(. 166

" 1,3910,5110,68 i168 ll�S 092 17,1
I,o0',0,72 0,42t165 1% 06_ 171
1,23 0 36 0,78 147 tOlg 28C, 177

3 11J0'730 841148i lV9 lmi 183
2',75i0',69i0',851159 019 051 172

1,9610,6510,691174 _os log 174
2,74/0,70_0,8,3/ 51 m9 ]2_3 1,%
1,85jO,48jO,96j170 199 208 16t
3,0510,72 0,86i173 019 313 169
1,43o,01 o,,_,_t_65 o19 0¢9 _56
2,6210,8910,801 156 I99 192 183
5 2010,96[0,23j126 109 056 18.1

1,69Io,75{o,42 1164 Io9 o70 171

_,0010 06 0,211142 109 OSa 18.t

!,23 0,33 0,82 i151 0i9 286 177
.,2_o,73 o,03,1641o_o5+ 171
,6~ 0,57 0,70 179 199 lO0 174
,,t3J0,43 0,821154 019 29.t 177
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. oi +o1°1( 54ol,r,?o,%" ' '1127(] 10.15.21.18 41 0L32: , ~ , O,Ot 006'" 202' 3 P' 147
112/7 10.15.21.30 ;:;9 0.I8 -J-25 -1-07 053 ,51,0,43 0 8; 071 i,_ '_ !:,:'_I 1.17
11:!i8 1(1.15.21.30 39 0.12 -i-20 -i-04 0.16, 2,51'.0,9'5 0 13 (1_9 :,_'_ ,:u,, 1.17
II280 10. I5,21.36 44 055 -_-14' .-(16 056 , , r ' I ..... ',.13 0,.18 0,0.t ()33 (L'2 (l 1(;3

11291 10.15.22.5.1 59 081 @3,1 -J-ll 083, ,80 0,85 0 29 15 !'.!0:_ 1:_:_ [ 158
, p j ,$

1130210,523.,5 111 10, 0.9 ,54:: ,3 2021, 0
11311 I0.16.00.07 (_7 091 -}215 --08 091 0,(;'2 I 163 ()23 (179 I Iris
11312 10.16.00.15 6t 087 @16 ---07 087 3 29[0 _5 0,.I7 I I63 07.-_ (J�'.J i 1(;5

11319 10.16.00.3I (;9 106 @33 -_-10 103 4 ',7210 ',81 0,91i162 i2(/3 i216 1(;8

11323 I0.16.00.-I8 G9 10.1 a-32 -_-09 102 4,$6 i0,82 0,$9_104 i2)3 !221 Id8
11327 I0.16.00.57 63 113 -4-32 -',-10 110 1,30 0,25 0,08',161 203 30.1 ] ]SO

11337 10.16.01.33 61 110 -at-,35 @13 107 1,50 0,39 0 92! 155 203 222 i ISO
111 0 99i160 0_3 011 156

113.!6 10.I6.01.39 65 _I1 --I1 1_II 1,67 0,41 o ' '
11%0 10.16.01.5(3 C9 136 _25 @07 131 7,27 0,90 0 72 _IGG °r)3 1115 173

' ! _ I-_, t_ I

11351 10.16.01.56 65 123 -a16 ---07 121 1 52:0 41 0,89; 1/3 020 009 169
' ' I ' i ! i . I

11360 10.16.02.31 (36 103 @16 --07 103 1,97,o,56 0 S(3; 10ft ,B23 ;C).-)2 ; 156113_;2 10.16.02.37 10(3 _-09 ---1,I 106 ,2610,29 O 89:15l 0o3 !n59 l!iG
11369 10.16.03.16 140 -L-21 -L05 1,}6 5,02 0,89 0',56 lr, g 12i]3 094 lal

11.37(3 10.I6.03..I8 121 --}-05 --15 122 1,2510,3,tj0,_i._ 1151 ir)2._ !2_7 177
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11.101 10.I(3. I9.35 036 +0,t --10 03(3 1,9.110,81 0,37!011 ,023 ,1 149

11.I01 10.16.20.07 040 +13 "02 0,II 2,00i0,88 0,24 004 023 129 100
11413 10.16.21.20 047 +24 +08 052 5,17 0,99 0,061027 /203 332 147
11,115 10.16.21.40 047 q-16 --06 0,I7 2,0510,93 0,15i014 !()'23 1,10 162

11.123 10.17.01.52 II1 ,--}-30 "-08 108 1,9510,5ti0 95:]66 10.1 212 168' I !
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II554 10.18.0148 58 143 ° --10 ° --04 ° 142" 1 3010 79 (_ 27 230 °169 °] 02,5_

I1555 10.18.03.53 69 088 { -_-14 _I0 088 ] .3.3341,I0 0,53 159 025 08i
11559 10.i8.04.04 62 144, 506' --08 1,14 I 2,d8}0,86 0,34 161 025 2,t5
11561 10.18.04.07 69 113 _-26' -aO,t Ill 2 86 0 66 0 08 172 205 197
11564 10.18.04.18 ....... 16.1 205 216

(18 161 i -}-98 : .-05 102 3,16 0,7.t 0 8211566 I0.18.0,t.21 67 110 -}31 i .2-09 107 I 9'58]0'64 0 9') 171 205 23.t

I1570 10.18.04.32 67 136 -}-28-'11 130 3,080,74 0,7!)159 205 120

11572 10.18.04.34 66 108 _-12 --I1 108 I 1,92]0,52 0,{)3 160 025 037
11577 10.t8.04.53 68 1.t2 I -_-22 -{-07 138 I 0,71_0,9,t 0,61 166 205 101
11578 10.18.0,t.55 64 _33 +24 -L06 128 1 5'1 0 52 0 74 168 205 103

11581 I0.18.05.04 58 Ill -i 15' --07 110 0,88!0,22 0 60 166 025 !136

11582 10.18.05.09 66 I30 J --'23 I _05 126 / 1,99 0,58 0,83 I71 20.5 123
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